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I N T R O D U C T I O N

BART L OOTSMA

Over the last decade, research has become a key issue in the debate 
on architecture and urbanism. Architects and architectural offices like 
Stefano Boeri and Multiplicity, Rem Koolhaas and OMA/AMO, Raoul 
Bunschoten and CHORA, Winy Maas and MVRDV; institutions like 
Harvard, the Berlage Institute, the Bauhaus and ETH Studio Basel; 
museums and galleries like Arc en Rêve in Bordeaux and the Triennale 
in Milan; and traveling exhibitions like Cities on the Move set up 
ambitious projects that try to understand recent changes in the urban 
environment. Books become not only thicker, but also bigger in size 
by the month to stress their importance. All these projects focus on 
the broader social, economical and cultural context of architectural 
and urban design instead of on projects, although projects done by the 
architects that carry out the research are inevitably seen in the light of 
the research. This seems an enormous change since a period in which 
architecture, in Manfredo Tafuri’s words, withdrew itself in the 
‘boudoir’, focusing on linguistic games and emphasizing the autonomy 
of its ‘discipline’ by showing long genealogical traditions. The current 
research seems to be largely ahistorical. If history plays a role, then 
only in the form of quantative extrapolations of abstract statistical data, 
preferably shown in graphic representations that until recently only 
appeared in board rooms of larger companies. Current research focuses 
only on the ‘new’, on changes that seem to unsettle the discipline. 

The reasons are obvious. We find ourselves in the middle of a ‘Second 
Modernity’ that is defined by global networks of communication and 
mobility, national borders are blurring and cities grow together in vast 
urban landscapes, new post-fordist production methods replace the 
industrial production –at least in the Western world-, capitalism has 
become the one system ruling the world, the service and experience 
economy are growing factors, we witness stunning processes of 
migration and individualization, first and third worlds are folding into 
each other and we fear a new kinds of collective risks: environmental 
risks and new kinds of warfare. 
Ofcourse these changes have consequences for architecture and 

urbanism, just as the First Modernity brought a lot of changes. In the 
beginning of the twentieth century industrialization, railways, cars, 
congestion of the big cities, war, deseases, the rise of the masses 
etcetera brought us new problems, new typologies and a new scale. 
Big industrial complexes, railway lines and stations, highways, 
tenement blocks etcetera were new typologies that were developed 
in that period. After the Second World War we witness among others 
the rise of highways, shopping malls and airports and the beginning 
of individualization and urban sprawl. 

Also in this first period of modernization and in the period after 
the Second World War, architects and urbanists were involved in 
intensive research. It was a research that Tafuri largely dismissed 
in ‘L’Architecture dans le boudoir’ both philosophically, based 
on Michel Foucaults analysis of the problematic relation between 
language and reality in ‘Les Mots et les Choses’, and ideologically. 
A few years before Jean François Lyotard he proclaimed the end of 
the grand narratives. In ‘L’Architecture dans le Boudoir’, similarly 
as in ‘Progetto e Utopia’ he destroyed the idea that architecture 
could bring us a new and better society and that all attempts to do 
so were finally absorbed by captitalism. Even after his death, Tafuri 
theory seems to be proven again and again. Even the architects that 
withdrew in the boudoir became a chique market niche and, with 
a reference to Hollywood, seem to want to compensate for their 
uncertainty by proudly announcing themselves as ‘star architects’ 
today. 

But maybe Tafuri started out from the wrong expectations. Maybe 
when we step aside for a moment from the expectation that the 
Modern Movement was a movement whose main argument was to 
change things and try to perceive it as a collection of individuals 
that in the first place were facing the same or similar problems and 
had to find solutions for them, we can still learn a lot. It seems as 
if, particularly in recent architectural history, only the visionary 
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aspect has always been emphasized and criticized for many different 
reasons. But visionary projects always have to fail. Maybe when we 
try to see their projects as a means to understand the reality they were 
facing and focus on their research the tragic doom of failure that lays 
over these projects since the nineteen seventies disappears. When we 
see them as individual moments of synthesis in a collective process 
of modernization that could never be steered by one person or body, 
by one ideology or another they appear differently. Not as words 
or syllables in a language that could just be repeated over and over 
again, but as essays, as landscape paintings, photographs, snapshots 
of a city at a particular moment in time, using the media 
of architecture: plan, section and elevation. What we would be 
interested in then is not the projective, visionary aspect of them, 
but the analytical side. We are looking for cities that are hidden 
in these ‘visionary’ cities, to use the term for the last time, or that 
are even covered up by them. Maybe this analysis could help us 
doing research today, not only by taking their methods literally as it 
happens now, but by analyzing the analysis critically and comparing 
it to the problems we are facing today, that are so different and in 
sometimes even contradictory to the problems that people were 
facing one hundred years ago. It is so different because, as Ulrich 
Beck writes, today ‘any attempt to come up with a new concept that 
would provide social cohesion must depart from acknowledging 
that individualism, diversity and scepticism are rooted in Western 
culture’, whereas at the time the collective and the masses were still 
largely unquestioned. 

This is exactly what we try to do in this book. It is, as the title says, 
a Research for Research. It is part of an ambitious undertaking 
that strives at no less than to rewrite the history of urban planning 
of the twentieth century as a history of research. In this research 
we analysed a series of canonized urban proposals and theories on 
the basis of three questions. First: wat kind of research were these 

projects based on concerning the real situation as found? Second: 
what kind of political and bureaucratic system did the projects 
presuppose in order to be realized? Third: what state of technology 
did the projects presuppose? This leads to a history that is not 
so much a history of visions, but a history of interpretations and 
extrapolations of the real. The projects are not the beginning of a 
history, but are embedded in history. The architects appear all like 
‘surfers on the waves’ of a continuous process of modernization 
instead of as the ones that caused and triggered Modernity or 
Modernism. And, like surfers, ofcourse they fell of the waves many, 
many times. But sometimes they were able to stay on top for a while. 
Many discoveries made on the way still shape our environment 
today. This leads to the fourth question: what was realized from the 
projects –by the architects themselves or their followers- or, why 
were they not realized? 

At several moments we realized how blind this history has been. For 
example, several archives concerning the research have already been 
thrown away. Hilberseimer made all his students in Chicago map a 
particular city in the world according to a standard methodology. It 
must have provided him with an incredible comparative knowledge 
on cities, of which we sometimes find traces in his writings. All this 
research seems to be lost. No wonder we always see the same image 
of the Highrise City. When we were looking for archives concerning 
the research part on the collaboration between Van Eesteren and 
Van Lohuizen, they appeared to have been destroyed at the City of 
Amsterdam or given away by the Netherlands Architectural Institute 
to some unknown party. No wonder that the four impressive volumes 
on Van Eesteren hardly even mention the researcher Van Lohuizen or 
try to deal with his research and that different critics and architects 
like Rem Koolhaas and Wouter Vanstiphout can ridiculize Van 
Eesteren in a totally naieve way as someone whose only goal in life 
was to realize a kind of big Mondrian paintings. It is naieve, because 
they do not seem to take into consideration that the politicians 
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and civil servants would never have let them go away with that, 
certainly not on the scale of their operations, that not only involved 
the extension plan of Amsterdam, the Polders, large parts of the 
Dutch countryside, but even the very organization and laws of urban 
planning in the Netherlands. 

Already in this first round, we did some surprising findings that 
alter the existing views on the history on urban planning quite 
dramatically. Let me just mention two of them here. 

We know for example that the First World War was of crucial 
importance for Bruno Taut and the architecture of expressionism, just 
as well as for the whole setup of the Bauhaus. Hardly any attention 
has been given to the fact that it was also important for many 
other projects, such as the City for Three Million Inhabitants of 
Le Corbusier, in which the towers in the center of the project would 
be owned by different countries, to be certain that this center would 
never be attacked by any of the countries involved. Totally neglected 
is the way in which Otto Neuraths ideas on the War Economy 
influenced his ideas on Total Socialization after the First World War 
and how he tried to implement them in Vienna. 

Strikingly, apart from problems of housing, hygiene, traffic and 
pollution, the traditional driving forces of modern architecture and 
urbanism, a big influence on many new plans was leisure. It seems 
a fashionable issue today, but it was even more important in the 
twenties. Most emblematically we can see this in the extension plan 
for Amsterdam, in which suddenly enormous green flecks appear, as 
sporting fields, parks and a forest. This was immediately related to 
the eight hour working day that was introduced all over Europe in  
the early twenties. It meant that spaces had to be reserved and 
programmed for leisure activities. In a different way leisure played 
a crucial role in the settlers movement in Vienna, because workers 
could only build their own houses and grow their own food if 

they would have the time for it. Ginzburgs plan for Moscow was 
completely based on the idea of leisure. There the issue was even 
a four day working week. Fifty years later, Constant Nieuwenhuys’ 
New Babylon was even completely founded on the idea that 
people would not have to work at all due to a totally computerized 
production. Interesting is to observe how Le Corbusier managed to 
get the issue of leisure largely off the CIAM agenda. Implicitly it 
becomes also clear why: France did not have an eight hours working 
day, but a ten hours working day, which may have diminished the 
urgency to deal with leisure.  

Reading the book, we will find many more of these cross references 
and correspondences that need further and deeper study. In a next 
phase, in which also another set of projects will be investigated, we 
will dedicate more attention to them.  

Two last points have to be made in this introduction. The first is 
that it appears possible to write a history of architecture and urban 
planning based on research. Just as well as it is possible to write 
a history of architecture and urban planning based on projects 
and influences, it is possible to establish genealogical lines of the 
research we find today. Although more research has to be done, 
we can provisionally suggest for now that in this genealogy Rem 
Koolhaas’research would appear as a synthesis of research the in 
the tradition of Otto Neurath, Van Eesteren and Van Lohuizen, 
Hilberseimer and Constant. Winy Maas can clearly be placed in 
the tradition of Van Lohuizen. Stefano Boeri fits in the tradition of 
typological and morphlogical research. Raoul Bunschoten fits in the 
Situationist tradition. The Swiss that are united in the Studio Basel, 
Jacques Herzog, Pierre deMeuron, Roger Diener and Marcel Meili, 
fit in the modernist tradition of the Bauhaus and Hilberseimer. Hans 
Hollein has given Hilberseimers teaching approach a twist in his 
‘Ort und Platz’ project, in which students begin to analyze one urban 
complex historically. It is fascinating to see how the methods the 
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different architects are using are still strongly related to the dominant 
traditions of the countries they were raised and the educational 
trajectory the architects followed. 

If all of this is true, it would be interesting to compare the situation 
in which these predecessors started their research with the condition 
contemporary architects are facing today. To what extend do they 
simply continue existing methods of research and to what extend 
are they changing them? How do they deal for example with the 
fact that cities are less and less closed entities, but more and more 
related to others? How do they deal with the fact that national 
borders are blurring to come to a stable set of statistical parameters? 
It is interesting that these issues were already problematic for Van 
Lohuizen and in solving them, he discovered the Randstad. For Winy 
Maas’ research, it is however still necessary to establish a petri-dish 
situation with a speculative autarchichal city in Metacity Datatown in 
order to be able to make certain predictions. 

Here, it is not only about the research itself, but also about the issue 
of turning this research into a method of design and even into a 
bureaucratic system. The latter was something the first modernists 
were incredibly good at, particularly Van Eesteren and Van Lohuizen 
in the Netherlands, and it is a point that is largely neglected by 
architects and planners today. They seem only interested to get rid of 
all these rules, not understanding that they were the logical result of 
the institutionalization of the conclusions drawn from the research 
in the First Modernity. Rem Koolhaas, in his Roman Operating 
System, seems to return largely to Otto Neurath’s logical positivism, 
in which building types are used as a kind of protocol sentences that 
together make the city. With Neurath, whose Isotype language he is 
often using and adapting, he shares the belief in modernization as 
a collective process, that is hardly influenced by ideology. But he 
uses the idea of protocol sentences in an ironical way and explicitly 
calls his S,M,L,XL a novel. That means he takes the criticism 

on the idea of protocol sentences seriously, that there is no proof 
that they actuallydo have a relationship with reality. Ofcourse, 
philosophically speaking, there is no difference between an analysis 
based on protocol sentences and a fairy tale. Wittgenstein would also 
notice this problem, but he would say that we can see nevertheless 
that it ‘works’. Just as we know now that Newton’s theory about 
gravity and his formula are scientifically incorrect, we can still work 
with them. In a similar way we should see architectural and urban 
research. As Van Lohuizen already insisted, it should constantly be 
revised and updated in a never ending process. We should also keep 
trying, even in desperation, to deal with the complexities involved. 
Neglecting this, by returning to an autonomous architecture, is 
Ostrich behaviour.  

Rotterdam, 07-12-2001 
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O T T O  N E U R A T H
I S O T O P I A

PATRICK DECAIX 
CORNELIA  REDEKER

"The sum total of world happiness is too small.
It must be made bigger."

After attending school in Vienna, Otto Neurath, born in 1882 as 
the son of the social-reform economist Wilhelm Neurath, studied 
mathematics, natural sciences, national economics and history at 
the universities of Vienna and Berlin. He wrote two dissertations on 
ancient economic history, receiving a doctorate phil. summa cum 
laude. In 1906 he absolved his military service and became a teacher 
for national economics at the Wiener Handelsacademy. In 1907, he 
married the women`s rights activist Anna Schaphire, who died after 
giving birth to their son Paul. In 1912, he marries the blind mathema-
tician Olga Hahn, with whom he published articles on mathematics 
before World War 1. During this time the "First Viennese Circle" 
was founded with Hans Hahn, Olga`s brother, Phillip Frank, brother 
of the architect Josef Frank, and Richard von Mises, engaged in 
scientific and philosophical discourse. Before 1914, Neurath pub-
lished his first articles on his theories on "war economics" and on 
the economic situation in the Balkan states. A number of study trips 
were financed by a grant awarded by the Carnegie Foundation For 
International Peace. After serving on the East Front and in Vienna 
in World War 1, Neurath was appointed director to the German War 
Museum in Leipzig and parallel to this worked in the war economy 
department of the War Ministry in Vienna. During this time he 
developed his theory and practice of graphic representation of socio-
economic relations and his natural science models. In 1917, he was 
appointed private lecturer in political economics at the University Of 
Heidelberg, a position, which due to his war service and his involve-
ment in the Munich revolutionary government, he was never able to 
exercise. As president to the Central Economic Office in Munich, 
Neurath tried to apply his theories on full socialization. As the move-
ment was suppressed Neurath found himself sentenced to one and 

a half years of imprisonment, "aiding and abetting high treason". 
Due to Otto Bauer`s intervention, Neurath was able to evade his 
sentence. Returning to Vienna, Neurath became involved in Social 
Democratic communal politics and as a consequence in the Viennese 
Settlements and Allotment Gardeners Movement, still aiming to 
apply his theories of full socialization. After being involved in the 
first settlers exhibitions in front of Vienna City Hall in 1921, Neurath 
founded the Museum for Settlement And City Planning, which in 
1924 became the Social and Economic Museum of which he was 
appointed director. Supported by an interdisciplinary team, Neurath 
began to develop the "Viennese method of pictoral statistics", which 
later became known as the "Isotype Pictorial Language". During this 
time, Neurath also resumed his pre-war engagement with the Vienna 
Circle, together with Rudolf Carnap and Hans Hahn, publishing 
the manifesto Wissenschaftliche Weltauffassung: Der Wiener Kreis 
(Scientific World View: The Vienna Circle) in 1929 and founding the 
"Verein Ernst Mach" (1928-1934) serving the popularisation of the 
Vienna Circle bound to the Vienna school reform and the adult edu-
cation program.

Following the First World War, Austria found itself in a state of 
crisis. The former empire, stripped of its annected countries and 
resources, was in a political, economic and social turmoil.
In 1919, the Social Democratic municipal government of Vienna 
launched a radical program to reform the city`s infrastructure along 
socialist lines. The Gemeindebauten, which incorporated 64,000 
dwellings, were built as a result of the large scale housing deficiency 
after the war. Housing one-tenth of the population, they can be seen 
as the main achievement of the reform program. However, this pro-
gram, launched in 1923, was preceeded by the often unmentioned 
settlers movement, a self-help initiative, which derived out of the 
allotment gardeners associations, to produce housing and food self-
sufficiently. What these two housing initiatives, opposite in almost all 
aspects, had in common were the incorporated communal facilities 
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situation. Otto Neurath was a complex figure, hard to grasp in the 
diversity of his involvements. 
How can one obtain an overview of a man, both of theory and prac-
tice, who covered the entire spectrum of knowledge including archi-
tecture, economic history, mathematics and logic, philosophy, history 
and theory of knowledge, visual education and museum science in 
about 300 publications (including around 30 monographs and books), 
and who worked in at least four countries (Austria, Germany, The 
Netherlands, England) as a social scientist and teacher at commercial 
colleges, workers`colleges, adult education schools and at universi-
ties, a man who pursued a demanding profession (museum director), 
yet also figured centrally in the Vienna Circle?"(1)
By examining the Viennese case as a specific situation of place and 
time, we will research Otto Neurath`s vision of a coming future soci-
ety, which was not only conceptually implemented in the Viennese 
settlements movement, but was also very undogmatically adapted by 
him to the restrictions that practice implied. 
His association with architecture can in this way be considered a 
historical coincidence, or better a recognized chance. Architecture in 
its broadest terms, as not only recognized by Neurath, but also by the 
Social Democratic Party, could be used as a teaching tool not only to 
manifest political, but interdependently, economic meaning. 

“The economy of a society is an immense building, as the realization 
of an economy plan is similar to the design of an architectural plan. 
The `economy architect` is like an architect who tries to grasp pre-
cisely and numerically the size of the different pieces of his construc-
tion, the volume of the produced space and so on.”(2)

Meta-level

War economy
In his adolescence, Neurath  was strongly influenced by the intel-

as the basis for proletarian culture to develop. The social democratic 
ideology of leading the working class to a higher culture relied on 
the eight hours legislature passed in 1919, which generated the aspect 
of leisure to the proletarian society. These eight hours of gained time 
also enabled the settlers to produce their own food and housing. The 
Austro-Marxist movement, forced to recline to the boundaries of the 
capital, was not only spatially, but also economically restricted. The 
urgency of the post-war situation can be seen as the basis for the 
innovative collaboration of the social democratic city council with 
the self-organized associations of the settlers movement to house and 
feed the population and beyond that to exemplify proletarian cul-
tural virtues, such as solidarity, self-organization and adult education 
within this context. 

Otto Neurath was not an architect or an urban planner, he was a 
social economist and a philosopher. He was involved in Viennese 
post-war town planning for two main reasons: the chance to apply his 
theories on full socialization within the structures of the settlers asso-
ciations, and a phenomenon which will characterize his entire life, as 
a reaction to the demands of the current situation. As his academic 
career was ended due to his involvement in the Munich revolutionary 
government, Neurath`s previous exclusively theoretical work is sud-
denly bound to a specific time and place. To understand his involve-
ment in the Viennese Settlement`s Movement, it is important to 
explain his theoretical background as an economist and philosopher, 
as his positivist philosophy aims for practicability and his theory of 
an evolving process of full socialization for try-out. Although when 
confronted with reality, which forced Neurath to modify his theo-
ries to a more local level, they remain grounded on the principle of 
socializing society by society. This can be seen as the basis for all 
his work, before and after the Vienna case. The end of his involve-
ment in the settlers organizations is followed by the development of a 
pictorial language and a museum concept to facilitate the public with 
comprehensive statistical data to understand its own condition and 
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counteract the constraints of monetary and credit economy, should 
start by taking out loans on its stock of gold or by raising taxes. If 
these measures do not suffice, the state could take "administrative 
measures", commandeering the required commodities. The comman-
deered commodities would mainly imply manpower.  He argued for 
the "introduction of a requisition system comparable to a tax system 
in those regions that are subordinate to an organised administration, 
be it foreign or home territory".(7) The international situation was 
fragile after the First World War and the states were concerned with 
the question of producing or obtaining the necessary goods in case 
of another war. Neurath proposed a general mobilisation plan not 
restricted to the army, but including the whole social structure as well 
as the allied states. A large-scale economy in kind would be the nec-
essary economic condition for winning a future world war. An econ-
omy in kind necessitates an economic plan, controlled by a central 
institution, which would oversee the whole economy. The transitiory 
phase from a free market economy to an economy of kind would 
be linked by an "administrative economy". According to Neurath, a 
"calculation in kind" was a necessary condition for an economic plan. 
The monetary statistics would be replaced by "statistics in kind", 
making a calculation for the overview on goods production, con-
sumption, importation, etc. possible. Neurath considered economics 
in kind as the solution to the problems of the free market economy, 
as it would obtain and distribute products directly. He had a concrete 
vision of the complete organisation of a state at war, starting with the 
centralisation of bread production via expansion of the storehouse 
system up to the standardisation of railway wagons.(8) During the 
First World War, Neurath had to realize that a lot of his ideas were 
illusionary, but he still believed that war could be the transitory phase 
to an economy of kind. His socialisation plan would show how to 
realize an ideal society based on an economy in kind.

Total socialization
Neurath`s socialization plans concerned the radical reorganization of 

lectual atmosphere of his father, who considered the traditional 
economic order with its crises and misery responsible for causing 
great unhappiness. In his dissertation about the economic history of 
antiquity, published in 1909, Otto Neurath compared different eco-
nomic systems in order to bring out the reciprocal effects between 
social and economic developments, investigating the relationship 
between the production and the distribution of goods and prosper-
ity.(3) According to Neurath, the questions of profitability should 
stand back in favour of productivity. A big war could imply reforms 
into our economic system, which would enable an unobstructed pro-
duction and consumption.(4) Neurath believed that a war could trig-
ger improvement of a population's living standard. In his work about 
war economics, Otto Neurath would investigate the changes provided 
by war. During the Greek and Roman empires, war was one way 
of securing an income. Wars were only considered, after the British 
mercantilisms, as disturbances of the economy. The economy of war 
was needed, as the preceding step before arriving at an economy 
providing a full development of production capacities. In wartime, 
profitability questions stand back in favour of productivity. Monetary 
exchange is replaced by barter, slowly leading to a Naturwirtschaft  
(economy in kind), as Neurath called it. In capitalist economy, 
Neurath used the term of "the free market economy", overproduc-
tion is periodically reached. In this case, the profit stops increasing 
or even declines. To avoid these kind of conditions deliberate cuts in 
production are made by the entrepreneurs to keep the profit constant. 
In case of war, these restrictions could be evaded, liberating the pro-
ductive forces.(5) Neurath saw a possibility in war to prevent or to 
delay the crises that arose from overproduction. All capacities would 
be employed for the production of material, which in turn would be 
consequently destroyed.
"There are some signs that a world war would radically change the 
current monetary and credit system, namely in the direction of a 
large-scale economy in kind controlled by the state."(6)
According to Neurath, "at the start of the war a state, in order to 



the common economy. The nationalization of activities, as the main 
objective of the social parties, was seen as a secondary problem by 
him. His program of full socialization attended the objective to lead 
the economy to a scheduled administration in favour of society by 
society.(9)
The "8-Punkte-Programm" elaborated  by Otto Neurath and, his 
co-director at the Leipzig Museum, Wolfgang Schumann for the 
Reichstag commission of Saxony in March, 1919 introduced the 
principles of total socialisation:
1. the entire political economy will be socialized, which means sub-
ordinate to a scheduled administration of the production and distribu-
tion in respect to general principles.
2. In the German Empire, the right for welfare in case of private 
holdings is abolished. The general work duty and the creation of 
work opportunities will be controlled by special laws.
3. In the German Empire, a minimum of apartments, nutrition, 
clothes, education and leisure will be provided by law to everyone 
based on the publicized economy plan.
4. The realization of socialization depends on central economic 
departments of the federal states. The central economic departments 
will be obligated by federal and regional laws to support the sociali-
zation process.
5. For the general regulation of socialization issues and the main-
tenance of uniformity, the empire will create a socialization depart-
ment.
6. The socialization will be realized in part through nationalization, 
but mainly by the creation of an encompassing total economic net-
work, based on syndicates, cooperatives, community organizations 
etc.
7. The main task of the central economic departments is the record-
ing of universal statistics and the elaboration 
of a general economic plan.
8. The realization of the socialization will be predominantly con-
trolled and protected by a union composed of worker organizations 

(unions, worker committee, worker council, central worker control 
council).

The administrative economy required a different conceptual basis 
than the previous market economy. Neurath wanted to eliminate actu-
al profit.(10) The new driving force being a plan economy, based on 
statistical recording and an estimation of production and consump-
tion for specific zones. These economic plans should be developed 
by authorities, which were to deal with national economics similar 
to a gigantic company. Their main activity would be the design of 
future economic plans, but also the recording of the respective eco-
nomic evolution. By this economic plan, the representative body of 
the people would be able to analyse the effects of quantitative shifts, 
as for example the construction of a barrage within the framework 
of the total economy. The importance of every single measure would 
became obvious by contemplation of the whole.(11) The shifting 
thrift of a measuring system can only be qualified by a comparison 
with the general plan. The "pleasantness" of both options having to 
be judged directly.(12) This part of the total socialization concept 
became the main point of attack, as it implied the abolition of a mon-
etary common economy. This idea is based on Neurath`s reflection 
in 1912 that no calculation exists, which is capable of calculating 
the optimal distribution of goods. Integral decisions have to be made 
between different economic plans, as the optimisation from one to 
another can not be calculated by a standard measure. Neurath, by 
demanding to apply something comparable to a "modern-multi-crite-
ria analysis", when describing standards of society, money, for exam-
ple, as a universal accounting unit should be replaced by a battery  of 
indicators such as health, literacy, child death rates, life expectancy, 
infrastructure and cultural wealth. He proposed that these alternatives 
ought to be analysed with respect to the "happiness accounts", which 
they would produce.(13) Neurath`s socialization plan restricted itself 
to a reorganization of economy, its conceptual basis and deliberately 
excluded "power issues". At this point in research, Neurath`s posi-
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The positivists championed a scientific attitude to the world as a 
social slogan that was to defend democracy, tolerance, and coopera-
tion. They professed a kind of utopianism, based on the assumption 
that the attitude of the intellectual whose convictions are more or less 
determined by the rigours of scientific thinking could become the 
socially dominant way of thinking, and that the independent posi-
tion of the intellectual could serve as a model towards which a well-
organized education might lead society as a whole."(15)
There was no absolute certainty of knowledge in science
Science was seen as a collective, social process of unified knowledge 
and shaping of the world, not a sum of insights of individuals of gen-
ius.(16) Whereas the bourgeoisie made a clear distinction between 
natural and social sciences, scorning manual labour, the positivists, in 
tradition of the enlightenment and the modern revolutions embraced 
the culture of workers, supporting the development of an individual 
sense of self-worth and an awareness of collective identity. As sci-
ence was considered a collective social process, the proletarians, as 
the vast majority of the population, became an immensely important 
group. The theory of positivism aimed towards the practice. By the 
method of developing "protocol sentences" a reality was constructed 
from statements about facts. By such a "transparent construction" of 
all elements, whether simple or complex, nationalist, metaphysical 
and anthroposophist tendencies were to be annulated. All sciences 
would be united by their common starting points. The process steered 
by conscious organization was supposed to lead to an improvement 
of material-living conditions, and specifically for Otto Neurath, man 
was to become the creator of his own happiness. By democratising 
the producers, enabling them to control production and distribution, 
capitalist economy was supposed to be eliminated. To enable such 
a democratisation, the aspect of popular education arose to a move-
ment, believing science should be accessible to all people versus 
treating it as a relic. (17)

The Housing Program Of Red Vienna 1919-1934

tion to this issue stays unclear, as he only spoke about the necessity 
of a strong separation between the economic and the political council 
administration. After World War 1, Neurath argued that his economic 
concept, which had been organized for the war condition, should 
also be applicable in times of peace for the benefit of all. Schumann, 
co-director of the Leipzig Museum, supposedly convinced Neurath 
in long conversations to join the Social Democratic Party in Munich, 
in order to present his economic theories  to the leadership of the 
party.(14)

Otto Neurath`s involvement in the Viennese settlements program 
was not only a chance to apply his economic concept at least in parts 
to a real situation, but can also be seen as a logical consequence of 
his social understanding of science based on the philosophy of the 
Vienna Circle.  

Philosophy
The Vienna Circle was a philosophical group with around 36 mem-
bers form the fields of philosophy, logic, mathematics and natural 
sciences between the world wars in Vienna and can be considered 
one of the most influential philosophical movements of the 20th cen-
tury.
"…this philosophy ( the logical empiricism of the Vienna Circle ) 
was to perform important social functions: to stimulate a scientific 
approach in people to their own convictions and thereby to eradi-
cate irrational prejudice, ideological fanatism, and the brute force in 
public affairs. It was not just to be a science, but also to perform an 
educational task in the struggle against irrational beliefs that poison 
collective life and give rise to attempts to impose them by force. (…)
The positivists of that day liked to repeat Locke`s saying that we may 
hold any belief only with such a degree of certitude as the degree of 
justification warrants. This slogan which briefly sums up the funda-
mental rule of practical rationalism, was directed against all ideologi-
cal pressures and fostered a spirit of tolerance in collective life.



Post-war Vienna
After World War I the Austrian Republic was left on the edge of 
economic collapse and famine, cut off from its former resources due 
to the new political situation. In contrast to Hungary and Bavaria in 
1918, Social  Democrats were able to avert a Bolshevik revolution in 
Austria. Yet, at the end of 1919 they began to lose power and were 
only able to retreat to the capital, where the first socialist mayor, 
Jacob Reumann, was elected in 1919, endeavoring  a "Red Vienna",  
as a  model for municipal socialism prefiguring the future socialist 
society. In 1910 with over 64000, of which more than 7000 were 
children, were homeless and the number was growing exorbitantly.  
After the war most people coming to Vienna were refugees and war 
veterans contributing to the rise of the number of home seekers of 
42,642 to 68,175 to 1922-24. 
Aside from the acute housing and food shortage, were the condi-
tions of the existent workers dwellings in Vienna among the worst 
in Europe. Devastating illnesses, such as the cholera epidemics in 
1830,1832,1849 and 1873 resulted from the poor conditions of the 
workers mass housing. Already in 1900, Point 10 of the Viennese 
local political program stated the demand for an increasing produc-
tion of  workers residences. The housing market in Vienna was in pri-
vate hand, triggering violent conflicts and class hatred.           After 
the stabilization of the Austrian currency in 1923 the largest scale 
building program at that time in Europe was initiated. Between 1919 
and 1934 64,000 dwellings were built, mainly financed by tax deri-
vations. With the housing program, not only creating dwellings, but 
including social and cultural institutions concerned with education, 
health and child care, the municipality aimed to enable the proletariat 
to become a "new socialized humanity". (18) According to Neurath, 
in Hack und Spaten, the terrible conditions of proletarian housing of 
pre-war Vienna triggered a new structure of the housing program, 
as the municipality as well as the workers had formerly not been 
involved in the process of development due to the private market. Gerd Arntz , The social conflict
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Wild settlements 
Lack of food and shelter mobilized inhabitants of all classes to squat 
6.5 million square meters of public land on the outskirts of Vienna. 
By 1918 100,000 people, about 14,000 families had "wildly" settled 
in the periphery of Vienna to live in self-built sheds and growing 
their own food. These "zones" appeared after the clearance from 
existing forests in the past by firewood procurement. After the acqui-
sition of allotment gardens a period of wild settlements followed. 
This developing movement did not only include the proletariat, but 
members of all classes, as lack of housing and food affected all lay-
ers of society. According to the Gartenfreund, an allotment garden-
ers magazine of the time, the estimated production of self-grown 
vegetables in the year 1918 amounted to about 1,200 railway cars of 
produce, enough to provide nourishment for 160,000 people. Peter 
Marcuse describes the wild settlements movement of Vienna during 
and after World War 1 as "probably the most wide-spread example of 
physical self-help in housing in the twentieth century in an industrial-
ized nation".(19) 
"Without the help of the community, yes even without permission 
of the landowners and the construction police, hundreds of perma-
nent settlements have been created by means of self help by the 
allotment users. Some are massively executed houses, but  most are 
Bretterhütten, which have been however put together from all imagi-
nable, cheaply purchased material. The danger originated, that the 
untiring work and the modest property of the small-gardener would 
be lost in badly prepared construction intent and that the extraordi-
narily beautiful scenic surroundings of Vienna would be inevitably 
ruined through this wild construction activity. Under these circum-
stances, it is not remarkable that in the circles of the garden users 
the arising thought to regulate the wild settlements` building activi-
ties into  cooperatives, backed by state and community, found broad 
support. As most of the settlers were union members and politically 
organized, many konsumgenosseschaftlich, the thought of a taut 

Wild settlement, 1923



organization was self-evident from the very start."(20)
Aside from the fear that the squatters would turn the protected green 
belt of Vienna into "timber sheds and gipsy villages" the municipal 
government was dependent on this autonomous structure that had 
developed to secure food supplies in a time of economic instability 
and political reorganization. After the war, the settlement commu-
nities began to organize themselves politically and economically, 
founding cooperative associations dealing with food growth, produc-
tion of building materials and construction and the management of 
finances and maintenance. Many of the squatters had reestablished 
themselves in the city, as conditions in Vienna began to improve in 
the spring of 1919. The majority of settlers left were better-skilled 
workers, familiar with political organization through their experience 
in trade unions and the labor movement. The Siedlungen became 
more established and politically structured as self-governing coopera-
tive associations.

Politics
According to Gustav Scheu, appointed advisor in housing questions 
at the Zentralstelle Fuer Wohnungsreform (central agency for housing 
reform) and in favor of the garden city idea of cooperative owner-
ship and management,  the city was not to participate directly in the 
production of new housing, but to develop the missing infrastructure 
to the settlements and to pass a building code for low rise single fam-
ily houses with gardens in the periphery of Vienna. The city should 
start with actually building communal living blocks within the city, 
as here property was already owned by the municipality.(21) For the 
organization of further settlement this would imply a clear division of 
tasks between the local authorities providing funds, building sites and 
the necessary public transport and infrastructure and the cooperative 
building associations being responsible for design and construction 

of the houses. Otto Neurath contributed conceptually, though not 
administratively to the Social Democrats spatial politics.(22) Political 
revolution, to him, was a necessary prerequisite for social revolution, 
believing that only a socialist society could create socialist man.(23) 
The decisive moment for Neurath to take part in politics was the con-
viction that the time had now come to replace the capitalist free-mar-
ket economy by a happiness-bringing administrative economy.
Based on his knowledge of centralized war economy, Neurath devel-
oped a concept for the full-socialization of all economic activity. The 
application of this concept became his main task for the next years, 
first in Munich and then in Vienna.(24) Due to feasibility problems, 
Neurath failed with his social program for the workers movement 
in Leipzig. The success came in Munich in March 1919, where he 
became president of the Bavarian Central Economy Department dur-
ing the revolutionary government. He impressed with his passion, 
his burning impatience, his eagerness to the unrestrained works, his 
energy, and his enthusiasm, as Ernst Niekisch noted in his diary, also 
describing him as being ruthless, brutal, audacious and naughty. (25)
His supposed politically neutral position, based on the statement 
that his developed socialization program was not to be connected 
to any socialist ideology or political organization will help him to 
be expelled to Vienna, instead of serving the sentence of the court 
of one and a half years of imprisonment for his participation in the 
revolutionary government of Munich.(26)
His claimed position as a "social technician" will continue to play an 
important role in his upcoming activities. Supposedly, through the 
intervention of Otto Bauer, who knew him well through their com-
mon work at the Ministry of War in Munich, Neurath was extradited 
to Vienna in 1919. Otto Bauer, at the time president of  the socializa-
tion commission and active member of the Social Democrats, intro-
duced Otto Neurath to the party. His relationship to the party was dif-
ficult, as he did not want to influence his preparation of a Gutachten 
(social report) by the current political situation, which resulted in 
violent criticisms of his socialization concepts. 
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Wilhelm Ellebogen, successor to Otto Bauer, attacked his evaluation 
of the cooperative institutions role in capitalist society, considering 
his idea of a total socialization as utopian. Ellebogen believed that 
the heart of the future socialist economic order in a capitalist society 
would be in insignificant cooperative associations. Neurath, skeptical 
of this, saw these associations more as an important aspect for the 
workers movement than as a key factor for the general socialization 
of the economy, considering them to remain structures of social capi-
talism.(27)
Otto Neurath acclaimed the creation of an interconnecting 
Gesamtwirtschaftsplan (plan of total economy) to be developed and 
directed by a department for central economy, instead of the sociali-
zation of  single production factories. All hope for the realization of 
this plan of economy  disappeared when the Social Democrats lost 
national elections. Neurath realized that his socialization concept had 
to be adapted, if it were to have any practical relevance. He propa-
gated the Spin-off of the entire municipal economy department into 
thirteen economic departments whose main structure being similar to 
those of Vertikalkonzerne (vertical groups). One of which would be 
the building- and housing department. After this change, space was 
created for a more specific reflection. At this time, the centralization 
of union movements was based on comparable principles. 
Neurath considered the business councils as organs of the labour 
movement preparing the eventual control of all economic sec-
tors by the proletariat. Crucial for the transformation of Neurath`s 
total socialization concept, in order to make it applicable, were two 
events: The proletarian settlers` mass movement and the guild social-
ism, supplying a model for a restructuring of the economy within a 
proletarian setting.

The proletarian settlers mass movement  
Otto Neurath was appointed Secretary to the Forschungsinstitut für 
Gemeinwirtschaft (research institute for common economy) in 1920. 
The institute would serve as an explanation and information plat-

form for common economics supplied with information of foreign 
experiences. One of the visitors to the institute was Dr. Kampffmeyer 
in 1919, founder of the German garden city movement, who later 
became Settlers Secretary of the municipality. Kampffmeyer and 
Neurath worked together, in 1920, on the common goal of organ-
izing the settlers movement, which at this point was still in a state 
of disorder. With their help, in January 1921, the Hauptverband für 
Siedlungs- und Kleingartenwesen, later called Hauptverband was 
founded with Neurath as general secretary. Kampffmeyer taking 
on the former position of Max Ermers as leader of the settlements 
department of Vienna. The Hauptverband was necessary to avoid the 
fragmentation of settlers and allotment gardeners associations.
In 1920, Neurath recognized the importance of the dynamic in the 
proletarian settlers mass movement for the Social Democratic Party, 
but his main focus lay on the movements capability for the socializa-
tion of parts of the economy. Neurath directly saw the connection 
between his ideas of a centralized economy and the settlers interests. 
Contrary to his enthusiasms, the party would first maintain a distant 
position, which later changed as the dependency on the movements 
contribution to food production and housing was realized. 
The clever coordination activity of Otto Neurath, Kampffmeyer 
and others made it possible that by 1921 the Hauptverband repre-
sented  a majority of the settlers associations. In the beginning of 
September,1920, Neurath unified its members, belonging to numer-
ous settlers organizations, for a mass demonstration.

"Give us land, wood and stone - and we will make bread of it."

However, the first demonstration in front of city hall by 50,000 
squatters and subsistence gardeners, demanding of the city to provide 
land by expropriation or leasing of city-owned property at reduced 
rates and the legalization of wild settlements by changing the build-
ing codes, was not met. The second time around on April 3, 1921 
the demonstrators came politically organized in a union of coopera-



tive settlement associations leading to the founding of the Federal 
Housing And Settlement Fund, which provided the associations with 
building subsidies. 
The movement was very much supported, not only by intellectuals, 
such as Otto Neurath, but also by architects like  Adolf Loos, Peter 
Behrens, Grete Lihotzky, Josef Frank and others, linking the col-
laboration between settlers and authorities with the aim to structure 
and control the spread and develop Siedlungen (settlements), which 
would enable its inhabitants to live as self-sufficiently as possible.
"This movement impressed Loos. For the first time in his life he 
learned solidarity, sacrifice, idealism and with it the whole strength of 
a peoples movement. This impressed him deeply. On the day of the 
demonstration of the settlers, where they demanded land, construc-
tion-material and subsidies, an article of Loos appeared in a Viennese 
daily. It was called: `The new movement, that so many inhabitants 
of this city have grasped, the settlements movement, also demands 
new people`. The article closed with the words: " Hat off to the set-
tlers".(28) Adolf Loos commented on this event in the text  "Der Tag 
der Siedler" (day of the settlers): "(…)…the self-built clod of the set-
tler. Result of a revolution, that the worker has undertaken against the 
barracks-force of the factories. Result of a bloodless movement and 
therefore with a human result…(…).The allotment rescues not only 
the people, it rescues the state. The task of this state will now be to 
use the labor contribution that part of the city`s inhabitants are will-
ing to provide voluntarily, for the well being of the general public. 
The work of the allotment gardeners brings food, which otherwise 
would have to be imported from other countries. …(…) Secondly: 
The allotment gardener should live where his garden is. At present 
day, the distant allotment garden is an hour-glutton; some spending 
an hour there, an hour back with the tramway. Therefore it should 
not only be a garden but: home. And this further enables undivided 
working time, abolition of the uneconomic of distributed breaks 
throughout the whole day. Eight hours of continuous dedication to 
the fold-works, the office, the factory.." (29) 

After the second demonstration on the third of April 1921, the set-
tler movement was fully supported by the social-democratic party. 
Twelve days after the second demonstration, a settlement department 
was created, providing living and settlement funds. This was a big 
impulse for the movement, although the cooperation between settlers 
and the municipality was kind of chaotic. The socialistic departure-
mood of this time made the collaboration possible.
One main figure of this collaboration was Jakob Reumann, social 
democratic mayor of Vienna between 1919 and 1923. He made it 
possible that such persons as Gustav Scheu, Max Ermers, Hans 
Kampffmeyer and Adolf Loos  worked on the development of the 
city during his term as mayor. Reumann was responsible for the fol-
lowing changes: the rewriting of the Vienna construction law in Mai 
1921, the foundation of the Vienna construction department in 1921, 
the establishment of the allotment garden and settlement districts in 
the  Generalregulierungsplan for Vienna in Juli 1921, prerequisiting 
Neurath`s idea to develop a Generalarchitekturplan in 1924, and the 
treatise of five exhibitions in front of  city hall and the resolution of 
the municipality in 1924 for the construction of 5000 apartments per 
year in the following 5 years.
In October 1923, seventy years old, after the elections, he decided 
to retire from his political function as mayor.(30) The Allotment 
Gardeners  and Settlers Organization  was administratively a commu-
nal affair. The main purpose of the movement based on self-adminis-
tration of the gardens, housing etc. , one main goal being the under-
mining of all possibilities of individual enrichment. The municipality 
promoted long-term leases of communal ground. Allotment gardeners 
and settlers wanted to maintain solidarity not only within their move-
ment, but were reliant on municipal support and sympathy. The set-
tlers were generally against individualization and the personal control 
of ground and house. These ideals were common within the workers` 
movement at that time. Neurath commented this with the follow-
ing sentences: "The creation of private property should be avoided. 
Where it can't be avoided, corresponding relationships should prevent 
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processes of the different cooperative associations and became the 
centralized organization for the purchase of building material, fur-
niture and housing insurances. The guild incorporated a number of 
building and agricultural bureaus, providing technical advice on 
design, construction and interior decoration, farming and animal 
husbandry, but also a bank and a settlement museum.(34) After a few 
months, as the Hauptverband became known as an effective institu-
tion, successfully representing all settlers interests before the public 
and the authorities, the allotment gardeners decided to join the set-
tlers. In October, 1921 the OeVSK, Oesterreichischer Verband Fuer 
Siedlungs- und Kleingartenwesen (Austrian Union Of Settlement 
and Allotment gardeners), as a branch of the Baugilde was founded, 
fusioning the Hauptverband and the Zentralverband der Kleingärtner 
und Siedlungsgenossenschaften. Adolf Mueller, general secretary of 
the Hauptverband describes the OeVSK as an organization where "a 
proletarian basis of allotment gardeners and settlers interests were 
represented by one whole force…".The OeVSK also had a build-
ing office, but organized lectures and courses on settlement housing 
as well. Design and theory classes were taught by Otto Neurath, 
Max Ermers, Adolf Loos, Margarete Lihotzky, Josef Frank, Hans 
Kampffmeyer and other invited speakers.(35) Gustav Scheu, who 
resigned as advisor for housing questions to the municipality after 
just one year in 1920, ran the legal protection agency for the OeVSK 
until 1934. Loos, who in 1920 was first chief architect and later head 
of the municipal planning office, in 1924 also resigned as a result of 
the new housing policies, although he stayed active in the planning 
process. This switching of sides by Scheu and Loos, who resigned, 
frustrated with the bureaucratic hinders of municipal work, shows 
the willingness and idealism of many highly qualified professionals 
to actively engage themselves in the settlers movement, although this 
work supposedly did not supply the same security as working for the 
city did.
By 1922, the OeVSK had 50,000 members from 230 different coop-
erative associations. As part of the process aiming to centralize the 

speculative utilization. Aim is community and cooperative prop-
erty;(…)"(31)
To avoid  speculation, the housing property that was privately owned 
was only allowed to be passed on within the family, otherwise it 
became communal property again. This sympathy for the settle-
ments movement was not generally shared by the municipality, but 
was more reliant on individuals, such as Reumann or Helmer, mak-
ing statements like "we must proceed from the single-production  
of mass housing to the mass-production of single houses".(32) The 
Social Democratic Party was aware of their obligation to take the set-
tlers` movement into account. The main reason being the majority of 
the settlers social democratic confession. The workers living in com-
munal buildings, as well as those living in small house settlements 
were Social Democrats, were organized in Social Democratic asso-
ciations and would later fight against the troops of the Republican 
Protection-association. However, some of the party`s members were 
opposed to the organized self-help of the workers because they 
considered it a loss of influence for the municipality. The ambiva-
lent position of the Social Democrats was caused by their political 
aim for a major building program and their wish to cohere with the 
workers.The collaboration between the settlers and the municipal-
ity first conflicted in 1922, as the pressure of the city administra-
tion on the settlers grew, forcing small cooperatives to fuse into the 
Siedlungsunion.
"Although a professionalization and rationalization of the coopera-
tive administrations were hereby enabled and an enforcement of its 
role as building contractor made possible, this organizational change 
eliminated the aspect of self-administration by the settlement-com-
munity."(33)
Together with Hans Kampffmeyer, Otto Neurath became involved 
in the foundation of the Siedlungs- and Baugilde, consisting of the 
Tenants Union, the Union Of Settlers And Allotment Association and 
the Central Union Of Construction Workers. The Baugilde (building 
guild), with 400,000 members, dealt with building and maintenance 



different organs involved in the settlements movement, the ÖSVK 
decided upon taking over the magazine "Der Gartenfreund", until 
then edited by the Zentralverband and until then an allotment garden-
ers magazine, and to call it "Der Siedler" and turning it into a paper 
not only for allotment gardeners, but also for settlers and dwelling 
reformers. The revised version was now edited by the Hauptverband 
in collaboration with the Forschungsintitut fuer Gemeinwirtschaft, 
which was then directed by Otto Neurath. This again shows Otto 
Neuraths strong influence on information flows, as he was one of the 
driving forces behind the unification of the different settlement asso-
ciations. 
Parallel to the OeVSK, the GESIBA, Public Utility Settlement And 
Building Material Cooperation, as a non-profit building enterprise, 
owned in part by the municipality and by the cooperative settlement 
associations, was founded. The GESIBA bought building materials 
centrally, at prices under municipal control and also carried out con-
struction of settlement housings. 
Neurath already in this phase noted the ideological endangerment of 
agro-romantic ideals and the settlers focus on attaining property. To 
him, cooperative thinking had two sides: the petty bourgeois organi-
zation of the municipality versus the drifting of mass organizations 
(Organisationstreiben breiter Massen).(36) To avoid this conflict, a 
solidarity between settlers and professional associations was manda-
tory, only to be solved by the establishment of a centralized econom-
ic organization of all departments. 
Through the centralization of the settlers movement and the huge 
amount of homeless  people, combined with the recessive economy 
in 1921, first unions  were founded in the building sector, such as 
Grundstein, a non-profit building company or the earlier metioned 
GESIBA as part of the Siedlungs- and Baugilde (settler`s and build-
ing guild). 
Neurath appears to have been a driving force in the creation of the 
gild. The entire organizational structure seems to have been his 
product. In this way it is not surprising for him to become Secretary Source: Otto Neurath, Gildensozialismus, Klassenkampf, Vollsozialisierung, Dresden 1922
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of the Siedlungs- and Baugilde. Neurath now had the opportunity, 
through his position and his journalistic efforts, to propagate the guild 
spirit. He was convinced of the applicability of the English guild 
socialism to the Austrian context. The guild socialism was a theory 
developed at the beginning of the twentieth century in England, aim-
ing for  industrial self-organization. The guild was a union for com-
mon interests, where the producer at the same time became owner 
of production resources. To Otto Neurath, guild socialism appeared 
to be a gratifying supplement to Central- European Marxism, as it 
did not end in a representation and critique of a capitalist economic 
order, but thoroughly described the immediate workday of a union 
and the politically active workforce in the framework of a socialist 
program.(37)
Neurath was impressed by the English model of guild socialism, suc-
cessively putting all economic departments under proletarian control, 
however within a capitalist order. This progressive conquest of the 
capitalist system appeared to him more liable for success than single 
advances, which would only create "islands of common economy". 
The danger of the guild was to stop after the conquest of capitalistic 
companies. Neurath pointed out the possibility of the guild to over-
come the market economy, which would imply the disappearance of 
purchase and sale, one of the main topics of his total socialization 
concepts. During a national guild congress all the successful guilds 
should fuse and  create an economic power, applying a centralised 
plan economy.
In reality, Neurath had to go through a hard critique of his ideas, 
developed in the framework of the Baugilde. The bad financial situ-
ation of the time and the dependency on the municipality concerning 
the acquisition of funds, turned the Baugilde into a useless instru-
ment.
In 1923, when Neuraths guild euphoria  had passed, he stated: "This 
kind of organisational approach is always of value, as long as its 
long term effect is not overevaluated." Despite the failure of the 
Baugilde, Otto Neurath continued until February 1925 in his function 

as secretary to the OeVSK. By 1921, the tasks of the Siedlungsamt 
(settlements department) were reduced to the allocation of land, the 
distribution of credits to cooperatives, the assistance in design and 
building control as well as the settlers welfare.
Although Neurath made no clear statement about his role during the 
founding of these organizations, it can be assumed that the successful 
concentration of the settlers interests was his primary goal, consider-
ing that every important decision was submitted to him as the general 
secretary of the OeVSK. The radical social reform potential of the 
movement could not have merged without Neurath`s conception to 
turn the settlers and allotment gardeners into an organizations net-
work, as the Social Democrats had demanded. 

Typologies
Adolf Loos` "one wall house", also known as the "System Loos", 
designed for the Heuberg - Siedlung and patented in 1921,exempli-
fies one of many housing typologies developed for the Viennese 
settlements. To reduce material and labour costs, the outer walls 
were suspended from the foundations of the lateral walls by wooden 
beams, spanning the width of the house of 5.5m. This lead to two 
significant changes - the stair case, positioned in line with the beams 
was now positioned parallel to the street façade and secondly, the 
gable roof was eliminated, as were the basement and the attic. In his 
presentation Loos foresaw the flat roofs as terraces. 
The Heuberg-Siedlung was exceptional as the only Viennese settle-
ment with flat roofs and also for the use of wooden shingle cladding, 
inspired by North American architecture.(38)
Loos, as chief architect of the estates office between 1921 and 
1924 alltogether designed about 40-50 different Siedlung hous-
ing typologies and was directly involved with the planning of four 
Siedlungen. To him, the emphasis lay on the architecture, opposed to 
Kampffmeyer, proponent of the garden city idea, focusing on urban 
design. 



"To learn to live": Living space was kept at a minimum in order 
to accommodate the vegetable garden and domestic stables within 
the lot, ranging in size from 200 to 400 square meters. Adolf Loos` 
architecture for the settlement houses was much influenced by the 
German allotment-garden expert Leberecht Migge`s ideas on the 
urban productive garden ("Jedermann Selbstversorger, 1919"), con-
sidering the garden as primary and the housing as secondary, as it 
enabled settlers` self-sufficiency.(39)
Cooperative Living
Hans Kampffmeyer and Otto Neurath very soon realized the potential 
of the cooperative settlements movement for a political reorganiza-
tion of society, at least within Vienna.
Kampffmeyer considered the Genossenschaftshaus (cooperative 
house) as the center of intellectual and economic interests of the 
settlement community. In contrast to the former districts of mass 
dwellings, where families were living side by side anonymously, 
the settlers had already been working together for years to create 
their homes and cooperative facilities (cooperative houses, childrens 
playgrounds, consumption stores,etc.). Kampffmeyer pointed out 
that community was not abstract theory for the settlers, but present 
in their everyday lives and in that way a potential for further devel-
opment.(40) According to Neurath, child care, orphans family care, 
youth organizations, art and education centers would increasingly be 
retracted from bureaucratic centralized social institutions to become 
tasks of the individual settlements.(41) In the future, centralism 
would not gratify human nature.(42) The settlement could be seen as 
a foreshadowing of a coming society, in which large organizations 
would disappear.(43)
Neurath continued to say, that the settlements associations believed 
in the slow disappearance of the city, while housing, administration 
and other instances related to activities from generating raw materials 
to the building of houses had already become tasks of the associa-
tions under a centralized organization. Neurath points out that those 
in favour of a true common economy will have to practice modesty, 
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as the present situation could only provide for a variety of subsidiary 
forms of the longed for system. (44)
The cooperative settlements distinguish themselves not only by their 
market external work-creating measurements in combination with 
collective self-sufficiency programs, but also by creating other sub-
sidiary forms of solidarity, independent of the municipal administra-
tion, such as kindergartens, playgrounds, orphanages, libraries and 
other sport and leisure facilities. One interesting aspect of  a new 
understanding of the quality of leisure being the prohibition of sell-
ing alcohol on the grounds of the settlement.(45) Poverty was the 
major motor for securing living conditions, as the high unemploy-
ment and badly organized municipality made the self-help of the set-
tlers mandatory. Not only did they build their own houses, but in the 
beginning also the needed communal infrastructure (such as streets, 
cleaning facilities, street lighting etc.) was provided by the settlers. 
Facilities for medical support, health insurance and construction 
material were founded. In this way the settlements could certainly 
be considered autonomous, however financially they were reliant on 
municipal funding for inexpensive land, building subventions, tax 
and fee abolitions, securities etc..(46)"Heart and brain" of this infra-
structural network was the Genossenschaftshaus (cooperative house), 
as "the center of independent administration, political debates, spread 
of knowledge, artistic event and parties", serving as a "city hall", rec-
reation center, club, theater, concert hall and public university.(47)
The Genossenschaftshaus, which you could find in nearly every set-
tlement, facilitated a main hall, administration rooms for the coopera-
tives, a "co-op"- supermarket and a library. If the money could not be 
provided for the realization of a new building, older ones would be 
adapted. 
These communities differed, according  to Neurath, from communal 
structures found in bourgeois-capitalist societies, which formed coin-
cidentally or by external contracts, as they incorporated a true sense 
of community, exemplary for the coming society. To him, this phe-
nomenon of solidarity could be related much more to past relations 
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based on religiously formed communities.(48)

Labour contribution : eight hours legislation
The economic system  that derived from lack of money and the need 
to economize building costs was based on labour contributions by the 
settlers. 10-15 % of the actual building costs were covered by direct 
labour amounting to approximately 1600 hours. 80% of actual labour 
and 30% of the building costs were covered by labour contribu-
tion. The remaining amount was financed by government loans.(49) 
Unskilled workers would prepare the building site. Artistic skills, 
such as painting murals and applying ornamental stucco would also 
be accepted. Since the eight hour shift was passed by legislation, the 
employed would work for 4 hours after their regular shift and 8 hour 
shifts on weekends, the unemployed would work full shifts 7 days a 
week.(50)
Adolf Loos continues in his text "Der Tag der Siedler" to com-
ment on the eight hours work shifts: "(…) there are two methods 
to increase the sum. The first is that one assigns land to everyone 
who is willing to contribute to the production of foods.There are a 
hundreds of  thousands in Vienna, millions in Austria, looking for 
gardening work in their leisure time, as they are not fully occupied in 
their job. `Eight hours for work, eight hours for play, eight hours to 
rest and eight shillings a day` is the English union saying. The eight 
hours `play` want to be applied usefully by many of our workers. The 
objection, that these eight hours harm the regular work because the 
worker strains himself in his garden and loses strength by this kind of 
work is wrong. Gardening is a great tonic method. There is no need 
to imagine how these eight hours ´of play` would be used otherwise 
(…)".(51)
Before 1921, all work was done by settlers, but due to inflation the 

loss of value demanded immediate realization to avoid the shrink of 
loan. It became necessary to hire skilled workers to realize projects 
as quickly as possible. Before, the trade unions had been quite criti-
cal of the settlements funding through the contribution of their own 
labour force, not only as the eight hours legislation was undermined, 
but also since labour was taken from skilled workers. Also the idea 
of spending free time on attaining private property, instead of being 
politically active did not suite the unions ideas. After the alliance 
between the cooperative associations and the trade unions to hire 
skilled workers, however, the trade unions were in full support of the 
settlements movement. 
The settlers were no longer solely working in an employee situation 
in their regular jobs, but were becoming an autonomous ownership-
oriented society, that was learning economics without underlying it 
theoretically. This capitalist aspect which developed out of a lack of 
municipal supply of housing and food did not always cohere with the 
social democratic agenda, but was much more related to Neurath`s 
socio-economic theory of guild socialism, settlers not only being pro-
ducers, but also consumers of their own housing, social institutions 
and food.

The end of the settlements movement
Due to the beginning world recession, after 1927, the settlements had 
started to become part of a work creating program, as the number of 
unemployed was growing. The last work creating settlement from 
this time was far from concepts of the beginning, as the lot size 
increased  from 200 to 2000 square meters making row housing, as 
well as communal settlement structures impossible. As these were 
administratively organized measures to fight unemployment the com-
munal facilities, as for example the self-administration of all garden-
produce had disappeared.(52)
With the beginning of the large-scale community housing program in 
1924, Neurath lost interest in the settlers movement. He also started 
to distance himself from the goals of the OeVSK. Neurath, who was 
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laboration with architects only. In 1923, the OeVSK commissioned 
the five architects Adolf Loos, Josef Frank, Oskar Strnad, Josef 
Hoffmann and Peter Behrens to prepare an extensive development 
plan for Vienna, not only designating allotment garden and settle-
ment zones within city boundaries, but to design an overall plan for 
future Vienna. The plan was reliant on subvention by the munici-
pality.  Otto Neurath, general secretary of the OeVSK at the time, 
outlined the purpose of the Generalarchitekturplan in the Arbeiter-
Zeitung, demanding of it to ensure that "the extension of a great city 
like Vienna..(..) ought to be systematically carried out in a unified 
spirit and according to an overarching plan, while still allowing each 
architect to express his own personality and artistic vision, since 
only if such freedom exists can something vigorous and powerful 
be achieved."(54) Together with Franz Schuster, a sociologist and 
founder of the monthly magazine Der Aufbau, Neurath restated the 
importance of a planning office outside the Stadtbauamt , with one 
central planner to be appointed, as Martin Wagner for example, who 
had recently been appointed head of planning for Berlin or Ernst 
May in Frankfurt. Schuster, who moved on to work with May in 
Frankfurt, explained in the last issue of Der Aufbau that the city was 
to be seen as a "cultural, economic, and aesthetic unit" integrating 
residential, industrial, commercial and institutional buildings, in con-
trast to the Generalregulierungsplan (general development plan) of 
1893, which only dealt with street plans, urban infrastructure, as well 
as land and lot division. New Siedlung houses were to be integrated 
in existing urban fabrics, allotment gardens protected, creating "green 
tongues" reaching into the inner districts of the city. High-rise build-
ings were to be erected within the already existent built up inner-city 
areas or along major traffic arteries.(55) Although residential areas 
were preferably low-rise settlements, a mix of high and low-rise 
housing of the city was envisioned. 
The principal idea was quite parallel to the plan, which evoked from 
Otto Wagner`s illustrated text Die Grossstadt: Eine Studie ueber diese 
in 1911, incorporating a division into Bezirke (districts) with indi-

less interested in the garden city idea than in the common economic 
character of the settlers interests, remarked that "the building of set-
tlements would not be able to cover the number of dwellings need-
ed." He attacked the position of the settlers and allotment gardeners 
for their lack of proletarian solidarity. They should admit to function 
just as a part of  a total proletarian community in the design process 
of the city".(53)
Aside from bureaucratic hinders leading to a break between Neurath 
and the settlements movement, this statement reveals a much deeper 
disappointment based on the discrepancy of Neurath`s idea of the 
workers mass identity and their claim for individual fulfillment and 
self-government. It shows how his idea of the united proletarian force 
bound to create a new architectural expression neglected the workers 
orientation of bourgeois life styles. The centralization of the settlers 
organization led to a much broader representation of the settlers` dif-
ferentiating ideals, which were very much expressed in the richness 
of variety the settlements incorporated, not only architectonically, but 
also culturally.
Neurath`s idea of a centralized organization neglected the importance 
of identity beginning in the core of housing, much more than in the 
abstract idea of large scale awareness, essential  to the formation of a 
new society. His categorization of the working class as an independ-
ent cultural entity avoided this phenomenon.  

Generalarchitekturplan

Maybe due to this disappointment, Otto Neurath became involved 
in a less practical sense in 1924, developing the idea for a 
Generalarchitekturplan for Vienna, which very much incorporated 
the workers solidarity he had found lacking before. Yet, as this plan 
did not imply immediate realization, as the settlers needs always 
had, it enabled him to develop an outline for future Vienna, which 
did not have to incorporate the discrepancies he had experienced in 
the past with the OeVSK and other associations, but foresaw a col-



vidual social and cultural infrastructures, such as parks, (public) gar-
dens, playgrounds, schools, churches, traffic routes, markets, munici-
pal buildings, department stores, centers for the handling of traffic, 
garages, morgues, even theaters, special museums, libraries, barracks, 
asylums, workshops, public halls, etc. connected by the metropolis` 
technical infrastructure. At this time Vienna`s population amounted 
to  around 3 Mio. inhabitants. As districts that had been neglected 
by previous bourgeois administrations, Neurath envisioned the first 
large scale building ideas that the proletarian government would 
approach were to be the traditional worker`s districts Florisdorf, 
Favoriten, Ottakring and Hernals, as they already had wide streets, 
without slums and noisome narrow alleys, but were lacking gardens, 
cultural facilities and decent living quarters. These, and other districts 
(Bezirke) were to become autonomous "peripheral centers" of the 
socialist city, leaving the historic city center as a business district 
and establishing the outer edges of the city as new representational 
civic centers. These centers were to become so important and beau-
tiful that they would even be visited by tourists.(56)  In January 
1924, Otto Neurath, Peter Behrens and Adolf Mueller (head of one 
of the largest cooperatives) presented a preliminary scheme for the 
Generalarchitekturplan at a public hearing in the Favoriten working 
men`s home in Vienna, explaining the relationship of high-rise and 
low- rise buildings, allotment gardens and garden suburbs and their 
distribution across the city. On this occasion Neurath presented Oskar 
Strnads design for a specific site in the Favoriten district, explain-
ing the extent of variety possible through the alternation of low-rise, 
high-rise and terraced houses located along main traffic arteries, in 
parks, as well as among mid-size commercial streets. City officials, 
as well as garden city advocates were invited to discuss the plan.(57) 
In "Staedtebau und Proletariat", even Neurath, until then a leading 
proponent of the settlements movement, acknowledged that "it would 
not be possible, given the historic conditions to meet the need for 
housing by building Siedlungen. There is not enough land; indeed, it 
would perhaps be difficult immediately to create a sufficient number 
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of well-functioning settlement associations to tackle the task. By the 
time satisfactory land-use reforms are in place, too much time will 
have passed. Therefore, even opponents of the traditional Grossstadt 
, who favour the settlement form of housing, must consider high-rise 
building for a while longer, and the representatives of the settlement 
and allotment garden movement must immediately come to terms 
with the high-rise issue. The question at the moment in Vienna is 
not whether to build apartment blocks, but rather where and in what 
form."(58) His implication of "for a while longer" suggests that this 
compromise of housing typology, he is asking the settlers to accept, 
as a temporary solution. The Grossförmigkeit of his vision for the 
socialist city of the future, however, as schemed in his idea for the 
Generalarchitekturplan, will still be bound to the capacities of the 
city. In this, it is not so clear, if Neurath assumes that those in favour 
of settlements will, due to education, adjust their preferences to the 
given or if he really believes in a national reform in land policy. In 
contrast to Behrens, Scheffler and Behrendt, associating the new 
large scale conception of the city to the centralization of capital 
and industry, Neurath associated it with "the spirit of the organized 
proletariat", adapting  capitalist democratic structures into socialist 
ones.(59) He suggested that "the centralization that is characteristic 
of proletarian socialism is combined architectonically with ascend-
ant democracy and self-government." To him the future city would 
"above all else be shaped by the modern global industrial organiza-
tion of world wide business. Harbour installations, railway stations, 
silos, warehouses, factories, bold vibrating elevating railway lines, 
iron structures will characterize the future city; at particular points, 
for particular purposes, skyscrapers stretching proudly upward will 
be incorporated harmoniously into the total picture."(60) As the 
development of the Generalarchitekturplan was not supported by the 
municipality, Neurath completely turned his attention to the realiza-
tion of the Settlers and Urban Planning Museum. In  February 1925, 
Neurath was suspended from his function as secretary of the OeVSK 
after conflicts with Adolf Müller and the allotment gardeners.

Gemeindebauten
By the district council decision of September 1923, the biggest 
Austrian communal housing program ever began. In less than 5 
years, 25,000 apartments were to be built, designated for local 
demands and distributed at low prices. This was realized and even 
more dwellings were built. "Peoples Residential Palaces", like the 
socialists called them, appeared like the Karl-Marx-Hof in 1930.
The Gemeindebauten were the largest housing program of Europe 
at this time and typologically mirror the political condition of Red 
Vienna within the black Austrian context between the wars. Much 
has been written about their typology and political significance, 
which would explode the topic of our work. 
However, relevant, as hypothezised by Eve Blau in her comparison 
of the buildings` typology to Otto Neurath`s Isotypes, is the strong 
correlation in the "means of conventionalised type-forms" applied. 
The linguistics of the Gemeindebauten, such as monumentality, gable 
roofs, balconies, arcades and portals, according to Blau, transport 
information, rooted in the historical context of the cities building 
tradition, are in their comprehensibility comparable to the universal 
legibility of the symbolism applied in the Isotypes. Both promoting 
a collective understanding, based on language, which the workers 
had been denied before. In relation to the Isotypes, social knowledge 
became accessible outside of an academic environment, comparable 
to the traditionally bourgeois symbolism embedded in the proletarian 
context of the Gemeindebauten. 
As the architectural imagery used was very conservative, it may in 
this way be considered as a contrast to the program`s social struc-
ture, which, also by introducing the idea of the Gemeindekueche 
(communal kitchen), implied a similar communal facilitation as the 
Siedlungen, yet without the dependency on the domestic family.  

The housing program was exploited by the opposition. The Christian 



Democratic Party attacked the politics of the "Gemeindebauten", as 
their communal structure, opposed to the single family houses of 
the garden city, would destroy the family. By the creation of private 
property, as provided for by the settlements, the Social Democrats 
had feared that the development of property might lead to a change 
of political orientation among the owners. Similar topics were 
adressed by the Christian Democrats about this new  social devel-
opment, seeing the settlers as "happy" owners, soon to vote for the 
Christian Party.(61)
Werkbundsiedlung, Bauhaus and CIAM

Neurath was strongly opposed to the functionalist aesthetics applied 
to architecture, considering it a high art phenomenon, far from 
the current proletarians understanding.  He justified the Viennese 
application of ornament, gaffel roofs and portals by architects as it 
cohered with the proletarians comprehension of these as symbols and 
demanded that a true architecture could only be developed by the 
proletarian class, as their architectural understanding would grow.(62) 
In his eyes, the architects were often blinded by the will to realize 
their ideas, wrongly considering themselves capable of teaching oth-
ers how to live by inhabiting their buildings. The task to him being 
the architectural and social education of the working class to succes-
sively develop a true proletarian architecture. In this way, the modern 
society stood at the beginning of the formation of a new socialist city. 
To Neurath, social and economic changes were the basis for such a 
development, as he described in "Modern Man In The Making".(63)
He did not spare with criticism of the majority of  architects 
involved, as they "due to a certain economic approach or carried 
by other principles want to act as the masters of man, not aware 
of exceeding their sphere of influence."(64) To Neurath, "hous-
ing only plays a modest role within larger radical changes"(65) and 
the "optimizing of technical solutions does not always cohere with 
achieving a maximum degree of happiness."(66) Using the example 
of the modern kitchen, focused on rationalizing work processes, he 
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questions, if standing in one spot opposed to moving around could 
actually be seen as an improvement. Functionalist aesthetics were 
also applied by avant-garde painters, such as Fernand Leger in his 
machine art in the painting "The Scaffold" shows, which had recently 
been exhibited in Vienna. 
Neurath used this painting to point out the discrepancy between 
the workers logic of rationalization by his daily engagement with 
machines and political organization and the intellectual "romanti-
cism" of machine imagery applied by the constructivists. To him the 
representation of machine imagery in art did not coincide with the 
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actual machine. "The appearance of function is not itself functional-
ism", just as little as the metaphor of a fire breathing dragon can con-
vey about the technicalities steam-engine powered locomotive.(67)
Nevertheless, Neurath was involved in the Modern Movement in 
different ways. According to Peter Galison, Neurath`s collaboration 
with the Bauhaus was based on a mutual scientific approach, as well 
as his personal interest in arts, architecture and workers settlements, 
as shared by others in the Vienna Circle. The mutual envisioning 
of  a modern society was strengthened by both groups` opposition 
to existing nationalist, anthroposophist and metaphysical tenden-
cies. After exchanging lectures between Dessau and Vienna, the two 
groups had developed such strong bonds that, after fleeing the Nazis, 
even the New Bauhaus in Chicago adapted logical positivism into 
its` general design agenda.(68) Neurath considered the Bauhaus as 
a school whose models of "furniture, fittings and type-models can 
be used by industry and the trades as prototypes for mass produc-
tion."(69) And as much as he agreed with their "technical, socially 
driven agenda", he was, just like Josef Frank, much opposed to their 
design approach of "Neue Sachlichkeit", considering it superficial 
for the same reasons as stated above. About Gropius, who lectured 
in Vienna in 1924, Neurath wrote "He brought us nothing new. He 
himself is certainly not a significant architectural personality. But the 
fact that attempts are made to close the Bauhaus on political grounds 
is scandalous."(70) This negative assessment of Gropius, as a lead-
ing representative of the Bauhaus, may make it admissible to point 
out the discrepancy of Neurath`s approach to that of the architectural 
avant-garde of the time, who equally claim the Viennese housing 
movement to lack innovation.
During his participation at CIAM IV in 1933, Neurath was the 
first non-architect to become member of the congress. His planned 
involvement in the illustration of architectural plans with ISOTYPES, 
as was foreseen for Van Estereen`s design for the extension of 
Amsterdam was, however, never realized. As Enrico Chapel noted in 
Ten Plus One Neurath`s democrative, participative approach did not 
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cohere with the  technocratic, elitist view of architects "as `men of 
science` presiding over the destiny of our cities". Neurath believed in 
"continual mutation", promoting a "provisional assemblage of knowl-
edge", opposed to the architects, who believed scientific knowl-
edge to be an objective basis for "constituting the Science of Town 
Planning."(71)

Austrian Werkbundsiedlung Exhibition, Vienna 1932
Josef Frank, was, according to Otto Neurath, acquainted with him 
through his brother Phillip Frank, who was also a member of the 
Vienna Circle, as "the one socialist (architect), who tries to make his 
style accessible to young people, settlers, (and) municipal authori-
ties."(72)
As a founding member of CIAM and the only Austrian invited to 
participate in the German Werkbund Siedlung Exhibition in 1927, 
Josef Frank was president of the Austrian Werkbund from 1930 to 
1933.
In contrast to the Weissenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart, the Austrian 
Exhibition did not focus on building techniques and materials, but as 
Frank explained in his brief, each design was to " create the greatest 
living comfort that could be compatible with the principle of mini-
mum expenditure of space."(73) Coherent to Neurath, Frank was 
also opposed to the machine aesthetic of "das neue Bauen" - his aim 
rather being maximum individuality within the limitations of spatial 
and financial components. 
The Werkbund Siedlung did not supply an overall urban design. 
The seventy dwellings, although all row houses, rather showed a 
wide variety of types, including terrace housing, which had first 
been introduced by Loos in 1923, double-height living room spaces, 
open studio-living spaces and roof terraces. The typologies were not 
including apartment buildings, but only row houses, as the munici-
pality stepped back from its involvement and the Heimbauhilfe 
Aktion became engaged in the project, only capable of selling the 
houses instead of renting them out. Also the site was changed from 

the urban setting of the Triesterstraße to Hietzing, a suburban villa 
district.(74)
Neurath wrote about the Werkbund Ausstellung in Die Form, describ-
ing the exhibitions aim to show "how to increasingly lead a happy 
life in real apartments" versus the utopian approach of many archi-
tects, waiting to build their ideals regardless of the clients interests. 
As Neurath stated in "Rationalismus", the proletarian was slipping 
into the role of the client, as a preliminary step towards actually 
developing new forms, he had to learn the right of making choices. 
To Neurath, the pluralistic approach to allow many different typolo-
gies, opposed to only choosing one by majority becomes even more 
important in times where the outside world was increasingly becom-
ing uniform. Again, this shows the importance of individual choice, 
allowing a variety of personal life forms versus the decision of the 
collective, reducing varieties to only one typology by democratic 
means. By applying the Proportionswahlrecht a maximum of  indi-
vidual choices could be taken into account.
For the interiors of the exhibited houses, he emphasizes the neces-
sity to combine old and new, making it obligatory to apply a variety 
of forms and colors for new designs, which enable flexibility in 
combination, instead of again enforcing a unified style. The versatil-
ity of the rooms designated functions becoming the third aspect of 
personal choice underlined. Neurath`s goal seemed to be to reduce 
the gap between architects, often wrongly claiming to become the 
inhabitants` teachers, and the actual desires of the working class, not 
wanting to live in specially developed workers housing, but much 
more aiming for bourgeois life styles. One way in which the exhi-
bition coincides with this in his eyes is the model character of the 
fully furnished houses, allowing non-professional visitors to imagine 
actually living in these houses and the personal changes, which they 
would make in them. The high quality of materials chosen for the 
furnishings were applied in such simple ways that copies in materi-
als  of lesser quality would still be useful. As one aim was to raise 
the living standard of the proletariat, the simplicity of form and con-



struction applied in the Werkbundsiedlung would allow  adaptation. 
"Waehrend die Nachahmung von Prunk zum Kitsch führt, ist hier 
fuer die fruchtbare Nachahmung ein reicher Schatz von Vorbildern 
gegeben." 

To Neurath, a change in living customs is strongly related to previ-
ously succeeded social and economic changes. In times of strong 
political and social changes within society, the alterations of living 
customs become more problematic, as the desire for familiarity in 
a world of crucial change naturally grows. Coherent with his edu-
catory approach applied in his housing exhibitions in Vienna City 
Hall, Neurath considers the Ausstellungsrealismus, practiced at 
the Werkbund exhibition, as being exemplary for the future. While 
most architects involved were preoccupied with the innovation of 
their designs and building techniques, Neurath`s emphasis lied on 
the Glücksmaximum (maximization of happiness). This lead him to 
approach the exhibition with a completely different agenda. When 
asked to react to Lotz` criticism of the Vienna Werkbund exhibition, 
who described it as "unproblematic and traditional"(75) Neurath`s 
comment is equally strong and one more time shows the discrepancy 
between the  purely architectural approach, implying a change by 
building it, and Neurath`s belief that architectural understanding by 
the working class must be allowed to develop carefully in order to 
appreciate certain programmatic and stylistic features. According 
to him, "Landesplanung, Staedtebau, Wohngestaltung haengen von 
dem Schicksal der Gesellschafts - und Wirtschaftsordnung ab. Ihre 
fernere Zukunft wird durch den Sieg des Proletariats bestimmt, ihre 
Gegenwart durch die Kaempfe um diese Zukunft." He even takes it 
as far as considering  the housing -  and clothing-reform, as well as 
other reforms as a "Lebensreform Opiat" (reform opium), distracting 
from the actual work on social change. Housing is a political issue, 
and as much as the post war housing situation in Vienna was in need 
of an urgent reform, Neurath considered the break with certain tra-
ditional values as something not to be forced upon the workers, but 
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as a gradual process steered by the development of awareness for 
their own situation. Also he warned that a break with the thoughtless 
inheritance of traditions does not imply a break with all traditional 
values, only for the sake of innovation.

It is not clear, if Neurath`s defensive reply to the criticism of the 
Werkbund Siedlung, whose entire structure was not adequate for 
workers housing, was only a rhetorical reply to a principal debate 
lead many times before with architects, or if his friendship to Josef 
Frank led him to ignore the obvious unsuitabilities, as basic as the 
units sizes (Haerdtl 125 square meters and Frank and Rietveld 107  
square meters), and the preference of single family housing opposed 
to high rise buildings in a time of a worldwide recession. Although 
the 1:1 model character of the Werkbund Siedlung, as an educational 
facility was given, the question remains, what was actually to be 
learned by the proletarian visitors, as the viewing might have fancied 
their bourgeois phantasies, but had few parallels to their actual possi-
bilities. Neurath seems to oversee this lack of proletarian character of 
the Werkbundsiedlung, only consisting of single family homes set up 
to be sold after the end of the exhibition. 

Education and Propaganda

The origins of the Austrian Social Democrats evolved out of nine-
teenth century worker`s educational institutions, as they were the 
only organized labour associations allowed during the Habsburg 
Empire. Historically, public education and political dissemination had 
in this way always been closely related to one another, blurring the 
boundaries between neutral education and the spread of information 

as a political tool. The housing program with its social and commu-
nal facilities not only assimilated the workers in a physical way, but 
also very strongly by the communication machine which supported 
it. The new clinics, libraries, child care centers, theatres, parks, and 
of course apartments were not only experienced by mere use, but 
through exhibitions, publications, ceremonies etc. An immensely pro-
ductive apparatus of photographers, journalists,  painters, carpenters 
etc. was involved in the documentation of every visible sign, which 
would propagate the commencing realization of a new society. The 
housing program was in this way not only serving the need for shel-
ter and communal infrastructure, but also as content for the Social 
Democratic propaganda machine. Neurath`s intellectual engagement 
in the settlers` and later the proletarians` education affirms the "com-
bined effort" applied to lead the proletariat to socialism and power. 
His frequent articles for proletarian newspapers, such as Der Arbeiter, 
during his involvement in the settlements movement, often imply 
what proletarian identity supposedly incorporated. He presupposed 
specific reactions of the reader, who, taking the title of the paper 
literally seemed to have been a member of the working class, and 
used these as a basis for the coming of a future society. These articles 
are far from being neutral or objective, but are written in a way that 
implies reliable reaction on behalf of the worker, almost becoming 
like a religious prophecy.

"Die Enge des familienhaften Daseins ueberschreitet der Mann 
und die Frau aus der  Massenfront sofort, wenn er an seine 
Gewerkschaft, an den Zusammenschluss des internationalen 
Proletariats denkt. Keine Konstruktion ist ihm zu kuehn, wenn sie 
Wirklichkeitscharakter traegt. Die Dimensionen seiner Sehnsucht, 
seiner Solidaritaet, seines Willens sind denen des Trustmagnaten 
ebenbuertig. Nicht auf einmal wird sich der neue Geist auswirk-
en. Aber immer staerker und staerker  wird die Geisteswelt der 
Großorganisation und der ihr entsprechende Baustil, ein Spiegelbild 



der wirtschaftlichen Grossorganisation, Leben gewinnen. Der Tag 
ist da wo diese Fragen unmittelbare entscheidende Bedeutung 
haben."(76)
After the success of the housing exhibitions and resignation from 
the OeVSK in 1924, Neurath changed his further focus to the, as he 
described "intellectually more gratifying problem" and also more 
objective task of developing a museum. Aiming to educate the public 
on the housing program, its achievements and further goals, actual 
building or settlement plans should be supplemented by social sta-
tistics to correlate "between new types of building and family life, 
between city planning and the communal standard of living, produc-
tion, transportation and other social elements".(77) Life situations 
would become comparable using "a standard of life silhouettes" such 
as food, housing and health indicators. Comparing consequences 
of various propositions would  lead to organized rational planning. 
The housing exhibitions presupposed the founding of the perma-
nent Museum For Settlement And Housing in Vienna City Hall in 
1923, which a year later became the Social And Economic Museum, 
broadening its focus from settlers` concerns regarding housing to 
all subjects regarding the social condition, such as hygiene, social 
statistics and history . Although, Neurath`s Social and Economic 
Museum, which opened in 1924, was located in the City Hall of 
Vienna and supported by the social-democratic government to edu-
cate and inform the public, Neurath already made it clear during his 
participation in the Munich Revolutionary Government, that he con-
sidered himself as a "technician of social construction", free of taking 
a political position, only neutrally contributing to the necessity for 
social improvement by means of his scientific approach. According 
to Neuraths understanding of science, only by awareness of their own 
state of being would the proletariat begin to autonomously develop 
a true future society and inclined to that, as he proclaimed in the  
Generalarchitekturplan, a new form of architecture. 
To visualize these statements as well as  statistical data, Neurath 
developed the Wiener Methode der Bildstatistik, which became 

Workers Libraries in Vienna, 1929
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known as the ISOTYPE pictorial language (International  System 
Of Typographic Picture Education) in 1935. It idealistically allowed 
all viewers to understand single images of quantitative data within 3 
glances. "At the first look you see the most important points, at the 
second, the less important points, at the third the details, at the fourth 
nothing more - if you see more, the teaching picture is bad." The 
internal logic of the Isotypes was structured by dominant and quali-
fying figures, which, when  applied repetitiously, would represent 
statistical data.(78) The Isotype pictorial language backed Neurath`s 
theories of humanizing knowledge to the extent of making it acces-
sible to everyone, regardless of social or cultural background, as it 
was not only to be comprehensible, but also fun. He developed the 
Isotypes together with a team of graphic designers headed by the 
Swiss and German artists Erwin Bernath and Gerd Arntz. The idea 
was to use pictures to make different kinds of data universally under-
standable.  "Words make division, pictures make connection."(79)
In contrast to his organizational involvement with the settlements 
movement, bound to the city of Vienna, the Isotype language allowed 
Neurath to think not only in specifically regional or national terms, 
but to incorporate all scales of society in his statistical data. Neurath 
considered communication as the prerequisite for "the unification 
of mankind….. towards a unified economy, based on a scientifically 
organized distribution of goods on international grounds."(80)
He did  not consider scientists, trained to discover as many alterna-
tives as possible, as particularly able to select only one alternative 
for others with different desires and attitudes, but considered this 
to be a decision of the collective. By applying a universal pictorial 
language to all data, experts as well as non-professionals would both 
be able to reflect on and react to social correlations. The individual 
ought to develop within the community. The preconditions for this 
development must already be grounded in the planning. For an 
organized humanisation by democratic means, visual education will 
enable the individual to make a qualified decision. Neurath believed 
all decisions to be influenced by the "auxiliary motif", based on the 

Exhibition in front of Vienna cityhall, 1923 



"personal path of life" as the smallest entity of pluralism - a natural 
consequence of this being a democratic society. Neurath promoted 
the humanisation of language, as it would imply the procedure of 
combining the simplest terms, based on familiar knowledge and the 
vocabulary of the people  to explain the most complicated, instead of 
popularisation, solely translating the highest level of scientific formu-
lation into popular language.(81)
"Museums of the future, anyhow ought not to be as I should like to 
have them, but as the visitors and users would want them, if they 
knew what makes a museum."(82) Neurath developed a museum 
concept coherent to the ideas implemented  in the Isotypes, aiming 
for educational access to mass society. The museum was open in 
the evening and on weekends to enable workers to visit in their free 
time. Also the exhibited objects were to three-dimensionally transport 
information in a very legible way. 1:1 models of settlers houses, but 
also more abstract architectural models in a smaller scale were shown 
within the housing exhibitions. By using plexiglas to show the dif-
ferent floors of a model building, the "inexperienced eye" would be 
able to systematically understand the composition of the building and 
would be prepared to read the plan panels, as they had an understand-
ing of how the different floors were connected.(83)
Also for the museum` s structure Neurath propagated central plan-
ning, "…only through a unified, planned, central control of all muse-
ums and educational institutions is it possible to lead the public with 
the greatest benefit to it`s education from one museum to another, 
and thus to make the individual more and more familiar with the 
world in which he lives. Museums, exhibitions and periodicals might 
be regarded as three different means of education with the identical 
purpose of making him less afraid of the world." Within the museum 
the complex information, as delivered by the scientific specialists, 
had to pass the transformation department, which, before sending it 
to the technical department for realization, would convert it accord-
ing to the terms of a unified representational system.(84)
Neurath did not only consider the unified pictorial system as the 

most effective method to transport information for adults, but also 
applied the Isotype Pictorial Language to a school book, first pub-
lished in 1933.  Scientific analysis of the pictorial language by Dr. 
Helmut Bracken of the Department For Psychology at the Technical 
University Brunswick had supposedly proven that the information 
incorporated in Isotypes could be remembered two and a half times 
as well as ordinary statistical graphs.(85)

Conclusion

Neurath`s  position seemed to vary from one involvement to another. 
Sometimes his interventions were successful , sometimes partially, 
sometimes they failed. Although, his interventions were always 
seemingly pragmatic, they were at the same time informed by his 
theories and convictions. As modernization and science were consid-
ered as collective processes, his theoretically motivated intervening 
in specific situations was, even in case of failure, not a hindrance to 
the broader development. He realized that at certain moments one 
would have to intervene temporarily to improve a specific situation. 
In contrast to his organizational involvement in the settlers associa-
tions, the International Isotype Institute and the Viennese Museum 
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and travelling exhibitions were more than an intervention, as they 
enabled him to share his knowledge in educating the people to under-
stand larger processes on a much broader scale. The museum`s struc-
ture, as well as the Isotype Pictorial Language were based on a uni-
versal method of information and Neurath no longer exposed to local 
subjectivity. His involvement in the Settlements movement was not 
a mere coincidence, but a reaction to a state of emergency. If there 
would have been a draught at the time, Neurath, as a "social techni-
cian" or a "poly math" would have most likely been just as involved 
and capable of compromising his ideas to the specific case.
What characterized all of his participations was his ability, to very 
non-dogmatically apply his expertise to the specificity of the situa-
tion. When he realized that his war economy theory was not applica-
ble, as there was no war to apply it to, he changed it to a concept of 
full socialization relevant in times of peace. As the Social Democrats 
reclined to Vienna and Neurath was expelled to Austria after his 
participation in the Munich revolutionary government, he again 
modified his concept from a national to a communal level, from a 
full socialization to an administrative organization model of self-suf-
ficiency derived from English guild socialism. When it became obvi-
ous, that lack of space within communal boundaries and also lack 
of finance and time would make the erection of further settlements 
uneconomical, Neurath, in his outline for a Generalarchitekturplan, 
began to propagate Grossförmigkeit, seeing the future city as a mir-
ror of the largeness in scale inherent to the workers movement and 
accusing those still favouring the idea of owning a settlers house with 
a garden for lacking proletarian solidarity. This was the same large-
ness incorporated in the typology of the Gemeindebauten. When the 
idea of a Generalarchitekturplan was not supported by the municipal-
ity, Neurath again changed his focus to the erection of the Social And 
Economic Museum and maybe his most relevant achievement today, 
to the development of Isotypes.
Neurath conceptionally contributed to the organizational structure of 
the settlers organs, which in the end failed, due to external circum-example of display techniques employed at GWM by Otto Neurath, 1936

Exhibition of new buildings erected by the municipality of Vienna, 1926
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stances. Although, the unification of the various cooperative associa-
tions was certainly his achievement. His method of exhibiting the 
settlers momentary condition and interests was, however, successful 
in a more fundamental way. The development of Isotypes and of a 
new museum concept enabled him to escape the political confronta-
tion and still find municipal support. The museum can be seen as an 
enclave within the movement, as it was an entity of its own and freed 
Neurath from the boundaries of spatial politics on a communal level. 
His belief of facilitating the public with education was very much 
grounded in his anti-philosophical conception of science. Science, 
to him, was a process steered by everyone. This democratic view 
was supported by his museum concept, giving society the necessary 
sociological background to develop. Fundamental for his success was 
his insight that socialization was a process steered by the masses. 
Facilitation of any sort, be it knowledge or housing or political struc-
tures, would therefore have to appropriate the current standing of 
mass society. As he later wrote in "Modern Man In The Making", the 
greatest danger for a nation would be to adopt rules at once without 
"examining them at leisure" and "slowly acquiring a scientific atti-
tude" derived from "tradition, education and social circumstance". He 
considered a "protracted comprehensive social and personal training 
indispensable" starting from the traditional behaviour of a society and 
to do so he found it  necessary to investigate the non-scientific phe-
nomena inherent to a specific culture.(86)
 The non-elitist approach chosen by Neurath to steer the process was 
very opposite to the rest of the modern movement of the time, as the 
general approach rarely related to the society`s current standing, but 
implying a much more dialectic approach, isolated their actions from 
mass culture.  
Neurath believed that science could primarily contribute to "the abol-
ishment of war, unemployment and oppression, which combined with 
a profit-oriented system" could be considered the "main characteris-
tics of the current social environment". 
To him, there was no lack of goods, but only of scientific manage-

ment in producing and distributing them and that conflicts resulted 
from the organization process. Modern society was characterized by 
a decrease in birth rate and infant mortality, parallel to an increase 
in literacy, suicide rates, mechanization and urbanization, regardless 
of social or political order, generating an overlapping of generations. 
Pensions, the amount of work hours and a balance of resources were 
reliant on a scientifically organized society. How to increase the 
production of food, social and cultural infrastructure, while reducing 
working hours, accidents, unemployment and diseases were the ques-
tions implemented in the planning of a future society, which Neurath 
imagined to be a global industrial community. He criticized that busi-
ness and exchange was always bound to national institutions, instead 
of organizing it internationally according to its correlations: 

"If a planned economy were a universal institution, the making of 
good livelihood might then satisfy all important human needs, and 
war would become but a destroyer."(87)

These short excerpts of "Modern Man In The Making" aim to show 
the vastness of Neurath`s interpretation of statistical data. In combi-
nation with his scientific understanding of society it enabled him to 
depict a future society which is in many ways proven right today. His 
criticism of the lack of integrating migration in international planning 
in his time, as well as his insight that upper and lower classes will 
migrate more than the academic middle class and that "hoboes, as the 
fifth estate will constitute a part of every glamorous metropolis" are 
all aspects we can find in our current society.
 
Aware of arising fascism, Neurath promoted the internationalisation 
of pictorial statistics by founding institutes and organizing exhibi-
tions abroad. Due to the political situation, Neurath was forced to 
emigrate to The Hague in 1934, where the "Foundation For Visual 
Education" was to become the platform for further activities of the 
encyclopaedia movement as well as of pictorial pedagogies. Between 
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1935 and 1941, Neurath organized six international congresses for 
the unity of science in Paris, Copenhagen, Cambridge, Harvard and 
Chicago. In 1937 he founded the Institute for the Unity of Science in 
The Hague and Olga died.
After the invasion by German troops in 1940, Neurath and Marie 
Rademeister, whom he would later marry, fled to England, where 
they were, due to the laws of the time, considered  German citi-
zens and incarcerated in Pentonville prison on the Isle Of Man. The 
English philosopher Susan Stebbing, supported by a letter from 
Albert Einstein, enabled Neurath`s release in 1941.
Between 1941 and 1945, he worked as a lecturer at the University of 
Oxford and became social advisor to the town council of Bilston for 
a city renewal project. 
He died of heart failure on December 22, 1945, in Oxford.
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1921-24 secretary general to the Allotment-Settlements-Organization of Vienna  
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1923  foundation of Museum For Settlement and Housing
1924-34 foundation and direction of the Social and Economic Museum in Vienna
1929 publication of the manifesto Wissenschaftliche Weltauffassung: Der Wiener Kreis
1929  lectures at Bauhaus  
1931  only non-architectural member of CIAM 
 (Patras, CIAM IV)
1933 foundation of the International Foundation for Visual Education at The Hague
1934  emigration to The Hague, NL 
1934-40  continuation of visual education (ISOTYPE), organization of the International Unity   
 Of Science movement
1940  flight to England and internment
1941  married to Marie Reidemeister
1943-45 lectures at Oxford, GB 
1945  advisor for "social planning" to the City Council of Bilston, England
1945  died on December 22nd of heart failure in Oxford, England
1945  died on December 22nd of heart failure in Oxford, England
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B R U N O  T A U T
U P  I N  T H E  C L O U D S

ARMAN AKDOGAN
ESTHER GIANI

Up in the clouds: “play with fire!”

During the twenties Bruno Taut, with Erich Mendelson, was the 
most active architect amongst the represents of the Modernity in 
Germany. Adolf Behne(1), famous critic of architecture during the 
Weimar Republic, never wrote so much and with such enthusiasm 
as about Bruno Taut, and Lewis Mumford, pointed out at Taut and 
Mendelson as the only architects which, during the period of general 
industrialisation and mechanisation, did not only try to change the 
architecture as discipline, but also did something for the “deep need 
of the human society”(2). The exile of Taut, first in Japan and then in 
Turkey, and his early death in 1938, made his work-as architect and 
as researcher- undervalued after the second World War. While Walter 
Gropius, Mies Van der Rohe and Konrad Wachsmann, who left to 
U.S.A., were growing as leaders in the German Federal Republic, 
Taut’s works and projects were ignored during the after-war recon-
struction time. The history itself of the New Architecture (Neues 
Bauen) has been re-written, in the fifties and sixties, under an Anglo-
Saxon point of view, and in the prestigious publications of Sigfried 
Giedion, Nikolaus Pevsner, Henry-Russel Hitchcock, Jürgen Joedicke 
and Dennis Sharp, the name of Bruno Taut appears, when it does, as 
a marginal character(3).  In the book Phantastische Architektur by U. 
Conrads and H. G. Sperlich (Stuttgart, 1960) Taut gained a central 
position in the history of architecture. The authors tried to oppose an 
architecture of fantasy to the building functionalism of that period. 
This recall to the creativity starts with the Tautian Domstern, from 
the Alpine Architektur 1919, and ends with the spatial freedom of 
Karusell from Die Auflösung der Städte (the dissolution of the city). 

Taut becomes the pioneer symbol of an expressionist architecture, 
organic and fantastic. A short period of Taut life became super 
important especially after further publications and exhibitions on and 
about the Die Gläserne Kette (the crystal chain) or the architecture 
of expressionism, and some of his visionary texts were re-published 



By the effect of Junghanns book, the social aspect in Taut works and 
his importance in the mass architecture projects, grew more. In the 
numerous works of Franziska Bollery and Kristina Hartmann, Taut is 
considered in the context of the Reform Movement, of the Garden-
city and of the Collective Housing theories, researching his item 
“from the aesthetic of fantasy to the social (ideal)ist aesthetic”(7). 

For the 100th anniversary of his birth, lots of publications came out 
and many of his projects and texts left temporary the archives. From 
all of those resources, still disjunction and turns over come out from 
Taut’s works and thoughts, but his life was not linear either. 

Adolf Behne’s articles, which are one of the best guides of Taut’s 
work, characterise mutations and changes. There are some leit motifs 
and ideas which are characteristic of Taut through all his life and his 
works, in his four year as an architect at Theodor Fischer Office in 
Stuttgart (1904-1908) Taut got some ideas strongly characterising, 
which, later on, he developed and transformed according to the polit-
ical and social situations. Theodor Fisher was close to the movement 
for the garden-cities and the mass housing, and often he said that one 
of his wish was to build a “house of everybody”(8), a house for the 
whole population not “for praying or learning” rather for the wealth 
of each single person. This people’s house, colourful and aimless, 
had to become the new centre of cities and communities, thought by 
Fischer as the “crown of the city” (Die Stadtkrone)(9). In 1903 Fisher 
published the project of a “crown building” and during his activity as 
teacher at the Universities of Stuttgart and Munich, that last twenty 
seven years, he transmitted to the students of town planning his 
interest for the Ideal City. When Bruno Taut, during the World War, 
preached his Stadtkrone with his pure “ideal” house of people, and 
when he asked to the group of the Arbeit für Kunst and to his friends 
of the Gläserne Kette, for crystal and free “star buildings”, echo of 
the birth of “dancing stars” from chaos by Nietzsche(10), Taut was 
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and translated. At this point, the whole work of Taut started being 
reviewed under an utopistic attitude. In this vision of the Bruno 
Taut world(4) takes form his “visionary” field, to which one refers 
to understand Taut’s works and projects starting from the Glass 
Pavilion in Köln 1914. The political and ideological involvement and 
researches of this visionary’s architecture - the war, the revolution, 
the democracy- were still not considered in the sixties and seventies. 
The projects such as Alpine Architektur or Die Auflösung der Städte, 
real manifestos, architectonically and politically thoughts, for the 
peace and against “the servants of the violence”(5) did not find any 
place during the Cold War. Iain Boyd White in Bruno Taut and the 
Architecture of Activism, Cambridge, (London, New York 1982), was 
one of the first to focus his attention on the influences of Frederick 
Nietzsche, of Gustav Landauer and of Kurt Hiller and on the ele-
ments of the Activism, which are in Taut’s works and to understand 
their political meanings of Taut ideas and projects.

While in the western countries Taut was considered a dreamer, in 
the DDR Kurt Junghanns published in 1970 the first biography 
of Taut, which the meaningful under title Architecture and Social 
Thought(6) recalls another important aspect of Taut work. The biog-
raphy gives us the image of an architect socially involved and who 
can be considered as precursor of the mass architecture of the Kurt 
Junghanns. This new approach, we see also in the foreword written 
in by Tilmann Heinish and Goerd Peschken to Taut’s Architekturlehre 
(The Doctrine of Architecture), re-published in 1977 with a (new) 
undertitle from a point of view of a socialistic architect. Even though 
this interpretation of the authors is some-how forced, stating that Taut 
wrote his “testament” staging in Japan and in Turkey, between 1933-
1938, with an approach that is not political, but generically human 
and aesthetic. This approach is probably the reason why this text, 
which is one of the most important Taut’s trait on the fundaments of 
the Modern Architecture oriented towards the humankind and the his-
tory, did not get so much consideration.



only developing by Activist means and under the War pressure, a 
Stadkrone for the peace era. 
The Siedlungen shaped as star or flower and with a skyscraper in 
the middle, This visionary dreamed by Taut in Alpine Architektur, 
in Der Weltbaumeister (The builder of the world, 1919) and in Die 
Auflösung der Städte as ground link to the star sky -”the stars in the 
sky smile to the stars on the earth”(11)- came out from the garden-
city of Ebenezer Howard and from the “house of people” and the 
“crown of the city” of Theodor Fischer: but now they have cosmic 
dimension and look like colourful and crystalline paradises. 

Berlin Prenz Lauer Berg, Housing complex Carl Leigien, 1928-1930



Ideologies in the pre-war Germany

As Iain Boyd White highlights in his publication, ‘Bruno Taut, the 
architecture of activism’, one of the first problems, when approach-
ing Taut’s life and work, Boyd considered as a problem of nomen-
clature. The writings of Taut and Adolf Behne during the First World 
War, and the architectural programmes and fantasies of Taut and 
his circle after the war, have invariably been dubbed Expressionist. 
Although Behne coined the term “Expressionist Architecture”. Iain 
believes  that Taut and his colleges were not only the expressionists.

The reason why they are called expressionists is the subsequent use 
of the term Expressionism to describe everything, which falls out-
side the rationalist histories of architecture as, originally defined by 
Pevsner and Giedion. Those and other books of theory and history 
of architecture, in the category expressionism include late Jugendstil, 
the Wagnerschule, Italian Futurism, North German brick vernacular, 
Amsterdam School Michel de Klerk, Hugo Häring, and numerous 
other anti-rationalists. By being stretched to cover such a wide and 
diverse range of architecture, the term expressionist has been weak-
ened semantically: for Taut and Frits Höger, or Herman Finsterlin 
and Hoetger, have very little in common.

In this context, more important than to know when and why 
Expressionist architecture began, is to know when and why it ended. 
This question is particularly important for Taut and his circle, 
because no satisfactory explanation has been given for their sudden 
change of direction, which occurred during 1920, and led them to 
abandonee their visionary stance in favour of a new programme of 
objectivity.
In architecture the progressives moved away from the idea of the art-
ist receiving inspiration in a trance of creativity to the idea of archi-
tecture as a social service. They sought to hide irrational impulses 
behind pragmatic arguments. For Wolfgang Pehnt, who wrote die 

Architektur of Exporessionismus, thinks that the shift away from 
Expressionism was simply a shift from subjectivity to objectivity. 

The Bauhaus is one of the symbols of this period as initial synthesing 
vision of the school and its very first years of creative ferment before 
its goal began to crystallise and to a certain extent become simpli-
fied. This approach, which favours continuity from Expressionism 
to Functionalism and tends to understand the difference between the 
two, can also be found in Borsi’s book Architettura dell’Espressi-
onismo. Borsi implies that the foundation of the Crystal Chain was 
the natural extension of the Arbeitstrat für Kunst. The only differ-
ence, which he notes between the two groups, is one of membership: 
the Arbeitstrat was open to artists and critics of all persuasions, while 
the Ring was composed entirely of architects. Indeed Borsi side-steps 
the whole problem of the crisis of 1920 by suggesting that the battle 
for Expressionism was not finally lost until the CIAM Conference 
in 1928, when the Ring joined the CIAM: the Esprit Nouveau had 
won”(12).

But in a stylistic point of view, it is important to note the obvious 
change in the formal vocabulary of the architects, which took place 
during the years 1921 and 1922. Maybe there is no need to insist on 
the connection between the two, although the withdrawal from uto-
pianism and Expressionism denied what was no longer wanted, there 
was no way defined what should stand in their place. As Huse in his 
book Neues Bauen 1918 bis 1933, notes, the demise of Expressi-
onism was a precondition but not a cause for sweeping success of 
functionalism design. Conversely, Functionalism was the successor 
to Expressionism, but was not the cause of its demise. The real link 
between the two, as Huse indicates, was a vacuum.

Thus it is incorrect to say that Taut and his group abandoned 
their expressionist beliefs in favour of Functionalism. Rather, 
Functionalism filled the vacuum created by the decline of 



Expressionism. The reason for this decline must be sought in the 
internal dynamics of Taut’s group, rather than in the upsurge of 
Functionalism as an alternative ideology. 

A new frame is needed to give light on Taut’s work. This is what we 
can read from the concept of Activism, which represent an attempt 
to bring together the two tendencies which had dominated the radical 
intellectual life of Germany: expressionism and the reform move-
ment. For Taut’s vision of an ideal society, as expressed in his writ-
ings, letters and drawings between 1914 and 1921, links him with the 
activist movement in German literature. Taut’s activist phase in archi-
tecture was exactly contemporaneous to the Activist movement in 
literature, which flourished during the period of 1914 -1919 under the 
leadership of Kurt Hiller. Activist architecture and literature reacted 
at the same time to the same stimuli, and, equally, both collapsed at 
the same time and for the same reasons. Taut had also personal rela-
tionships and friendship within literature’s Activist movement.

The basis of Taut’s movement, although concerned with architectural 
questions, was strictly literary. It is therefore appropriate to consider 
Taut’s Activist movement as a literary phenomenon as well as an 
architectural one.

The lack of exact information on Taut’s activity during and immedi-
ately after the First World War is one result of the destruction of his 
private and business papers in 1933.While Taut’s published writings 
give a comprehensive picture of his thinking during this period, his 
daily work and relation with fellow architect, artists, politics, etc. can 
only be supposed through the letters which have survived in the col-
lection of their mail addresses.

Bruno Taut, Die Alpine Architektur, Hagen 1919, Tav.2



The Enchantment(15) of Art: Abstraction and Empathy from 
German Romanticism to Expressionism
Nietzsche claimed that art gave new form to the life of feeling and 
imbued human endeavours with a “loftier, darker coloration”. In the 
early twentieth century Kandinsky believed that the “spiritual in art” 
was the historical manifestation of an “inner necessity” that was in 
itself timeless and universal. Kandinsky portrayed the “life of the 
spirit” as “a large acute-angled triangle divided horizontally into 
unequal parts.” In a kind of “trickle down” aesthetic, the compart-
ments of the triangle move slowly upward toward the apex, which 
is inhabited by the solitary genius of an age whose vision gradu-
ally elevates all those who occupy the lower stages. This study will 
focus on the manner in which art, as constructed within the ideal-
ist tradition of German art theory, functioned as an enchantment. 
Specifically, that history of ideas about abstraction and empathy has 
to tell us about the spiritualization or enchantment of art.
In the eighteenth century abstraction in the creation of a work of 
art was generally defined as the determination of the essence of a 
thing. The artist was thought to arrive at this essence by a process 
of generalization whereby particulars were eliminated until only a 
subject’s generic, universal qualities—its essence—remained. It was 
this view that informed Hegel’s discussion of the artist’s treatment 
of the “essence” or “universal idea” and Schopenhauer’s assertion 
that the individual was raised to the “Idea of its species” in aes-
thetic contemplation. Yet Hegel and Schopenhauer created idealist 
philosophies which were distinguished by virtue of a peculiar inter-
pretive value, a capacity to account in a sweeping manner for the 
human condition and in a way that gave art a central importance. 
Hegel worked out a dynamic of history in which Geist or spirit drew 
ever closer to its ultimate self-expression and characterized in its 
development the historicalages of mind that allowed Hegel and his 
contemporaries to locate themselves in the final dispensation. All 
existence groans and the only redemption is to recognize the true 

nature of things and to pursue the transcendence of art or the path of 
the ascetic. Each in his own way, Hegel and Schopenhauer offered 
an immediate revelation of true being in art. It was the concrete 
immediacy of this other that distinguished German romantic ideal-
ism. The enchantment of romanticism was that the absolute was not 
strictly absolute but immanent in nature, in the human self, and in 
the work of art. 
For Schopenhauer the art work disclosed the eternal platonic form 
underlying appearances. Thus, “the object of aesthetic contempla-
tion is not the individual thing, but the Idea in it striving for rev-
elation.” Knowledge of the Idea is the aim of all art, according to 
Schopenhauer, and such knowledge is achieved only by passing out 
of the contingency of space and time. This occurs when we devote 
the whole power of our mind to perception, and let our whole con-
sciousness be filled by the calm contemplation of the natural object 
actually present, whether it be a landscape, a tree, a rock, a crag, a 
building, or anything else. Now in such contemplation, the particular 
thing at one stroke becomes the Idea of its species, and the perceiv-
ing individual becomes the true subject of knowing. The individual, 
as such, knows only particular things; the pure subject of knowledge 
knows only Ideas. 
The work of such philosophers and aestheticians as Friedrich Theodor 
Fischer and Eduard von Hartmann was fundamentally indebted to 
Schopenhauer, Chiller, and Hegel. Schopenhauer’s philosophy was 
also vital to Nietzsche in the early 1870s, when his first published 
works defended direct access to the “primordial will” that he found 
embodied in Wagner’s music. In 1907 Georg Simmel published his 
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, in which he gave a long chapter to 
Schopenhauer’s concept of self-alienation in aesthetic contemplation. 
This played a particularly important role in the early work of one 
student of Simmel, the art historian Wilhelm Worringer. In his well-
known Abstraction and Empathy (1908), Worringer drew an explicit 
analogy between his description of transcendental inclination of the 
abstract Kunstwollen or artistic volition and Schopenhauer’s discus-



sion of escape from he realm of blind will by contemplative immer-
sion in the work of art. Before we can fully assess the idealist com-
ponents of Worringer’s thought, however, it is necessary to examine 
the development of empathy as a legacy of idealism.

Implicit in Schopenhauer’s account of contemplative absorption in 
art is a concept of empathy that went on to become one of the major 
themes in nineteenth-century German aesthetics. Two broad phases 
in the history of empathy theory should be distinguished. The first 
consisted of an enthusiastic aesthetic experience which sought to 
break down the distinction between subjective feeling and objective 
realities, an experience often described in pantheistic terms. The sec-
ond phase represents the attempt to construct a theory of perception 
in which human feeling is projected into forms through the eye’s 
constructive acts of visual interpretation.
In the first phase art was regarded as an affective, pantheistic, funda-
mentally romantic fusion of the soul with nature. This idea persisted 
among empathy theorists in Germany. In 1876 the young aestheti-
cian Johannes Volkelt expressed the enchantment of the pathetic 
fallacy: “When I feel my soul from out of the wind and clouds, the 
mountain and heath, the illumination of morning and evening, the 
presentiment penetrates me that nature is spirit of my spirit, that 
there is in the strictest sense no duality in the world.”
The most renowned advocate of empathy, Theodor Lipps, followed 
Heinrich Wölfflin in eliminating Volkelt’s pantheistic monism from 
the treatment of empathy as a psycho-perceptual process. Lipps was 
instrumental in putting in place the second major understanding of 
empathy in the nineteenth century. In an essay of 1900 he sought to 
describe empathy as a psychological function fundamental to aes-
thetic experience. He characterized it as an “animation” of an object 
which becomes a mirror of the viewer’s personality. According 
to Lipps, “Aesthetic harmony is grounded in the harmony of the 
personal and the foreign.” Empathy is a working out of one’s rela-
tions with the objective world by means of objectifying oneself. 

This notion of empathy inverted the kenosis or self-emptying of 
Schopenhauer’s aesthetic contemplation. The presence in the work 
of art was ultimately the presence of one’s own self, the anima-
tion of otherness with the viewer’s ego. As the concept of empathy 
became more circumscribed within the bounds of perceptual psy-
chology, the aspect of identity shifted from a pantheistic-ontologi-
cal unity of mind and nature to an epistemological imperialism of 
the human personality responsible for overcoming all otherness, all 
difference with its powers of animation. The experience of enchant-
ment was replaced by a scientific explanation of human feeling and 
perception.
But the two strands of idealist thought under consideration here-
abstraction and empathy-were interwoven in Worringer’s aptly titled 
Abstraction and Empathy. Worringer’s attempt at a “psychology of 
style” combined the nineteenth-century study of perception with a 
philosophical sensibility coloured by Schopenhauer. Worringer con-
tended that the use of abstract line in geometrical ornament offered 
comfort to primitive humanity because it excluded all traces of 
organic life-that is, the change, growth, and decline which made for 
an insecure and finite human existence. Abstract form created in the 
space of aesthetic experience a dimension composed of necessity 
and absolute, immutable regularity, which provided a refuge from 
the “caprice” of the organic world. This yearning for the transcend-
ent corresponded to an abstract artistic volition or Kunstwollen. 
Worringer contrasted abstraction with empathy, which he defined 
after Lipps as the enjoyment of the self projected into an object or 
form. Worringer repressed or ignored empathy theorists such as 
Volkelt, whose thought exhibited an important debt to idealist meta-
physics. Limiting Lipps’s empathy to organic forms and identifying 
the “abstract Kunstwollen” as the impulse toward geometrical, inor-
ganic, crystalline forms, Worringer claimed that these forms denied 
life because the viewer does not find in them the biomorphic design 
which conforms with the design of one’s own body.
The expressionist aesthetic was premised on the rejection of natural-



istic representation because it implied the restriction of the artist to 
the “seen,” what the young poet and critic Kasimir Edschmid called 
the “chain of facts,” the positivist’s building blocks of truth and real-
ity. 

Caspar David Friedrich, Das Eismeer, 1823-1824, Hamburgher Kunstahalle

Walter Gropius, Denkemal des Märzegefallenen von Walter Gropius, Weimar 1920-1921



Köln 1914: the Glass Pavillion 
“Without a glass building the life is heavy” (Paul Scheerbart)

The glass pavilion, one of the symbols of the history of architecture, 
according to Adolf Behne a “memorable example of the building 
joy”, could be visited at the Werkbund Expo only for four weeks: 
from the beginning of July to the 5th of August 1914, the day before 
the beginning of the War. The most important buildings, or at least 
the most appreciated by whom study art’s history, were the theatre 
by Henry van de Velde and the fabric by Walter Gropius. Nearly 
anybody knows the Tobacco pavilion proposed by Ernst Ludwig 
Kirchner, the main hall designed by Theodor Fischer, the restaurant 
built by Bruno Paul or the colours exhibition organised by Hermann 
Muthesius. Already from the 1908 - a year before the foundation of 
the Deutscher Werkbund - in the Werkbund environment there was 
the aim of an exhibition about the “Space in the Elegant World”, that 
was due to be in Frankfurt am Main. 

Bruno Taut, young thirty four years old, designed the glass pavil-
ion. According to Theodor Heuss, the “strange joyful and air full 
building” was “amongst those for specific functions, the most sober 
project of the whole exposition”, and in this work “the irrational, 
the pure poetic” did find its shape and was able to transmit the feel-
ing of “a tale”(16). While the EXPO managers were still discussing 
on the possibility of a glass pavilion, Taut was already working on 
the project(17). For style, materials and constructive methods, the 
pavillion was very much different from the standards exhibited, 
which, as someone said, were very boring(18). The pavilion was far 
from the main building, in Werkbund style, it was behind the tickets 
office at the beginning of a long and uncomfortable path, muddy 
during the rainy days and dusty with sunny days. The main idea 
of Taut project was an humoristic one, to tease the traditional and 
hypocrite Wilhelmina pathos typical of the Werkbund style. As Erich 
Mühsam(19) said the irony “was part of Taut vision of the world”: 

Paul Scheerbart(20). The glass pavilion became a symbol for the 
Scheerbart’s attitude ‘anti-ism’. Taut wrote of his building, that only 
women and children would have enjoyed the pavilion, because of the 
changing walls, the colours falls and the kaleidoscopic theatre. It was 
a joke, designed, thought and wanted as a joke, as he admitted in his 
trait Mein Weltbild (my image of the world) written in 1920, dedi-
cated to Ludwig Berger and signed «Glas-Taut». For Taut it was not 
enough to be pointed as “the glass architect” who follows “dreams”. 
The architecture for Taut, was to “make light”(21) in the deepest and 
most real meaning of the words. And the architecture of glass was the 
last consequence, the last ring of the chain of building. “Great what 
is transparent, pure! Great and again great what is fluid,…, delicate...
light- great the eternal building!” Taut was thinking at his Pavilion 
when in 1920,  as an activist, he wrote these programmatic sentences. 
“The glass architecture will carry on the European spiritual revolu-
tion”(22), and more “the glass is a complete new material, pure, 
in which the material is fused and shaped,…, it has a great deal of 
possibilities of colours, shapes, styles. For this the European is right 
when is afraid that the glass architecture could become cold and non 
fluid. Doubtless. It is, and this is only the smallest of its qualities. 
Because the European has to be stripped out from his Gemütlichkeit 
(warm and comfortable atmosphere). Stop to the Gemütlichkeit” 
cried Behne with Scheerbart, who afterwards would say “kill the 
European! Kill! Him! Kill! Kill him!” 

The glass architecture was the key word of the architecture avant-
garde in the beginning of the twenties. The projects of the glass 
skyscrapers were born in this atmosphere. The Glass pavilion was 
a precursor of the new living culture and standards that were hoped 
to come. This building was the result of the cultural and proficient 
influences of the young Taut: Fischer and Binding in Stuttgart, the 
lectures from Josef Brix, Felix Genzmer and Theodor Goecke in 
Berlin around the 1908 (garden-city in Berlin and Magdeburgh in 
1912-1915) and his aesthetic and artistic attitude too. The colour 



was the third element (glass and concrete were the first two) of the 
composition, as he mentioned in his Über Farbwirkungen in meiner 
Praxis (About the effect of colours in my profession) published in 
1919, where he describes the perception of the shading colours of the 
Pavilion. The young painter Franz Mutzenbecher worked on this col-
ourful symphony. Taut claimed about the glasshouse: “This building 
does not need to any purely practical function. Architecture too, can 
freed itself from utilitarian demands” (B.Taut, Eine Notwendigkeit, 
p.175). The programme for the glass pavilion put the thesis of func-
tionlessness even more baldly: “The Glasshouse has no function 
other than be beautiful” (B. Taut, Glashaus: Werkbundausstellung 
Cöln 1914). This was - as I. Boyd Whyte writes -  Der Sturm aesthet-
ic applied to architecture. In his paintings, Boyd Whyte carries on, 
Kandinsky sought to penetrate behind the external forms of mimesis 
in order to reveal the internal resonances of colours and lines. 

Taut anticipated, in terms of construction and spatial effects, what 
later in the 1920, he would declare for the new architecture: the 
buildings of the future had to be fragile, rich of reflections, and 
splendid as glass, but also hard as metal, and than flexible, arch-
shaped but super solid as concrete(23). In his Architekturlehre, Taut 
shows the duty of Architecture as the research of a synthesis between 
tradition: (the building with a central plan and cupola) and modern 
techniques: (reinforced concrete and glass). He also mentioned the 
spatial emotive component of Architecture: the importance of per-
ception, especially for the man who is lost after the War. The new 
Architecture had to produce human paradises. 

Bruno Taut, the glass pavilion, Koln



Bruno Taut, Die Stadtkrone, Jena 1919, olan and view



conditioned by social relationships. For his visionary work, Taut kept 
in mind the precepts of Nietzsche to activate a social and political 
regeneration based on a secular and modernist religiosity. Both the 
élite attitude of the intellectual’s class, or the utopic socialism had 
their roots in Nietzsche, and for Taut the link between the two was the 
architecture. One of the most important mean by which the contigu-
ity between the Nietzsche’s aristocratic principles and the dreams of 
the workers class was guaranteed, was the magazine «Sozialisische 
Monatshefte» (Monthly Socialistic Issue), directed by Josef 
Bloch(28). An article published in Bloch magazine in March 1914, 
Taut claimed that the evolution of architecture would have been not 
from the commitments given by the aristocracy, but from the requests 
of the educated mass. “Each epoch” he wrote “produces characterised 
commitments, which correspond to the ideas typical of its time and 
make the new in architecture. The social issue is to be considered 
typical of our time. It would not be traditional house to suggest us a 
new architecture, but the theatres, the new garden-cities and all those 
buildings which come out from the ideal socialism”(29). 

A few months later, the yearly congress of the Deutscher Werkbund 
was characterised by a debate between those who were for a standard-
ised planning and those who were for the supremacy of the creativity 
and the identity of a single piece. Taut agreed with the second group: 
the art is like a pyramid that becomes larger towards the bottom. On 
the top there are the most clever and creative ones, those who have 
ideas. The basement, that gets larger towards the bottom, represents 
flatness and merges of those ideas. I cannot think about the stand-
ardisation as something new, and it is sad to think that we cannot 
strongly relate and trust who is on the top”(30). It was a re-proposi-
tion, in the specific context of the Werkbund, of the Nietzsche’s men 
division in three groups: the spiritual élite, the brave and strong men 
and the average people. Nietzsche, in the book Der Antichrist (The 
Antichrist), says that only the first group could access to the beauty: 
“Only the spiritual individuals can share the beauty, the beautiful: 

Visionary Taut: From Die Stadkrone to the Alpine 
Architektur

Die Stadkrone
In the essay Bilse und ich (Bilse and me), in 1906,The writer Thomas 
Mann noticed: “In Europe there is a school of intellectuals- created 
by the cognitive poet Friedrich Nietzsche- inside which, there is a 
strange habit to merge the concept of artist into that one of wise”(24). 
The great influence of the German philosopher Nietzsche is also 
witnessed by the poet Georg Heym, who wrote the same year in his 
diary: “Nevertheless: his taught is great. Anything you could say 
against him, anyhow he gives you a new sense to our lives”(25). But 
Nietzsche’s essays influenced not only the writers; his philosophy 
spreaded all over the Art’s fields and architecture”. Born in the 1880, 
Bruno Taut belonged to that generation that felt more the influence of 
Nietzsche’s publications. 

In June 1904 he wrote to his brother Max: “I’ve read Nietzsche’s 
Zarathustra over the last three months - a book of enormous and seri-
ous vitality. I’ve learnt a lot from it”(26). The articles, the drawings 
and the designs of Taut from the period 1914 and 1920 have been 
heavily influenced by Nietzsche’s cult figure, developed in the early 
19th century. Sensitive to the radical critique driven by Nietzsche to 
the Filthiest, to Positivism ant to Materialism of the 1800, Taut was 
attracted also by his theory of an élite rose up from nothing and com-
pounded of those who were strong and full of creativity. Nietzsche’s 
vision of the artist as superman, as a men elevated above normal 
humanity, found echo in Taut’s pyramid image. It was to provide 
the leit motif for Alpine Architektur. The dissertation of Nietzshce 
speeches “to be something new, to mean something new, to represent 
new values”(27) played an important role on the young and ambi-
tious architect. 

Differently from the painting and the poetry, the architecture is an art 



only for them the goodness is not weekness”(31). In the same para-
graph, Nietzsche referred to the metaphor of the pyramid mentioned 
by Taut: “a developed culture is like a pyramid: it can lie only on a 
large ground, it has as presupposition a solid mediocrity”(32). 

Another source for the pyramid image from Taut is Wlademir 
Kandinsky’s Über das Geistige in der Kunst. But for Taut and for 
his socialistic and reformed colleagues, the Beauty had a redemp-
tion power. According to the fundamental concept of Activism, Taut 
argued that the creative power of the individual could synthesise the 
objective and subjective elements of culture into a higher reality. Taut 
claimed that the leaders - the élite - had to give a new self-conscious-
ness to the mass population and it is their duty to guide the most 
towards a social and political harmony and evolution. Taut explains 
roughly his visionary thought in an article published on Herwarth 
Walden magazine «Der Sturm» in februray 1914, entitled Eine 
Notwendigkeit (A Necessity). The mentioned necessity was to gather 
all the visual arts under the radically new architecture’s wing. “Let’s 
build all together a new great building!” was Taut’s admonishment. 
“A building that is not only architecture, that gathers everything, 
painting, sculpture, everything should merge and create a great archi-
tecture, a new architecture that merges into the other arts movements. 
The architecture should be at the same time frame and content”(33). 
In this article Taut underlines that this building, like a temple dedicat-
ed to the abstract pleasure of colour and form, has no other function 
than to be beautiful nor political or social ambitiousness. The main 
aim of the building - according to Nietzsche teaching - is to manifest 
its expressive essence, alienated from any empirical and descrip-
tive means. “Any idea of social end should be avoided. The whole 
should be in itself, as the great art exists only in the spirit and mind 
of the artist. People have to learn spontaneously or have to wait till 
somebody will come to teach them”(34). Taut’s ideas was inspired by 
Paul Scheerbart, visionary writer and poet, who Taut met the summer 
before. Scheerbart even proposed to buy a field near Potsdam so that 

Taut could have realised his visionary project. They both collaborate 
to create the Glass Pavilion, both claiming “a desperate need to free 
architecture from its monumental simulacrum”. 

But the Glasshouse is also to be seen should be seen under the point 
of view of a sort of traditional aspect. In the Glashaus brochure, writ-
ten by Taut, appears the motto: “The gothic cathedral is the prelude 
to glass architecture”. The European cathedrals were the beloved 
models, not only because they were the example of architectonic 
virtuosity and magnificence, but as symbol of social harmony based 
on a spirit (Geist) religiosity. The glass pavilion embodies a condi-
tion, that often belongs to artistic avant-guards, through which a 
radical choice and a moment of hyper-modernity forewarns a pos-
sible future and help to rescue lost truths and certainties. According 
to Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867), “the modernity is the transbe-
ing, the fleeting, the contingent; it’s half of the Art, which other half 
is made by eternal and motionless”(35). The legitimacy of the new 
through eternal and motionless recalls is even more explicit in the 
forward of Taut’s essay Die Stadtkrone, published in 1919, where 
the symbolic image that Taut used is the Saint Barbara painted by 
Van Eyck. Die Stadtkrone has been developed during the First World 
War. Taut wanted to achieve was: to transcend the division and dif-
ferences amongst nations and social classes by means of architecture. 
This vision was presented through the book was that of the “ city 
crown” (Die Stadtkrone), a spiritual centre that evokes the medieval 
cathedral, and that should have lie on the culture pillars, which are 
the theatre, the library and the concert hall. Around this lit up centre 
should find place the city to be thought as a garden-city with sim-
ple shaped buildings like those designed by Taut for the Falkenberg 
garden-city. Die Stadkrone is dedicated to “the men of peace” (“den 
Friedfertingen”) and finds its reason on the belief that “without reli-
gion does not exist any true art or true culture”(36). Starting from the 
Nietzsche “death of God”, Taut proposed a “Christianity with a new 
form” that he defined as “social engagement”(37) . Taut explained 



this engagement as “an effort to cooperate by any means in improv-
ing the community, to reach a self spiritual salvation so to help the 
others, and to get closer and closer to each member of the community 
and to all the humanity. This engagement is latent in every one of 
us: it is somehow asleep. The socialism,  as a relationship amongst 
people, overcomes the social class’s divisions and the nation’s angst 
by unifying and bringing people together”(38). Taut utopia socialism, 
“non-political”, looks like a religious faith surrogate.  Looking at the 
gothic cathedrals and at the oriental temples, he discovered a dynam-
ic relation, even if it was a Tautological one, between the scared sym-
bol, the belief and the liturgy. An harmonic society, without divisions 
and able to bring people together, would lead to a great community 
as the cathedral of Strassburg or the temple of Angkor did. At that 
time Landauer identified the beginning of the second age with the 
Post-renaissance development of individualism via capitalism and the 
profit motive. “That is why we call this epoch a period of decline, for 
the essential quality of culture, the Geist which joins men together, 
has declined”(39). The perfect unity between Geist and Volk has 
reflected, wrote Taut, in the relationship between the gothic cathe-
drals and the simple houses surrounding it. “It was the same devo-
tion in the Gothic age, which piled up the dazzling audacity of the 
cathedrals, yet at the same time produced a thorough penetration of 
practical and constructional demands in simple buildings”(40). Taut 
saw a similarly harmonious relationship between the sacred and the 
profane in the cultures of the Orient. In Die Stadtkrone, he included 
photographs of great oriental temples - Tschillambaram, Bangkok, 
Streeveilliputtur, Rangoon, Angkor Vat, Madura. Taut’s theory con-
cludes that if this was the situation it was true also to be the oppo-
site: a society oriented towards such symbols was to stimulate for 
the pacific cooperation of its members more than spoil energy and 
enthusiasm in war, violence and oppression. An important reference 
for the utopia Socialism is the work written by the anarchic Gustav 
Landauer Aufruf zum Sozialismus (appeal to Socialism), in which the 
author defined Socialism as “a cultural movement … a struggle for 

the beauty, for the greatness and richness of populations”(41). If the 
direct consequence of poetry, as Landauer was saying, is the revolu-
tion, than the poet and the artist had to become the revolutionary 
leader, the prophet. In Die Stadtkrone, Taut proposed this role for the 
architect: “The architect has to review his profession, splendid as a 
priest, holy, and try to rescue the treasure that lies deep in the human 
soul, itself being as a guide and a messiah, the architect will guide 
the entire country and by means of his profession will give expres-
sion to everything asleep in each man”(42). In the mind of Taut, dur-
ing the War the architect becomes a secular priest, as prophet of the 
socialistic and anarchic cult: a utopia in opposition to the Marxism 
orthodox and fix determinism. By proposing their romantic alterna-
tive, Taut and Landauer were agreeing with the Nietzsche positions 
that life and culture were possible only on art and illusion base. As 
Nietzsche wrote in a famous aphorism of Die Geburt der Tragödie 
(the birth of tragedy), “… only as aesthetic phenomena the existence 
and the world are ethereally justifiable”(43). Men needs art because 
he is afraid of  not to understand the truth, wrote Nietzsche. 

Alpine Architecture
According to Nietzsche man needs art, because of his worry not to 
be able to reach the truth. In 1916 the truth was the war’s folly and 
horror, to which Taut felt the duty to react as an architect. The result 
was a bunch of drawings equipped with notations, called Alpine 
Architektur (Alpine Architecture). Those had been thought and elabo-
rated during the war, but they have been published later in 1919. The 
vision of glass cathedrals built on the Alps peaks, and of colourful 
glass structures, which cross at high speed the eternal night, can be 
seen as a protest against the war and as a prefiguration of a better 
society. Society, which should concentrate its energy into the peace 
and into alliances rather than self-destroying. As he already did for 
the Koln Glass pavilion, Scheerbart baptised Taut vision of a too rich 
and complex world to be understood only from the reason. As would 



power to generate fear and creativity at the same time. Put in front 
the bigness of the object and the void of the incapacity to understand, 
the observer experiences fear, to which will follow the pleasure, at 
the moment when new rational criteria are asked to explain and to 
comprehend what before was beyond any comprehension. Inside 
this process the power of imagination is expanded and enlarged to 
accept new spatial and temporal concepts, and the power of reason 
crates visions of the worlds, which go beyond the limit of invention.  
Kant lists the phenomena categories which are able to start a sublime 
creation in the observer, which includes amongst them: “The rocks 
jutting out to the high, nearly threatening, the thunderstorm clouds 
coming together amongst lightning and thunders and performing 
their destroying power, the hurricane and the devastation it leaves 
behind, the immense ocean upset by the tempest, a big river cataract 
etc…this phenomena reduces to an insignificance smallness our 
power of resistance, compared to their power. Their aspect becomes 
even more attractive when scarier, if we are in a safety position. Then 
we call this things sublime. Because they can elevate the forces of 
our souls above the ordinary mediocrity, and they make discover in 
ourselves a different power of inner resistance, which gives us the 
courage to measure ourselves with the nature omnipotence”(46).  
As clearly shown by Kant, the Sublime does not take place in the 
observed object itself but in the observer reaction, when he is trying 
to force his fear through the re-definition of his rational prospective. 
The aesthetic judgement is than similar to the moral one, and to the 
desert of creation is given an order by the free and rational human 
intervention. Because it is the tool that makes possible the victory 
of the reason on the chaos, the sublime is always been considered 
inseparable from its extra-aesthetic dimensions, the political and the 
social ones. Taut displaces the Alpine Architektur drawings exactly 
“at the borders of the imagination faculty”, they infact are beyond 
any rational and pragmatic comprehension. It’s enough to think about 
the big glass temple, which jut out of the peaks to colonise the moun-
tains chain, from where they fly to the remote end of the universe. 

explain one of the character of Scheerbart’s story Das Paradies, die 
Heimat der Kunst (the paradise, the country of art): “The concept of 
art here it is enlarged; the main issue it is not the representation any 
more, but the invention of things that can be represented… Our aim 
and goal is not to represent our perceptions, but rather give new ori-
entation to our perceptions itself. In this way we will be able to have 
and host new perceptions. We could say that this is a preparatory 
work for the artist to come”(44). The aesthetic position of Scheerbart 
and his favourite pupil in this circumstance, has roots, even though 
may be unintentionally, in Immanuel Kant’s thoughts. For Kant in 
fact, the final aim of art is not to produce an object of knowledge or 
of any use, but rather to look for the limits of human possibilities. 
The aim of art is, consequentially, at the same time critic and pro-
phetic; what is the object of the research is an ideal human condition, 
which one thinks could be possible to reach.

The Alpine Architecture drawings have the same delicacy and sensi-
tiveness as the Japanese xylographs, actually they are placed in the 
German romanticism trail. By leaving the world abrupt by the war 
to go up to the mountains, Taut was aligning with Nietzsche’s vision 
of the artist who climbs up “With his eyes well open and indiffer-
ent to the dangerousness, through the paths…tireless wayfarer, on 
the top of peaks, that we don’t see as they are, but wee see them as 
our flat lands, as places for us safe”(45). Alpine Architektur does 
mirror the typical statement of the German Romanticism, according 
to which nature, in its extreme manifestations, helps the moral and 
metaphysical soul introspection. The dialogue within the nature and 
its absolute expressions, leaded through the language of what it’s not 
representable nor figurable, reminds the philosophical investigations 
run by Edmund Burke and Immanuel Kant, at the end of the Seven 
Hundred, about the Sublime aesthetic value. Defined by Kant “The 
limit of our imagination faculty”  (die Grenze der Einbildungskraft), 
the gap between the reason sphere and the imagination’s one, has the 



Which the author would admit: “The execution will cause lots of 
problems and difficulties, but it is not impossible. “The impossible 
is so seldom request to men” (Goethe)…. But a better knowledge! 
The greatest work is nothing without the sublime. We always have 
to recognise and to go for what is inaccessible if we want to have 
what it is accesible”(47). Above the war trenches, the technologies 
and the mechanical energies, which dominate the material world, are 
transformed in a constructive force rather than in a destroying one, 
by means of aeroplanes, airboats, and other technological wonders. 
Those tools are used to build glass temple on the Alps peaks and 
to launch crystal satellites into the space. The social progress could 
have been reached by the sublime inspiration, by the effort in a mis-
sion of incalculable dimension: “sermon: be pacifist! Sermon: the 
social idea: you are all brothers, organise yourselves and you may 
live all well, all of you well educated and in peace! Your preach will 
be meaningless until you wont have duty, homework to be done, 
homework to be perceived by the means of the latest technologies, 
of the last drop of blood”(48). The final task would be to reach the 
infinite space of silence and auto-contemplation.  Taut “mountains’ 
crystal house” has as subtitle “the temple of silence”, “the temple 
of prayers” and “the unspeakable silence”(49). In order to describe 
the beauty from the inside, Taut mentions a passage from Scheerbart 
story Münchausen und Clarissa, in which the architecture of a 
glass temple is specifically compared to the experience of Sublime 
(Erhaben): “Nobody can speak inside the temples, it is always pos-
sible to get inside, even in the middle of the night. There is nothing 
in there that may correspond to our official liturgies: the temples 
have effects only through their sublime architectures, through the 
great silence that is sometimes interrupt by sweet melodies played 
by heavenly organs”(50). In the Taut ethereal images, the religious 
thoughts related to the infinity and to the insignificant role of indi-
vidual human energy are synthesised and secularised in a poetic man-
ner. This allows a socialistic utopistic character as Taut is, to keep his 
religious feelings, even if they are simulated and hidden by aesthetic 

sembiances. 

In November 1918, at the end of the war, the German emperor abdi-
cation and the socialistic revolution, Taut and his colleagues start to 
believe that their hopes could became real by the political power of the 
workers and militaries council. In December 1918 they established the 
Arbeitstrat für Kunst (the work council for art), that proposed a radical 
program of cultural reform based on a good dictatorship held by a self-
reference artists’ s elite.  The Arbeitstrat für Kunst Manifesto declared: 
“ The Arts and the People have to become a unity. Art should not be a 
pleasure for few anymore, but rather a fortune and the life of masses. 
The end goal is the fusion of all the arts beneath the wings of a great 
Architecture. From now on, only the artist, a shaper of the people sensi-
tivity, will be responsible of the aesthetic aspect of the new state.”(51). 
In three articles published in «Sozialistische Monatshefte» in 1918 and 
1919, Taut was clearly speaking about the relationship between the pure 
artist isolation and the vision of a socialistic state. While intellectuals, 
artists and architects were busy to proclaim that they were the only 
ones to be able to determine the cultural and political ambitions of the 
new republic, the real struggle and fight was to happen in the streets 
of Berlin and in the other main German cities(52). Taut position in this 
sense was ambiguous. He expressed his sympathy towards the socialism 
and the revolution based on the issue that “each new artist is so called 
revolutionary and subversive”(53). Even if the socialism was slightly 
defined in terms of pacifism and brotherhood. The real fight between 
the communist -by the spartachists, and the contra-revolutionary parts 
-by the Freikorps (Free Bodies), would not effect Taut. “What has to do 
the political power with the artist? That they could govern in any way. 
To govern has only a cosmically meaning for the artist. His world it is 
not this world.  And he is always happy as far as he can carry on being 
an artist”(54).  This essay was Taut’s answer to the socialistic revolution 
failure, to the collapsing of the workers and militaries council that was 
inspired by the soviet for a constitutional government, and to the first 
meeting of the constituting assembly that took place in Weimar the 16th 



March 1919. Few months later, the repressed revolutionary hopes rose 
up again, because of the cup d’Etat driven by the left party in Münich. 
Gustav Landauer, designated Commissar for the education of the new 
governs, proposed Taut as building industry Commissar. Taut answered 
positively, but his enthusiasm has to last shortly: the 1st of May 1919 
Munich was caught by the Freikorps and Landauer murdered.

With the end of the prospective to influence the political debate of 
the new republic, and to guide the building industry commission, 
Taut escaped into imagination and fantasy. As he wrote to Karl Ernest 
Osthaus, “I am here, alone, in the Berlin city centre, on my drawing-
desk that looks more and more a writing-desk.(55) 

Besides the ethereal and cosmic fantastic visions of Alpine Architektur, 
Taut pointed out two more fields: the artist’s community and the city 
decentralisation. Taking in account Die Stadtkrone and the program 
for the Arbeitstrat für Kunst, Taut wrote the conclusion of the article 
Der Sozialismus des Künstken (the Socialism of Artists) as an appeal to 
found colonies and to set up laboratories where artists, painters, sculp-
tors an musicians could live together, working on the great architecture 
project that would have brought all the arts together. Architects and art-
ists, by sharing the same vision of the world, should come together in 
groups to cooperate for the temple of future. Walter Gropius  was very 
close to Taut, he was sharing the same ideas in those years,  so that in 
Weimar on April 1919 he settled the Bauhaus, choosing as forwards 
for his program a Lyonel Feininger engraving titled The socialism 
Cathedral. Gropius, in a letter addressed to the Arbeitstrat für Kunst 
secretary Adolf Behne, pointed at Taut as the Nietzsche egoist man: 
“ I have to admit – wrote Gropius – that Bruno is not good to work in 
group. His destiny is to stay alone, and he should admit it and drive 
some conclusion out of it”(56). 
On November 1919 Taut addressed twelve people, between artists and 
architects, besides Behne, proposing them to start a group for exchang-
ing letters. The letters should have had as subject the vision of fantastic 

architecture or architecture of fantasy. “Let’s try to be consciously 
“visionary architects”! We believe that only a radical revolution can 
make us working. The good middle class, included our colleagues, 
perceive in us, fairly enough, the revolution. We must dissolve, destroy 
all the concepts and the principles that were valid until now. Shit! We 
are the seed of the new humus!”(57). Even if Behne declined the invi-
tation, the others like Sharoun, Gropius, Max Taut, Finsterlin, Hablik, 
Luckardt’s brothers, agreed to form a circle, nearly masonic, secret, 
whose members would have sent letters and drawings to each other 
explaining their visions of the future architecture. Gläserne Kette, the 
crystal chain was born. Besides the strong idealistic inspiration, the 
hope of a better world, the texts and notes to the drawings of the circle’s 
members did not have any political aim. The interest of the Gläserne 
Kette was rather more towards the far past, towards the form and the 
material origin and roots or towards a far future, towards the inno-
cence lost after the creation and how it could have been recovery. This 
exchange of messages lasted nearly one year, during which there is an 
interesting circulation of drawings and ideas based upon the necessity of 
glass architecture in order to rescue the human kind. As the group name 
itself suggests, the crystal was meant to be the perfect building material: 
it is pure, inalterable, strictly linked to the architecture of the cosmos. 
As Taut suggested in one of his first letters: “New architecture”: flux, 
unusable. Models: the stars, an absolute fantasy. Joyful things, to be 
fascinated by them because “pure” (58).. The second main issue of the 
group was the organic metaphors, which offered a large range of irre-
ducible and primary forms. An important reference is Ernst Haeckel, 
whose vegetal unicellular and animal images were published between 
the Eight-hundred and Nine-hundred under the title Kunstformen der 
Natur (Artistic forms of Nature). Following the monistic idea, Haeckel 
claimed that each natural phenomenon in this world was depending by 
the same corpus of natural rules. The crystalline forms, proposed to the 
Gläserne Kette by Wassili Luckhardt, Carl Krayl, Wenzel Hablick, as 
well as the octopus forms proposed by Sharoun and Herman Finsterlin, 
were related to each other because they are part of the being form. 



Bruno Taut, Die Stadtkrone, Jena 1919, olan and view



tion of the countryside, the only way of salvation. At first, this statement 
could be seen as the answer to the Versailles trait, where Germany is 
been cut of its fleet and several industrial places off. More deeply, Taut 
once again, was looking at Nietzsche and at his state-nation. In Die 
Auflösung der Städte, Taut mentions the refuse of Zarathustra state: 
“Where there is no state, there it begins the non-superfluous man: there 
it begins the song of whom is necessary: an unique aria, insostitu-
ible”(61). According to Taut’s new vision, the autonomous communities 
should colonise the lands, connected one to each other by the electricity, 
the streets, the railways, the water nets. 

The aims of Taut can also be read in an article of this period titled Die 
Erde eine gute Wohnung (The land, a good home), in which it is men-
tioned Rousseau, Kropotkin and Tolstoy as references to confirm the 
beauty and the need to live in the countryside. The Taut return à la cam-
pagne, does not mean he gave up his architectural dreams, nor the belief 
that the artist was the only possible political leader. In Die Auflösung 
der Städte, the creative tension between the holy and the profane that 
already was there in the Stadtkrone (between the temple and the com-
mon house) is further developed and explained. As Taut explains in Die 
Erde eine gute Wohnung, “If we elevate ourselves above the land on an 
aerostatics balloon, we could see the houses, spread all over the land as 
sand grains. The sand grains goes closer and closer as we go upper, at 
the end they look like a fog that covers, now thicker, now thinner, the 
territory. And in this fog there is something splendid, either big or small. 
They are the religious buildings made out of glass. Everything is calm, 
only now, humans understand the architectonic piece of art, that blooms 
here and there as a rare and precious flowers. The stars in the sky and 
the stars on the lands greet themselves.”(62). 

The cosmic is always present in Taut visionary thoughts, as a neces-
sary complement to the return to the countryside and to the decen-
tralisation. In 1919, Taut began to work on the astral pantomime Der 
Weltbaumeister (The world builder), published in 1920 and dedicated 

Strange enough for a group that has to be secret, the Gläserne Kette 
found resonance by the magazine «Früchlicht» (Sunrise), that started at 
the same time of the Chain. Between January and June 1920, Under the 
direction of Taut, it has been published fourteen issues of  «Früchlicht» 
as supplement to the Berlin magazine «Stadtbaukunst alter und neue 
Zeit» (Ancient and Modern Town-planning). In his articles, Taut point-
ed at the joy and cheerfulness as the starting point of the new architec-
ture. He talked about this also in the first issue of the magazine where, 
by echoing the Berlin dadaist success, pushed to think the game and the 
infantilism as the return to purity and innocence.  “Death to everything 
that stinks of old!”, declared Taut, Death to everything that reminds us 
titles, honours, authorities! Death to everything is too serious!”(59). 
The fine drawing by Carl Karyl titled A dadaist house, published in the 
magazine, clearly shows the link between the brilliant games played by 
the Gläserne Kette and the polemic infantilism of the Berliner dadaists. 
Even though Taut was pushing the members of the group in order to 
draw and risk more, he very soon started doubting about the initiative. 
Already in March 1920, he wrote excusing him self for the long silence, 
due to the editing of his new book Die Auflösung der Städte (The disso-
lution of the cities). Leaving aside his previous positions, characterized 
by the belief of architecture being fascinating only for its formal pres-
ence, Taut now was holding a position where the form is presented as “ 
a secondary instance, as the result of human presuppositions”(60). Taut 
last analyse of social condition was that people should have left the city, 
mainly occupied by the middle class and by the impotent Marxists.  The 
reform of the land property and an economy based on the mutual help 
principle are the fundaments of this decentralised utopia. It is clear that 
for this theory Taut was not looking at Marx and Engels but to anarcho-
socialistic writers as Peter Kropotkin and Gustav Landauer, both largely 
mentioned in Die Auflösung der Städte. The force that would have 
helped the renew of cities, was not the proletariat but the illuminated 
artists who work for the social reform and for the return to the country-
side. Echoing the pessimistic vision of the end of the metropolis, used 
by the Garden city movement, Taut sow in a net and satellite colonisa-



to Scheerbart spirit. Starting from where he had ended in the Alpine 
Architektur, Taut described thirteen cinematic scenes of the transfigura-
tion of a gothic cathedral that, crossing the infinite space, crashes onto 
a new paradise made out of glass buildings spread over the countryside 
and a crystal house that is the worship place. Just before April 1920, 
Taut wrote to the chain about this last vision, stating that he would like 
to hope forever. “It’s time for me to be interested on a more “material 
things, though”(63). 

As architect leader of Magdeburgh municipality and as designer of 
the Berlin Siedlungen in the late twenties, he did cope with “material 
things” with a great contribution on the mass housing problem. Even 
if many critics called Taut “material work” functionalist, Taut works 
were guided by an idea of architecture that was not an answer to physi-
cal needs, but rather the aspiration to assume a guide position in moral, 
spiritual and political field. Any works of Taut, even the most ordinary 
ones, had inside the seed of a utopia hope. As the comment to the last 
drawing of the Die Auflösung der Städte volume tells us: “Is it possible 
to draw the happiness? Everybody can live and build it. UTOPIA! The 
utopia is not what is “sure” and “real”, it is what swim in the marsh of 
illusion and of lazy habit!”(64).

Taut and the Crystal Chain(65)

The political ambition of activism collapsed in April and May 1919, 
and have suggested two alternatives to the Activists: one was Dadaist 
or a variant on it, the other was a return to incremental and didactical 
methods, aimed at a small-scaled reform. 

Taut initially opted for the latter alternative, but after some projects 
(the Werkbund and the AFK movements) failed he reverted to the 
other alternative, the nihilist and Dadaist alternative. Along with the 
contact with the Dadaist, which Taut had first met in spring of 1919, 
Taut also revived some of the theoretical and fantastic projects with 
which he had been occupied in the immediate post-revolutionary 
period. Thus the six months which began in December 1919 were 
months of intense theoretical activity(66). The intensity of Taut’s 
writing efforts at this time was in total contrast to his enforced inac-
tivity as a designer. On the other hand he would not compromise 
himself in order to gain commissions. In this sense, as with all avant-
garde agonism, there was in Taut’s sense of mission a strong note of 
futurism. As Bontempelli has noted: “ the very spirit of avant-garde 
movements is that of sacrifice and conservation of the self for those 
who come after”(67). Sacrifice, said Taut, was the inevitable fate of 
the geistig leader: “My torch often dazzles me, but I will carry it – I 
must, even if I am destroyed in the process”(68). At the end of 1919, 
Taut sought to share the burden of self-sacrifice with fellow-suffers. 
Agonism, futurism and the cult of young, were to become the driving 
force behind the group which Taut formed in December 1919, and 
which has been named In Die Gläserne Kette.

In November 1924, Taut wrote to the group of architects and artists 
who had exhibited at the Ausstellung für unbekannte Architekten 
(exhibition for unknown architects) and suggested that they form a 
circle for the mutual exchange of ideas and criticism. Amongst those 
initially approached by Taut, only Gropius and Behne expressed 



ist’s antagonistic stand against the accepted Forms of society, against 
the values of Herr Schimtz. Finsterlin’s stood for agonism, casting 
himself as Prometheus, as the intellectual turned leader, who sacri-
ficed himself for humankind(70). Linguistic obscurity such as this is 
very typical of the avant-garde. Also The desire to keep the activities 
of the group secret until the suitable moment had been reached when 
the group, which formerly had been despised and alienated, finally 
achieves the recognition and claim due to it. 

The political Activism and Kulturpolitik of November 1918 had 
been replaced by a withdrawal into agonism and secrecy. For Taut, 
as for Gropius, the way forward now lay not in public declamations 
and conspicuous gestures, but in the inner workings of the closed 
exclusive group. Taut never assign a political role to the group, nor 
he did mention politics in his letters. In its agonist phase, Taut’s 
avant-garde was conceived as a mean of preparing for the com-
ing geistig revolution, the second revolution summonsed up in the 
spring of 1919 as a substitute for the failed political revolution.
Apart from the political ambitions, all the presuppositions of Taut’s 
wartime Activism resurfaced in the Crystal Chain letters. The prin-
cipal themes were reassembled as a recapitulation: the call for a 
leader, agonism and the Prometheus myth, and the final glory of the 
revolution(71). Taut’s initial letters all carried a sense of uncertainty; 
they affirmed the loss of traditional values, but offered no guidance 
as to how new ones might be reached. 

Not only tabula rasa and nihilism, but also naivety and infantilism, 
characterised the drawings and the letters of the Crystal Chain cor-
respondence. The naivety and infantilism was not, however, simply 
flying from reality or a means of escaping from the problems of 
the new republic. There was a more purposeful, nihilistic intention, 
which sow in infantilism the means of creating the sought-after 
tabula rasa. Taut brought together nihilism and infantilism with one 
felicitous image: “play with fire!! That’s what we must do. Hurrah 

misgivings. Gropius joined but took no part in the correspondence. 
Behne declined to join. Taut had asked those willing to contribute to 
sign his letter and return it to him, along with appropriate pseudo-
nyms. The list read:
 Pseudonyms Name and Address 

 Anfang  Carl Krayl, Tuttlingen 

 Tancred  Paul Goesh, Berlin- Friedenau 

 Hannes  Hans Scharoun, Insterburgh 

 Mass  Walter Gropius, Weimer 

 Stellarius  Jacobus Göttel, Köln 

 Antischmitz Hans Hansen, Köln 

 W.H.  Wenzel halbik, Itzehoe 

 “kein name” Max Taut, Berlin 

 Berxbach7  Wilhelm Brückmann, Emden 

 Prometh  Herman Finsterlin, Schönau  

 Zacken  Wassili Luckhardt, Berlin 

 Angkor  Hans Luckhardt, Berlin

 Glas  Bruno Taut, Berlin(69)
The pseudonyms reveal very clearly the avant-gardistic presupposi-
tions, which lay behind the group. Karyl, as ‘Anfang’ (the begin-
ning), emphasised the new beginning, the tabula rasa, while Goesch 
(Tancred), and H. Luckhardt (Angkor), linked themselves to the 
New Jerusalem and the Burmese temples respectively. Gropius 
(Mass), W. Luckhardt (Zacken), and Taut himself all chose names 
which reflected their architectural credos, with ‘Zacken’ an illu-
sion to the spiky crystalline forms which Luckhardt favoured at 
the time. ‘Stellarius’, Göttel’s chosen pseudonym derived from the 
group’s antecedents in the astral novels of Scheerbart and Taut’s 
cosmic architecture as described in Alpine Architektur and later in 
Der Weltbaumeister. Two of the members, Scharoun and Hablik, 
preferred variants of their ordinary names, while Traut’s pragmatic 
brother Max refused to use a pseudonym at all. The two remaining 
members, Hansen and Finsterlin, both chose names which represent-
ed avant-gardistic poses. Hansen’s ‘Antischimtz’ stood for the art-



Hermann Finsterlin, Architeckturen, Serie VII, Tav.6,1924. Watercolour and pencil

for Mozart!! There is a lot of Mozart in ’Anfang’”(72).
Dadaism and nihilism, however, are impotent gestures when limited 
to the circle of believers. In order to use these weapons to their full 
effect, Taut needed a public platform. This was provided by the 
magazine Früclicht (the Sunrise), which was launched contempora-
neously with the crystal chain.

The infantilism of the Gläserne Kette, however, cannot be catego-
rized merely as nihilism: it carried other implications. The return 
to childishness was not only promoted for its destructive quali-
ties(73), but also seen as a return to innocence and purity. The theme 
of childhood was one which preoccupied the former Activists in 
1919 an 1920 after the disillusionment of the political revolution. 
Taut subscribed to this view of a new socialism, which was to be 
found on simplicity and the “purity of physical life”. It was a view, 
which was also shared, initially at least, by the members of the 
crystal chain. The Gläserne Kette’s obsession with innocence and 
purity stemmed directly from the avant-gardistic pose of agonism. 
Confronted by an unsympathetic and hostile world, the artists seek 
refuge from reality in a pure and perfect alternative. This retrospec-
tive glance did not stop at the Gothic age or at the oriental temples, 
but returned to the very paradigm of man’s innocence, to the pri-
meval state of man before the fall. In abandoning medievalist and 
orientalism in favour of absolute primitivism and the pure form, the 
Gläserne Kette shrugged off the vestiges of German romanticism 
which lingered in Taut’s earlier philo-goticism, and aligned them-
selves more directly with the contemporary avant-garde in painting 
-especially with Cubism. Also linked to Cubism, on a morphological 
level at least, was the Gläserne Kette’s favoured symbol of primitive 
purity, the crystal.
With the exception of Goesh and Finsterlin, all members of the 
group produced variations on the crystalline theme. The crystal, 
however, was not the only symbol of purity summonsed up by 



the group, he was contradicted by actual events. For in 1920, sev-
eral members of the group were occupied the design of very basic 
housing. In the spring of 1920, Taut drew up plans and designs for a 
Siedlung for agricultural and factory workers at Ruhland, a village at 
the north of Dresden. The client was an housing association. In his 
account of the development of the project, Taut wrote that both he 
and the residents agreed that the housing should be of the simplest 
type possible(77).

As if to reconcile such primitive huts with the grandiose project 
being discussed by the Gläserne Kette, Taut took the opportunity, 
in «Architektur neuer Gemeinschaft», to reiterate the Activist view 
on the need to differentiate Volk from Geist, the hut from the tem-
ple, the practical from the fantastical. He also emphasised, as the 
Activists had done in Die Stadtkrone, that Volk and Geist although 
distinct from each other, were mystically related(78). This idealist 
view from a direct progression from the most humble to the most 
elevated, the basis of the perfect social and spiritual Gemeinshaft, 
was the touchstone of wartime Activism. It was the agonistic and 
purist reaction against the war. Now, five years later, it had become 
anachronism!

In early February 1920, Taut wrote to Osthaus, stating that he was 
trying to finish his Auflösung der Städte (the dissolving of the cities) 
as quickly as possible. Later he stated: “with that, “utopias” should 
come to an end, and I hope that I shall have some opportunities to 
work with my ideas in the realm of the practical”(79). Taut wrote 
again to Osthaus, asking permission to publish his plans for the 
Folkwang-Schule. The purpose of this was to dispel the myth that 
he was a pure fantasist, with no feeling for reality. As he claimed in 
this letter: “This is very important to me, as there is a story spread-
ing around about me, that I can only design utopias”(80). One direct 
result of Taut’s campaign to disembarrass himself of this utopian 
target was his decision, after the Neues Bauen exhibition had fin-

the group. The crystalline analogy for the purity of the forms was 
paralleled by an organic analogy. In a subsequent article Behne 
claimed “our works must grow organically out of the simple, primi-
tive cell”(74). Even that, Taut had reservations over the imitation 
of natural types, which he sow as a dangerous formalism. Indeed, 
Taut feared that any imitations of organic or vegetables forms might 
lead to some form of neo-Jugendstil. As he wrote to the group in its 
early days: “Style not through the pursuit of form (Van de Velde), 
but through a philosophy of life, through religion”(75). Not the 
architect himself, but the architect’s faith would produce the forms 
appropriate to the new age. Not everybody agreed with the group: 
in response to an article and drawings in Früchlicht, Heinrich de 
Fries penned a nasty article, which he fashioned as a speech to an 
“imaginary assembly of young architects”. It was published in Das 
Kunstblatt (the Art folio) in March 1920, and represented a typical 
reaction from a progressive architect to the excesses of the crystal 
chain group. De Fries began by asking the “imaginary” architects 
what they actually had to offer to the proletariat, saying that propa-
ganda and self-advertisement were all very well, but wondering 
where the concrete suggestions and models for the new architect 
were(76). As in defiant response to such attacks, the Gläserne Kette 
group organised an exhibition of their work, which was held under 
the auspices of the Arbeitstrat für Kunst, in the Graphishe Kabinett 
J.B. Neumann, in Berlin. It opened on the 3rd May 1920, and was 
called Neues Bauen (the new way of building). The drawings exhib-
ited were all by members of the crystal chain, with the single excep-
tion of a design for a villa by Friz Kaldenbach, which was exhibited 
posthumously. Adolf Behne wrote an introduction to the drawings. 
In it, he launched a vigorous attack to Heinrich de Fries, condemn-
ing him and his associates for advocating subsistence-level hous-
ing, and adding that the members of the Gläserne Kette would have 
nothing to do with such building programme. 

Although Behne was echoing the ideal, avant-gardistic intentions of 



ished in Berlin, to withdraw his work from it. By the Autumn Taut 
had become hardener in his resolve to leave the clouds and the stars 
in favour of the earth. He wrote in a letter dated 5 October 1929: 
“In a word, I no longer want to draw utopias in principio, but abso-
lutely palpable utopias, which ‘stand with both feet firmly on the 
ground’”(81). The letter continued with a series of practical sug-
gestions, which clearly spelt out the end of the phase of agonism. 
Taut analyzed the function of the architect and defined three specific 
duties: to build, to create ‘the new shape of culture (the so-called 
pure Utopia), to awaken the demand for building. He now consid-
ered the last task to be the most important and proposed that the 
group set about promoting their ideas and visions in a form which, 
should be as clear and understandable as possible.Taut appeared by 
now to agree with de Fries. 

In November 1918 he was insisting that ‘Art and Volk must form a 
unity’. By October 1920 he had abandoned his idealistic belief in 
any resonance which might exist between the artist and the people, 
and was prepared to admit, more realistically perhaps, that it was up 
to the artist and the architect to persuade and convert the public at 
large to the new cause. 

Früchlicht ceased to be published with «Stadtbaukunst alter und 
neuer Zeit» after the second July edition of 1920.
On this premise the exchange of letters continued while the nego-
tiations for the new group were being made. The plans for Die 
Bauwandlung came to nothing, and, as he had warned, Taut decided 
to go his own way.
The dominant tone of the last letter (written by Taut or Hans 
Scharoun) is one of resignation and impotence. Out of all the ambi-
tions and hopes of November 1918, nothing had been realised. The 
brief confluence of political revolution (1918)  and artistic radical-
ism was seen to have been fortuitous and fruitless: what was left? 
Merely hopes of 1916. The letter concluded with a reiteration of the 

ideal progression, by which European culture would develop, via 
the example of the northern Gothic, into a worthier, oriental model. 
In 1916, this sequence was held up as a feasible alternative to con-
tinued European strife. By 1920, the writer himself sadly dismissed 
it as utopian. “…beginning of the west. Cultural shift from south to 
north. Demise: shift from Occident to Orient,-:utopian”(82)



The rationalism of intuition(83)

Taut Visionary works Die Stadtkrone (1916) and Alpine Architecture 
(1919) were the rejection of rationalism, functionalism and against 
the materialistic way of living and thinking the cities in those days, 
that are before and after the Great War. Taut uses notes to draw-
ings, nearly for each work, as to be sure that somebody one day will 
understand, will read his thoughts again. In these notes, Taut repeat-
edly damned technology and functionalism. The glass buildings 
were to be non-functional, except in the most ethereal sense. The 
beauty itself is not enough. Taut does not know how, so he attacks 
what it is objectively measurable, what it is possible to be denied. 
Technology is blamed as leading to conflict and war; and function 
“should simply function”(84). Both technology and function were 
reduced to subservient roles, to serve the higher needs, the so-called 
Geist. The mechanics of the buildings should therefore be concealed, 
but not the technology of glass, as sublime material through which, 

Bruno Taut, Monument des neuen Gesetzen, Letter to the crystalchain, 23 December 1919 



we can arrive to the Geist; better, we may become ourselves Geist. 
If other people, more or less artists, intellectuals, politics shared this 
idea, Taut means suggested to break away from the XIX century 
rationalism were his peculiarity. Instead of proposing a retrospective 
utopia, Taut summonsed up a futurist utopia. According to Nietzsche 
thoughts, Taut invoked a super-technology that would have discred-
ited rationalism and materialism that had led, said Taut, to the war. 
This irrational faith in the ability of super-technology to transcend the 
limitations of materialism was one aspect of the Activist challenge to 
rationalism. The Dadaist considered the irrationalism of war, as the 
culmination of the rationalism, The Activist, did not reject complete-
ly the rationalism, rather they try to transcend its limitations in order 
to found a new rationalism based on creativity. The super-rationalism 
of activists was conceived as the vehicle for the immanent God in 
man(85). The reaction against the excessive subjectivity of expres-
sionism, which is generally associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit 
movement, can actually be traced back to Activism.. Both the Neue 
Sachlichkeit and Activism were founded on the search for anony-
mous, absolute and pure rationalism. The mystical and transcendental 
power to comprehend a given phenomenon without “understanding” 
it in the positivist sense derived from current intuitionist philoso-
phies(86). In the visual arts, the variant of intuitism was the empathy 
theory that could have reached Taut by Worringer and Kandinsky. 
The core of empathy theory was the experience of a mutual reso-
nance, which exists between the intellect, as a medium of perception, 
and a physical object. Activists gave empathy a more social purpose 
than expressionists did. Taut’s aim, and that of the literary Activists, 
was an ideal society, an ideal community (Gemeinschaft). Taut’s 
models were the Gothic and the Orient, he believed in a new age rep-
resented by the admiration of both the past and the future by means 
of empathy and intuition.

As an Activist Taut assumed two roles simultaneously: the first as 
historian and philosopher, the second as a man of action. In his first 

role, Taut’s understanding of Gothic and oriental models was based 
on intuitive understandings (Verstehen). Intuitive means transporting 
the objective observer into the very core of the values and standards, 
which allegedly gave meaning and pattern to bygone society. It is an 
intellectual and emotional process, possible for the artist’s elite. Thus 
via empathy, Taut claimed he could see beyond the merely techni-
cal or functional aspects of cities. In his second Activist role, Taut 
was also dependent on intuition and empathy. The first ambition of 
architectural Activism was to revive the intuitive, as against the sci-
entific understending of architecture. Taut blamed the victim of the 
so-called art history. Taut explained, in an article in the Roland von 
Brandeburgh in 1916, that the application of a positivistic knowledge 
of art (Kunstwissenschaft) to the study of architecture, had led to an 
overriding concern for technical and functional details at the expense 
of an intuitive understanding of the true purpose of architecture(87). 
In this sense Taut defined architecture as being simultaneously the 
means of expression and also as the physical statement of the deep-
est longings of man: “Architecture is an art and should be the highest 
of all arts. It derives only from strong emotions and speaks only to 
the senses”(88). Such an architectural process is the beginning of the 
empathy chain, that is also related to Kandinsky chain “Emotion”. 
But Kandinsky’s chain was typical expressionist, in that it limited 
itself to a deeper understanding of the emotion. Taut, as an Activist, 
saw his chain as a tool for social action. Taut’s final goal was to 
improve the humanity existence, to guide and show the way the soci-
ety could reach the paradise, that is through architecture. The paradise 
would have be reached when the architect was able to bring into 
harmony the struggle between Geist and Volk, that started after the 
decline of the Gothic and the upsurge of the individualism and materi-
alism (and that led to the conflict).



The city of Geist  and Volk(89)

Since the very beginning, Taut had a strong affinity towards the 
fundamentalism and the rural ideals of the reform movement. He 
begun by joining the Choriner Kreis, a group of young writers, art-
ists and architects that met a Chorin, to the north-east of Berlin(90). 
The Choriner Kreis was merely one of several groups of intellec-
tuals and artists, who sought refuge in the countryside and on the 
land from the stress and the harshness of the industrial cities. The 
intellectual aversion against the burgeoning cities found its most 
effective expression in the Deutsche Gartenstadtgesellschaft (the 
German garden city community), a group which had close connec-
tion with Taut. The Gartenstadtgesellschaft was founded in 1902, 
on the model of the Garden Cities Association in England. Like the 
Choriner Kreis was an anarcho-socialist movement, literary and 
reformist environment. “The Deutsche Gartenstadtgesellschaft is a 
propaganda society. It sees the winning over of the public garden city 
cause as its principle aim. The ultimate aim of a progressive garden 
city movement is the internal colonisation, which will promote indus-
trial decentarlisation and a distribution of industrial life across the 
land through the planned development of garden cities”(91). Similar 
plans for decentralisation and shift of population away from the cit-
ies towards the countryside were not uncommon for that period; 
any way, the Deutsche Gartenstadtgesellschaft is located among the 
revisionist socialist. Ebnezer Howard entitled his original garden city 
pamphlet Tomorrow, a peaceful path to real reform. Howard sow the 
garden city as the means of replacing the squalor and deprivation 
endured by the urban working classes by a vigorous and healthy life 
in close communion with the land and the countryside. The Deutsche 
Gartenstadtgesellschaft propaganda and its education statement, was 
a didactic and deterministic process. The idealist literaty intellectuals 
felt able not only to diagnose the faults of contemporary society, but 
also, through appropriate actions, to provide the tools for remedies. 
This was typical of the idealism of the reform movement. The 

industrial worker would be saved from the Marxism and the dema-
gogues of revolution by benign guidance of the intellectual. The 
reformist ideology, as propagated most successfully by the Deutsche 
Gartenstadtgesellschaft, was one of the supports on which the subse-
quent evolution of Activist architecture was based(92). As Poggioli’s 
definition: “Activism arose out of the desire to reconcile the anarchic 
impulses of Expressionism with the need for social reform(93). In 
this unique position, with one foot in the Gartengesellschaft and the 
other in the Sturm group, Bruno Taut was attempting a reconciliation 
between the Geist and the Volk. Taut’s city plan for Die Stadtkrone 
was an attempt to re-tune Geist and Volk, according to the models 
of the Gothic and the Orient. As in most humanist utopias, Taut’s 
layout was concentric. The circle was conceived as axis mundi, as a 
microcosm of the earth itself. The plan consisted of a central public 
core, surrounded by a zone town, broken down into housing, busi-
ness, industrial and recreational zones. The distinction between the 
Stadtkrone and the surrounding zone corresponded to Geist and Volk, 
to sacred and profane. The model for the housing was that one Taut 
developed for the Deutscher Gartenstadgesellschaft. He described 
the residential area as: “The housing is conceived on the garden 
city model, with low terrace-housing, and a long garden for every 
house…the residential area itself will function as a green zone and 
make allotment garden unnecessary”(94). The housing, low in pro-
file, squatted around the physical and spiritual focus the city. Taut 
sacred centre was built upon communal buildings. On these buildings 
depended the city’s intellectual and cultural life. “A grouping of all 
those buildings, which are the focus of the already mentioned social 
tendencies, and which a city of this size needs for its cultural enter-
tainment needs”(95). These included an opera house, theatre, library, 
museum, aquarium, plant-house and assembly rooms. Elevated above 
these buildings on a reinforced concrete frame was to be a crystal 
house, the ultimate glory of the Stadtkrone and a physical representa-
tion of Geist. This distinction between the popular and the spiritual, 
the Geist and the Volk, was adopted by Taut as the contrast between 



the rationalism and the materialism of the nineteenth century and the 
contemporary desire for a new age. Taut set his new architecture of 
glass and iron against the stone and the bricks of the XIXth century. 
The silhouette of the city, rising from squat, profane housing to the 
sacred central crown, echoes Taut’s idea of oriental cities. In an 
article written in 1916, describing his visit to Turkey, Taut noted the 
harmonious union of sacred and profane architecture in Istanbul. 
“Certainly, the great buildings are distinct from profane life, but they 
do not reject it: on the contrary, they attract it, with the result that 
everything – the mosques and the multi-coloured turmoil – form a 
total unity(96). There is a clear source for the silhouette of Taut’s 
new city in his description of the skyline of Istanbul. He wrote: ‘The 
great mosques crown the hills and multifarious jumble of houses 
which, however chaotic and thrown together as one might describe 
them, still work harmoniously together”(97).

In spite of the Manifesto-like nature of Die Stadtkrone, there was 
very little in the individual architectural element which was new. 
Indeed Taut said “Naturally, the architectural forms in this project are 
to be taken only as summaries”(98).

No suggestion was given to the form of the industrial buildings 
should take, and the housing, as said, was based on Taut’s pre-war 
work for the Gartengesellschaft. The very simple of those drawings, 
however, were more appropriate to the conditions of 1917 than to 
those of 1913,14, when they where first drawn up(99) . 

Two more appeals for simplicity were also written in 1917, one by 
Behne, one by Tessenow. Behne, in his attack to the Werkbund, 
denied that art and industry could be brought together. The only cri-
teria should be function and practically, not taste. “A spoon is good 
when it is made from suitable materials, is practical and honest….
The spoon would be even better still if one no longer bothered about 
the art in the life of the spoon. The same holds true for art and biscuit 

wrappers, matchboxes…and garden furniture”(100). Behne’s call for 
return to the simple and the primitive was endorsed in Tessenow’s 
Handwerk und Kleinstadt (handcraft and small town), begun in 1917, 
completed by Whitsun 1918, and published in 1919. Tessenow’s plea 
for small-towns, mutualism and economic autonomy was based on 
the theory of Kroptkin and Landauer who influenced Taut very much. 
Besides the reformist tendencies of the garden-city (represented by 
the housing), the Expressionist tendencies and Scheerbart’s glass 
theory (represented by the crystal houses), Kroptkin and Landauer 
(represented by the social reasons of the project itself), there is also 
an other source, as Boyd White suggests in his book  Bruno Taut and 
the Architecture of Activism, that may be interesting to note, to bet-
ter understand Die Stadtkrone. That is the scheme suggested by the 
brothers Horneffer for “Das Heilighe Haus” (the sacred house). In an 
article of this name, published in 1912, August Horneffer advocated a 
return to practical Christianity: “only religion can bring together the 
divergent cultural components into a unity and create sacred houses 
with a compelling power of attraction”(101). Horneffer’s vision of a 
new religiosity gained through architecture placed him as precursor 
of Behne and Taut views. As Taut was later to do, he asked: “Doesn’t 
the symbol of building offer the most profound interpretation of 
nature, which can be imagined? It is a form of worship which reveals 
the most intimate essence of nature”(102). Taut had contributed to 
Die Tat, so it is likely that he new these articles. The two mutually 
resonant components, Volk and Geist were, according to Taut, linked 
through the personality of the architect and through his work. Taut 
also suggested that this resonance could be given a physical and plas-
tic form through the harmony of colour: “The glowing light of purity 
and transcendence shimmers over the carnival of unrefracted, radi-
ant colours. The city spreads out like a sea of colour, as proof of the 
happiness in the new life”(103). As he did not see any discrepancy 
between his primitivist and fantastic architecture, between the sacred 
and the profane, Taut’s ideas were in accordance with contemporary 
Activist thinking. And still according with them and with other more, 



thought to be in Italy or in Orient, amused by the coloured hous-
ing and by the fascinating profile of towns(106). With some other 
people whom he shared the progressive ideas with, Taut founded 
the Gesellschaft der Freunde Russland (The new Russian’s friends 
Society)(107). He also wrote a lot about Russia and its traditions. 
This literature that he made was to be denied by the real approach he 
had once there. Already in 1926 the Soviet presidium offered Taut 
the direction of the Residential Building Office in Moscow. Taut 
and his works had been known by the Russian Government after 
Lunaciarskij’visit to Berlin where he saw Taut’s Siedlung Hufeisen, 
and declaring “this is a built socialism”(108). As Taut went to 

he was attempting to figure a possible paradise out. The Activist 
paradise is not the rural idyll of the garden city or of Tessenow, was 
conceived as a well-functioning city. It was an eminently reachable 
paradise. Taut’s new city typified the Activist’ intention to contain the 
Expressionist ecstasy, sublime and to relate it to practical end.

Taut abroad: Russia, Japan, Turkey

Moscow: 1932-1933
Bruno Taut started his work in Moscow, expecting great things, the 
19th March 1932. He left Russia the 15th February 1933, deeply dis-
appointed. Since the first revolution and his first visit to Russia, he 
expressed big hopes in building housing for the mankind (Heimstatt) 
by mean of the fusion of the popular Russian’s soul and the mod-
ern socialist architecture. Even though he was very happy to leave 
Germany thinking that time came for him to build real architecture, 
time was so hard and the relationships so bureaucratic that from his 
letters a great sense of loneliness appears. He defined the relation-
ships between art, politic and the power(104), starting from a very 
idealistic statement of the socialism, nearly apolitical, that goes over 
the politic itself. As Taut was in Moscow he played a role as critic, 
more than as constructor, again not able to make any compromises. 
He went to Russia pushed by a sort of social idealism, aiming to help 
the Soviet Union during the construction of an exemplary architec-
ture. In the Die Auflösung der Städte (the dissolution of the cities) 
Taut mentioned besides Landauer and Hölderlin, also Kropotkin, 
Lenin and Tolstoj, putting in the mother Russia all his hopes. “The 
light comes from east, also today, and the faith in it receives new 
feeding by looking at its expanding towards west”(105). In this 
sense the Russian popular soul impressed Taut very much. In An der 
Schelle von Mütterchen Russland (on the threshold of mother Russia) 
he described enthusiastically the simplicity of people and of the puri-
ty of its life style, especially if compared to the greyness of workers 
lives in the industrial cities of the western European countries. Taut 



Moscow he attacked the functionalist ideas which characterised the 
common housing. On the other hand he noticed a tendency to satisfy 
the desire of beauty merely by means of decorative ornaments(109). 
Anyhow, Taut had been called to help the planning of new cities, 
and these developing plans became an excuse for long and sometime 
hard debates on architecture and on the socialist city. At the end of 
the twenties there was a large critique against Constructivism and 
Functionalism, accused to be aligned to the machine, that is typical of 
Capitalism. The contacts with foreigner intellectuals were only of an 
elite, normally constructivist intellectuals west-oriented: so the debate 
and the ideas that came out of the debate were quietly unknown to 
western movements. For the German architects the constructivist and 
functionalist architecture was synonym of “socialistic architecture”, 
while in the Russian Union there was completely another reality. To 
many architects with progressive tendencies, Russia seemed to be 
the Eldorado of modern architectural hopes, and without the limits 
of the costs of the land. The German industry, on the other hand, 
hoped in the revitalisation of Russian economy, so to can afford to 
buy German products. From Berlin Taut worked on Russian projects 
such as Mgsps, the syndicalist Russian theatre, to the developing 
plans for Sokolnij and to suggestion how to order the duties and the 
offices for better building the new Russia. For the Mosproject, Taut 
was invited to go there with a group of technicians who would have 
helped him in the job: on the 19th March 1932 he left to Moscow 
with his collaborator Neufeld(110). Taut’s activity in Moscow was, 
besides the projects, also technical suggestions, publications, help 
for the re-organisation of the offices that had to study the developing 
and housing plans, and didactical. In the same period Taut helped to 
prepare the international competition for the Great Moscow Plan as 
foreign architect. In the valuation of the German projects Taut agreed 
with the jury, but left to the Russian the job to formulate explicitly 
the judgements. Amongst the seven architects who had been invited, 
there were Kurt Meyer, Hannes Meyer and Ernst May. Taut disliked 
the solution of the housing in line proposed by May as typical of Bruno Taut,Konrad Ruhl Masterplan, Magdeburgh 1923



included in a “black list”. The suggestion came from the general 
Esquord von Hammerstein, head captain of the military force. The 
first of March, two days after the fire at the Reichstag, it had been 
emended urgent measures to protect the German population and the 
state itself, subsequently to those acts, lots of  NSDAP (the social-
nationalistic German workers party) opponents left. Taut was one of 
these opponents that meant he was considered by the public opinion, 
dangerous for the safety of the state. He left with his wife Erica to 
south Germany and from there to Switzerland, where he finished to 
prepare his trip, that became compulsory. He left Europe and reached 
Japan at the 3rd May 1933, where the architect Ueno had organised 
his staying and his papers. As to thank the hospitality and the care 
demonstrated by the Japanese community, Taut wrote his first essay 
Nippon mit europäishen Augen gesehen (Japan seen by European 
eyes) as panoramic overview, a critic and at the same time a won-
der, on the cultural developing of Japan in the XXth century. This 
essay published in Germany and in Japan, made Taut to become very 
famous in the oriental city. As he could not go back to Germany, Taut 
establish himself near Osaka, where he set up his new life as exiled, 
learning the Japanese culture of designing, of drawing, of using the 
colours. To build was impossible to think, given the fact that even 
for Japanese architects there was not so much work. Hoping to be 
luckier than in Russia, he accepted to work for the project of a resi-
dential complex on the top of Iko Mountain. A hill nearby the city of 
Nara, and near where the Osaka Daiki Co., the society which owned 
the area, had already built a wonderland. On December 1933 Taut 
completed the preliminary project that evokes a sort of “alpine archi-
tecture” that had to just out of the peaks. This building had to be inte-
grated by an hotel and a cherry-trees’ path. The entire complex could 
be compared to a medieval city where the crown is represented by 
the towers of the wonderland. Also here, none of Taut’s projects were 

the satellite cities and because they would eat the space of a three 
millions inhabitants city, claiming that Moscow was not a village 
and the project had to transform the embodied city in a functional 
instrument. Still in accordance with the jury, Taut agreed that Kurt 
Meyer’s proposal was the best. Meyer then got to do the plan of the 
concentric system of rings for Moscow. He built the streets as public 
spaces and improved the living standards by means of green areas. 
The architectural life of Taut, however, was not as he expected. 
Even though he planned a lot and he and his office of fifty people 
had made many drawings, he did not achieve to build as much as he 
worked. Bruno Taut could not realise his hopes, for political, techni-
cal but more for bureaucratic reasons, this mined his life. He went 
against the formalism, but that was what the current power wanted, 
believing that by means of recognisable icons the Russian countries 
would have reached unity. Taut was aiming to a different approach to 
beauty and traditionalism. As his statement in Die Satadtkrone and in 
Alpine Architektur, he tried to convince the Russian intellectuals that 
the spiritual beauty of a project does not come from the architect’s 
skill but from the philosophy that is behind him. Claiming to inter-
pretate better Lenin thoughts, he had been defeated by Lenin himself, 
who did not care about Taut utpias. However, Taut influenced many 
aspects of the architectural tendencies that came in Russia and in 
Moscow after him.

Kyoto: 1933-1936
As Taut was still in Russia he though about a trip to Japan. He was 
very depress after all the polemics against his project so he sought 
to benefit of his state of foreigner to visit some other countries, 
Japan and America were the final destinations. He left Moscow and 
went to Berlin, to better prepare his journey by making contacts 
with the Japanese and American architects in order to give lectur-
ers, thinking to write a book about what he was going to see. The 
preparation for traveling were interrupted the 1st March 1933, when 
he received the suggestion to leave immediately Berlin, for being 



realised, even family houses projects did not go further than sketches. 
For six months, from September 1933, he obtains the charge of 
teaching in a public art school, the Kogei Shidosho School of Sendai. 
Taut could not built much in Japan but he produced lots of interior 
design drawings improving his skill with bamboo, wood and lac, 
unknown to German culture. He also wrote several articles on archi-
tecture theory during his stay in Japan. Taut appreciated of Japanese 
architecture the simple rules of beauty and proportions, typical in any 
Nippon manufacts. But above all, Taut underlines the spiritual close-
ness between European modern architecture and the Japanese tradi-
tional housing system. While he was in Japan, he visited the imperial 
villa of Katsura: “pure naked architecture. Touching: innocent as 
a baby. Satisfaction of today nostalgia. This is the visual beauty of 
Japan”(111). A year later, after a more detailed visit to the complex, 
Taut drew twenty eight drawings entitled Gedanken nach dem Besuch 
von Katsura  (Memories of a visit to Katsura), which reproduced a 
sort of walking through the park and the villa. In his diary Taut wrote 
that these images were his “second Alpine Architecture”. The dis-
covery of Japanese architecture and its architects and the possibility 
to look at them by the inside of their specific historical and cultural 
context gave to Taut the chance to enlarge the theoretical fundaments 
of his architecture. It was also a period where he could reflect and 
think upon his works which, once in Turkey, he turned into a “theory 
of architecture” that became the basis of his teaching.

Ankara: 1936-1938
Taut was by chance in Turkey. After the sudden death in 1936 of 
Hans Poelzig, who was the “Official Architect” and president of the 
Architecture Faculty at the Art University in Istanbul, Taut left Japan 
for Turkey, thanks to the mediation driven by Martin Wagner, who 
was a town planning adviser. Here he met all the people who were in 
exile from the nazist Germany, who became active part in the social 
modernisation of Turkey, activated by Kemal Atatürk, especially in the 
educational sector on the echoes of eastern countries. The large archi-

tectural activity of Bruno Taut should be seen under the prospective of 
modernisation that is a radical break down of the Ottoman traditions. 
It is also to say that, Taut inherited the modern architectures adapted 
according to his predecessor Ernst Egli in 1927-35 who had in Sedad 
Eldem and Arif Hikmet Holtay his Turkish colleagues(112). On these 
bases Taut tried to create a new national architecture that could help to 
build a new specific identity up, but he try also to in globe in his effort 
his German experiences of modernism. Taut was used to approach for-
eign culture: 1932-1933 Moscow were he tried to participate actively 
to the construction of the socialistic city; the exile in Japan, 1933-1936, 
where he contemplated the new world under the re-discovered harmo-
ny between nature and architecture, materia and form. From Japan Taut 
approached some theoretical principles on the modern mittle-European 
architecture. Such approaches are evident also in some other architects 
who had to emigrate, such as Ernst May, Erich Mendelsohn, or Max 
Cetto.  This developing of the debate characterised the future of the 
modern architecture after the 1929 international economical crisis.
In one of the first letters addressed to Martin Wagner from Japan, 
who invited Taut in Turkey as architect at the Culture Ministry, Taut 
complained his condition of exile: “To speak about architecture, I am 
just at the beginning. It is what and more occupies me, even though I 
have no commission. During the last winter (1935-1936) I wrote until 
late at night, nearly hundered and seventy  pages on a pure theoretical 
level about architecture: just for me: “Considerations” (Vorarbeiten 
zur Architekturlehre). You get to a strange result, sometimes, to fancy 
critiques on yourself. You well see as I cannot stop to be German as 
much as I am B. T. [Bruno Taut]”(113). The intense activity of Taut in 
Turkey twenty four projects(114) that he made as director of Building 
Industry Office at the Culture Ministry- brought him, after two years, 
to death. This intense phase of building and teaching activity brought 
Taut to confront himself with the problem of transferring the modern 
architecture, circumscribed to the “Bauhaus” and “Le Corbusier” 
concepts, from centre and western Europe to semi or post colonised 



countries. In Turkey it became the expression of a social modernisa-
tion movement that took place differently and in shorter time. In 
Germany the architectural tendencies about social-functionalism and 
artistical-formalism were due to a process last hundred and fifty years 
and that involved all the social classes. In Turkey it happened sud-
denly and not all the population participate neither of this renovation 
movement, nor to the modernisation trends. In the political quarter 
of Ankara, the new capital, built in its substantial structures between 
1928 and 1935 by Clemens Holzmeister, one can see the authoritarian 
character of the monumental modernisation. This architecture reminds 
Italy during the fascism or France during the nationalism. The first 
phase of this modernisation is that one of the Educational and Justice 
Ministry buildings, which evoke a review of a modern vocabulary 
proposed by Mendelshon and Poelzig. The father of such architecture 
is the Austrian Ernst Egli (1892-1971) who, before Taut, built between 
1927-1935 many schools, institutes and public buildings in Ankara and 
Istanbul, contributing at the same time to form the new local architects. 
Holzmeister and Egli, two modernist architects, who had been called 
because experts of certain type of housing. The two, once in Turkey, 
did develop a language completely different from that one they had in 
their former country: an “authoritarian monumentalism” Holzmeister, 
and a “built costructivism” Egli. 
The second phase of the modernisation, after 1935, had to do with the 
“host land” that Turkey represented for many intellectuals, artists, poli-
ticians, economists, etc. With Martin Wagner and Bruno Taut, came to 
Turkey many exponents of the mittle-European modernism. With them 
and with Taut start the debate on the modernism in Turkey. Especially 
Taut refuses to activate a-critically the forms of the Neues Bauen and 
proposes a synthesis between modernism and traditions. He high lines 
the importance of Turkey as cultural country of the great past. He 
refuses, it means, to consider Turkey as a periphery of the modern art, 
he exalts its central importance by means of the” Ottoman Architect 
Sinan”. If until 1935 the most part of public buildings had been built 
by foreigner architects, from now on the young Turkish architects Bruno Taut, Hyuga House, Shizouka, (Japan) 1935

Bruno Taut, from his letter to Tokugen Mihara, 8 August 1938



claimed their own projects. The two year staying of Taut are charac-
terised by deep and polemical conflicts. However, when in Turkey, 
Taut had great favour and power by directing the Office at the Culture 
Ministry. Poelzig’s assistants, Zimmermann and Mundt were with 
him, but also Hillinger, Grimm and from 1938 Schütte-Lihotzki and 
Schütte. Within the Turkish collaborators there were Kömürcüoglu, 
Mutlu and Bilem, who carried on the projects after Taut’s death. The 
direction of the office was then held by Hillinger who stayed in Turkey 
until 1954.  In this condition Taut tried to combine his former activists’ 
theories, filtered through the Japanese experiences, to the traditions of 
the new host country. As Erica Taut said once, in Turkey there was a 
“Taut completely different”(115). He said of his work: “I am person-
ally arrived to a conviction that I do not want to adapt my work to 
external forms, by elaborating an individual style that is recognisable 
and characterising. The ancient teachers’ versatility teaches me that 
this way, in the past as now, does not lead to any quality”(116). He 
than refuses the modernity that Turkey was going through, he attacked 
this codification in his Doctrine of Architecture (Architektulehere) 
published in Istanbul in 1937. He recalls his position of 1929: an open 
polemic in favour for the “objectivity” and against a trendy modern-
ism and about the problem of representative architecture, that rose for 
the competition of the Nations Society (Völkerbundpalast) in Geneva 
of 1927. Here it was constable that the positions of the “traditional-
ists” were going closer to the positions of the ”avant-gardistics”. Now, 
in the thirties Taut was moving backwards to the reformist’s position 
he had at the beginning of his career. An echo of this new matured 
position is his masterpiece: the Faculty for Language Literature and 
Geography in Istanbul. This building can be considered as a model non 
only for its details, but for its general conception. It is a challenge to 
create a contemporary representative building without classical laces, 
deeply anchored to his “patters” of the Werkbund style, but updated. 
Taut intent was to oppose his architecture to the Holzeimeister’s one.
Taut was, by his later projects, trying to give new identity to the mod-
ern Turkey, by manipulating the traditional symbols and icons in his 

productions, that was not, obviously, the Turkish’s. Either Wagner and 
Egli, started to criticize this new Taut who was synthesize characters 
and forms into a nearly naïf architecture. It was superficial and eclectic 
the new style that Taut conceived for the opera house or for the hous-
ing projects, He forced himself to give to architecture a traditional 
colour, like an handcraft tries with modern tourist items. He was, until 
the end, firm on avoiding any scheme, any architectural form in the 
particular: still and again, the beauty could not be discussed but it was 
the result of the philosophical process of the architect-artist. His proc-
ess was that one of a leader in exile, who visited many countries, who 
absorbed different cultures, who believed in one myth: the importance 
to be an architect. This condition is mirrored in Taut late stile and 
brought him once again, to be in conflict with the outside world. 
Taut had a very productive and animated life, either in a physical and 
in the intellectual base, he left many drawings, projects, traits and just 
ideas. Even though he did not find in this materialistic life the glory 
and the power he thought to deserve as intellectual leader, his teach-
ing influenced very much either Europe, Russia, Japan and Turkey. 
His last books, The Doctrine of Architecture and Theory and History 
of Modern Architecture are, still now, basic texts of any architectural 
studies. 
Conclusion

Taut died in 1938 in Istanbul while he was commending to decon-
struct the modern architecture for a changing society of Turkey. This 
made his activism forgotten for few decades and did not allow hav-
ing new debate over his political and poetical vision.

The conclusions should go from the hypothesis through the research 
so we try to drive a short of statement of what we learn from this 
research.

To maintain the Functionalism succession, which ran from the 
Crystal Palace to the International Movement, the early historians 



of the modern movement tried to isolate the Expressionist phase 
and extract it from clear path of progress. Not only did they put the 
“unhealthy” work of Taut and his contemporaries into isolation, they 
also insisted that the fantasy architecture of 1926-1920 had nothing 
whatever to do with what came before or afterwards. Any connection 
with pre-war architecture was conveniently severed by the war itself, 
and the only connection allowed with Functionalism was the total 
defeat which the virus of Expressionism suffered at the cleansing 
hands of Functionalism. As we already noted, despite such refutation, 
the Activist phase was intimately linked to its forerunners and suc-
cessors. It was not an isolated or inexplicable phenomenon, nor was 
unimportant for the subsequent development of modern architecture 
in Germany and in Europe.

The desire to avert political revolution through architectural controls 
or diversions recurred throughout the formative years of the modern 
movement. A sequence has been described from Howard Garden 
City to the Deutsche Gartengesellschaft and – we may continue- to 
Le Corbusier’s Vers un Architecture, with its celebrating conclusion: 
“Architecture ou révolution. On peut éviter la révolution”.
The Activist interlude made an important contribution to this tradi-
tion. It was based on the assumption that the geistig architect could 
reform and remodel society and could produce harmony and happi-
ness, thus obviating the need for political revolution.

During the Activist phase Taut elevated architecture to a lofty and 
quasi-religious status. As Functionalism developed, He adhered to 
this definition, but with different supporting arguments. For both 
Activist and Functionalist architect, however, the goal was the 
same: the reachable men-paradise, which would be created by the 
architect or by the geistig leader rather than by political revolution. 
Activist was a period of polemic and preparation for the coming 
architectural revolution- it was not the revolution itself. The obvi-

Bruno Taut, Scool of Tribazon (Turkey), 1937-1938, inner yard

Bruno Taut, house by the Bosphorus, Isanbul-Ortakoy (Turkey), 1938



ous fact that many of the leading Activists and fantasists become 
outstanding exponents of functionalism design would suggest that 
the Activist interregnum did act as fruitful period of preparation for 
the Functionalism revolution. Activist is fantasy but it is nit against 
technology: Taut’s dream of building in the Alps presupposed a 
highly developed technology. Lewis Mumford in his Technichs and 
Civilization, (N.Y. 1934, p.40-1) has notice the importance of fantasy 
in the evolution of technology: “to have dreamed so riotously was to 
make the technics that followed less incredible and hence less impos-
sible”. Anyhow, the ultimate aim of both movements was the same: a 
man-made paradise. This paradise would be conceived by the archi-
tect and would remain under the ultimate control of the architect.
Taut, as Activist, claimed for himself the ability to comprehend and 
unite painting, sculpture, and architecture and to use the resulting 
“culture building” for the benefit of the community.  While Taut as 
Functionalist placed himself also at the center of a complex made 
up of economics, engineering, sociology, psychology and emerg-
ing science of urbanism. The artist-intellectual of Die Stadtkrone, 
Alpine Architektur and Crystal Chain, and the artist-technocrat of 
Magdeburgh, Moscow and Turkey.
Architecture was the nexus which pulled together the various skills 
and necessary for the construction of the new society. At the center 
of these various disciplines the architect worked as a controlling and 
unifying spirit.

The activist dogma, as formulated by Taut, was that form would be 
the automatic outcome of faith in Geist - form follows faith. The 
problem was solved by the switch to Functionalism where form did 
follow function. The logic of function demanded Euclidean forms. 
The cult of purism, which in activism had led to sterile crystal-
worship, achieved a new significance. The new purism of func-
tion generated a new vocabulary of forms and justified them on 
grounds of reproducibility and economics. This move from static, 
collective symbolism to a dynamic process was alluded to by Mies Bruno Taut, Die Alpine Architektur, Hagen 1919, Tav.2



van der Rohe in his observation (Baukunst und Zeitwill, in «Der 
Querschnitt» (Spring 1924, p.31): ‘All the aspirations of our age are 
directed towards the profane. The efforts of the mystics will remain 
mere episodes’. The shift from Geist to technology, from static form 
to dynamic process carried with it important implications in the 
realm of social engineering. Taut ambitious was not merely to build 
Kultsbauten, but also thereby to improve society by creating better 
social and moral condition. Again Activists and Functionalists ideolo-
gies were related in that both sought to use architecture as a vehicle 
for moral and social reform.

Taut wrote in his activist phase (1919) “To be an architect literally 
means to be a leader. Today the architect must be a leader in every-
thing, the one who leads forward into a more beautiful, lucid future”. 
While in 1929 he wrote: “The architect will become an ethical and 
social creator”. Through its creations said taut: “architecture will thus 
become the creator of new social forms”. 

In contrast, technology, supported by the logic of function, pos-
sesses an immanent tendency towards control and manipulation. 
The demands of function are not open to debate: they are perceived 
as incontestable and irrefutable. The logic of function is an abso-
lute imperative. As Hilberseimer insisted, the true application of 
Functionalism demanded that the simplest cell, the room, should be 
formed along Functionalist lines. But a functionally perfect room is 
incompatible with a non-functional house. So the house must be con-
ceived anew. The functionalist house, it follows, can only function 
correctly in the functionalist street, and the Functionalist street in the 
functionalist city. The logic of function therefore demands that the 
city and thereby society be remodeled from the cell outwards.

This Functionalist chain parallels the Activist chain, which ran from 
the single glass temple to the cosmos. The difference between the 
two paradigms, however, is that the activist chain was based on the 

repetition of static symbols: one glass temple followed by two, then 
five, then fifty. The Functionalist chain, as one would expect, was 
based on a dynamic and irreversible process. By reforming one room 
according to Functionalist principles, one was committed to reform-
ing the entire city.
The Activist ideology was élitist and anti democratic. It proposed a 
self-chosen élite, which would guide and control the lives of masses. 
This dream became reality when the political ideology of Activism 
was married to the logic of Functionalism. 

The political legacy of Activism was an important component in the 
evolution of the modern movement in Germany.

Taut is the witness of a change in history and humanity at different 
levels. He was one of the promoters of the metamorphosis of con-
sciousness, a disruption of shared perception, a radical transformation 
of the notion of architecture. It is not only a “change of scale” but a 
reversal of meaning, that Taut embodies. 
I consider form to be a secondary consideration. What justifies our 
activity is the creation of an intellectual framework. Visible architec-
ture is the simple, inevitable result of a subjective, spiritual archi-
tecture. For this reason our form can never be derived from another 
artistic medium such as sculpture or painting.

(Bruno Taut)

Today writing seems just as important to us as drawing. ‘Pleasing 
form’ alone is nothing. We aren’t group of artists. ‘Building’ is more 
important than any sort of artiness. It is the great arch embracing 
everything. And out of everything the great form will give birth to 
itself-a tremendous demand on everybody. But what’s the use of a 
sense of duty? Only great happiness will triumph. Dance and build!

(Bruno Taut)
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 who understand the principles of the world, the idea that there are no absolutes. Hence  
 the less qualified individuals are taking over, the quality of production is decreasing, and  
 there are fewer and fewer individuals who excel. As more and more individuals who do  
 not understand Nietzsche’s principles come to power, the mindless violence of their will  
 to power takes over. They attack other nations, or people with different beliefs. All the  
 while they never see that there is no point behind what they are doing, because they are  
 not smart enough to understand.
 The idea of equal dignity is a result of the envy and hatred of the weak for the strong and  
worthy of merit. Nietzsche doesn’t intend to abolish or change the idea of ethics, but to   
simply force society to question morality. Nietzsche’s aim is to throw us into his para  
dox, forever questioning what it is to be ethical without ever arriving at an answer.   
Nietzsche illustrates an ideal way to live in an ideal (natural) world, however in this not   
so ideal world of morals and ethics Nietzsche has no answer for how to live the ideal   
life. Nietzsche believes that the only way one can live a good life would be through a   
lifelong process of self – overcoming that leaves us in ceaseless questioning and motion.  
 To live a good life we must maintain mobility, and spontaneity.
(14) Kant: aesthetics history of philosophical interest in the arts and congruent concerns  
 regarding nature appears already in classical Greek philosophy. But aesthetics, or the phi 
 losophy of art (which are not, in essential respects, coextensive), dates almost certainly  
 from the seminal influence of Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Judgement. There can be no  
 question that the philosophical discussion of beauty and allied notions (tragedy, sublimi 
 ty) has involved combing the ancient and pre-modern literature - Plato, Aristotle,  
 Plotinus among the ancients; Augustine and Thomas Aquinas among the medievals; and  
 the flowering of the Platonist and Aristotelian traditions in the high Renaissance and the  
 early modern period.
 Kant was the first to give aesthetics a logically and philosophically distinctive role within  
an entire philosophical system. Furthermore, the system in question, Kant’s so-called   
transcendental or critical idealism, has itself proved a decisive - many believe the single   
most decisive - turning-point in the whole of nineteenth- and twentieth-century philoso  
phy. There is no doubt that Kant’s topics - the antinomy of taste, the analysis of the beau  
tiful and the sublime, the logic of aesthetic judgements, genius and creative freedom, the  
 moral function of the aesthetic - are among the staple issues of the discipline. Kant char 
 acteristically turns to nature more than to art. He treats aesthetic judgements as universal,  
but in terms of (the supposed universality of disinterested subjective feelings of) pleasure  
in perceptual appearances rather than in terms of determinate concepts that normally first  
fix the objects of judgement. He does not accommodate the difference, here, between   
nature and art; and his account, though it has had a most respectful hearing, has little   
bearing on the recent history of criticism in the arts - which is no longer centred on beau  
ty, pleasure, disinterested feelings, consensual presumption, and the like. If anything,   
Kant’s very different account of the sublime is more interesting than his treatment of the   
beautiful, both because of the relevance of orientating and critical concepts and because   
of the reflexive import of pertinent judgement on the meaning of our own lives; these   
and related features of Kant’s larger system draw his views closer to nineteenth-century   
Romantic hermeneutics.
 The important point lies, not in the details but in the general regard in which Kant’s sense  
 of philosophical order came to dominate aesthetics, without its being the case that his own  
theory (of the aesthetic) proved as commanding. Both Schopenhauer and Nietzsche -  
Schopenhauer influencing Nietzsche, and neither in the manner of the German idealists-   
theorized, quite influentially, about the life-sustaining function of the arts. Freud’s account  
of art and neurosis is an obvious beneficiary.
 Thus, Kant begins to analyze the experience of beauty, in order to ask as precisely as  

being evil. Nietzsche is saying that morality is born in denial. The naturally strong have been taken 
in by the moral ideology passed down through the Judeo – Christian religion. The ideology of 
morality has, though the passage of time, become the dominant view. 
Nietzsche is an elitist. He believes the strong in society must be allowed freedom to perform to 
the maximum of their abilities. The stronger members of society are the ones who would benefit 
society through there innovation, and leadership. By tying them down with ideas such as equality, 
society is denying itself its greatest best and brightest. Nietzsche stresses that humans should be 
allowed to be as strong and powerful as nature intended and shouldn’t be straight-jacketed by the 
ideals or morals of others. Nietzsche’s ultimate issue is that humans need to live free. We need to 
be spontaneous and natural in order to reach our full potential, and reaching our full potential is the 
only way we can fully live our lives.
Philosophies such as that of Plato are lies. Man can not be inherently one thing. Science and his-
tory have successfully proven that there are no longer any absolutes. Man can not always be one 
thing or another. Nietzsche declared in the nineteenth century that god is dead. It wasn’t Nietzsche 
who “killed god,” it was development of science and history that killed the idea of god. Nietzsche 
was simply the first man to say what scientists and historians had already discovered. One can no 
longer rely on the idea that an afterlife will be full of happiness. Man must find ways to enjoy the 
current life. Neitzsche says this is obtained both by asserting ones will, and by attaining a personal 
understanding of morals and values. One must become an individual, and brake away from the herd 
(society) to live spontaneously.
Although we can not be defined by a single quality, Nietzsche believed the many qualities of human 
nature are manifestations of the general human will to power. Man’s will to power has nothing to do 
with right or wrong. Nietzsche found evidence in his “genealogical” studies to indicate that all life 
seeks to become stronger, and constantly seeks to perfect its self. The “good” qualities within the 
human soul are the natural and spontaneous qualities. Since the nature of the human soul is the will to 
power, Nietzsche believed that natural human qualities are qualities that enable one to achieve merit. 
Nietzsche believed that if humans admitted their natural “Will to Power” they would all be better off. 
Ethics are defined by human feelings, every human has a different set of feelings, so ethics must be 
something different for each individual, but it will always eventually come down to power.
The problem lies in the fact that in a democratic world of morals and values man has lost his 
individuality. Those who are smarter or better leaders are restrained by the idea that everyone 
should be treated equally. Thus such individuals, individuals Nietzsche refers to as “Overmen,” or 
“Supermen” are forever lost, and it is the loss of everyone in society. Neitzsche believes that every-
one must achieve to the maximum of there ability. 
What we have to do is exert our will to power, but at the same time recognize that there is no truth. 
Whatever power we gain is a fiction, an invented human construction without any connection to 
the reality of things.
Nietzsche stressed that each individual should constantly question the staples of society. In a sense 
such questioning is what Nietzsche views as the good life.
Nietzsche was very concerned with the state of Europe as it headed into the twentieth century. 
Different sects of people were split, arguing over questions of “truth” that had no real answer. 
Nietzsche proclaimed “God is dead,” in response to the fact that by the turn of the century science 
had driven an increasing number of people to stop believing in eternal truths. History and science 
had in essence killed god by destroying the idea of all absolutes. Neitzsche sensed that such argu-
ments over the “truth” would lead to warfare. The challenge Nietzsche takes on in his work is to 
wake up the people who are intelligent enough to understand what he is talking about. So that they 
can understand the stupidity of killing each other for an illusion of what they mistake to be some 
“truth.” 
Nietzsche was very concerned with democracy at the turn of the century. In a democratic society 
there is an absence of the will to power. In a democratic society all individuals are treated equally,  
 there is no authority given to those who are smarter, those who excel in society, those  



 possible the question ‘how are judgments about beauty possible’. Kant’s initial focus is  
 on judgments about beauty in nature, as when we call a flower, a sunset, or an animal  
 ‘beautiful’. What, at bottom, does such a judgment mean, and how does it take place as a  
mental act? In order to begin to answer these questions, Kant needs to clarify the basic   
features of such judgments. On Kant’s analysis, aesthetic judgments are still more   
strange even than ordinary reflective judgments, and must have a number of peculiar fea  
tures which at first sight look like nothing other than paradoxes. We will now describe   
those features using Kant’s conceptual languageIn the Critique of Judgement Kant con  
trasts the sublime and the beautiful. Kant introduces the problem of purpose and purpose  
ness (also translated ‘end’ and ‘finality’). An object’s purpose is the concept according to  
which it was manufactured; purposeness, then, is the property of at least appearing to   
have been manufactured or designed. Kant claims that the beautiful has to be understood  
 as purposive, but without any definite purpose. A ‘definite purpose’ would be either the  
 set of external purposes (what the thing was meant to do or accomplish), or the internal  
 purpose (what the thing was simply meant to be like). In the former case, the success of  
 the process of making is judged according to utility; in the latter, according to perfection.  
Kant argues that beauty is equivalent neither to utility nor perfection, but is still purpo  
sive. Beauty in nature, then, will appear as purposive with respect to our faculty of judg  
ment, but its beauty will have no ascertainable purpose - that is, it is not purposive with   
respect to determinate cognition. Indeed, this is why beauty is pleasurable since, Kant   
argues, pleasure is defined as a feeling that arises on the achievement of a purpose, or at   
least the recognition of a purposiness.
 For Kant, the other basic type of aesthetic experience is the sublime. The sublime names  
 experiences like violent storms or huge buildings which seem to overwhelm us; that is,  
 we feel we ‘cannot get our head around them’. This is either mainly ‘mathematical’ - if  
 our ability to intuit is overwhelmed by size (the huge building) -or ‘dynamical’- if our  
 ability to will or resist is overwhelmed by force (e.g. the storm). The problem for Kant  
 here is that this experience seems to directly contradict the principle of the purposiness  
 of nature for our judgment. And yet, Kant notes, one would expect the feeling of being  
 overwhelmed to also be accompanied by a feeling of fear or at least discomfort. Anyhow,  
the sublime can be a pleasurable experience. All this raises the question of what is going   
on in the sublime.
 Kant’s solution is that, in fact, the storm or the building is not the real object of the sub 
 lime at all. Instead, what it’s properly sublime are ideas of reason: namely, the ideas of  
 absolute totality or absolute freedom. However huge the building, we know it is puny  
 compared to absolute totality; however powerful the storm, it is nothing compared to  
 absolute freedom. The sublime feeling is therefore a kind of ‘rapid alternation’ between  
 the fear of the overwhelming and the peculiar pleasure of seeing that overwhelming  
 overwhelmed. Thus, it turns out that the sublime experience is purposive after all - that  
 we can, in some way, ‘get our head around it’.
(15) The Ideology of Enchantment: Marc regarded empathy as anthropomorphic, he sought  
 to move beyond it as an inadequate form of enchantment: since it offered only a projec 
 tion of human categories, empathy could not reveal the hidden face of reality. He may  
 have been encouraged in his rejection of empathy by Nietzsche’s critique of anthropo 
 morphism. In a pessimistic vein struck by Schopenhauer and treated by the neo-Kantian  
 historian of philosophy, F. A. Lange, Nietzsche had argued that all human knowledge  
 was a result of anthropomorphic projection: “The sublimity of nature, all those impres 
 sions of grandeur, nobility, grace, beauty, goodness, austerity, power, and rapture that we  
 record in the experience of nature, history, and mankind are not immediate feelings, but  
 the aftermath of innumerable, deep-rooted errors-everything would appear cold and life-
less to us were it not for this long schooling”.

On another occasion Nietzsche insisted that, “apart from our condition of living in it, the world that 
we have not reduced to our being, our logic and our psychological prejudgments, does not exist as 
a world ‘in itself.’”
In spite of his vigorous rejection of animals and nature as ugly, Marc could also write during the 
war years with a nostalgia that revived in him a romantic ethos of empathy. In a letter of 1915 to 
his wife Marc described gardens that reminded him of his own in Bavaria, and confessed: “More 
than ever I am still in love with flowers and leaves. When I look at them some feeling of compas-
sion is always present, a kind of secret understanding.” He embraced abstraction and empathy 
alternately because each in its own way could reveal for him the deeper laws that governed appear-
ances. With the arrival of World War I and the emergence of the German nation as an eschatologi-
cal force in creating a new European order, Marc had turned with even greater rigor to empathy as 
a patriotic enchantment. Empathy identifies him with the elusive reality of the German nation
unveiling itself in the war as the future of Europe.
Many concerns, which occupied Marc and shaped his estimation of the significance of art can be 
found among those who sought to define a spiritual and cultural agenda for Germany on the basis 
of the mythical idea of the Volk. This ideology has been carefully studied in a classic work by 
George Mosse, who has identified several themes among proponents of the Germanic Volk that 
were also present in Marc’s art and writings: an emphasis on intuition, instinct, and feeling over 
reason; a suspicion of technology and modern industry; a mystical, pantheistic experience of the 
German landscape; a rejection of modern urban life; and a substitution of cultural ideals for politi-
cal and social praxis. Marc was not a rabid nationalist, but a patriot who came to equate Europe’s 
future with what he believed was the manifest destiny of Germany.
A discussion of Marc’s view of culture and modernity will bring his ideology of abstraction into 
focus. If there was a single theme which characterized the optimism behind the positivist concep-
tion of science and the technocratic hopes for modern technology in the industrial state in the nine-
teenth century, it was the fundamental belief in progress. Nothing could be more disenchanting: 
symbolic influence over the universe was replaced by physical, technological control. Romantics 
early in the century and neo-Romantics at the end resented this view because to them it tended to 
reduce the experience of nature to a materialist framework shorn of the beloved sublimity, mystery, 
and divine presence, in short, the power of enchantment. Furthermore, the new industrialism with 
its techniques of mass production made the tradition of Handwerk or craftsmanship obsolete and 
thereby threatened to leave behind the customs and folkways inherited from the past and transmit-
ted in the arts and crafts. The rural, nationalist sensibility was imperilled by an urban, pragmatic, 
and cosmopolitan understanding of modern society.
Marc polemically described “progress” as a modern “system of religion” with its own prophets, 
priests, and laity. 
The war was a spiritual, cultural conflict in Marc’s view, one waged in paint and ideas as well as 
cannon and mortar shells. Indeed, this struggle was not eminently a political or social reality for 
Marc, but a metaphysical one. He had read Nietzsche too attentively for that and, like the cosmo-
politan philosopher, looked for a supranational European elite to command affairs. Yet Marc was a 
proud German who fully anticipated a just victory for his nation. And the “high type” he awaited 
was going to be German. “The coming type of European,” he wrote from the front in 1915, “will 
be the German type,” although he was careful to add that this would not occur before the German 
had become “a good European”.
Such was the cultural rather than formally political strategy for European renewal. This was the 
way of enchantment, the magic of a cultural tradition of yearning, an artistic incantation which 
summoned into being a longed-for state that politics and economics could not finally be trusted to 
achieve. As Schiller had argued, the aesthetic state must be attained before the political one could 
become a reality. But Marc found himself in the midst of unprecedented conflagration and no 
doubt expected the new art and the new Europe would share a violent birth. He admired the  
 Nietzschean will to power as a dire expression of the need for radical cultural transfor 



 mation, as a purgatorial fire to cleanse Europe. But after the war, Marc was convinced,  
 the will to power would take a constructive turn and become the “will to form” in order  
 to build a new order to replace the destruction of the old one. The form that would  
 emerge among artists, which was even then taking shape in early experiments in abstrac 
 tion would, according to Marc, visualize the truth of things rather than their surfaces.  
 Marc charted a path between the two philosophers whom he admired by transforming  
 Nietzsche’s will to power and by dismissing Schopenhauer’s pessimism. 
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L E  C O R B U S I E R



The period in between the two wars and specifically in between 
1920 and 1925 is a key period in Le Corbusier's career. During those 
years, Le Corbusier won't only formulate the idea of his theory but 
he will also diffuse them with the intensity of a real propaganda. Le 
Corbusier is present on all the front lines with the same energy and 
radicalism: production of designs, exhibitions, paintings, critical 
articles, theoretical books and even the publication of a review of 
aesthetics: L'Esprit Nouveau.

Between 1923 and 1925, Le Corbusier publishes his three most 
important essays, which still count today among the most influ-
ential writings on Architecture in the last century. With Vers une 
Architecture in 1923, Urbanisme in 1924 and L'Art Décoratif 
d'Aujourd'hui in 1925, Le Corbusier covers the entire spectrum of the 
built environment, from the extra large scale of urban planning to the 
small scale of the object through the medium scale of architecture. 
Le Corbusier's goal at this moment is to totally reform the visual and 
the physical environment of his contemporary society and, in order to 
achieve it in such a short period of time, Le Corbusier has to remain 
extremely general. He will keep writing essays after 1925 but all 
of them will be either further clarification of the previous ones or a 
reformulation of their content. In both cases they will keep referring 
to those three titles.  According to most of his architectural critics, 
Le Corbusier played on the generalist tone of his theoretical essays 
to keep the freedom and the right to manipulate, modify or extend 
their content and their meaning following different circumstances. Le 
Corbusier with a great sense of manipulation will often consciously 
and shamelessly contradict himself especially in his criticism. Hence 
his work appears to be quite controversial through the years and it 
escapes any general and holistic definition. Le Corbusier forces the 
critic to follow the labyrinthine path of his thoughts turning the anal-
ysis of his career into a sort of architectural saga more than a single 
theoretical construct. 
The Contemporary City for Three Million Inhabitants, designed in 

1922 for the Salon d'Automne in Paris is a particular episode of this 
epic, which occupies a central position in Le Corbusier's career. It is 
a hinge in between two aspects of Le Corbusier's activity: first the 
formulation of a theoretical position and second its implementation in 
design. It lies at the intersection of those two activities. It is a model 
that Le Corbusier used to illustrate his principle of urban planning 
published in Urbanisme, and also to sustain series of prospective 
master plans for central Paris in between 1925 and 1937. In this 
way, the Contemporary City is quite particular, because three years 
separates the design from its explanatory text. In few occasions we 
will notice that text and image do not overlap completely, the text 
incorporates some thoughts or some precisions formulated after the 
exhibition. Hence the Contemporary City must be read as a sort of 
diptych, lying somewhere in between the text and the image. 

Along the following pages we will focus specifically on this 
project, which we will observe successively from two distinctive 
points of view. In the first part through an historical analysis of the 
Contemporary City in particular and of Le Corbusier's position dur-
ing the period of 1920-1925, we will try to identify what are the rela-
tion in between this utopian project and its direct historical context. 
In other words we will try to isolate the contextual answers from the 
visionary proposals. Then in the second part will be the question of 
how does the city operates.
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Fig.1 The diorama of Contemporary City for Three Million Inhabitants, exhibited in Salon d’Automne,1922
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Fig.2 Plan of Contemporary City for Three Million Inhabitants, 1922



The project

The Contemporary City is a project for a completely new town built 
for a population of three million inhabitants. It is, according to Le 
Corbusier, a laboratory case, a theoretical model, which is not site 
specific. Although Le Corbusier does not say it, one should notice 
that the population of the Contemporary City has the same size as the 
population of Paris in 1922. This similarity echoes also the explicit 
critics of Paris formulated in the text of 1925. Further some part of 
the Contemporary City will also reappear in later urban designs for 
Paris; therefore it is clear that although the Contemporary City is not 
site specific one should read it in conjunction with the situation of 
the Paris of the twenties. Nevertheless, the site of the Contemporary 
City is an ideal site, an abstract site, as neutral as possible to avoid 
any geographical picturesque exception as Le Corbusier states it. The 
neutrality and the generic character of the context is used to empha-
size on one hand the logic of the system and on the other hand the 
possibility to apply this system virtually anywhere. The ideal site for 
Le Corbusiers Contemporary City is therefore, a vast flat and open 
green field: an horizontal, unlimited green carpet.
The plan displays four main zones identifiable by their distinctive 
typologies; the city centre, the urban residential area, the green belt 
and the garden cities. Those four zones are organised in a pyramidal 
manner visible on the schematic section, the highest buildings being 
in the centre of the city and the lowest in the periphery.
The city centre, occupying the geographical centre of the composi-
tion, is signalled by twenty-four identical skyscrapers dominating 
the skyline of the city. Their monumental expression, their repeti-
tion, and the strong contrast of their height with their immediate 
neighbourhood clearly emphasize their hierarchical domination upon 
the other parts of the city. This is the business centre. Four rows of 
six towers are spread homogeneously at a regular distance of 400 
meters in a large rectangular park of 2.4 by 1.5 kilometres forming a 
sort of gigantic urban piazza in the centre of the plan. The skyscrap-

ers house exclusively office space dedicated to business activities 
and few administrative functions such as the ministry of transport 
(1). The centre of this monumental piazza is occupied by the grand 
central station, the transportation hub of the city. All transports net-
works overlap in this precise point where they are interconnected in 
one large single multileveled station. The proximity of the business 
centre with the central station is for Le Corbusier crucial for the good 
functioning of the city's economical lung. At the bottom of the sky-
scrapers low rise buildings of two or three set back floors dwell all 
sorts of urban leisure functions: restaurants, luxurious shops, theatres, 
cinemas, concert halls, sport facilities, conference centres and "beau-
tiful" forums. 
On the west of the business centre and in its immediate adjacency, 
we can see series of large buildings. Those buildings, with the central 
station, are the only one, which are not repetitive and standardised. 
Those single elements are the public buildings, they include the 
"civic and educational centre", universities, museums of arts and 
industries, public services and the town hall". Directly on the west 
of this zone, connecting the city centre with the green belt, a large 
English garden which contains sports fields and other outdoor leisure, 
is preserved for the future extension of the city centre.
Around the city centre, the residential districts display two clearly 
distinguished zones corresponding to different typologies. The first 
one, closer to the business centre, is based on an open plan. The 
alignment of the facades is broken down with deep regular set backs 
separating the housings of the immediate proximity of the streets. 
In the spaces created in between the street and the buildings, large 
parks are spreading on both side and offer large open view for every 
flat. This type of buildings, so called "à redents", have a height of six 
double floors and propose large duplex flats designed for the upper 
range of the housing market. The second zone is characterised by a 
building typology based on a closed plan forming more traditional 
urban blocks. This typology so called "closed allotments" refer to the 
typical Haussmannian block with its internal courtyard but they differ 
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hierarchical organisation of the different typologies and functions. 
The combination of those three qualities results in an almost martial 
expression, an impression of order and control, which had been the 
subject of most of the criticism.
If architecture dominates in all the perspective views of the 
Contemporary City, nevertheless an element of infrastructure occu-
pies the centre of the image in almost all the case. Moreover, infra-
structure regulates the entire composition of the plan. Effectively, 
infrastructure in general and transportation systems in particular are 
the other big construct of this city; it is the symmetrical of the archi-
tectural construct and it is treated with the same importance. "A town 
set for speed is a town set for success". This statement (4), also for-
mulated under its direct diametric opposite: a congested city is a fail-
ing city, is the driving idea for the reform of the circulation system in 
the Contemporary City.
To avoid congestion Le Corbusier proposes to sort and separate the 
different type of transport, the car, the train, the metro, the tram 
(which disappears in the Contemporary City), and the pedestrian are 
taken apart of each other and spread on different levels. Each loco-
motion system has to follow its own logic. 

Le Corbusier puts a particular emphasis on the car traffic is as it the 
most problematic in the metropolis of the twenties and produces the 
most visible nuisances. Therefore and studies it into more details. 
To solve the problem of the traffic jam, Le Corbusier proposes to 
order the car flow in three categories: service traffic for heavy trucks, 
the local traffic, and the fast traffic. Those three types of circula-
tion, which are mixed in a normal street, are of each other and Le 
Corbusier splits the street in three separated streets spread on three 
different levels.
At ground floor level, the level of the pilotis, is the level for servic-
ing; it is the level of the "docks of the house". It is at this level that 
the trucks load and offload their merchandise. Somehow the ground 
floor, which Le Corbusier mentions as being an underground level, is 

drastically by their size which is two or three times bigger than their 
Parisian equivalent allowing hereby to replace the insalubrious court-
yard by a large green square. Those housing blocks are one double 
floor lower than the "à redents" one, and propose a cheaper version 
of the duplex apartments as they are designed for the rental segment 
of the real estate market.
Both housing typologies and the skyscrapers are to be standardised 
and serially produced. The other particularity they share is the use 
of pilotis at ground floor level, which allows the circulation of air, 
cars and green under the buildings avoiding hereby the formation of 
courtyards that Le Corbusier condemned in typical Parisian blocks.
The large city centre composed of the business centre and the resi-
dential area is designed to dwell only 600 000 inhabitants, represent-
ing only one fifth of the overall population of the city.
This geometrically planned compound of residential and business 
area is surrounded by a vast peripheral green field. This green belt 
the so-called "enslaved" (2) zone is owned by the municipality and 
is prohibited of any construction except the airport. The town would 
reserve this open land for the future expansion of the city, speculating 
and capitalising on their value in the time.
Finally, separated from the urban centre by the green belt, spreads the 
periphery containing mostly garden cities and the industrial quarter. 
The description of the garden cities is more extensively detailed in 
another chapter of the book, "the hour of repose", and is illustrated 
by a part of a project designed later in 1925 (3). The only clue that 
Le Corbusier gives at this moment on this part of the city, which 
is meant to dwell 2.400.000 inhabitant, is that it forms a larger belt 
around the entire city. The project of the Contemporary City address-
es more the question of city centres and their relation to periphery but 
not so much the nature of the periphery itself. On the drawing only 
small parts of the Garden Cities are represented and their plan differs 
radically from the more details explanation written in Urbanisme.
In general the architecture of the Contemporary City is character-
ised by the repetitiveness, the simplicity of the forms, and a strong 
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the backdoor of the city.
One level above, which is for Le Corbusier virtually the ground floor 
of the city, there is the equivalent of the existing streets which forms 
the local network and reaches the deepest areas of the city centre. It 
is the street for "wandering vehicles". Compared to Paris the den-
sity of streets is three times less dense. In fact what Le Corbusier 
intends here is not so much to reduce the amount of streets but more 
to reduce the number of crossings. " The crossing is the enemy of 
circulation" (5). The density of the local urban network is based on 
the space in between two metro stations conditioned by the speed of 
the vehicles and the "resistance of the pedestrian" to walk more than 
a certain distance.

Finally at the second level, the network for fast traffic, totally inex-
istent at this time, crosses the city along two perpendicular axes: 
North-South, East-West. Those two highways fly over the city; they 
go literally through it, without encountering any intersection with any 
other network avoiding hereby any possible slow down. The connec-
tions with the local network of urban streets occur only every 800m 
via accelerating and decelerating ramps, which provide an access to 
the lower level. The interchange between highways does not hap-
pen in the periphery like in our contemporary cities but occurs right 
in the middle of the city centre where it takes the form of a gigantic 
roundabout. This unique roundabout in the Contemporary City, with 
its two hundred meters wide diameter, is indoor! Effectively it is 
located inside of Grand Central station, in the heart of the neuralgic 
point of the overall infrastructure of the city, the unique point where 
transport systems meet each other.
The public transport systems are not described in the text with the 
same quantity of details as the individual transport. Le Corbusier 
does not visually emphasise them. None of them appears on the 
perspective views. Tramways suspected to clash with the circulation 
of the car are eradicated and most of the railways are underground. 
Although Le Corbusier produced a diagrammatic plan of the public Fig.3 Diagram of the Contemporary City for Three Million Inhabitants
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Fig.4 Perspective view

Fig.5 Perspective view
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transport systems, it is very difficult to overlay it with the map of the 
city and in many points the description do not tally with this diagram. 
Le Corbusier speaks about three railway systems: the metro, the 
suburban railway, and the national railway. Once again Le Corbusier 
separates and spreads them on three different levels. 
At ground floor level, following the two axes of the highways runs 
the metro, which acts as the collector of the urban network. It serves 
the city centre as well as the garden cities. Following the text each 
"block" and each skyscraper has a tube station in its centre, but once 
again this net of tube line, which should cover evenly, the city plan 
does not appear on any of the diagram.
One level beneath the ground, and three levels below the highways, 
the suburban railway makes a fast link between the suburbs and the 
city centre. It runs in a continuous and uninterrupted loop.
Finally at level minus two, the national railway ends directly in the 
centre of the city where the Grand central station is. 

The unique central station connects all the different networks, even 
the airlines. From its roof, at the third floor, above ground air taxis 
connect the city with the airport located by default in the green 
belt, as Le Corbusier puts it:  "the landing procedure is not evolved 
enough to allow large international airlines planes to reach the central 
station directly. The problem of the landing on the roof of the rental 
buildings is also suspended: we do not know if, when and how, we 
will have a domestic aviation" (6). The central station is the only 
non-serial building that Le Corbusier describes in details with texts 
and drawings. Its position in the exact centre of the city, its gigantic 
footprint, its unicity, as well as its emblematic plan, direct reference 
to the Greek cross plan highlights the symbolic value and the central 
role of infrastructure in the Contemporary City. Moreover, the road 
network is not any more a flat surface of tarmac lay directly on the 
ground, but with its multilevel structure it is truly a building, which 
is treated with the same importance as the other buildings. "The 
modern street is a new organism, it's a sort of stretched factory…it 

becomes as much a matter of construction as are the houses with 
which it is customary to flank it… The modern street should be a 
masterpiece of civil engineering and no longer a job for navvies. The 
corridor street should be tolerated no longer…" (7)
In the Contemporary City, the infrastructure has gained an unprec-
edented autonomy, it is not any more the void left in between two 
rows of buildings, but it becomes a system, which is thought inde-
pendently. It becomes a self-contained system, a tool, a device, a 
machine to pulverise congestion. By emerging the ground it has 
also acquired its own aesthetic. Infrastructure is also the measure of 
the city; the 400x400m grid, which determinates the density of the 
streets, is sized after the space in between two metro stations.
The historical compound of elements, which were forming the street 
till then building, street and tree, are dislocated in three environ-
ments, which are kept separated from each other. The Haussmannian 
Boulevard is discarded; the city is not anymore this "urban material" 
in which the Baron dug the new avenues. It is not anymore a dual 
system of void and solids where one is either in the street or in the 
building. The particularity of the Contemporary City is that the city 
is not one anymore but an articulate of three different systems: the 
infrastructure city and the inhabitable city, one independently of the 
other. It is now possible to be in between those two cities, in a third 
city, a green city, an urban version of nature: an unlimited park which 
slides under the building lifted from the ground on their pilotis and 
sneaks in any space left empty in between the infrastructure and the 
buildings.
Le Corbusier fulfils two of his four commandments for modern 
urbanism with his new infrastructure. "To decongest the city centre, 
to increase the means of circulation" (8). To accomplish the two other 
ones "to increase density, to increase green areas" (9) Le Corbusier 
manipulates the building morphology and introduces new type of 
buildings, the skyscrapers, the villa buildings and the honeycomb 
stacked garden cities. Those new types expand vertically in order 
to reduce the footprint of the buildings and liberate some space for 
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green, air and sunlight without reducing but increasing the density 
of the city. "The higher the density is, the shorter the distances to be 
covered are" (10). 

If Le Corbusier could have stopped his project there, living the 
architecture open to the diversity of interpretations of his new urban 
typologies. The Contemporary City would have been simply a new 
urban morphology, simply a plan for a new city. But he didn't. He 
defined with a great degree of detail the architecture of each of those 
types. Even further, he built for the exhibition of 1925, a one to one 
scale model of a completely furnished typical flat. Therefore the 
Contemporary City changes of status and cannot be read anymore 
as a study case of urban planning. It must be understood as a global 
system resulting of the merging of two disciplines, which were previ-
ously, distinct: architecture and urbanism. The Contemporary City is 
a "total" solution, a radical act that offers no alternative, "The solu-
tion I put forward was a rough one and completely uncompromising" 
(11). Although the radicalism of the project remains intact, its highly 
determinative character makes it totally irrelevant and grotesque 
viewed from the post-modern point of view of our contemporary 
society. To avoid to do once again the tempting trial of modernism 
and criticise the Contemporary City as a frozen remnant of a past 
condition, one should reheat it and bring it back to life by immersing 
it in the boiling context of the in between war period.

Fig.6 Cover of the catalogue of the Salon d'Automne, 1922
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One day in 1922…

In 1922, four years after the World War one, Europe was struggling 
to recover of the biggest cataclysm it had ever endured. Winners as 
much as losers were trying to rebuilt their economy with a labour 
force missing ten millions young men and rather dried out finances.
France was the country which had been touched the most, it total-
ised the highest number of casualties in proportion to its population, 
twelve counties were severely touched, 250.000 dwellings were 
destroyed and an other 400.000 were in a heavily damaged. The 
economy was fragile; the heavy reconstruction works were blooding 
the public finances at a moment when the French Franc couldn't suc-
ceed to recover its stability. But, despite this dramatic bill, a breeze 
of optimism blows over the country and specially above the Paris.
With the victory of the allied forces and the formation of the SDN, 
one was left to believe that war would never happen again. It would 
have been the last of the last "la der’ des der’". Who would have 
believed in those "années folles" (the crazy years), when people were 
dancing tango and Charleston, when jazz clubs were flourishing in 
Paris and NYC, when surrealists and dadaists were coming to fists 
at the trendy Closerie des Lilas, when Coco Chanel was issuing her 
most famous perfume N°5 and cocaine was still a legal drug. Who 
would have believed that those years were only a period in between 
wars?
Covered by the tumult of an unconscious happiness, democracy 
was already staggering in several parts of Europe. In 1922 USSR 
was formed annexing ex-colonies, Mussolini was walking towards 
Rome, and Hitler was preparing his attempt of Putsch. In France, the 
tumultuous third republic, the first truly democratic regime installed 
in France since 1870, despite its still unequalled lifespan record (it 
ended in 1940 with authoritarian regime of Vichy) was character-
ised by an ultimate parliamentary instability, resulting in an obvious 
immobilism. Not less than 101 governments were formed during 
the sixty-five years of its existence! In the same time the Socialist 

Federation (SFIO) just split, giving birth to the socialist party on 
one hand and the communist party on the other hand; one having a 
reformist approach, the other one militating in favour of a revolution-
ary method.
Salaries and prices seemed to be caught in an endless race ahead 
deepening even further the fall in between bourgeoisie and proletari-
at. Working conditions were still very problematic, the working hours 
just had been reduced to ten hours before the war, working insurance 
was inexistent and the difference between the classes bigger than 
ever as the upper middle class capitalised on an enormous wealth 
with the war industry.
On the opposite of other sectors of economy, industry seemed to be 
taken in an endless ascension, being in the same time the cause and 
the effect of the development of a multitude of new transport sys-
tems: from electric trains to aeroplanes, from diesel powered boats 
to the 11 million cars already circulating in the world. The industrial 
revolution never has been so visible and widespread, not only outside 
the City of Lights but also inside the houses through the explosion of 
the house-ware appliances. In 1922, as the first fridge is presented at 
the international house-ware fair in Paris, the "American way of life" 
reaches the continent. 
The exponential development of Industry radically changes the struc-
ture of society. Although in 1922 the most part of the French popula-
tion was still rural, (the tendency will be inverted only in 1928), the 
social structure is deeply affected. At this moment the industrial and 
urban civilisation was irremediably superseding the rural civilisation. 
On one hand the industrialisation was revolutionising the produc-
tion methods of agriculture, with for instance the introduction of 
the tractor, and reducing the need for labour force, and on the other 
hand cities with their growing industry were acting like magnets. The 
spectacular flows of the rural exodus, inflated by a massive immigra-
tion attracted by the deficit of young labour due to the war casualties, 
were flooding the cities and generating an unprecedented growth. 
Suburbs were exploding and the slow construction of the first hous-
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ing estates couldn't keep up with the rapid formation of shantytowns 
in the peripheries. 

In Paris, the situation is dramatic. As the ramparts around the centre 
are knocked down, the curtain is raised on the terrifying spectacle 
of endless shantytowns, which had developed on the empty mili-
tary sites of the immediate periphery. A little bit further, all types of 
suburbs are expanding at an unprecedented speed, swallowing the 
surrounding green fields in a chaotic development. In the city centre, 
Parisians are literally suffocating. Numerous large factories are occu-
pying large industrial enclaves in the city itself and a multitude of 
small workshops dwelled in the courtyards are exhausting their heav-
ily polluting fumes in the air of Paris. The streets are already totally 
jammed with cars, buses, tramways and…coaches. The traffic is solid 
and the accidents numerous. The first traffic light is installed in 1921. 
Paris is overpopulated; its population density had never been that 
high. Housings are crowded and it becomes more and more difficult 
to find a flat at a decent price despite their very low standing. Two 
thirds of the flats do not have a private bathroom and only one third 
is bigger than two rooms. In many areas of Paris the living condi-
tions had remained unchanged since the last century. Buildings are 
outdated and insalubrious. The cases of tuberculosis are outrageously 
numerous.
Since the large but partial works of the Baron Haussmann, no signifi-
cant works except the underground had been undertaken to modern-
ise the city. Paris suffers of an immobilism of its political authorities, 
paralysed by the parliamentary instability and also by four years of 
war.

Le Corbusier, who lives in Paris since 1917, is shocked by the 
anachronism of this context in regards to the amazing developments 
of technology and its mass diffusion through industrialisation. He 
sees in the chaos and the poor living conditions the failure of the 
urban system. Even further: the bankruptcy of society. The meas-

ures undertaken by the city to improve the situation, to improve the 
existing city, seems to him totally derisory and taken in a state of a 
panic, "these decisions are reached in a sort of frantic haste in order, 
as it were, to hold a wild beast at bay. That Beast is the great city. It 
is infinitely more powerful than these devices." (12) Le Corbusier 
is convinced that the existing cities cannot be improved, that the 
problem is to vast, and therefore the only possibility to win the bat-
tle against the Beast is to rethink the city totally, to reform it on one 
hand and on the other hand to establish new "fundamental principles 
for modern town planning." (13) 
It is within this double agenda that the project of the Contemporary 
City takes place, first as response to the analysis of an existing crisis 
and second as the establishment of new set of tools to overcome it 
and establish a new order. In that way the Contemporary City is a 
reaction as much as an action, it is a proposal for a new city as much 
as a proposal for a new discourse on the city. 

In 1922, Le Corbusier (14) had just established his practice with 
his cousin Pierre Jeanneret realise that the Salon d'Automne is the 
opportunity to communicate to a large public his theories on urban 
planning as well as to exhibit a wide panel of architectural designs 
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out of the more intimate framework of his review "l'Esprit Nouveau". 
Then when Marcel Temporal (15) offered him to make a piece for the 
first exhibition on Urbanism, at the Salon d'Automne, Le Corbusier 
jumped on the occasion and asked:
_"What do you mean Urbanism?"  
_"Well, as the word expresses it, Urbanism is what is concerned by 
the spectacle of the town, of the street, of stores, signs, and the like; 
it includes such thing as the ornamental glass knobs on railings. Of 
course it also includes fountains and many other things. Look, why 
don’t you design a fountain for me?"
_" All right, I will design a fountain, but behind it, I will put a 100m2 
diorama for a contemporary city for three million inhabitants." (16)
Designing a complete city rather than simply designing a foun-
tain implied a radically different amount of work. It meant that Le 
Corbusier would have to make the researches at his expenses as well 
as to produce the material for the exhibition for free. Le Corbusier 
was at this time probably confident that he would find industries to 
finance his research, but the risk was bigger than he expected and it 
is in extremis that he finally managed to get the minimum of funds 
to cover the expenses for the realisation of the exhibition stand. The 
Salon d'Automne offered 86m2 of canvas for the diorama, the wood-
work and building works were offered by a company of carpenters, 
the electric installation by another company, and the calico was 
offered by one of the large Parisian department store: Le Printemps. 
But without the last minute personal financial support of the presi-
dent of the Salon d'Automne, Frantz Jourdain, (17)who was also 
an architect, Le Corbusier would not have been able to exhibit. But 
besides the site works for the stand itself, the extra charge of work 
to be carried out for the research as well as for the execution of the 
drawings was made by night out of office hours and for free, friends 
would tell him you are working for the moon. It would be interesting 
to know how long did Le Corbusier had to design the project, but it 
is seems that it was realised in a very short period of time. 
The matter of the design time for the project is of a big importance, 

as the project of the Contemporary City contains extensive quotes of 
previous projects designed in other circumstances. Therefore it would 
reveal how intentional and how project related were the design of the 
architectural components. What is certain is that Le Corbusier syn-
thesised in the Contemporary City a large amount of technical and 
historical research on urbanism he carried out during the previous 
years.
In regard to existing urban condition, the Contemporary City for 
three million inhabitants is a very radical project, which definitely 
positioned Le Corbusier and his practice as an avant-garde publicly. 
But as the discipline of urbanism more than any other discipline 
bares an enormous delay in between the research and the actual reali-
sation, what was the context of the Contemporary City, one has also 
to relocate it also in the unbuilt city, in the virtual city of the twen-
ties, in other words in the city which was formulated in the unbuilt 
urban projects of that period. Through the depiction of Paris we can 
understand the technical aspect of the Contemporary City. For Le 
Corbusier, the problem of the city centre is first of all a problem of 
infrastructure. Le Corbusier's proposal lies on two processes. First 
the reforming of the transport network and second on the reshuffling 
of the urban densities. To understand how Le Corbusier responded 
to the second part of his agenda, the establishment of a new urban 
discourse, we must relate the City of Contemporary with the ongoing 
current discussion on urban planning of the 20's. The idea to retrace 
what could be the genealogy of the Contemporary City is to specu-
late on the influences that have shaped the prospect as well as to 
highlight its undercover structure.
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the Third Republic, after the fall of the Empire, the new democratic 
power tried to stop the works. But a wave of petition forced it to 
complete them at big expenses. At the end of the 19th Century it 
was welcome anymore to mention major urban restructuration so the 
discussion was more focused on stylistic questions. At least in the 
academic frame. The only projects for the new cities were designed 
out of the academies and were initiated not by planners but by social 
thinkers or humanist industrial. Fourier, Godin, considering worked 
on several proposals for small integrated cities intending to propose 
a new social order addressing the growing problem of the living 
condition of the labour class. Most of those projects were based on 
variations of the systems of the phalanstere and were very limited 
in scale. In 1893 a very important event disturbs the sleep of offi-
cial urban approach. The World's Fair held in Chicago, marking the 
celebration of the 400th anniversary of Christopher Columbus' dis-
covery had a tremendous influence. With it, a new vision of America 
began to emerge. This event didn't only attracted people of the liberal 
states but also Europeans to gaze at the new coming technologies. 
Some architects, engineers, writers, and politicians were visiting 
the shores of Lake Michigan in 1893. The European architects who 
crossed the Atlantic discovered with the great stupor and astonish-
ment, besides the official display of the exhibition, a totally new 
urban landscape. The young American city and its revolutionary 
architecture characterised by the skyscraper. The skyscraper is totally 
absent in the European cities where heights regulation controls the 
urban typologies. European architects discover, half fascinated half 
outraged by this architecture with no history, and with no tradition 
where an entirely new set of technologies was revolutionising not 
only the building techniques but also the organisation of the build-
ings itself. Suddenly opening a triggering and fantasies vast range 
of unitiaginated possibilities. In the U.S.A, where capitalism was 
already exacerbated, the developments of the cities were reflecting 
the speculation on the real estate market. The urban landscape char-
acterised by a spontaneous development of the city was offering for 

A speculative genealogy of the Contemporary City

This genealogy, which aims to precise what could be the nature of 
Le Corbusier's proposal, has three branches. The first one would be 
to research if some ideas contained in the Contemporary City were 
also formulated by other people at the same moment or before. We 
would like to precise here that it is not our intention to make the trial 
of the authorship of the ideas but more to bring the Contemporary 
City closer to current status of research of the beginning of the 20th 
century. The second branch would be the historical reference of Le 
Corbusier and which type of research he did in the field of urbanism 
to establish his own approach. And finally the third one would be to 
establish how the Contemporary City synthesises or assembles the 
previous projects of Le Corbusier himself, or how the Contemporary 
City relates to previous research of Le Corbusier. In the light of 
this genealogy we should be in position to understand what was the 
extending and the essence of the anachronism that Le Corbusier 
perceived and therefore to elaborate on which type of society he 
designed his city for.

In the first quarter of the century, the urbanistic debate is mobilised 
around the effects of the industrial revolution on the urban environ-
ment, mostly it was the negative effects, which were mentioned in 
the first place. Pollution, congestion, chaos, loss of contact with the 
country side, uncontrolled market speculation, social inequalities 
and ghettos, poor living conditions, shortage of housings etc. Those 
words were on all the lips of the urban planner for already thirty 
years. During this period, the rapid growth of the city, as well as the 
mutations occurring is the structure of the 19th Century society chal-
lenged the established rules of urban design. At this time, in France, 
the urban debate is held in the Ecole des Beaux Arts were stylis-
tic variations in the neoclassical eclectism style established since 
Napoleon III centralises the academically debate. The Haussmann 
works initiated by Napoleon III had been a financial disaster, under 
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European architects. Rather iconoclastic vision of urbanity, which 
was radically contrasting with the over, regulated European grand 
composition of the city. Deregulated American cities display the most 
adventurous urban and architectural development as well as a real 
technologic laboratory for new building techniques, one accelerat-
ing the other one. American cities offer the fascinating spectacle of a 
totally unleashed modernity to the gaze of the visitors coming from 
the old continent. On their way back to Europe, architects bring back 
series of sketches, pictures and reports, which would be widely pub-
lished and will have a great influence on the future urban projects. 
The American city open the door to all kind of speculations and fan-
tasies, it become the embodiment of the City of the future, an exiting 
future for some and a doom of the city for others. A vast breeze of 
Americanisation blows over Europe and series of reinterpretations of 
the American model appear few years later in several places of the 
continent. Effectively the emergence of a totally new urban model 
broke the monopoly of the academic and conservatist approaches and 
opens the debate towards at totally new way of conceiving and look-
ing at the city. Announcing the transition from the City Beautiful of 
the Beaux Arts towards the City Scientific of the modern. 
In between 1893 and 1922, all the components of the Contemporary 
City are already existed in one form or another in various projects 
coming from the USA or from other countries of Europe, such as 
Germany or Italy, and even from France. 
Already in 1893, right after the Chicago world's fair series of publi-
cation formulate some points that Le Corbusier will mention thirty 
years later. P. A. Tverskoi stresses the risk of the future congestion of 
the street in an article reporting his visit in Chicago. "The forthcom-
ing moment when the state of the street will slow down the motion of 
human beings and when the American collectivises will have to solve 
the difficult problem to know what to do with it and will attempt to 
conciliate the vertical growth of the houses with the immobilism of 
the space of the streets" (18). Others, like A. Bocage, see the pos-
sibilities of a new urban landscape with high buildings punctuating Fig.7 Advertisement for civil works under G. E. Haussmann, 1877
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the avenues like "modern monuments". J. Hermant, following his 
observation of the American skyscrapers design in 1901-a building 
with a metal structure delivered with no internal partition-formulated 
hereby what Le Corbusier will call later the Open Plan. In 1906 
J.C.N. Forestier publishes a report pointing at the tremendous lack 
of parks and green areas in Paris compared to the American cities. In 
1910 in Germany, Werner Hegemann, who was highly influenced by 
American urbanism, realises an exhibition on the planning of Berlin, 
which subject of an important design competition. For this occasion 
he will publish two volumes containing numerous references to the 
USA, specially related to the developments of parks and transports. 
He will also present the industrial quarter as being an integral part 
of the city. Those two volumes will be read with the highest interest 
by the young Charles Edouard Jeanneret. In 1913, Hegemann taking 
the opportunity of the debate initiated for the competition of 1910 
promotes the idea of the development of skyscrapers in the centre 
of Berlin. P. Behrens will take an active part in those discussions, 
and Le Corbusier, who worked in his office, was corresponding 
with him at this moment. The idea of a business City was already 
present in few of the winning schemes, and initiates the vision of a 
metropolis with differentiated quarters. In Germany, another initia-
tory of the city centre dominated by the commercial use is presented 
by Karl Scheffler. He saw this business district as a heart of the ideal 
'Grobstadt': "In the centre, a logically constituted 'City', a business 
zone which forms the nucleus of the metropolitan image, and which, 
beyond the forms immediately useful to commercial life, admits of 
no historical elements associated with the old city. In this City, sky-
scrapers-office building comprising a large number of identical sto-
reys-will have to predominate, if not completely, then in all essential 
points. It will be necessary to abandon regulations stipulating that 
the height of building must not exceed the width of the streets, and 
the most outstanding skyscrapers will have to be authorized around 
squares, or riverbanks, and wherever air and light encounter no 
obstacles" (19). 

Fig.8 Le Corbusier in New York,.1935

Fig.9 Glain Elevator, illustrated in Towards a New Architecture.
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The multilevel street is, if one could say "in the air" for already sev-
eral years. R. Lamb publishes an article in 1909 describing streets 
suspended in the air connecting one skyscraper to another. Four years 
later, HW. Corbett defends the opposite thesis with a multilevel street 
going underground. He published an amazing drawing illustrating his 
text of 1913, "The town of the future; a bold solution to the problem 
of circulation, from the American Scientific," where each level of 
the street contains a different type of transportation. E. Hénard had 
formulated a similar proposal for Paris around 1910 in his widely 
distributed text "the town of the future" (20). In 1914 A. Sant' Elia 
combines the ideology of the straight line as the geometry which dic-
tated speed with the multileveled street in his Futurist manifesto. One 
year before he produced a design for a large central station, with the 
railways sunk in the ground and an airport on the roof. He did intro-
duce his manifesto declaring: "The problem of modern architecture is 
not a problem of rearranging its line; not a question of finding new 
mouldings, new architraves for doors and windows; nor of replac-
ing columns, pilasters and corbels with caryatids, hornets and frog, 
etc. … But to raise the new built structure on a sane plane, gleaning 
every benefit of science and technology … establishing new forms, 
new lines, new reasons for existence solely out of the special condi-
tions of modern living and its projection as aesthetic value in our 
sensibilities." (21)
The "à redents" housing also appears in E. Hénard's studies on the 
transformations of Paris in 1903, in which he formulates the idea of 
a "Boulevard à redents" with alternative blocks and squares. Hénard 
also suggested numbers of important changes in order to cope with 
the increasing dangers of traffic. His roundabout, the first one in the 
modern sense designed for horse-drawn carriages, reappears in Le 
Corbusier's design for the great central station of the Contemporary 
City.
In 1913, Walter Gropius with his article in Jahrbuch becomes one 
of the very first architects to discuss American industrial construc-
tion techniques. Gropius's commentaries on the grain elevators and 

Fig.8 Le Corbusier in New York,.1935

Fig.10 Drawing by Harvey Wiley Corbett (1873-1954) in L’Illustration,9 August 1913,
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factories of Buffalo and Detroit marked the beginnings of a new 
monumentality that inspired his own industrial projects. Series of 
texts followed this publication; Le Corbusier in L'Esprit Nouveau and 
Vers une architecture, and Moisie Ginzburg in the Moscow review 
Arkhitektura and in his book Stil I Epokha. Images of the industrial 
America circulates well outside the radical circles. For Le Corbusier, 
the grain silos took on almost an ethical status in his thoughts. (22) 
After 1900, continuous improvement in the construction and fitting 
out of the buildings filled the columns of European reviews. Each 
new "tall building" was inserted into the changing picture of the com-
petition for the city skies. The rapid evolution in metal techniques 
was not the only phenomenon; experiments with reinforced concrete 
also received considerable coverage, by they in Ernest Ransome's 
factories or Edison's (23) procedures for houses moulded in one 
piece. Reconstruction involved another aspect of the American expe-
rience, the rationalization of construction yards for emergency hous-
ing. France would benefit from the experience of American architec-
tural firms, which were much larger than their French counterparts in 
such fields as component standardization and the forward planning, 
and management of construction sites. In 1918, in the context of the 
post-war reconstruction works in France, a design competition is 
organised by the government around the theme of the rationalisation 
of the building process for the development of Paris. The winner, 
Léon Jaussely, highlights the emergency to apply Taylorisation at the 
scale of the metropolis.

In fact, in 1922, all the ideas of the Contemporary City already have 
been formulated separately in the works of different planners. In 
this regard the Contemporary City definitely roots into a pre-exist-
ing stream of new approaches of Urbanism, which emerges in the 
early years of the 20th Century initiated by the explosion of the cities 
under the influence of industrialisation. The panel of those approach-
es is vast and disparate, ranging from the garden cities, to the indus-
trial city, to the futurist going through the "Americanism" city.  The 

Fig.11 Model of the glass skyscraper
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unprecedented nature of the new urban problems caused directly or 
indirectly by industrialisation, as well as their extend, pushes the 
urban designers to reconsider their design tools and methods. "Urban 
designers" become "urban planners". In parallel to the change of the 
production apparatus, a deep change in the political apparatus occurs 
between the 19th century and the 20th century. The system shifts in 
the case of France, from the authoritarian regime of Napoleon III, 
and the Haussmannian works to the achievement of a truly demo-
cratic regime characterised at this moment by the high parliamentary 
instability of the Third Republic, illustrated by an absence of large 
urban works and an unplanned growth. Through this shift the struc-
ture of decision-making becomes a lot more complex as the number 
and the nature of the players changes. The considerable accumula-
tion of financial and infrastructure power by the industry, transforms 
large industrial companies into powerful decision makers who can 
compete with the institutional political power. Industrial are of course 
conscious of their direct influence on the growth and the wealth of 
the city. To the point that they will be even able to plan their own 
city quarter or even further to create new cities. As the economi-
cal structure become more complex and more prominent the urban 
structure becomes not only more complex but also a lot larger. Cities 
do not represent anymore the power of a monarch but becomes the 
representation of a complex economical apparatus. This shift initiates 
a different representation and understanding of the city itself, it is the 
shift from the City Beautiful to the City Scientific where the city start 
to be represented as a complex organism incorporating all the differ-
ent aspect of society: social, production, politic. Therefore the city 
should address those three problems or it will fail. The achievement 
of the industrial city is the achievement the modern civilisation; it is 
the final domination of the urban on the rural. "Urbi et Orbi, within 
and without the city, this is the time-worn phrase which indicates 
the immense power of the city, that without the city there is nothing. 
In fact town planning is the expression and the result of that social 
contract by means of which the collective existence of mankind 

has been made possible." (24)  As the city becomes the product by 
essence of civilisation, urbanism and the urban planners inherit of 
a task of a lot deeper significance metamorphosing the decorative 
responsibility into an almost metaphysical responsibility. If the city 
fails it is civilization that fails. The Big city, the industrial city, this 
omnipotent city, is at this moment a very recent phenomenon. "The 
grand city is a recent event which has appeared during the last fifty 
years" (25), effectively as Le Corbusier proves it with statistic curves 
of London, New York, Paris and Berlin population, the population 
of cities has doubled in the fifty years. The city in its plenipotentiary 
status is a new phenomenon, and it is this newness that generates for 
Le Corbusier the anachronism between cities and the advancement of 
the industrial society; "the 20th century is still dressed in the clothes 
of a pre-machinist humanity". 
Therefore the new industrial city has to address a double issue, on 
one hand it has to invent a new way of functioning adapted to the 
modern life and on the other hand it has to solve the question of its 
image.This double agenda is the assignment of the Contemporary 
City for Le Corbusier.

Besides the impressive number of references that by the way he 
kept preciously under cover, what is surprising is their heterogene-
ity assembling in the same discourse historical buildings with planes 
and cars. In fact it is this double agenda, the technical and the aes-
thetical set in one holistic approach which pushes Le Corbusier to 
proceed his research for the Contemporary City in two completely 
different fields: on one hand into the field of urban history and on 
the other hand in the field of industrial production. But this holistic 
approach expressed through the very general and broad content of 
Urbanisme makes it difficult to outline precisely the content of the 
research, which propped the ideas of the Contemporary City. The fact 
is that Le Corbusier is an autodidact and therefore he didn't proceed 
in an academic and logical way. The same comment applies to the 
construct of his book, which appears as a compound of ideas link 
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through analogies and metaphors rather than by a theoretical logic. 
His lack of academic education on one hand does not allow him to 
synthesise them in a coherent and sustainable theory, but on the other 
hand forces him to make personal interpretations and collate foreign 
elements in a rather iconoclastic way; this appears particularly in 
the incredible heterogeneity of his references as well as in the way 
how he relate them. For instance in the way how he constructs of his 
definition of architecture using biologic, mathematic and aesthetic 
arguments in the same sentence and binding them through a sophist 
logic: "Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play of 
masses brought together in light. Our eyes are made to see forms in 
light; light and shade reveal these forms; cubes, cones, spheres, cyl-
inders, or pyramids are the great primary forms which light reveals to 
advantage; the image of these is distinct and tangible within us and 
without ambiguity. It is for that reason that these are beautiful forms, 
the most beautiful forms" (26).  But Le Corbusier defends strongly 
his independence vis-à-vis the academic and scholar environment: 
"I became really appalled at the teaching of the schools, at the set 
formulas and the assumptions of divine right, and I took it into my 
head, at that unsettled time, to appeal to my judgement." (27) In his 
research and in his self-education Le Corbusier will leave a large 
place for experience and also intuition, which despite the apparent 
simplicity of his writings and statements hides a meandering line of 
thoughts flexed by a continuous doubt during his years of research. 
He reads a lot but it is in the real world that Le Corbusier will find 
the strongest evidences to prop his theory. "With my savings, I went 
on a journey through several countries, far from the schools, and, 
earning my living in practical occupations, I began to open my eyes." 
(28) Between 1907 and 1912 Le Corbusier makes extensive study 
trips of several months; in Italy, Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, 
Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, Minor Asia and in Greece 
where he spends 21 days visiting the convent of the Mont Athos. 
Many historical monuments will leave a very strong impression, the 
Parthenon, the Coliseum; Santa Sofia reappears several times in his 

writings. From those trips he will bring back vast quantities of notes, 
of impressions, of sketches, of paintings and pictures that he will 
carefully record and archive (29). 
In between his travels he will also lives and works abroad (30); in 
1908 he works in Paris in A. Perret's office, and in 1910 he works in 
Berlin in P. Behrens office where he met W. Gropius and Mies Van 
der Rohe. About this last experience, he did write later: "In Behrens's 
office no one does pure architecture. It's only facades. The absurdi-
ties are abundant in the construction. We do make any modernist 
architecture. May be it is wiser_ wiser than the rather not classic 
divagations of the Perret brothers. The Perret brothers had the advan-
tage to research a lot with the materials. Behrens, he would be a 
protestor. Therefore I am only learning all aspects of the façade in his 
office…my life here is imbecilic…No contacts, never, with Behrens". 
On his way back to his home town, La Chaux de Fonds, he writes an 
essay on decorative arts in Germany, he starts teaching at the school 
of art where he established a new department with his ex-teacher M. 
L'Eplattenier, he also opens his own architectural practice and builds 
several villas.
In 1914 the war explodes and freezes the modern effervescence in 
all over Europe. Le Corbusier takes advantage of the paralysis of the 
architectural debate to initiate a research of a more academic nature. 
In fact, Perret advise him to format his thoughts on urban design and 
to publish them in a book (31). This book would give him a moral 
authority among the planners preparing the reconstruction in France 
and would help to promote the Dom-ino Concept (32). In the sum-
mer of 1915 he spends a month at the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris 
reading up on the latest developments in the planning field.
Driven by his quest for a holistic solution, for complete system both 
technical and aesthetical, he studies plans and old engravings of forti-
fied cities, of Venice, of Peking, of Cambodian and Egyptian temples, 
in other words schemes of urban or mini-urban totalities of the past. 
He was guided in his choice by recent German literature on aesthetic 
planning, familiar to him from his earlier research in Munich (33).  
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This was the literature that led Bruno Taut to choose at the same 
moment, the same examples for his book Die Stadtkrone. It is at this 
occasion also that he gets in contact with the writings of Benoit-Levy 
(34) and Eugene Hénard.

In 1917, the book is almost finished, all materials are ready and the 
text is written, Charles Edouard Jeanneret even has found an edi-
tor but… the book finally is not published. From the material we 
found we could not find any material evidence of the reason why. 
One assumption can be made is that Le Corbusier himself doubted 
about the main orientation of the book. In fact Le Corbusier doubted 
about one notion, a notion that have completely disappeared of the 
Contemporary City: the Picturesque. Through his trips Le Corbusier 
had been very sensitive to the picturesque beauty of certain places 
where the unity of form and culture was generated through accumu-
lation and the sedimentation of historical layers through centuries. 
But during his research at the Bibliothèque Nationale he finds a par-
ticular interest for urban project accomplished under a strong govern-
mental power for the reason that through their capacity to condense 
the economical and the political power they manage to achieve works 
of such an extend that they get close to a complete redesign of the 
existing cities and impose a unity: Men's mind, under great kings, 
formed their conception and strove to realise it; there were magnifi-
cent attempts, rays of light amidst the barbaric stirring; such are the 
Place des Vosges, under Louis XIII; Versailles, and Ile Saint Louis; 
the Champs de Mars, under Louis XV; l'Etoile and the main roads 
leading to Paris under Napoléon. And finally, that magnificent legacy 
left by a monarch to his people: The work of Haussmann under 
Napoléon III."

The seduction of an historical thickness became totally irreconcilable 
with his intuition of the emergence of a radically new era expressed 
in a clear and legible form, in other word expressed in a "pure" state. 
What no one could guess looking at the Contemporary City that 

Fig.12 The Forbidden City,Beijing 
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Le Corbusier was in fact very influenced by Camillo Sitte's writ-
ings before the first world war. Le Corbusier through his travel to 
Germany and Austria, but also at the occasion of a commission for 
a garden city in La Chaux de Fonds in 1914 read the theories of the 
social thinkers of the second half of the 19th century. Who, anxious 
to improve the living conditions of the working classes, they drew up 
many programs for the construction of workers' housing. But none of 
these programs seems to have made any allowance for the specific 
character of the urban problem as a whole. It was only towards the 
end of the century that two studies appeared, very different from 
each other which proposed a comprehensive interpretation of the 
subject: Der Stadtebau nach seinen kunstlerischen Grundsatzen by 
the Viennese Camillo Sitte. He was opposed to the kind of grand 
axes and vistas, which had been so evident in the carving out of the 
Ringstrasse around Vienna. He instead advocated a closer relation-
ship between the irregularities of earlier city forms and the layout of 
spaces and squares. He later became the figure for many later move-
ments and urban theorists intent on maintaining the close-knit scale 
of the pre-industrial city against the onslaughts of grand tabula rasa 
plans of every stripes. Le Corbusier's book on city planning con-
tains in 1917 only one chapter on the modern city, and the writings 
didn't have the radical and polemical tone of Urbanisme. In fact Le 
Corbusier is set into a dilemma, on one hand the modern city implies 
a strong unity expressing with clarity and strength the achievement 
of a new era and on the other hand the fascination for the beauty of 
historical cities celebrating a past epoch. In his argument the modern 
clashes with the historical, because of the picturesque, he will write 
on the side of the text that was to be published, next to a picture of 
the coliseum: "Put it at the head of the chapter on the modern city. It 
would be the last phrase: that is why I have deemed it appropriate to 
bring up the image of the Coliseum, whose beauty is not picturesque 
at least, but rather ample and majestic". Le Corbusier knows that the 
price to pay for modernism will be to sacrificed his long time refer-
ence Camillo Sitte. At this time he hesitates and delay the print of the 

Fig.13 Dom-ino House, 1914



book. Some of the note he took during this year betrays the dilemma 
that inhabits him: "I made the rounds of antique dealers to furnish my 
office. Dilemma: it will be modern by desire, and then again there 
will be stale smell of olden times. It is stronger than me" (35). 
In fact this total reversal of his position with the Contemporary City 
was highly influenced by the turn that the war took. The conflict was 
totally frozen in the trenches, neither moving forward nor backward 
but counting a horrendous number of casualties. More than a conflict 
in between two armies it was a conflict in between two industrial 
systems. At this moment in France all industries were reconverted 
in war industries multiplying their economical power. In 1917 the 
USA enter the war and bring the allied forces towards the victory. 
Le Corbusier understands at this moment that this victory will be the 
victory of industry; it will be the victory of the modern city. For Le 
Corbusier, it became clear that whatever would happen after the war 
it would take place in the realm of the industrial and modern society, 
he wrote to a friend at the end of 1917 and after a difficult period of 
intensive overtime work that "Taylorism (is) the horrible and inevi-
table life of tomorrow" (36). After 1918 Le Corbusier founds in the 
outcome of the war the energy and the conviction to fight against his 
own background, he would not just ignore Sitte but he will radicalise 
his discourse against him and any form of picturesque. Le Corbusier 
will accuse Sitte of senselessly initiating the cult of what he liked 
to call the 'donkey path'. 'Later, I read Camillo Sitte, the Viennese 
writer, and was affected by his insidious pleas in he direction of the 
picturesque in town planning. Sitte's demonstrations were clever, his 
theories seemed adequate; they were based on the past, and in fact 
WERE the past, but a sentimental past on the small and pretty scale, 
like the little wayside flowers. His past was not that of the great 
periods, it was essentially one of compromise. Sitte's eloquence went 
well with that touching rehabilitation of 'the home' which was later, 
paradoxically enough, to turn architecture away, in the most absurd 
fashion, from its proper path ('regionalism').' (37)
The fact that all the references displaid in Urbanisme are the same 

as the one he collected for his initial book shows how much it was 
for Le Corbusier a matter of interpretation of history. Finally Le 
Corbusier solves his dilemma by giving a Darwinian explanation of 
the evolution of history. Industrialisation would be natural achieve-
ment of civilisation; it is the final victory of mankind upon nature. 
Industrialisation is the final victory of the artefact, it is the domina-
tion of the straight line against the curves of the terrain, and it is the 
victory of the "will" against the fate. In that way Le Corbusier can 
reintroduce those historical monuments as the witness of past victory 
of mankind reason against the meandering of history. The erasure 
of picturesque city centre would not be the erasure of history but its 
logical evolution.

It is at this moment that the modern city becomes more than a simple 
technical answer and becomes a discourse, a battle against the com-
promises of historical fetishism. 
This radical turn in Le Corbusier position marks the end of his form-
ative period. Le Corbusier strong of his newly acquired certitude and 
liberated of the doubts of this unsolvable dilemma will enter a period 
of intense activism, which will last till the Second World War. The 
projects designed during this period are the most radical ones; they 
express the propaganda that Le Corbusier has engaged against the 
statu quo, against the fate of the chaotic metropolis. 
Two Architects that Le Corbusier had met have will have a great 
influence and will be of great help for him to formalise his ideas, 
the first one is Auguste Perret with his spectacular project for con-
crete skyscrapers and the second one is Tony Garnier with his Cité 
Industrielle.

Between 1908-1909, Jeanneret entered Perret Freres and worked 
under Auguste Perret (1874-1954) for fifteen months. 
Perret was trained as an engineer and believed in technology as the 
hope of architecture and society. His particular enthusiasm was rein-
forced concrete. Auguste Perret designed a number of tall structure 
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intended for several sites within Paris. Perret intended to build 'hous-
es of the future' raised 'on broad pillars firmly anchored in ground 
entirely covered by a thick layer of concrete, beneath which heavy 
carts, trains, and subways will circulate':
…avenues two hundred and fifty meters wide, lined on either side 
with houses touching the skies, tower if you like, well spaced blocks 
linked by foot-bridges, such that inhabitants of the sixtieth floor can 
visit their neighbours without going up or down too far or blocking 
the traffic on the avenues.
…My city is rooted in a floor built ten to twenty meters above street 
level, covering the utilities currently encumbering the ground…here 
we find terminuses of ultra-rapid subway lines leading to suburbs 
within a mean radius of a hundred kilometres and railroad intersec-
tions for direct access to the city. (38) 
Perret thus aimed to position his tower blocks above distinct traf-
fic lines. He stated 'we shall have to build skyscrapers, but not like 
the Americans…they will have to be cruciform in plan…(so that) 
light floods into all the apartments'. The influence of Perret's project 
is striking, and for once Le Corbusier admits it. If Le Corbusier is 
seduced by the idea of a city of towers of Perret as well as the cutting 
edge use of reinforced concrete on a skyscraper he also reproaches 
to Perret to have thrown "a veil of dangerous futurism over what 
was a sound idea" (39). Le Corbusier will keep many of the points 
of Perret's idea but he will reframe them in a more rational and less 
expressive way. The bridges flying from one tower to another seem 
superfluous to Le Corbusier as the traffic should be clearly separated 
from the buildings, also in Perret's proposal the pilotis are 20 meters 
high which is for Le Corbusier totally unnecessary and irrational. In 
fact beside their descriptive similarity, a fundamental difference sepa-
rates Perret's City of towers from Le Corbusier's one, is that one is an 
expressionist project represent the future, when the other is a prag-
matic answer, and therefore immediately applicable, to reduce con-
gestion and sort the problem of car pollution. Le Corbusier will fight 
against futurism because the modern society for him is already there, 

it is not a futuristic projection, and this is why his project is called 
the Contemporary City. One should note that the title of the English 
version of Urbanisme betrays Le Corbusier's approach by translat-
ing it "The city of tomorrow"; the translator makes the same mistake 
with the next volume and translates "Towards a new architecture" 
instead of "Towards an architecture". Le Corbusier will insist few 
years later: "In 1922, when I drew up plans for a Contemporary city 
for three million people, all the critics, without exception, started 
talking about my city of the future! My protests had no effect. I 
insist that I know nothing about the future that I know only about the 
present. People respond a sly evasion, 'you are concerned with the 
future,' which implies that 'they' (everyone else) are concerned with 
the present. It's a lie! As a humble seeker, I live in the present, in the 
world as it exists today, while they live in, an off, the past." (40) For 
Le Corbusier the futuristic connotation deems down the radicalism of 
the project and annihilates the discursive and polemical power of the 
project.
Tony Garnier will have a totally different influence, although some 
formal correspondence can be easily found it is not on this level that 
it had the biggest impact on Le Corbusier's work but more through 
the association of the social dimension with the use of new technol-
ogy. Tony Garnier (1869-1948) takes over the principle of the 19th 
century Garden Cities and transforms them in his Cite Industrielle, 
which was associated with reinforced concrete technology, the 
material most widely employed in the project arrangement. He 
approached the idea of a garden city without the nostalgia of more 
natural environment and he conceives it in the realm of the machin-
ist era. The ideal and imaginary City of Tony Garnier is resolutely 
industrial but nevertheless humanist, it is rationally conceived and 
controlled in sight of the public good. The connections between Tony 
Garnier's Industrial City and Le Corbusier's Contemporary City are 
rather clear. A medium-sized city for 35,000 inhabitants was intended 
in which he attempted to co-ordinate the entire social, productive, 
and transports functions. Zoning was introduced in order to separate 
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Fig.14 Avenue of residential towers. From L’Illustration, 12 August 1922
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Fig.15 Cite Industrielle, Tony Garnier, 1904
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to Garnier in different point of view such as: the functional zoning 
where Le Corbusier put the commercial as the centre of the city sur-
rounding by housing and industrial city while the garden city was 
isolated in the periphery. The multi-layer of transportation with the 
main station placed in the heart of the city connected the suburban 
area. It differs radically from it in size; Le Corbusier multiplied 
numerous times of the population on his Contemporary City. As a 
result the density of the populations in the Contemporary City drastic 
changed to three million inhabitants instead of 35,000 inhabitants.

The study of Garnier's Cité Industrielle allowed Le Corbusier to 
bridge two of his main subjects of research; urban design with the 
development of industrial processes in the building construction. The 
link is made through the formulation of a social agenda. Le Corbusier 
contracted the taste for materials experimentation at Perret's office in 
1908 but very quickly started to distanciate himself from the simply 
spectacular effect of technological display and begun to draw con-
clusion of a lot deeper significance both for architecture and social 
sphere through the idea of standardisation. 

The bridging started with his research on the Dom-ino house. This 
project, which he elaborated with his friend Max Du Bois, a civil 
engineer of La Chaux De Fonds, who was running a consultants 
office for application of reinforced concrete. In 1914, few months 
after the beginning of the war Le Corbusier and his friend elabo-
rate the Dom-ino housing scheme as a quick and inexpensive mean 
to rebuild the devastated towns and villages of Flanders. "So we 
designed a structural system, a frame, completely independent of the 
function of the house: this frame simply supports the flooring and 
the staircase. It is made of standard elements, which can be fitted 
together, permitting a great diversity in the grouping of the house… 
At the request of the town planner or customer, such frames, oriented 
and grouped, can be delivered by a manufacturer anywhere in the 
country…. Then it remained to fit up a home inside theses frames… 

industrial areas from the residential areas, and railways were used 
to link the two with trade centre. The project aimed an egalitarian 
social structure where flat roofs were symbolising the absence of 
social hierarchy. In Garnier's Industrial City the ground is own in its 
intregrality by the municipality and therefore fences between houses 
are unnecessary. Pedestrians can walk freely between the houses 
like in a big park without having to follow the streets. The use of 
reinforced concrete is motivated by its low cost and then by the pos-
sibility for every family to afford their own house. No building domi-
nated the city, even the large civic complex organised in its centre. 
Hygienic factors also played a major part in his plan. 

First exhibited in 1904, Garnier's Cite Industrielle in Lyons was a 
project demonstrated his doctrine that the cities of the future would 
have to be based on industry. It was in 1908 that Le Corbusier first 
met Garnier in Lyons. Garnier's Industrial City was the first compre-
hensive and coherent town-planning proposition that Le Corbusier 
met on the way, and it contributed precisely to his own approach to 
town planning. While Une Cite industrielle was not published until 
1917, its author's contribution to contemporary urbanism was already 
being acknowledged by 1920, when Le Corbusier published some 
material from the Cite folio in the Purist review l'Esprit Nouveau. Le 
Corbusier referred to Cite Industrielle in l'Esprit Nouveau, in which 
he complimented Garnier's social development in the industrial age. 
But what Le Corbusier reproached to Garnier's city was its very 
low density in comparison to its footprints. In the Cité Industrielle 
the ground ratio is fifty percent when it is only fifteen percent in Le 
Corbusier's Contemporary City. The other difference is that there 
is in the Contemporary City a strong hierarchical statement mani-
fested by the Office towers in the centre of the city where Garnier's 
one would contain exclusively civic functions. Le Corbusier in his 
Contemporary City tried to reduce the industrial city to its typical 
elements and its main relationships, creating a grand synthesis of 
mechanization, geometrical order and nature. Though he owed much 
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We conceived the idea of a firm an affiliated of the first, which 
would sell the elements required to equip the house, everything, that 
is, which can be manufactured, mass produced in standard sizes, and 
meet the various needs of a rational installation: windows, doors, 
standard casings serving cupboards and forming part of the divid-
ing walls… Since the Dom-ino framework bore the loads, the walls 
and partitions could be made of any materials, and specially of low 
structural quality such as stone burnt during the fires or agglomerated 
materials made with the rubbles of the war." The idea was that the 
inhabitants deprived of their house could rebuild their village them-
selves. "In one word, we imagined that the victims of disaster would 
spontaneously install by themselves six, twelve or eighteen founda-
tion cubes, perfectly levelled, and would order to the building com-
pany, one, two or three Dom-Ino structural frames; on the other hand 
the would order to the filial company the diverse parts necessary for 
the house, then by minimum means et with their own manual forces, 
they would build themselves their houses." The industrialisation and 
the standardisation of elements becomes more than a just a mean to 
bring building costs down or achieve a technical perfection. In this 
case the industrial organisation of production didn't mean anymore 
to impose new servitudes on man and condemning him to the role of 
a passive onlooker; it helped to stimulate the initiative. In that way 
the Dom-ino house is a device used to free individual initiative of 
the time honoured link that existed between construction and archi-
tecture. For Le Corbusier, the prefabricated frame was allowing for 
a total independence of architectural elements vis-à-vis the structural 
elements. Walls would be freed of their structural role and therefore 
didn't need to be superimposed from one floor to the other anymore. 
The Dom-ino house in fact triggered on one hand the idea of the plan 
libre and on the other hand the idea of the free façade which will be 
present in all of Le Corbusier buildings. 
The idea of standardisation for Le Corbusier was also the insurance 
of the architectural unity. "Despite the individual nature of each 
initiative applied, the technical process itself provided an underly-

ing unity and lent the villages reconstructed in this way an element 
of architectural assurance…" This unity had for Le Corbusier had 
a specific social significance, which links him to the social agenda 
of Tony Garnier. The fact that the same process of construction was 
applicable to all types of housing, whether luxury or ultra simple, 
guaranteed the same fundamental freedom to both. The unity had 
also another role, it also provided a sound basis for tackling the prob-
lem of group settlements, i.e. urban schemes: "The unity of the con-
structional elements is a guarantee of beauty; architectural diversity 
is ensured by the process of allotment leading to large size schemes 
the true rhythm of architecture". Therefore Le Corbusier was far from 
intending to eliminate architecture, to the opposite by displacing it to 
the field of industry, Le Corbusier managed to enable architecture to 
fulfil what was for him its true vocation: the satisfaction of the needs 
of the user and the planning of urban settlements. Le Corbusier will 
make various projects based on the Dom-ino in between 1915 and 
1920 but none of them were built. 

In 1917 Le Corbusier, moves to Paris and takes over the direction 
of a small brick factory in Alfortville, this experience is for him the 
opportunity to control directly the organisation of the production. He 
will make different experiments including the fabrication of a new 
type of brick. The composition of the clay incorporates lighter mate-
rials thus the brick can be of a bigger size. Le Corbusier will adver-
tise this new product in L'Esprit Nouveau, emphasizing the improve-
ments that such a product can bring in the building process. Because 
the brick is lighter and bigger it means that that time is gained during 
the transport and specially during the loading and the offloading. 
Moreover the bigger dimension allows saving fifty percent of mortar 
during the building process. Through this product one can see the 
specific interest of Le Corbusier in Taylorisation, approaching the 
production process within an overall managerial view. He will also 
experiment and patent different applications of concrete reinforced 
with asbestos fibres, such as tubes and planks. At this moment and 



for the first time Le Corbusier seems to earn his living, but suddenly 
as the international crisis hit France in 1921, the Bank holding the 
account of the factory goes bankrupt and forces Le Corbusier to close 
the factory losing hereby all his money. "Today, at the end of July, I 
closed down my Company, I had enough of trades and I lose 150 000 
francs I earned, I leave there bitter recollection of sterile arguments 
and I am happy and whistling like a bird to quit all of this." This 
experience will be the last attempt to control himself the production 
of standardised products. Nevertheless he will carry with experimen-
tation of standardisation in the field of architecture. 

One year before closing down his factory, in 1920 he proposed a new 
project of mass produced house, the Citrohan house, the project will 
be revised and exhibited next to the Contemporary City in 1922. 
The Citrohan (41) in fact forms the base living cell of the 
Contemporary City. It is a further development of the Domino sys-
tem. The Citrohan House is a low-cost housing with the rationalized 
and simplified design and a minimum of equipment, which could be 
easily, apply for the mass production. The standardized dwelling unit 
was shown as a box, based not only on the new available technol-
ogy supported but also on Le Corbusier's engineering aesthetic. The 
first form of Citrohan House was the basic prototype for the cell of 
human proportions on the box-shaped. Le Corbusier's significantly 
double space in Citrohan House possibly came from artist's studio 
and workshop.- In order to emphasize the constitution of technology 
evolution, Le Corbusier stated that one could be proud of having a 
house as serviceable as a typewriter.- The contrast of the new one 
in 1922 is the floating box with terrace on the ground supported by 
columns where the services are there inserted. The lifted box where 
the garage is below was shown the first time that Le Corbusier has 
integrated the mobility and dwelling together.
The Citrohan house is the first formulation of the "living machine" 

independent of its site and capable of being adapted to almost any 
plot of ground. The idea of "living machine" was first launched in 
1921 in "L'Esprit Nouveau", for Le Corbusier this idea is more relat-
ed to the idea of totally reconsidering the problem of the house or 
more exactly to pose it new terms rather than a direct analogy to the 
machine itself. "The example of the airplane shows us how a prob-
lem, once properly stated, finds its solutions; to wish to fly like a bird 
was to state the problem in wrong terms, and Ader's bat never got off 
the ground. But to invent a flying machine, with no harking back to 
anything divorced from pure mechanics_ in other words, to look for 
an elevating force and a means of propulsion_ was to state the prob-
lem in its proper form. Within less than ten years, everyone was able 
to fly…now let us face the problem of the living machine; and let 
us shut our eyes to everything that has existed hitherto." For him the 
"living machine" is in fact a question of reintroducing a "new spirit" 
to tackle the problem of the modern house in a totally fresh angle.
Le Corbusier's another idea of mass-produced house also asserted 
first in 1920 in Citrohan House. The generic system of Dom-ino 
House has been first transformed into. Concerning on the actual 
needs of the dwelling likes an omnibus or a ship's cabin can be 
formulated and demand their solution. Although Le Corbusier was 
already explored the concrete technique that he had been worked 
with Perret and in Villa Schwob, La Chaux de Fonds in 1916 but not 
in the purist aesthetic of the machine age. This second version of 
Citrohan House, which was exhibited in a model at Salon D'Automne 
in 1922 next to the gigantic diorama of the Contemporary City, could 
explain as the same lifting up system.
With the immeubles villas block in 1922, Le Corbusier aimed to rec-
oncile the needs of individuals with the needs of communal living. 
The ideology of the living space for the modern man has the initial 
step from the image of a monastery in Italy, which he visited in 
1907. The house, an individual cell for living in, must always remain 
potentially capable of combination; it must be capable of being inte-
grated within a more complex grouping, inside which it would find 
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would run heavy lorries, and the Tubes replacing the encumbrance of 
tramways, and so on with direct service to points immediately below 
the buildings. This complete network of traffic… would have its own 
geography independent of any obstruction…" This system general-
ised through out the Contemporary City remains unchanged in its 
principles.
In fact this principle has a lot deeper consequence on the city than 
just simply making a substantial saving on the excavation. It actually 
generates two continuous spaces one at ground level one at first floor 
level. One is dedicated to circulation and the other one is dedicated 
for living. This separation has a direct effect on the perception of 
the buildings reintroducing the third dimension in the perception of 
the façade. There is no more front and back, elevation and courtyard 
but a lower and a higher level making a clear distinction between 
two major functions of the city: exchange and intercourse on the one 
hand, living and accommodation on the other. The pilotis are for Le 
Corbusier a real "instrument of urban renovation".

When one starts to retrace the genealogy of the Contemporary City, 
suddenly a multitude of layers come to the surface revealing one 
step after the other the complexity and the depth, which lies beside 
the apparent simplicity of the drawings. For eight years, from the 
Dom-ino house in 1914, to latest version of the Citrohan house, Le 
Corbusier will elaborate one after the other one the architectural 
tools to totally dislocate and reform the urban structure. Through the 
elaboration of architectural elements of an extreme simplicity and 
then through their reorganization in space following a limited set of 
simple rules, Le Corbusier does not only rebuild the city but he also 
proposes a new urban society. 

Le Corbusier would argue that his project is not an utopian project 
because it is technically immediately achievable, but in fact the lack 
of history, the elusive suggestion of a potential development, as 
well as the absence of any possibility to phase the realization of the 

itself on a footing of equality with others. There were 120 'superim-
posed villas', offering a high degree of comfort (double-height living 
room and private garden terrace) plus the advantages of communal 
services. For Le Corbusier, the hotel organization manages col-
lective's services within the building and thus solves the domestic 
servant crisis, which is just beginning and is an inevitable social fact. 
He asserted that typical garden city which was an isolated unit being 
built on an individual plot was a failure. The idea of serviced-apart-
ment is the solution, all the apartment units would be served the by a 
central service system. The 'hotel services' became 'communal serv-
ices', which he described as a 'common practice in all hotels of the 
world and on all seas'. The new lifestyle suggested by the new urban 
form with the luxury service for the urban middle class who prefers 
to live in the city. Immeubles Villas developed from Citrohan House 
is a concerning idea based on economic principle. The Citrohan 
House became a unit in the group of multi-story apartment block. 
The residential houses of the city centre are strictly standardized and 
lined up in rows with the external form is dictated by the ultimate 
authority, geometry. The residential buildings have reached the height 
of six stories. The details of this development involve the growth of 
individual units.

The other important research that Le Corbusier had initiated few 
years before the Contemporary City is the idea of the pilotis. This 
concept was first formulated in a project of 1915 "Les Villes pilo-
tis". "Instead of forming foundations by excavating and constructing 
thick foundation walls, instead of digging up and digging up again 
the roadways in order to bury them (a labour of Sisyphus) the gas 
and water mains, the sewers and the tubes, with constant repairs to 
execute, it would be agreed that any new districts should be con-
structed at ground level, the foundations being replaced by necessary 
number of concrete piles; these would have carried the ground floor 
of the houses and, by a system of corbelling, the pavement and the 
roadways. Within this space so gained, of a height of 4 to 6 meters, 
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project, transforms the Contemporary City more as a sort of a snap-
shot on a line of thoughts rather than the snapshot on the evolution of 
a city. In that way the Contemporary City belongs more to a utopian 
vision rather than to an achievable reality. If Le Corbusier puts the 
emphasis on the technical aspects of his proposal and declares, "it 
has no label, it is not dedicated to our Bourgeois Capitalist Society 
nor to the Third International. It is a technical work" (42) neverthe-
less as he organize clearly in space the different social, production, 
and infrastructure organs Le Corbusier also formulates the type of 
society corresponding to his vision of a new city.

Earlier in the century, Utopian socialists such as Henri Saint-Simon 
and Charles Fourier had argued in favour of alternative social struc-
tures based on new forms of rule and co-operation. Saint-Simon had 
advocated the overthrow of ruling classes and their replacement by 
technocrats who propel society along the inevitable path of human 
progress. Fourier had entertained a theory of passional attractions in 
human nature whereby opposites would be resolved in a sort of per-
fect balance of forces between individual desires and social expecta-
tions. 
Le Corbusier was continuing a tradition of social thought that goes 
back to Henri de Saint-Simon. There were a number of ideological 
components; it seems clear that Le Corbusier had absorbed the ideas 
of Saint-Simon, especially the conception of a benevolent elite of 
technocrats who would act as the agents of a progress for all. This 
vision of the state was embodied in the skyscrapers at the city's core, 
and in the romanticization of technology implicit in both the grand 
treatment of the roads and the machine-age tenor of the other build-
ings.
In such works as The Industrial System (1821-1822) and On Social 
Organization, Saint-Simon had maintained that society was evolv-
ing a new order based on the organization of industry. The future, he 
predicted, would see the triumph of large-scale enterprises-the great 
factories, banks, and trading houses. These organizations would bring 

Fig.16 Sketch of Le Corbusier, 1928
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not only prosperity but also order to society. They were imposing 
a hierarchy of authority on all workers and had brought an elite of 
proved ability and knowledge into the commanding positions. This 
elite was already taking the most important decisions into its hands: 
the exploitation of natural resources, the development of inventions, 
the administration of production and distribution.

Saint-Simon looked forward to the time when the men he called 
industriels, the elite of industrialists, scientists, and artists, would, in 
their capacities as heads of the great organizations of production and 
learning, take over all the functions of government. The elite would 
not have to fear disorders arising from the class struggle because, in 
Saint-Simon's view, the proletariat was fundamentally indifferent to 
questions of ownership and equality. The masses wanted jobs and 
prosperity. If the great organizations gave them both, they would 
accept the industriels as their natural leaders. The towers were the 
headquarters of Le Corbusier's elite of industrialists, scientists, and 
artists, the exact same three categories that constituted Saint-Simon's 
industriels. Le Corbusier's elite was to include the most gifted mem-
bers of the work force. They would bring prosperity, order, and beau-
ty to society through the beneficent act of administration.
In the Contemporary City all dwellings are mass-produced, but they 
are not all alike. One's house and its location depend upon one's posi-
tion in the hierarchy of production and administration. The elite of 
industrials live in luxurious high-rise apartments within the city; their 
subordinates occupy more modest garden apartments in the satel-
lite towns on the outskirts. The structure of the residential areas-the 
elite in the centre, the workers at the outskirts-corresponds to the 
hierarchy of functions in the great organizations. As Saint-Simon had 
recommended, the industrial hierarchy provides the model for the 
organization of the whole society.

In 1922, most of the critics didn't spot the social dimension of the 
project. The radicalism of the Contemporary City, as well as its 

holistic approach polarised the critics in two diametrically opposed 
sides. Either totally seduced by the clarity of the project either horri-
fied by its monotony. The strength and the provocation of the image 
although they reach their goal to generate a reaction of the discipli-
nary field, in the same time it kept hidden the most important side of 
the Contemporary City: the system of functions. In that way critics 
from both sides kept criticising the project on the basis of a 19th 
Century urbanism, the urbanism of the City Beautiful focusing on the 
representation and by-passing the truly modern and avant-garde side 
of the contemporary city. With one project Le Corbusier superseded 
the entire set of tools of urban design critics.

Today the Contemporary City still occupies an important place in the 
urban planning discourse. It is commonly used as an historical icone 
describing the naïve determinism of modern town planning and its 
superseded tool: planning. The radical and revolutionary proposal 
of Le Corbusier viewed from our Post Modern context can easily be 
deprived of its initial power and be turned in an inoffensive image 
of our recent past. Once again critics focuses on the representation 
of the system and not on its operability. It is clear that the real field 
of operation of the Contemporary City, as for any radical project, is 
the discursive field of the discipline. Le Corbusier will state about 
the plan Voisin, the application of his dogmas to the centre of Paris: 
"The Plan Voisin does not claim to bring the final solution to the 
problem of the centre of Paris; but it may serve to raise the discus-
sion to a level in keeping with the spirit of our age, and to provide 
us with a reasonable standards by which to judge the problem. It sets 
up principles as against the medlay of silly little reforms with which 
we are constantly deceiving ourselves." (43) By reconnecting the 
Contemporary City with its historical context, one can retrieve the 
strength and the radicality of the project and start to assess its real 
influence. Hereby the project retrieves its roots, it retrieves its line of 
thoughts and more importatntly it retrieves its real function; the func-
tion of nay radical project: the reform of the compound of disciplines 
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in which it operates. 

In fact the Contemporary City still contains a tremendous power if 
it is read as a system of functions. Of course not a system of urban 
functions which would be a first degree reading but further, but a 
system of aesthetical functions. The statement of Le Corbusier with 
the Contemporary City is reestablishment of the role and the function 
of three disciplines in regard to each other; urban planning, archi-
tecture and decorative arts. The multiplicity of the scales at which 
Le Corbusier operates is misread as being an attempt to solve all 
urban problems with architecture. This misreading which lead to the 
conclusion that Architecture is everything, comes from the particular 
construct of Contemporary City which starts from the detail, from 
small architectural devices such as the pilotis and then extend their 
consequences to the urban scale. In fact what Le Corbusier was stat-
ing is : "Architecture is in everything" which implies radically dif-
ferent consequences. Here Le Corbusier liberates Architecture of the 
straight jacket of the Urban monument and its inherent fetishism and 
allows it to circulate in other fields.

If one tries to find where does the architectural lies in the 
Contemporary City one will through this endless tracking run 
through every component of the built environment without ever 
encountering it. For instance looking at the skyscraper, the skyscraper 
has no façade anymore, it is reduced to the vertical accumulation 
of floor plates moreover Le Corbusier oversizes it to the point that 
a private organisation cannot afford it anymore, it is so big that Le 
Corbusier states it himself only a town or a state could built it, there-
fore the skyscraper cease to belong to the scale of  architecture and 
becomes an infrastructure. To what does the pilotis belong to? To the 
monument, like the columns of the Parthenon or to the infrastructure 
like the piles of a bridge? The generalisation of the pilotis system as 
well as their total independence towards any programmatic specifi-
city throw this historical architectural component back to the field of Fig.17 Advertisement in L’Esprit Nouveau N°20, 1924
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tion. 
"If politic can not success to realize aestheticaly better world, then it 
failed" (44)

infrastructure. The Dom-ino system, and its absolute ubiquity offers 
open floor space once again totally independently of any program 
specificity. It relay the architectonic role of the building structure 
to the mere role of infrastructure. It is also striking looking at Le 
Corbusier's white houses of the in between war, that if one removes 
all the furniture one is left with an empty box divided by floor plates. 
Architecture stops to be a static monument, and becomes as mobile 
and as ubiquitous as the industrialised products. With the plan libre 
any partition wall becomes a piece of furniture, it is totally liberated 
of any structural role. Architecture starts to operate in a lot more fluid 
environment, the flows of the industrial products. 

The statement of the Contemporary City is that the real context in 
which architecture has to operate is not anymore the city but it is the 
industrial flow. Architecture has left the Contemporary City, and now 
moves with the industrial flow. By breaking down the compound of 
the traditional city, by conferring a relative autonomy to each of its 
parts Le Corbusier allows the rigid structure of the city to become 
mobile, ubiquitous, versatile and embrace the challenge of new fields 
of operation. Le Corbusier rejects the Beaux Arts idea of an architec-
ture which would be relayed to the mere role of a sterile urban deco-
ration and he defends the idea of a radical architecture, an architec-
ture which  takes an active part in the formation of his contemporary 
society. 
If human beings want to escape the fate of their alienation by the 
machine, and one could even say by the society of consumption, then 
they have to transform the production machine in a beauty machine.
Le Corbusier once stated that form follows function he would never 
state that architecture has a functions rather the opposite. Architecture 
is beauty and beauty is not a function. "Architecture is the masterly, 
correct and magnificent play of masses brought together in light".
By liberating architecture of its bind to architectural object, Le 
Corbusier in fact allows architecture to operate at another level, the 
level of our contemporary context, the flows of society of consump-
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Fig.18 Car, designed in 1928, Le Corbusier
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 Notes

(1) Le Corbusier remains rather unclear in paragraph on the Contemporary City in  
 Urbanisme, "Here we have twenty-four skyscrapers capable each of housing 10,000 to  
 50,000 employees; business, hotels, etc…400,000 to 600,000 inhabitants". Few pages  
 further, detailing the plan of the skyscraper he will contradict himself affirming that  
 the skyscrapers would not suit the familial lifestyle and only business could afford the  
 highrunning cost of such type of structures.
(2) The translation in the English version is not accurate. In French "asservie", which  
 means being under the control of someone and be constrained to serve someone but  
 the connotation to slavery is a lot lighter in French.
(3) The modern quarter Frugès in Pessac 1925. Only a part of the project will be built  
 excluding this part he refers to.
(4) Le Corbusier, Urbanisme, Paris Crès 1924, p.169
(5) Ibid., p.161
(6) Ibid., p.180
(7) Ibid., p.160
(8) Ibid., p.163
(9) Ibid.
(10) Ibid., p.161
(11) Ibid.
(12) Ibid.
(13) Ibid., p.163
(14) Jeanneret's pseudonyme Le Corbusier
(15) Marcel Temporal was the curator of the exhibition on urbanism at the Salon d'Automne in  
1922, in which he was also exhibiting a piece.
(16) Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret; oeuvre complète 1910-1929, Zürich  
 Editions d'Architecture 1974, p.34.
(17) Frantz Jourdain was the architect of one of the most famous department store- La  
 Samaritaine in Paris, made with the steel structure.
(18) Jean-Louis Cohen, Scenes e la vie future: l'architecture europeenne et la tentaion de  

 l'Amerique, 1893-1960
(19) Karl Scheffler, Die Architektur der Grosstadt, Berlin, Bruno Cassirer Verlag 1913
(20) Eugène Hénard was the architect of the Municipal Services of Paris. He prepared this  
 text for a lecture in London.
(21) Published in the form of a manifesto Florence, Lacerba n° 15, 1st August 1914
(22) Le Corbusier used in Towards a New Architecture the same as those used by Gropius  
 to the difference that him and Amédée Ozenfant cut out the sloping roof on the top,  
 which was to their taste casting a doubtful shadow on their taste diminishing too much  
 their spontaneous modernity.
(23) The Edison process mentioned in R. Banham's A concrete Atlantis: U.S Industrial  
 buildings and European Modern Architecture 1900-1925, Cambridge Mass/ London,  
 MIT Press 1986 p32-38
(24) Le Corbusier, Urbanisme, Paris Crès 1924
(25) Ibid. 
(26) Le Corbusier, Towards a new Architecture, Crès, 1923 Paris
(27) Maurice Besset, "Who was Le Corbusier" Skira, Geneva 1968
(28) Ibid.
(29) The "Carnet d'Orient", were to be published in 1914 but the war aborted the project.  
 Nevertheless series of his watercolours will be exhibited in the Salon d'Automne in  
 1913.
(30) Till 1917, Le Corbusier's permanent address is in La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland.
(31) Le Corbusier started to write a book on urban design as early as 1910, "La construc 
 tion des villes" but it had laid dormant for five years till 1915.
(32) The Dom-ino house is a system of prefabricated concrete houses that he developed  
 with his friend Max Du Bois in 1914.
(33) He staid in Munich in 1910 to prepare a report granted by the School of art of La  
 Chaux de Fonds. "Studies on the decorative art movement in Germany" was published  
 in 1912, and was commented by several important German newspapers but remained  
 totally unknown anywhere else including in his hometown. 
(34) Benoit- Levy was the general secretary of the Association of the Garden Cities in  
 France; he was largely influenced by the ideas of E. Howard. He travelled to the USA  
 in 1905 to make a report of the American Garden cities. He will be impressed the  
 quality of life in the urban developments initiated by large industrial and banking  
 companies such as the National Cash Register in Dayton, Ohio. He sees in the indus 
 trial modernity the condition of the success of those urban developments. He will  
 write: "the prosperity of the factory overspills on the City. A good industrial organisa 
 tion, and harmony between the different elements of production has are immediately  
 visible through the growth and the prosperity of the City and therefore of the State.  
 One of the main condition of success for the garden cities hence is the perfect organi 
 sation of the factories which will communicate them their social life" in Cités Jardins  
 d'Amerique, Paris, Jouve 1905 
(35) Le Corbusier's journal sent to his friend William Ritter, 18 October 1917, FLC
(36) Le Corbusier's journal 29 December 1917, FLC
(37) Le Corbusier, Urbanisme p.XXIV
(38) L'Intransigeant, 25 November 1920, p.4
(39) Le Corbusier, Towards a new Architecture, Crès, 1923 Paris
(40) Le Corbusier, LA VILLE RADIEUSE; Iments d'une doctrine d'urbanisme pour   
 l'équipement de la civilisation machiniste, Boulogne ditions de l'Architecture   
 d'Aujourd'hui 1935, p.180
(41) The first Citrohan house will be built in the Weissenhof in Stuggart in 1927
(42) Le Corbusier, Urbanisme, Crès, Paris, 1924
(43) Ibid., p.273
(44) In an interview with Andrea Branzi, Branzi, Dis voir, Paris
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M O I S E I  G I N Z B U R G
T H E  R E D  C I T Y  O F  T H E  P L A N E T  C O M M U N I S M ( 1 )

PITUPONG CHAOWAKUL
MARIA KATSIKA

In 1930, on account of a competition for the  'Green City' of 
Moscow, a correspondence between two important architects of that 
period took place. The two letters of Le Corbusier and Ginzburg, 
which we present here, introduce some of the crucial problems that 
occupied the discussions about architecture and urban planning in the 
USSR, which we will analyse further on. 

Moscow, March 17, 1930

"My dear Ginzburg,
(...) I answered the request that was made to me indirectly, by giving 
the Committee for a Green City 'some commentaries on the develop-
ment of Moscow and the Green City'. My conclusions cannot agree 
with the enthusiasm that the simple word ‘deurbanization’ seems to 
raise at the moment. (...) There is a contradiction in the term itself; 
(...) Society is a complex; it is not simple. (...) One must put to work 
the diligent mechanism of the mind. It is in the group, in shock and 
cooperation, struggle and mutual help, in activity, that the mind rip-
ens and brings forth fruits. (...) intellectual production is the daugh-
ter of united men. Intelligence develops, is sharpened, multiplies its 
play, acquires its subtlety and innumerable aspects, in the mass of 
groups. It is the very fruit of concentration. Dispersion frightens, 
makes poorer, and loosens all the ties of physical and spiritual disci-
pline, lacking which, men return to their primitive state.
(...) Consider more exactly that ten centuries of premachine civiliza-
tion have made these cities for us, which at the moment of mechani-
cal expansion are a frightful and dangerous grimace. Admit then that 
the evil is there, in that heritage, and that its salvation is here: to 
adapt the cities, which will continue to concentrate themselves more 
and more; to adapt our cities to contemporary needs, that is to say 
to rebuild them (as, besides, from their birth they have continually 
rebuilt themselves).
(...) My dear Ginzburg, modern architecture has precisely the magnif-
icent mission of organising the life of collectives. (...) I can neverthe-

less imagine very well, as a satellite to any urban agglomeration for 
working and living, a Green City for resting, eventually organized as 
with you by turns every fifth day.( ...) The Green Town becomes the 
garage where the car is checked... Besides the intimacy with nature 
incites to meditation, to introspection.
Please then do not see as a hostile attitude in my serene and firm 
affirmation: 'Mankind tends to urbanise'. Appreciate this character-
istic detail yourself: one of the projects of deurbanization proposes, 
among other things, to build straw huts in the forest of the Green 
City. Bravo, magnificent! As long as they are only for weekends! But 
do not say that having built huts in straw, you can then tear down 
Moscow. 

Very cordially yours,
L.C."(2).

Ginzburg answered to Le Corbusier a few days after he received the 
letter:
"(...) you yourself pose the problem of giving man ideal physical sur-
roundings, a problem for which we here are trying, in our projects, to 
find a radical solution. But you feel obliged to consider such a radi-
cal solution impossible. In other words, in spite of your brilliant gifts 
you find yourself powerless to overcome the objective contradictions 
of modern capitalism.
(...) You are the finest of the surgeons of the modern city, you want to 
cure it of its ills whatever the cost. Therefore you raise the entire city 
on stilts, hoping to solve the insoluble urban traffic problem. You cre-
ate wonderful gardens on the roofs of tall buildings, hoping to give 
people an extra patch of green, you design delightful homes whose 
occupants enjoy perfect convenience, peace, and comfort. But you do 
all this because you want to cure the city, because you are trying to 
keep it essentially the same as capitalism made it. We, in the USSR, 
are in a more favorable position; we are not tied by the past. 
(...) We are making a diagnosis of the modern city. We say: yes, it is 
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sick, mortally sick. But we don’t want to cure it. We prefer to destroy 
it and intend to begin work on a new form of human settlement that 
will be free of internal contradictions and might be called socialist. 
(...) You write that culture develops only where people are con-
centrated in large masses. But this is perfectly understandable. It 
describes the situation in a capitalist society, though not elsewhere. 
We in the Soviet Union must make culture available to the entire 
population, whatever the cost. (...) we want all the beneficial conse-
quences of concentration for the development of culture and, at the 
same time, all the advantages of dispersal and decentralization for 
spreading culture as uniformly as possible over the population. And 
for this it is necessary to create new socialist forms of population set-
tlement based on elimination of all the disparities between town and 
country.
(...) Permit me to quote Marx’s and Engels’ own words on this sub-
ject.
'The contradiction between town and country is the coarsest expres-
sion of the subjection of the personality to the division of labor, 
which transforms the individual into a limited urban animal, on the 
one hand, and a limited rural animal, on the other.' (Marx)
'The separation of town and country has condemned the rural popu-
lation to millennia of backwardness and the urban population to 
being mere wage slaves, it has destroyed the basis for the spiritual 
development of the former and the physical development of the latter.' 
(Engels)
(...) We are removing from the city nothing less than the city itself, its 
entire system of supply and culture.

Cordial greetings from myself and my friends,
Yours sincerely,
M. Ginzburg"(3).
Le Corbusier was not really used to frequent among the circle of 
Russian intellectuals, although he always kept himself informed 
about the activities taking place in the USSR after the October 

Le Corbusier during his visit in Moscow, in October 1928.

Moscow, 1910.
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Revolution. It was not until 1928 that he 'discovered' a promis-
ing potential within the architectural thought and practice in the 
Soviet Union which captured his attention(4). On the other side, the 
Russians, not only the architects and cultural critics, but also readers 
in general,  as well as administrative persons, had much earlier(5) 
appreciated him as an expert in architecture and planning, an excep-
tional cultural analyst, whose knowledge and experience was needed 
to them in order to fulfill their grandiose aim of reconstructing, 
replanning their country. 

In the spring of 1930, Le Corbusier was officially asked by the City 
administration of Moscow to write a report on the projects submitted 
to the competition of the 'Green City of Moscow', which had been 
carried out in the beginning of the year. In accordance with that he 
was also asked to give 'some commentaries' on the future develop-
ment of the new capital. Le Corbusier submitted to the Soviet offi-
cials a great deal of analytical sketches and instructions about the 
organisation of the city but not a critic for the projects. Instead, he 
wrote this letter to Ginzburg, one of the most important Soviet archi-
tects, who had submitted an entry to the competition with his col-
league Mikhail Barshch(6). Ginzburg and Le Corbusier fully respect-
ed each other and they must have already been acquainted from 
1929, due to a collaboration for the translation of Le Corbusier’s 
Urbanisme(7). 

Moisei Ginzburg (1892-1946), had been an influential figure in the 
Soviet architectural scene since 1921, when he moved to Moscow. 
During the Revolution and the Civil War years that followed it, he 
had achieved a certain experience in architectural practice, work-
ing for the preservation of architectural and cultural monuments in 
Crimea, as well as a respectable theoretical background. From 1921 
Ginzburg started developing the principles that would later consti-
tute the basis of the 'Constructivist'(8) movement in architecture. 
His multi-leveled activities were crucial steps towards the develop-

ment of a serious critical architectural environment in the Soviet 
Union. He taught at 'MVTI'(9) and 'VKhUTEMAS'(10) architectural 
history and theory courses and he wrote several articles in archi-
tectural magazines. In 1923 he published his first book Rhythm in 
Architecture, and in 1924 he published his theoretical manifesto 
Style and Epoch, on the course to a method for a 'Soviet architecture' 
based on the analogy of the machine to architecture. Ginzburg was 
in contact with the tendencies in Europe through a series of journals 
which had started to make there way to the Soviet Union(11), and he 
participated in many architectural competitions, as well as a series of 
experimental studies and operations on housing during the late twen-
ties. In 1925 he founded 'OSA', the 'Constructivists´ Architectural 
Association', with the Vesnin brothers, and in 1926 he started editing 
the most influential architectural journal in the USSR until 1930, 
Contemporary Architecture (SA). 

Ginzburg was the first to attach in contemporary architecture the 
meaning of a social task. In the lead article of the first issue of SA, 
in 1926, he called for a new architecture that would plan the total 
urban environment in such manner as to generate a new life and to 
transform townspeople and peasants into new socialist personalities. 
Both Ginzburg and Le Corbusier recongnised in architecture not only 
the potential, but also the commitment to form the new society, to 
become part of a larger economic and social plan. So, a few years 
later after his ambiguous statement "architecture or revolution", pub-
lished in his manifesto Towards a New Architecture, Le Corbusier 
found himself involved in an environment where consciously a revo-
lutionary or socialist, considered as completely synonymous, archi-
tecture was demanded. 
The Green City project by Ginzburg and Barshch in 1930, could be 
regarded as an example of such a revolutionary architecture. In first 
level, the project proposed the reconstruction of Moscow, while fur-
ther on it aimed at proposing the overall resettlement of the Soviet 
population throughout the country. The main principles that were 
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developed in the 'Green City' project gave concrete form to what 
appeared to be the spirit of that age, its zeitgeist. However, the radi-
calism of the project’s expression, went far beyond the intentions of 
the authorities and the 'Green City' was never built.

"The atmosphere of Moscow"

"Moscow, as it appears at the present, reveals a full range of pos-
sibilities in schematic form: above all, the possibility that the 
Revolution might fail or succeed."(12)

Lenin believed that a cultural revolution was necessary to follow 
the political revolution, in order to create and educate the workers’ 
class, in the name of which a radical change in the organisation of 
the society had occurred. The people who had, in fact, provoked 
that social change of historical proportions consisted the minority of 
the population in the Soviet Union, as still after the Revolution the 
eighty per cent of the population was rural. In 1918, Lenin launched 
a programme named  'Plan of Monumental Propaganda', according 
to which "short but expressive inscriptions should be placed in vari-
ous significant places, on suitable walls or on special constructions. 
These inscriptions should contain the most basic Marxist principles 
and slogans, as well as, perhaps tightly worked out formulations 
evaluating one or another great historical event (...)"(13) The city, 
and, further on, architecture was considered as an effective means 
to address, to communicate the new ideology to the society. In 
Ginzburg’s words architecture would serve as the material educator 
for the Soviet people. The goal was to educate the workers, the prole-
tariat, as a social-conscious and class-conscious formation, through a 
new concept of spatial organization. 

From the very first years after the Revolution, the city and the work-
er’s club became the places that played the role of what Ginzburg 
had called social condenser. The club formed the most effective 

organisation to cultivate the notion of community and comradeship 
among its members, through varied communication and a range of 
cultural activities. Almost every factory and enterprise had its own 
art club. Great importance was accorded to the worker’s own active 
participation in generating the visual material of the public festivals. 
These city-wide celebrations, which became integral part of the 
political life in the Soviet Union after the Revolution, were trans-
forming the city to a political arena, and ,what is more, they created 
a link between architecture and urban space. "They were monumental 
in scale, in their content, in the epic nature of their language, and in 
the extend to which they actively invaded the lives of individuals in 
the city."(14) As a matter of fact, these festivities with their temporal 
structures and ephemeral materials were reflecting each historical 
stage at the very moment it was taking place in the Soviet Union. 

This important social-political turn, caused a fundamental change 
to what was afterwards considered to be the clients of architecture; 
it was the masses of people, the society as a whole, and no more an 
individual, whom architecture was further addressing to. As a con-
sequence, radically new relations emerged between architecture and 
the new clients. Le Corbusier recorded, when visiting Moscow in 
1930, this unprecedented situation with enthusiasm: "(...) the plans 
are exhibited in one place today, in another tomorrow. An attentive 
crowd bends over the graphics –young people, men and women. They 
look, they discuss silently, avid, concentrated, intensely curious."(15). 
In the decade 1920-1930, architecture became a considerable means 
of political agitation. Moscow was the very place in which all these 
manifestations appeared in their utmost intention and where this new 
situation was actually reflected.

By 1930, it was a common belief for the majority of the architectural 
community of the USSR to question the problems of the city in the 
context of a "post-revolutionary Marxist society"(16). And this was 
interpreted in a way as to question the problem of the city as a whole 
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system, the relation of the city to the village, as well as the problem 
of the organisation of socialist life. Ginzburg was attempting to shape 
the new frame for architecture: "(...) on what scale should the archi-
tect work? On the scale of whole urban complexes; on the scale of 
problems that are now posed for the first time in all their enormity; 
on the scale of town planning in the widest possible sense."(17)

These discussions took place in the framework of the second debate 
about urban planning, which was raised in the USSR in 1928. It 
was in 1922-23 that the urban scale appeared for the first time in the 
Soviet architectural scene in connection with a number of political 
decisions: the application of the NEP(18) (New Economic Policy) 
programme in 1921, the 'GOELRO' electrification plan through-
out the country, the official 'Legislation Concerning Residential 
Development'(19), as well as the 'Right to Built' decree published in 
1922. All these, followed by a range of administrational adjustments, 
had created the new field in which Soviet architects could operate 
for the first time after the Revolution; this was the organisation of 
the city viewed under the prism of the development of the worker’s 
housing units. The tendencies that appeared that period could be 
summarized in two directions: the one supporting the 'Garden City' 
concept of Ebenezer Howard, although interpretating it in a different 
way(20), and the other visualising cities with skyscrapers follow-
ing the American style, since the United States used to serve for a 
considerable part of people as an exemplary model of modernity(21). 
However, the old generation of architects was still dominant and the 
new ones had not yet formed a concrete point of view. No matter 
how traditional the first, and how naive the ideas of the latter were, 
they served to keep open this significant theoretical issue of urban 
planning, which was thoroughly studied during the second debate 
in the USSR in 1928. Nevertheless, a few critical voices could even 
then be sounded, in that premature period of Soviet architecture, the 
most important of them coming from the 'Constructivists' group, like 
Ginzburg(22), the Vesnin brothers and Alexei Gan. The Post-Revolution ‘face’ of society in the USSR.

The new clients of architecture...
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people were now moving from the country to the cities(24). The 
inadequate living conditions which overran the rural areas motivated 
people to search for a better living in the cities. While there was no 
sufficient infrastructure this turned to important shortage of residen-
tial accommodations. Furthermore, the Party’s call for an increase 
of labor which had been the main challenge since the Revolution, as 
part of the programme to enforce the worker’s class, resulted in an 
unexpected overfulfillment of labour, which in turn increased the lack 
of housing space once again(25). The City administrations, under 
the jurisdiction of which all urban real estate was placed for practi-
cal administrational purposes, were unable to deal with the situation. 
"Due to acute shortage of materials, Russian city administrations are 
unable to maintain the enormous property holdings handed over to 
their care in good repair. As a consequence, Russian city dwellings 
–with only very few exceptions- give the appearance of extensive and 
frightening decay and dilapidation."(26) According to an article writ-
ten in a German newspaper, in 1928,  while "there is no shortage of 
architectural city-planning competitions (...) all these proposals pass 
into oblivion, since the means for their realisation are lacking."(27)

For all these reasons the application of a new plan for the whole 
country was considered necessary. A number of successful political 
decisions activated the mechanism of the 'First Five Year Plan'. More 
analytically, in the XIVth Party Congress in December 1925, the pol-
icy for accelerated industrialization of the country was decided and 
in the XVth in December 1927, the 'First Five Year Plan' was drawn 
up. In the XVIth Party Congress, in April 1929, the economic objec-
tives of it were discussed, it was formulated, approved, and decided 
to be implemented during the years 1928-32. Finally it was published 
in the spring of 1929. The main aspects of the 'Five Year Plan' were 
the development of agriculture through collectivisation, and the pro-
vision of all the necessary industrial base all over the country for the 
building of socialism. The elimination of differences between urban 
and rural living standards was considered of primary importance in 

Considering in parallel with the second debate on urban planning 
in the USSR, what happened at that very period in the West, we 
find that in Russia the problems of the city were raised a consider-
able time before. In 1928 the first CIAM congress was taking place, 
focusing on the development of the housing unit and it was not until 
1933, in the fourth CIAM congress in Athens, that the overall prob-
lem of the city came into discussion. The fifth CIAM congress, in 
Paris in 1937, brought forth the matter of the village and leisure for 
the European architects. 

The reasons which raised all these questions in the Soviet Union so 
early, compared to Europe, are to be found in the special political 
and social condition of the USSR. Since the Revolution, the Soviet 
Union had been in a condition of continuous transition and trans-
formation in all possible levels. Walter Benjamin’s notes, when the 
philosopher visited Moscow in 1926, could give us a general idea of 
how life was within this transitional period: "The dig for power goes 
on from early in the morning to late at night. The entire scheme of 
existence of the Western European intelligentsia is utterly impover-
ished in comparison to the countless constellations that offer them-
selves to an individual here in the space of a month. Admittedly this 
can lead to a certain state of inebriation in which it becomes almost 
impossible to conceive of a life without meetings and committees, 
debates, resolutions and ballotings (...)"(23)
During the late twenties, the process of economical reconstruction 
that had been activated after the Civil War, was still in progress and 
the review of the NEP programme in 1926, while showed a consider-
able progress in certain fields, showed also that it had mainly failed 
to its goals effecting in a number of unwelcomed situations.

As far as the architectural interest of these situations is concerned, 
a major consequence was the inverse migration between town and 
country; contrary to what happened at the beginning of the 1920s, 
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this process. All political and economical decisions were directed to 
the realization of the 'Five Year Plan'. 

Industrialisation became connected to socialism both in the peo-
ples’ of the Party and the workers’ minds(28). As Benjamin, very 
accurately pointed out "the conversion of revolutionary effort into 
technological effort was taking place here. Now it is made clear to 
every communist that at this hour revolutionary work does not signify 
conflict or civil war, but rather electrification, canal construction, 
creation of factories."(29). For the most of them, the machine had 
become the emblem of the new society as it was directly connected 
to a "promised deliverance form backwardness" (30). The fact that 
‘the machine’ was not just invoked philosophically as 'the spirit of 
age', but even more than that it was psychologically depended upon 
to effect miraculous transformations, was attributed by Catherine 
Cooke, a historical and critic of architecture, to "the under-developed 
state of urban fabric"(31). 

Predictably, that unique, in its scale, project had a direct effect to the 
fate of urban and regional planning in the USSR in a very positive 
way. The general plan for the equipment of the country, included the 
construction of factories, dams, canals, mills, transportation infra-
structure. Furthermore, the question about the location of the new 
industrial plants resulted in the further enrichment of the plan by 
the programmatic construction of two hundred new industrial towns 
and one thousand new agricultural ones. This came as an answer to 
a fundamental question about the relation between the place where 
raw materials were extracted, and cities, where the labour was con-
centrated. Soviet planners believed that the proximity of processing 
industries to the sources of raw materials would offer an economic 
solution, and would, also, help to limit the urban growth of the exist-
ing cities by creating new urban centres(32). But this last subject 
was to become the major subject that occupied the debate on urban 
planning, as well as the reason for the development of new urban 

Gustav Klutsis: “Communism - That is Soviet Power, plus Electrification”, poster, 1930.
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theories.

The reconstruction of the whole country in the name of the industrial-
isation began in a quite optimistic climate. Le Corbusier recorded in 
1930: "Moscow is a factory for making plans, the Promised Land of 
technicians. The country is being equipped! A striking flood of plans: 
plans of factories, of dams, of mills, of dwellings, of entire cities. 
All of them under one sign: whatever brings progress. Architecture 
swells, moves, bestirs itself, and gives birth. (...) Moscow is full of 
ideas in birth pangs, of ideas being elaborated, of juries who exam-
ine. The five year plan is a battery firing modern technology."(33) 

"A wave of urbanism is raising the country"(34)
An immediate response to the call for reconstruction of the country 
came from several levels; the 'Stroikom' of the 'RSFSR'(35) set up 
a research and standardization section to study housing problems in 
1928, a number of theoretical concepts, planning schemes and archi-
tectural debates developed. New architectural teams and groups were 
formed, like the 'ARU'(36) and the 'Socialist Settlement Section'(37). 
'OSA', was one of the first groups that resolved at their conference 
to consider the planning of the town, in April 1928, and as they 
announced their goal at this urban scale was to develop a process of 
perception.

The intense discussion about urban planning in 1929, divided the 
members of 'OSA' into two groups, on the side of two strong theories 
of city development. Both of the groups shared a common belief, 
which was against the formation of big cities, considering them as 
products of the capitalist society, which could not adapt to the new 
context of society. However, the theory of urbanisation was in favor 
of a compact development contrary to that of deurbanisation(38), 
which supported a linear development of they called not a city, but 
a 'new settlement'. They both favored decentralization as a principle 
for the reconstruction of the new life and believed that the goal of the 

new urban planning was to eliminate the differences between country 
and city. That is to say, they both aimed at spatialising Marx’s and 
Engels’s theories, although doing so in a different way. According to 
Engels, "(…) abolition of the antithesis between town and country 
is not merely possible. It has become a direct necessity of industrial 
production itself, just as it has become a necessity of agricultural 
production and, besides, of public health. The present poisoning of 
the air, water and land can be put an end to only by the fusion of 
town and country; and only such fusion will change the situation of 
the masses now languishing in the towns, and enable their excrement 
to be used for the production of plants instead of for the production 
of disease."(39)

The urbanists, among whom the most active members were the 
Vesnin brothers, followed an economist’s theory for a moderate 
decentralization and their main idea could be summarised in the 
'Sotsgorod' conception. According to that, the new cities should 
be designed for limited populations, from forty thousands to sixty 
thousands inhabitants, and should be regarded either as collective 
dwellings that have grown to the size of a district, or as a district in 
which all the buildings communicate with each other. When applied 
to existing cities the same concept would localise their growth. 
However, at that point, Pasternak, who opposed to the urbanists’ 
ideas, quoted Engels arguing that a settlement with twenty thousands 
people constituted already "a city with all negative qualities"(40). 
For the urbanists, the new cities should be built at a distance of 30-
50 versts from existing cities, where the new industrial enterprises 
would be erected(41). The urbanist’s type of city reproduced all the 
characteristics of the ideal socialist life; huge 'collectives' based on an 
absolutely communal way of life, accompanied by the complete dis-
solution of family. Their housing blocks, quite simplified structures, 
contained no individual kitchens, while instead of them they pro-
posed special buildings for all communal facilities. Again Pasternak 
argued at that point: "(...) would a ‘large army’ of people, acciden-
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tally joined in one house, actually form a ‘collective’?"(42) 

The deurbanists, on the other hand, represented by Ginzburg, 
Barshch, Pasternak and others, were inspired by a sociologist’s new 
settlement idea, which favored the total elimination of urban centres. 
They considered the contrast between city and country as a charac-
teristic element of the capitalist system, which they wanted to erase 
completely, and in this direction they erased city itself. According to 
them, people were viewed first as individuals, each of which would 
be supplied with its own industrially produced small house. The 
deurbanists followed the idea that collectivization of life should be 
encouraged and not enforced, presenting a more human, less totali-
tarian approach to the interpretation of collective life. 

1. The 'deurbanists': technology as idea (motivation)

The 'Green City' competition
The debate about town-planning developed in the press as well as in 
architectural periodicals at large. A number of plans for the construc-
tion of new towns emerged; Avtostroi, Magnitogorsk, Chardzhui, 
Kominternovsk, Kuznetsk, and among them a plan for a 'Green City' 
outside Moscow. For this last one the concept was a totally different 
one, based on the idea of rest. 

In the beginning of the twentieth century, the idea of leisure began to 
attract much of importance. Even more, in the context of the organi-
sation of life in a communist society, leisure time became a funda-
mental factor, not as a distinct process but within the general process 
of community life. Thus, architects and administratives supported 
that special planned areas accessible to everyone, should be assigned 

to leisure activity. In the Soviet Union the success of the speed pro-
gramme of industrialisation during the late twenties was exclusively 
depended on the maximum productivity of society. The 'Green City' 
project was the first step towards this new direction of thinking, 
according to which the efficiency and productivity of the worker was 
directly connected to his leisure time.

Le Corbusier explained about the rotational mechanism of the fifth 
day of rest, which was adopted in the Soviet Union, after a research 
which had been carried out by doctors and economists at that time. 
"(…) In the USSR Sunday has been suppressed, the rest period of 
the fifth day has been introduced. This rest period comes by turns; 
every day of the year, one fifth of the population of the USSR is 
at rest; tomorrow, it is another fifth, and so on. Work never stops. 
Committees of doctors have drawn the curve of the intensity of pro-
ductivity in work. This curve goes down sharply at the end of the 
fourth day. The economists said: it is useless to be satisfied by a 
mediocre output during two days. Conclusion: the rhythm of machine 
age production is five days; four of work one of rest. But the doc-
tors recognize that modern man overworks, is worn out nervously. 
Restore him during annual vacations? It is not enough and too late 
because he is used up. To keep him in shape, to maintain, to check 
the machine, yes. Besides, isn’t modern medicine oriented by this new 
postulate: the sick are not healed, healthy men are made. Vacations, 
once a year (fifteen days, a month), it is too late; defects have weak-
ened the machine for good, incurably: wear, the modern world wears 
out."(43)

It appears that an article in Pravda newspaper, written by a journalist 
in January 1929, mobilized the architects to design a 'Green City' in 
Moscow’s outskirts. The article was denouncing the gradual appear-
ance of weekend dachas for the privileged around Moscow, and sug-
gested instead that the warm and dry climate northeast of Moscow 
should be made accessible to all. Given the fact that the electrifica-
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tion programme and the railway between Moscow and Pushkino 
would be soon completed, the article suggested the erection of a 
proletarian sanatorium in the site. The initial idea was of a holiday 
resort in the forest, a place for short holidays that could be accessed 
through the first Soviet highway which was under construction. 
Soviet institutions, and housing cooperatives were invited in order 
to build this "kind of cultural complement or socialist amendment of 
Moscow"(44). The 'Green City' would offer to the moscovite workers 
cultural and sporting facilities that they could use on a rotating basis, 
one day in five, or even for longer holidays. In addition to the rest 
period of the fifth day, the city would be inhabited two weeks or a 
month at a time by officials or workers who would take their annual 
vacations there, while the ill would find sanatoria in the Green Cities.
The proposal was welcomed with enthusiasm, always in accordance 
to the enthusiasm about the machine: 

                                "Here, in four years’ time,
there will be a garden city!

The racket of explosions
is scattering the bands of bears

and a sparkling 'Giant'
will rip minerals

from the bowels of the earth.
Here walls will rise,

steam screech through whistles.
Siberia will blaze with furnaces

like a hundred suns.
Here there will be a home for us
and white bread off the ration,

the taiga, defeated,
will retreat beyond Baikal."(45)

In the first weeks of 1930 two projects for the 'Green City' were 
published in the SA journal after the publication of the article. One “Celebration for the union of the city and the village”.
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project was from the deurbanists and the other by Ladovsky, the 
founder of the 'ARU' team. Not a long time after that, an official 
competition was organised by the State. The Moscow Soviet, the 
Trade Unions, and a large number of governmental institutions were 
grouped together in a company which announced an architectural 
competition which intended to "carry out the utmost development of 
the collectivization of life possible in the present stage."(46) A 15,000 
hectare site (15x12 km2), including 11,500 hectares of forest, was 
selected 37 km northeast of Moscow. "To determine the data bases 
for the competition, committees of doctors, committees of women, 
committees of athletes went to work."(47) At that time the population 
of Moscow in 1930 was about 2.000.000 people and according to the 
statistics it would reach the 3.000.000 in the next three to five years.

The official program of the competition launched in 1930 for a 
'Green City Resort of Moscow', required only housing with recrea-
tional and cultural facilities for one hundred thousand vacationing 
workers from Moscow. The 'Green City' would serve as a health 
complex in the Moscow suburban area, a city of recuperation devot-
ed to the fifth day of rest. Apart from the proposals submitted by 
the deurbanists under the direction of  Barshch and Ginzburg, and 
Ladovsky’s proposal, also Fridman, Melnikov and maybe others took 
part in the competition. Le Corbusier’s outline plan was submitted 
later in 1930 on account of the report he was asked to write on the 
competition projects. We present the most interesting among the par-
ticipations.

Konstantin Melnikov’s (1890-1974) project was a quite collectivist 
one; his care was to stress the relation between man and nature, but 
also to accommodate communal life in hotels, rather than houses, 
with spaces where people could meet and socialise. The plan had 
a circular development and was divided up into sectors with light-
weight wooden constructions. The project was based on the idea of 
'hypnopaedia', according to which, it is possible to change man’s 

character through the acquisition of knowledge during sleep. He 
designed the central hotel of the city as a 'laboratory of sleep'. 
This last element was enough to mark the project as anti-socialist. 
Melnikov accepted a severe critic from the jury: "How could a major 
architect permit himself to apotheosize sleep at the very time when 
the nation was gearing up to transform life through work?"(48)

Nikolai Ladovsky’s (1881-1941) project, on the other hand, was a 
rather rational one. He suggested a radical but gradual transformation 
of the closed radial-concentric lay-out of Moscow by a paravola-
shaped planning scheme, all  ending on a basic axis along which 
the new functions of the centre were to develop so as to protect the 
historical centre from further overloading. These paravola would be 
realised as a series of looping service roads providing accesses to the 
resorts and the sanatorium. Ladovsky’s proposal accepted the most 
positive critic and was selected as a "basis for the construction of the 
‘Green City"(49), provided that considerable improvements would be 
carried out. 

The proposal of the 'deurbanists' (a,b)
Finally, the most radical entry was the one carried out by the deur-
banists. Ginzburg and Barshch proposed that the historical city 
of Moscow should be almost erased and that all of its human and 
administrative 'substance' should be dispersed to the countryside, to 
the ‘Green City’. The text and drawings that they submitted to the 
competition had a very polemic character. The project was com-
mented negatively because, according to a member of the jury, it had 
"shifted the problem elsewhere"(50). 

Indeed, Barshch’s and Ginzburg’s team disregarded the terms of the 
competition to some extend and treated the 'Green City' as a part 
of their overall idea of the 'new settlement', a concept that in its 
completion involved the whole Soviet territory. They regarded the 
competition as a chance to propose the reconstruction of the city of 
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Moscow, which would later serve as a model for other cities. In their 
own words: "The Green city project is only a part of the bigger task; 
the reconstruction of the existing city. To totally spread out building, 
people and workplaces, Green City is the first measure towards the 
reconstruction of Moscow."(51) According to their idea, through a 
gradual and systematic evacuation the crowded and congested city 
would be reformed in a completely new settlement, which would 
have nothing of the traditional structure of a city. 

The plan they actually submitted to the competition could be regard-
ed as a scaleless plan, a schematic urban prototype, which could, 
theoretically, equally be applied to a city and to the whole country. 
The whole idea was based on extended use of technological infra-
structure. Okhitovich, the group’s theoretical 'support', argued that 
the power grid had to form the basis of the new regional planning 
system. He proposed a rectangular pattern that would cover the entire 
country with a vast power network instead of the traditional way of 
radial systems emanating from hydroelectric plants built on the great 
rivers. That nationalwide power grid, neither favoring nor neglecting 
any particular area, would make possible to set up a factory at any 
point and to disperse factories from one end of the country to the 
other, in proximity to the sources of the material. The ideal eventual 
result for Okhitovich, would be "a cityless, decentralized, evenly 
populated nation of communities distributed alongside major trans-
portation arteries in unspoiled natural surroundings."(52).

This total conception of land use on national scale was quite a prod-
uct of the environment that the new ideology, based on the Marxist-
Engelian theories, had created in the USSR. According to Catherine 
Cooke, "the pass from multiple to single ownership had created 
a space manifestly accessible to reshaping as a whole"(53). The 
nationalisation of land, as a general treat, had a direct effect on the 
way that land-values were counted in the Soviet Union. It effected in 
an almost unconditional freedom, both from the side of the officials, 

as well as from the side of the architects, to the choices and concepts 
that were developed about crucial matters, like the location of indus-
try, the planning of new cities, the placing of transport networks, etc. 
Considering the fact that the land-value was among the most power-
ful determinants of the form and fabric of European cities, one could 
understand its fundamental role to the development of the urban 
theories in the USSR.
 
Further on, the general scheme, which Ginzburg and Barshch, sub-
mitted to the competition, was merely illustrating the main idea, 
while when applied to a certain territory it would adapt to the charac-
teristics of land: "(…) with reference to the linear principle of popu-
lation distribution, it should be noted that the theoretical straight line 
will be replaced by a more flexible curve. The object is to draw men 
closer to nature. Accordingly, this curve must be modelled on nature, 
must make it possible… to use all the intrinsic characteristics, all the 
wealth of nature. If it meets a hill, our strip of dwellings will climb 
it in a series of terraces, it will skirt lakes and in the middle of a for-
est break up into little clusters among the trees, and finally, and this 
deserves to be stressed, on passing through an area of small farms 
it will collectivise them. By introducing a peasant population into 
this segment of our linear city we, in fact, eliminate the differences 
between town and country (…)"(54)   

The deurbanists’ proposal for the 'Green City' had two main goals: 
the invention of a socialist urban scheme, and the development of 
new housing types that would accommodate the new socialist life. 
Unlike to what the urbanists did, they arrived to doubt at a certain 
point all the research that had been carried out in the preceding years, 
and questioned again both matters of architecture and planning, as 
well as the very meaning of that 'new way of life'. After having seri-
ously considered the results of the experimental period, between 
1926-1929, Barshch and Ginzburg appeared quite critical to some 
of their previous ideas. Their entry to the competition included an 
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extensive text, a total map, a series of designs for housing cells and 
communal buildings, like auditoriums, stadiums, stations, clubs, and 
sketches for possible situations. 

a. The 'new settlement' (urban scale)
The deurbanists’ idea of the new settlement was based on a social 
theory, formulated by Michail Okhitovich, who, although a sociolo-
gist, was considered an active member of the 'OSA' group. His logic, 
thoroughly Marxist, held that every form of settlement, including the 
grouping of individual houses in cities, resulted from social forces, 
that is to say, the existing social relations of production and the 
social definition of necessity. According to him no 'natural' forms 
of settlement existed, but only social ones; and social forms could 
not conform to new content. Okhitovich argued that "the city is a 
specific socially, not territorially determined human entity. It is an 
economic and cultural complex."(55) In an article he wrote in SA, 
in 1929, entitled 'On the problem of the city', Okhitovich posed the 
question which set off the development of the deurbanists’ theory: 
"The question to be elucidated now is, must the different functions 
of the ‘city’ exist in one body; will they become fatally estranged  
by separation, as the parts of a living organism would be? In other 
words is the growth of huge crowding, including ‘socialist’ crowding, 
of people, buildings and so forth on one spot inevitable, or not? (...) 
We ask ourselves, where will we resettle all the urban population and 
enterprises? Answer: not according to the principle of crowding, but 
according to the principle of maximum freedom, ease and speed of 
communication possibilities. All these linked functions make up a sin-
gle organisational complex. But the city was also a complex. Having 
destroyed one form of city, will we not be creating a new city? If you 
like a quarrel about terminology, let this complex be a city. Let as 
call it, shall we say, the Red City of the planet of communism. If one 
talks about the essence, then this new complex will be called not a 
point, a place, or a city, but a process, and this process will be called 
deurbanisation."(56)

In Barshch’s and Ginzburg’s understanding this process would take 
place in three stages in the 'Green City'. The first stage would be the 
continuous and systematic evacuation of Moscow and dispersal of 
industries, commercial, scientific and administrative establishments, 
while at the same time the infrastructure for subsequent transfers 
would be created within the 'First Five Year Plan'. In the second 
stage, progressive resettlement of the population of Moscow along 
highways linking Moscow with its neighboring cities would take 
place. The rural proletariat would be regrouped along these same 
routes, in a way that rural and urban populations would be mingled 
and use the same housing, stores and cultural facilities. The final 
stage was the prohibition of all new construction in Moscow and 
planting trees in all the sites left vacant, as a result of transfers out of 
Moscow. Thus, their main goal would be succeeded: "Moscow itself 
will become a Central Park of Culture and Leisure towards which the 
ribbons of socialist settlement will converge."(57)

Furthermore, the proposal defined the basic principles of the socialist 
organisation. These were complete and full socialization of all eco-
nomic and service processes of the collective society, (including edu-
cation, child raising, etc.), complete rationalization and homogeniza-
tion of production and centralization, decentralization of consump-
tion, spatial separation of production and consumption, complete 
spatial rationalization, including roadsystems.  (diagram 2)

The general layout of the plan had a natural rather than geometrical 
order. Its basic organization was based on a vast network of trans-
portational axes. The axes, highways, constituted the like, repeated 
unit, across which housing, as well as all communal facilities were 
located, in different distances from it. Small productive units were 
dispersed at the intersectional points of the highways, while extrac-
tive industries and agriculture were placed in the inner areas of the 
settlement. Administration establishments, were also located in the 
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inner area.    

Diagram 1, shows the schematic organisation of a populated zone 
in an arbitrary selected geographical area of the 'Green City'. The 
facilities were rationally distributed around each side of the highway 
in strips of 50m. The origins of this organisational system go back 
to 1924, when Ginzburg introduced the idea of the ‘flow diagram’, 
which described the multiple human movements between the spe-
cialised and identifiable events within a building. The idea, which 
derived from an analogy to the machine, was now applied to the 
scale of the whole city as a tool for spatial organisation. 

The organisation of housing around the transportational axes aimed 
at the success of maximum efficiency in two different levels. The 
first level was that of construction; by placing houses there Barshch 
and Ginzburg wanted to "reduce the total amount of roads, sanitary 
services, etc."  The second level was that of productivity; in their 
own words "the housing has to be so well spread that the problem 
of work, recreation and culture, as a sort of non-disturbed process 
becomes solved through the socialistic life style"(58).

As it has already been said before, the transportational system played 
a decisive role in the organisation of the city. The general settle-
ment scheme provided a network of major roads for the transport of 
raw materials, fuel, semi-finished and finished products, as well as 
for labour. The central railway station was a nodal point within the 
city; it was the place where the workers arrived and departed every 
day from and towards the factories. Every two kilometres, a station 
crossed a highway and at that point, a transfer was created. Then, it 
was the bus that would distribute the workers within the city. "First 
is the busstop, then on the way to it, there are several recreation 
and sport centres and afterwards the housing strip. When someone 
comes from Moscow, from the factory, he gets off at the busstop. On 
the way to his housing cell he can wash himself, take a bath, have 

Diagram 1: ‘flow diagram’ showing the distribution of post offices, canteens, sport facili-
ties, libraries, cinemas, clubs,  park of culture and rest across the transportational axis.

Diagram 2: the placement of the city-industry in relation to the area of sources (2+3) and 
supply lines (1+4).
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‘Green City’, 1930, general plan.
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a meal, read the newspaper, play volleyball or tennis and at the end 
if he needs destruction or rest, or to do something creative alone he 
goes straight to his house." Any kind of transportational and com-
municational means were mobilised to determine the daily life of the 
individual, even something that was called 'thermowaggon': "When 
someone needs to spend more time at the recreation and the food-
supply centre he can walk to it through the covered passageway. To 
avoid this the following organization is proposed: Each food, recrea-
tion and sport centre has 10-15 small thermowaggons. With a tel-
ephone call one may have tea, breakfast, or whatever he likes in his 
house, carried by the small thermo-cars."(59) (diagram 3)

The idea of such an extended transportational network derived again 
from Okhitovich’s theory. Okhitovich had developed a variant of 
transportation theories as a solution to the urban problem in Soviet 
Union. According to them, until decentralization of production could 
be achieved, fast and flexible transportation would carry the work-
ers to the old cities’ concentrated industry, a solution made possible 
by the mass production and distribution of the autobus, based on the 
techniques pioneered by Henry Ford(60). For Okhitovich, the end of 
the city as a form of human habitation depended on a change not in 
the mode of production but rather in the means: "The revolution in 
transport represented by automobilisation reverses all the old argu-
ments about the inevitability of congestion and the crowding together 
of activities and buildings (...) energy transmition and the new com-
munications possibilities have eliminated the need for territorial con-
tiguity. Space is now measured by time."(61) 

Furthermore, housing was organised across these major roads in 
continuous bands of bunched housing units raised on pillars. The 
dwellings were to range from communal blocks to one-family homes, 
with gaps 50 m wide in-between them. A parking area of 200-250 m 
width was lying between the house and the road in order to liberate 
the house from dust and noise, while from the other side the house 

Diagram 3, distribution of food supply to the canteen and the housing strip.

Diagram 4, organisation of schools in relation to their placements and to the traffic line.
On the left is shown the development of man, from baby to worker.
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was opened to an immense green area. Covered walkways lead from 
the regularly spaced bus stops along the main road to the housing, 
while passing by the various communal establishments. This network 
of public service establishments contained post offices, libraries, chil-
dren’s institutions and communal centres, all located in these park-
land strips. Each of these communal centres, contained a canteen, 
a distributor of domestical goods, storage areas, sport equipment, a 
reading hall of the local library, recreation hall, a hairdresser, etc.

A park of culture and leisure, with a club, cinema, sports complex, 
exhibition area and  swimming pool, would be located along each 
side of the ribbon. Barshch and Ginzburg paid special attention to 
stress in their text the importance of leisure and health, as values that 
should be found within, and not outside, the modern city: "If some-
one is sick, when a city is badly built, that is, it is noisy, dusty, miss-
ing the daily light, then someone escapes to the most practical medi-
cine: builds a small house in the countryside with a bathroom. A city 
for recuperation, a Green City, that is the medicine. (...) Then you 
don’t have to move away from the city to get medicines. Light, air, 
sun and green, only if you are driven from curiocity, or from the will 
to change your location, to experience  the differences of nature, only 
if you want to see something new you have to go outside (...)"(62). 
They argued that the system of healing the sickness, instead of pre-
venting it, was based on the capitalist system of oppositions, which 
they wanted to destroy.

Another crucial point of the proposal was the educational system. 
Accordingly to what Marx had written in the 'Communist Manifesto', 
education should be related to production and should be on national 
cost, while, schools should be regarded as the places where socialisa-
tion would begin, from the moment the child could leave its mother’s 
care. Barshch and Ginzburg developed the idea that: "The schools 
will not function as classes where the teacher is instructing the stu-
dents, but as laboratories with workplaces where the students will 

learn by themselves under the guidance of the pedagogue. To make 
it possible that every small school is equipped with special technical 
instruments, every school is specialized in a certain field of knowl-
edge: natural sciences, agriculture, social studies, industry, housing 
building, etc. The specialization of every school depends on its posi-
tion. For example, schools that are close to the 'kolchoz'(63) areas 
will be agriculture schools, etc. The laboratories will not be only for 
study but for social development as well. Students may switch from 
one school to the other from period to period at any time. These 
exceptional communication abilities amid the institutions of the 
Green City are provided by a complete transportational system. It is 
of great value that schools are connected to each other, and to pro-
duction. This expands the horizons of the students. In the American 
schools, students are learning geography from airplanes. In the 
Green City, the bus is the fundamental medium of knowledge."(64) 
Their programme included 75 schools in total, which would be 
decentralised. Each of the schools would have around 150 students, 
and no bigger schools would be allowed, in order to avoid unneces-
sary densification. (diagram 4)

b. The 'housing problem' (architectural scale)
The second goal of the 'Green City' project was to develop new hous-
ing types that would accommodate the new type of life. And this new 
type of life was reffering to a new type of man, the 'socialist man', in 
the name of whom the Revolution had taken place: "(...) a man who 
was to divide his time among productive labor, individual or collec-
tive study, cultural recreation, sports and physical trainning; a man 
who loved his children and, precisely because he loved them, was 
willing to entrust their education to specialists and see them only 
when he was free of all preoccupations and able to give them all his 
attention; a man for whom marriage was not the enforced submis-
sion of one partner to the other, but a free and considered associa-
tion, moreover, that could be dissolved whenever harmony ceazed to 
exist."(65) 
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In the development of housing, again, the use of technology became 
essential. For Ginzburg and Barshch, flexibility would be one of the 
basic principles of housing, in order to correspond to the needs of 
that type of man. In architectural terms that was translated in houses 
made from prefabricated materials and composed of standardised 
parts. That type of housing would constitute the perfect environ-
ment for the development of voluntary-based relations between the 
members of the community, and would give the reasonable respect 
to the free will of the individual. In their own point of view, it was 
the only way to free the members of society of the exploitation of the 
one by the other, which began when the special bond between two 
persons ceased to exist. In their own words: "Prefabricated houses! 
No matter if the first ones are not a success. How fortunate that they 
can be dismantled as easily as they are assembled; no one will object 
if husband and wife or two close friends or even a group of friends 
build their individual homes side by side, combine them in a single 
block; each unit will always remain private, with its own individual 
entrance and access to the garden. But if there is a falling out, if 
friend quarrels with friend or one of them marries, there will be no 
problems with ‘living space’, since at nay time the units can be sepa-
rated, made bigger or smaller, or even dismantled and rebuilt in a 
completely different spot."(66)

Prefabricated houses had even more characteristics according to 
Barshch and Ginzburg; they offered a combination of light and low-
cost construction materials, as well as mobility. Contrary to the petty-
bourgeois house, which was chained to the ground for years, and 
was unable to adopt to the new fast-moving, changing life, the new 
structure embodied all the characteristics of the new epoch. Further 
on, the new type of house would offer the possibilities for a clos-
est relation between man and the nature, which had become of great 
significance in the socialist life: "The housing unit has two facades. 
(...) Sunrise and sunset, nature on all sides, all that in not luxury but 

Plan and section of the Central Railway Station.

Prefabricated housing types, ‘Green City, 1930.’
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the satisfaction of undeniable needs. (...) The sun traverses the whole 
of the housing unit. When the windows are swung back, the unit is 
transformed into a terrace surrounded by greenery. The bedroom 
loses its specific ‘bedroom’ character almost completely. It dissolves 
into nature."(67) Special care was attended to the hygienic conditions 
of housing also: "The cell has air and light from two sides. This pro-
vides a certain feeling of space and awareness of nature. And to feel 
nature, light and sun, is not a luxury but a basic need. The sun has to 
invade the house by ceiling-height windows. These are sliding win-
dows and thus the house can be transformed to a terrace surrounded 
by green. The house is a small element in the endless space of nature, 
organised for and by the human kind."(68)

Another subject of great importance, the radical change of the posi-
tion of woman in the new society, was reflected in this type of flex-
ible, potentially individual housing units. That was again a fully 
Marxist idea which was performed in space. The 'community of 
women' was considered as a condition which belonged entirely to 
bourgeois society and which could no longer exist in the context of 
a socialist environment. "(...) Above all a mother is a worker, and 
not the wife of her husband. She goes to work. The child lives at the 
crèche or at the kindergarten."(69) The housing cells tried to accom-
modate this entirely new condition, tried to free the one part of the 
society, to establish the absolute emancipation of woman. 

Ginzburg and Barshch developed sixty-one standardised units for the 
green city site, thirteen out of which were approved for prefabrication 
and experimental construction. The responsibility for this construc-
tion was entrusted to a 'Brigade for Socialist Resettlement' within the 
shareholding company 'Green City'(70).  

2. The 'OSA': technology as  practice (solution)

The first experiments

Pinus Natalya: ‘Worker’, poster, 1931.
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The ideas of housing that appeared in the 'Green City' project, in 
1930, could not really be regarded as common-shared among the 
architectural community of that period. They could rather be charac-
terised anarchist compared to what was then interpreted as socialist 
for the majority of the architects, although not for the most of the 
people too. For Ginzburg and Barshch there had been a process dur-
ing the years 1926-1929, through which their first absolute and rigid 
beliefs had been smoothened and matured. Experience and time had 
made clear for them that the people were not the ‘broken machine’ to 
be reassembled with new components, to be mended by omniscient 
intellectuals, as they once believed. Through this process the notions 
of family and collectivity, in terms of their spatial expression, had 
been reevaluated. 

By 1930, Barshch and Ginzburg discarded their previous ideas on 
housing, especially those regarding the 'house-commune', which 
were developed under the main direction of 'OSA', before it got 
divided into two groups. Among other reasons for this reversal, the 
most decisive one was the negative responses they received from the 
workers to the 'questionnaires' that they had distributed to several 
communal houses. The results of their research showed that the liv-
ing conditions that actually existed in the Soviet Union of the late 
twenties, were completely different from the planned way of life, 
which was an attempt to embody in the design the new socialist ide-
als for the family and the community. Instead, due to the technical 
impossibility of the State to offer a sufficient infrastructure, endless 
"queues for washbasins, lavatories, cloakrooms, canteens"(71) had 
made their appearance, as well as anxiety among the working masses 
had began to arouse because of the extensively reduced living spaces. 
The few prototypes that had been actually built, had been rapidly 
transformed into slums. 

Indeed, the first interpretations about what a socialist life should be 
like, had lead in some cases to extreme suggestions. Collectivisation 

became connected to the idea of demolition of the family. The attacks 
against the institution of family derived from the common belief, 
that the family imposed compulsory bonds among its members and 
in doing so, it provoked the enforcement of the relations between 
the individual and the community. According to that, a prototype 
had been formulated, which replaced the private kitchen and laun-
dry with the cooperative 'kitchen and dining room and laundry', the 
private nursery with the cooperative 'crèche and kindergarten', all 
the private shops with a 'central governmental store'. It was a pro-
totype that would eliminate housekeeping drudgery. Kuzmin, who 
was one of the most fanatic critics aginst the family, had pulled the 
idea of organised collective life into its limits. Very similarly to Le 
Corbusier’s concept to draw a 'manual of the dwelling'(72) for the 
house, or what he called "a machine to live in", Kuzmin formulated 
an exemplary socialist programme, which would free the worker 
"from the family and bring about new opportunities and more leisure 
for cultural activities"(73) in his time. The programme was as fol-
lowing:

10p.m.: bed-time / eight hours sleep
Rise at 6a.m.: gymnastics (5 minutes)
6.05: toilet (10 minutes)
6.15: shower (5 minutes optional)
6.20: dress (5 minutes)
6.25: walk to the dinning room (3 minutes)
6.28: breakfast (15 minutes)
6.43: ...(74)

However, Ginzburg, who also accepted these ideals in a theoretical 
level never adopted such extreme practices; his research was directed 
to the evolutionary achievement of the 'new life'. In a text written in 
1929 he was denouncing: "a knowledge of Marxist theory would have 
prevented us from excluding the human personality from communist 
housing, it would have prevented us from substituting communalism 
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for communism."(75) 
In 1927, the 'Typological Section’ of ‘Stroikom'(76) under Ginzburg’s 
presidence set up a research about the organisation of the way of life, 
which was the first to a study in a completely scientific way. It was a 
work on the quantitative and qualitative factors of the worker’s hous-
ing, based on the idea of 'graradual collectivisation', as a determinant 
factor in the development of the building type which would consti-
tute the social condenser. The results of this work, which took place 
during the years 1928-1929, were published in 1929 with the title We 
have heard. The publication contained a series of new typologies, 
model designs and assemblies for the construction of dwelling rec-
ommended for use in 1930. In addition to that, the construction of six 
experimental communal houses of 'transitional' design was decided. 

The hypothesis for 'Stroikom' was stated in a very precise and tec-
tonic manner, ranging from spatial dimensions, suggestion of furni-
ture type, light quality, the usage of material and color to the possible 
process of construction. The technical research was directed to the 
development of an economic socialist type of building. Intensive 
standardisation and mass production of the structural elements of the 
buildings were the basic demands of the research. The simplest and 
more direct solutions were sought, and a number of decrees regulated 
the uses of materials, the thickness of walls and partitions, the sizes 
of the windows, while unnecessary projections and balconies were 
forbidden. Furthermore, the fact that the governmental priorities for 
the material distribution were given to the big scale industrial enter-
prises left for housing only secondary materials and leftovers. As a 
result Soviet architects occupied themselves with tests and revising 
the standards of available materials and under a commission formed 
by the 'Council of Labour and Defence' new standards had been 
devised. At the same time, researches for new building materials 
combining lightness, heat-conservativism and fire-resistance, were 
carried out. 

The team resulted in six apartment types, named as Types A to F, 
which fulfilled the "economic spatial prototype for a collective hous-
ing"(77). The diagrammatic representation of cubic capacity of hous-
ing units with graphs of their economic efficiency, comparing the six 
types, showed that 'Type A', a typical Russian housing unit before 
revolution, with a big living area and a traditional kitchen, was only 
efficient for a unit of fifty or more square metres and 'Type B', a 
later version that they succeeded in reducing the height of ancillary 
accommodation, was slightly more developed. Then, various versions 
of arranging housing units along a corridor in four different ways 
produced 'Type C' serving a single floor, 'Type D'  and 'Type F' serv-
ing two floors, and 'Type E' serving three floors(78). Finally, 'Type F' 
was considered the most cost-efficient to serve mass settlement.

'Type F' was developed in two different levels offering 25 square 
metres of living space; according to their calculations an appropri-
ate size for a housing unit should vary from 10-40 square metres). 
Kitchen and living unit were accommodated under a 3,5 metres 
height space, while bedrooms and sanitary units were under a 2,15 
metres height, which was the minimum permissible limit. In addi-
tion to that, kitchen, bathroom and hallway were reduced to minimal 
spaces. A spatial combination of 'Type F' units mirrored up in section, 
gave an in-between corridor, which lead to the collectives, that is a 
reading room, a relaxing area, common kitchen and dinning space 
and kindergarden. As far as construction matter was concerned, "(…) 
most of the housing combination are standard elements. The light 
ones will be fabricated in the factory in winter, and assembled at the 
location with no trouble by workers."(79) 

Narkomfin building
The design of a complex for the officials of Narkomfin(80) offered 
the ground to Ginzburg and his team to test the research they had 
held out for 'Stroikom'. The dwelling part consisted of a six-storey 
block with two corridors, one on the first and one on the fifth floor. 
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'Type F' and a new 'Type K' were applied, the first for small fami-
lies or childless couples and the latter for larger ones. According to 
Ginzburg, the complex was required "to accommodate fifty families 
who would largely retain their old individual character"(81). Since 
the building aimed at educating and preparing people for collective 
life, without making such a way of life compulsory, there was no 
obligation of using the communal facilities provided in this build-
ing. Therefore, individual kitchens continued to exist in both types 
of unit. Many collective facilities were offered at the inhabitants’ 
disposal, amongst them gymnasiums, 'summer dinning-rooms on the 
roof', libraries and room for 'intellectual work' brightly articulated the 
encouragement of a collective way of life.

Materials and building methods were tried out in this project. These 
included weight-bearing ferro-concrete frames, thermo insulated 
outer walls, fire-doors, sliding windows, standardized prefabricated 
structural elements, such as pillars, girders panels, windows and 
doors, and their assembly on site. Other experiments were also car-
ried out; in spatial organization, to find the human scale for the 
rooms, a maximum permissible limitation of space, etc; in lighting, 
to establish the relationship between the dimension of rooms and the 
lighting required for them, and to create the apparent enlargement 
of interiors by the rationalized distribution of window space; and in 
color, by the differential shading of walls and ceilings to stimulate 
the perception of interior space, and by the functional use of colors 
for purposes of orientation within the building.

The Narkomfin building was an example of a transitional rather than 
fully communal type, which according to Ginzburg was supposed to 
give an idea of what the future life would be like.

3. The 'Constructivists': technology as hypothesis
Narkomfin Complex, 1928-1930, M.Ginzburg & M.Barshch.

Diagrammatic representation of cubic capacity of the six 
types to their economic efficiency, ‘Stroikom’, 1928.
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the creation of a ‘constructive’ architecture.

Ginzburg’s theory of stylistic change in Style and Epoch was based 
on the argument that all great historical styles have been conditioned 
by the essential factors of their epoch, that is, the particular attributes 
of their environment, as well as the material and cultural contingen-
cies of their overall context. According to Ginzburg, "each style 
is perceived to be a self-contained organism that passes through a 
regular and predictable life cycle consisting of three stages of genetic 
growth; ‘youth” which is fundamentally constructive in nature; 
‘maturity’ which is organic; and ‘old age’, the withering away of 
style, which is decorative"(82). He pointed out that the most essential 
one, the constructive stage, involved the intervention of new building 
techniques and types that were devoid of decorative embellishment, 
which arise in order to accommodate the new social process and 
demands. 

According to Ginzburg, the historical determinations of the new 
style, the factors unleashing the "vital spark of creative energy"(83) 
needed to impel the genetic cycle of stylistic change towards a new 
'constructive' stage, were the Industrial and the Russian Revolutions. 
The industrial revolution gave rise to the machine, which mechanized 
the productive forces of society and, thereby, supplied the scientific 
and technological base for modern architecture. The Russian revolu-
tion, on the other hand, advanced the proletariat as the vanguard of 
a new socio-economic order. Ginzburg concluded that the workers’ 
housing and the factory were destined to be the prime symbols of 
this new revolutionary epoch, just as like the temple had been for 
ancient Greece, the cathedral for the Gothic world, and the palace for 
the Renaissance. The elements generated by the solution of these two 
building types had to become the decisive elements of the new style.

The machine
"Under the influence of the machine is forged in our minds a con-

The housing-typology study for 'Stoikom' was only a part of the 
research that Ginzburg had made before the 'Green City' project. 
Another important part of his research was the theoretical one, devel-
oped in his book Style and Epoch, in which the origins of the con-
structivists are to be found. Nevertheless, many of the concepts that 
can be traced in the Green City, although transformed and reshaped 
through the years, lead us back 1924, when Ginzburg made a state-
ment on the transitional character of architecture due to the techno-
logical and social changes that followed the First World War and the 
Revolution. 

"Towards a new method"
With a lot of similar illustrations, like aircrafts, or grain silos in the 
United States, but more importantly, with its overall content, Style 
and Epoch unavoidably invites comparison with Le Corbusier’s 
Towards a new Architecture. Ginzburg was certainly influenced by 
the latter, which first appeared in L’Esprit Nouveau magazine in 
1923. To an extend, both of the books wholeheartedly welcomed the 
universal civilizing force of modern technology, a force, which in 
Czarist Russia was already making the continuation of local culture 
increasingly difficult. However, in all comparisons, the differences 
are of greater consequence than the similarities, and these are perhaps 
most clearly indicated by the similarity of the choice of 'images'. 
While both of the texts were illustrated with futurist engineering 
images, they ultimately used this material to different directions. In 
Style and Epoch, the fundamental arguments underlying Ginzburg’s 
treatise were developed in two discrete, but interrelated sections of 
the book. The first section contains an elaboration of the historical 
rationale, which was used to justify Ginburg’s concept of stylistic 
change and, as a consequence, history of a modern style. The second 
section, deals with the scope of methodological problems encoun-
tered in adopting a 'constructive' approach to modern architecture. 
While the first section is more a self-containing discourse on stylistic 
theory, the second represents the essence of Ginzburg’s position on 
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cept of beauty and perfection as entities which best respond to the 
characteristics of the material being organized and to its most eco-
nomical utilization of a specific goal, one which is the most condense 
in form and the most distinct in movement. (…) Hence, it is easy to 
understand why it is precisely these industrial structures that, in our 
primordial epoch of the crystallization of style, should serve as those 
model organisms that will provide us with a point of departure for 
the continued development of architecture."(84) 

In Ginzburg’s view, mechanization was the end product of a rational-
istic view of the world as existing within temporal limits and inclined 
toward a specific organizational goal and purpose. In the absolute 
paradigm of well-defined and precise organization, the machine was 
designed with its harmonious parts, to perform a specific function. 
All its elements had a definite, clear-cut task, each one integrated 
into the overall scheme with absolute precision, in order to assure an 
efficient operation and effective product.

In Style and Epoch, there were two terms that were central to 
Ginzburg’s argument throughout the whole book. The first one, 
sovremennyi, which could be translated as ‘contemporary’ or ‘mod-
ern’, illustrated his awareness of a continuously developing architec-
tural discipline. The other one, konstruktivnyi, which he emphasized 
very strongly, expressed a broad understanding of the process, or 
dynamics, of construction. Therefore, the word meant not only 
'structural', but also 'constructive'. This was the very notion that 
Ginzburg used in order to connect his thought and analysis to both 
the term and concept of 'Constructivism'. It is vital to realize that for 
Ginzburg 'Constructivism' did not constitute a particular formal style. 
"Constructivist architecture embodies the means to styles but not the 
style itself, a working method for designing an organic constructive 
form but not a preconceived idea of its appearance." That, which is 
'constructivist' in Ginzburg’s scheme, is not a style but a method; he 
wised up: "Architect! Do not imitate the form of technology, but learn 

Chernikhov, from machine to architecture...
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the method of the engineering designer."(85) 

4. The end of the dream

At the end of his book, Ginzburg roughly reffered to the city of the 
future. He wrote: "But where is the ‘poetry and romance’ of life to be 
found in this mechanized hell? (...) In the very same place, of course. 
In the sound of noises of the new town, in the rush of the boisterous 
streets, and in the characteristics of the new style, firmly welded in 
modern life and clearly reflected in monumentally dynamic work of 
architecture."(86) 

However, in his proposal for the 'Green City', Ginzburg was far from 
being in the position to adore all this ‘noise and rush of boisterous 
streets’, which he described above. On the contrary, the proposal of 
the deurbanists was a direct attack to the city as a system. In his letter 
to Le Corbusier, Ginzburg denoted that they "are removing from the 
city nothing less than the city itself", which for him meant "its entire 
system of supply and culture". Almost directly the following question 
propounds: what was actually defined as a city by the deurbanists? 
It seems that a redefinition of the notion of the city is manifestated; 
Ginzburg excluded from his definition all these interrelations and 
interconnections which followed that 'system of supply and culture'. 
He rejected the notion of the city as a complex, as a number of circu-
lations and circuits, as a phenomenon of transconsistency.

What the deurbanists proposed could be hardly called a city. But they 
were aware of this and that was actually what they did, they called 
that organism a 'new settlement'. And with this they described a new 
system of relations, which carried no previous connotations like the 
term ‘city’ did. Okhitovich argued that "the city must perish in the 
ruins of the capitalist mode of production, for the city was a require-
ment of trade-capitalist society. When these requirements vanish, so 
will the city, their product. The city is the form, the condition, of the 

The cover of Style and Epoch, 1924, Moisei Ginzburg.
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social relations of capitalist society."(87) The deurbanists chose not 
to work with the city as a hypothesis. Because the city had already 
accumulated too many meanings throughout history that had stigma-
tised it incurably. It was exactly this historical continuity that they 
consciously rejected, and for which Le Corbusier had justifiable criti-
cise them: "consider more exactly that ten centuries of premachine 
civilisation have made these cities for us (...)" 

Their argument was quite absolute: since the existing organism called 
'city' had caused a number of unwanted situations, the only solution 
would be to demolish this organism. The city was responsible for 
the alienation of the relations between humans and nature, as well 
as for that between humans themselves. Furthermore, the term 'city' 
presupposed that there was another non-city condition with different, 
and more likely lower, qualities. And that was turning against one of 
the basic principles of the socialist ideology, one of the fundamental 
conditions for the success of the building of socialism, that is, the 
elimination of differences between the city and the village. 

The deurbanists developed a sociospatial system without densities 
and concentrations, a sterilised system of generalised equality, in 
which, theoretically, all had equal opportunities and accesses to all, 
none was excluded from anything. What they imagined was an entity 
based on a vast transportation network and an advanced system of 
communications, where the automobile or the bus and the telephone 
were the links between the individuals and the public space. Their 
system could be read as a very transparent and democratic organisa-
tion, which tried to abolish any kind of social hierarchy through a 
spatial settlement. Within that system all governmental establish-
ments would be dispersed in the the vast territory of the Soviet Union 
in such a way that they would lose all those characteristics of power 
and prestige that the city form offered them. It is very difficult and 
complicated to perceive, within the context of the current study, how 
that system would actually operate, not only in the scale of the whole 

Soviet territory, but also in the 'city' scale.
 
Together with the socialist organisation, the flowering of every indi-
vidual personality was a strong demand in this socialist settlement. 
As Marx had emphasised: "When private property disappears so will 
bourgeoisie, capitalist personality, but personal property, personal 
consumption, personal initiative, personal level of development, per-
sonal hands, feet, head and brains not only will not disappear, but 
will for the first time be accessible to all and not merely to the cho-
sen, the ‘privileged’, as was true before socialism. (...) the stronger 
the collective bond, the stronger individuality, its formation and its 
distinctiveness."(88) But it seems that Barshch and Ginzburg, in try-
ing to preserve this individuality of the members of the society, they 
actually did that at the expence of the social life. At this point, a 
contradiction appears in their argument; that is in the notion of social 
condenser that Ginzburg had thoroughly developed during previous 
stages. How could this completely denseless environment, with shad-
owly existing interrelations consist a social condenser? Besides, the 
term itself implies that a kind of density is required...

Also, another contradiction lays within their concept. As a basic tool 
in this procedure of reconstruction, the deurbanists used technology. 
However, the technological progress was responsible, for another 
kind of allienation; that of the relation between the worker and the 
product of his labour. But, instead of attacking technology, like 
they did with the city, they use it as the utmost tool of their social-
ist reconstruction, they raise it to an almost sacred instrument. The 
Deurbanistes comprehended the problem of alienation in a antidialec-
tical way; that is, they traced the problem, then its cause and ground, 
and they attempted to eliminate that cause. If it were so, then some-
one could conclude with equally solid arguments that the cause of the 
capitalist production was the evolution of technology; the evolvement 
of the revolution however was as technological as could be, while 
trying at the same time to abolish the exploitation of the workers. 
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The revolution had, nevertheless, inherited a world structured in 
accordance to the capitalist way of production. Even worse, Russia 
did not have yet the infrastructure of capitalist countries. According 
to a modern critic, Susan Buck-Morss, this was a crucial point in this 
condition: "the degree to which the cult of the machine preceded the 
machines themselves."(89) For the proletariat of the Soviet Union 
industrialisation was still the way to a better future, when for workers 
in capitalist countries it was already a lived catastrophe.

The whole concept of the deurbanists could be easily characterised as 
an absolute, naive and utopian idea. But before that, it should be first 
called a revolutionary and visionnary one. The idea of the deurbanists 
deserves to be judged within the very context in which it was born. A 
revolutionary architecture was demanded in the course to transcend 
from one historical period to another, from one historical formation, 
the capitalist city, to another, the socialist city. The solution could not 
be a mediocre, at least not in the level of a theoretical concept. The 
forces of revolution usually mobilise, and contain bigger amounts of  
power, rhetorics and illusions than those that are actually needed in 
absolutely rational relation to the goal, but that is an immanent char-
acteristic of theirs.

At this point, it would be helpful to introduce a term that Walter 
Benjamin used, in order to describe that special state of collective 
mentality which was created in Modernity. Benjamin used the term 
dreamworld to draw that massive faith, or hope to a better future, 
through the process of radical changes, through the complete libera-
tion from bypast forms. According to Susan Buck-Morss, "The dream 
was itself an immense material power that transformed the natural 
world, investing industrially produced objects and built environ-
ments with collective, political desire. (...) this collective dream dared 
to imagine a social world in alliance with personal happiness, and 
promised to adults that its realisation would be in harmony with the 

overcoming scarcity for all."(90) And that dream was certainly domi-
nant in the Soviet Union, not only among the peoples’ masses, but 
also among the authorities, and even before the Revolution. 

In Lenin’s 'Plan for Monumental Propaganda', in 1918, we find a 
commentary on Pisarev, a political radical of the 1860s: "The rift 
between dreams and reality causes no harm if only the person dream-
ing believes seriously in his dream, if he attentively observes life, 
compare his observations with his castles in the air, and if, generally 
speaking, he works conscientiously for the achievement of his fan-
tasies. If there is some connection between dreams and life then all 
is well."(91) The 'Green City' project was based on extended use of 
technology. It presupposed an infrastructure which was not there but 
which, according to the architects, could be achieved in a national 
scale with the intensive industrialisation that was in progress due to 
the 'First Five Year Plan'. In Ginzburg’s mind the plan was absolutely 
realisable: "We know that our project for the socialist reconstruction 
of Moscow will provoke an outcry from the worshippers of the past, 
the restorers, and eclectics of every description, but we are firmly 
convinced that these radical proposals constitute the only workable 
and realizable plan, economically quite feasible even today and 
absolutely inevitable tomorrow."(92) 

What was, then, the fate of the architectural competition for the 
'Green City'?

As it appears, the competition’s results did not really meet the expec-
tations of the jury. According the Jean-Louis Cohen, the president 
of the jury considered that "none of the projects corresponded to 
the problem". And although Ladovsky’s proposal was selected to be 
implemented after further amendments, the 'Green City' was never 
built, at least not as a distinctive plan. It seems that Le Corbusier’s 
‘commentaries on the Green City of Moscow’ shifted the problem 
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elsewhere; they fired the replanning of the capital itself. Le Corbusier 
did exactly what Ginzburg and Barshch had done; he used the 'Green 
City' in order to propose a complete reconstruction of Moscow. 
He erased the existing city keeping only some historical parts, like 
the Kremlin, the church of St. Basil, the Bolshoi theatre, the Lenin 
Mausoleum and occasional religious edifices, representative of a 
selective skyline!(93) That activated a whole new process. Gorny 
launched a broad team of consultants, among which were politicians, 
economists, hygienists, as well as the principal architectural organisa-
tions, like 'ASNOVA', 'OSA', 'ARU', 'VOPRA' and 'MAO'(94), and 
also a questionnaire this time was sent to Le Corbusier.

It would be interesting to compare the answers that Le Corbusier 
gave to these thirty questions posed by the authorities of Moscow, 
with those that the deurbanists actually tried to give through their 
proposal for the 'Green City'. However, the shortage of time could 
not allow it happen in the context of the current study.
 
After all, the Central Committee of the Party met to examine the 
proposals in 1931. Le Corbusier’s proposal was heavily criticised 
both from Gorny, the administrative leader of the bureau for the 
preparation of the plan, as well as from the press. For the authorities 
of Moscow there was no need to reconstruct the city in a completely 
new basis. They were even offended by the fact that he did not really 
evaluate Moscow as a precious cultural centre(95). Furthermore, 
they considered the existing structure of the city socialist enough to 
continue on this basis its further development. In 1932, one more 
consultation was launched, this time with the best known German 
architects. For several reasons, it did not work either, and finally in 
1935 Semenov’s(96) 'General Plan' was adopted. It was a mixture of 
both "Hausmann’s Paris and Vienna Ringstrasse"(97).

The solution which was adopted in 1935 for the reconstruction of 
Moscow pointed out that a fundamentla turn had occured in the 

Women encouraged to combine motherhood with full-time work.

Towards a new life!
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authorities’ minds. Their intentions were far from reaching the ideals 
of the architects and further on of the society. After all, Le Corbusier 
illustrated lively the draw of the final curtain: "Then, one fine day, 
authority, which is the door of reason against which all dreams, just 
and chimerical alike, must eventually knock, authority in the USSR 
said: 'Enough! It’s all over! And stop that laughing!"(98) In 25th of 
april 1932, after a governmental decree all literary and artistic organi-
sations were dissolved...

The end.
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 Notes:

(1)  The phrase is taken out from a text written by Okhitovich, see note 55.
(2) Le Corbusier, Precisions on the present state of architecture and city planning, followed  
 by "The temperature of Paris" and "The atmosphere of Moscow", trans. Edith. S.  
 Aujame, MIT Press 1991, p. 264-266
(3)  Anatole Kopp, Town and Revolution, Soviet architecture and city planning 1917-1935,  
 London 1970, p.253-254
(4)  "Bolshevism means: everything as big as possible, the biggest theory, the biggest proj 
 ects. Maximum. Going to the heart of any question. Examining it in depth. Envisaging  
 the whole. Breadth and size. Till then, I had understood from our newspapers that  
 Bolshevik meant: a man with a red beard and a knife between his teeth." Le Corbusier,  
 The Radiant City, "Bolshoi, or the notion of bigness", Orion Press, New York 1967. 
(5)  The first copies of Le Corbusier's magazine L'Esprit Nouveau had entered Russia already  
in 1921, although "in private hands". Nevertheless, there was a bilateral correspondence   
between Paris and Moscow; the magazine had published quite many articles about the   
artistic activity in the Soviet Union and its issue n.28, in January 1925 celebrated the   
resumption of diplomatic relationships between Paris and Moscow. Jean-Louis Cohen, Le  
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L U D W I G  H I L B E R S E I M E R
R A D I C A L  U R B A N I S M

MARISOL RIVAS VELAZQUEZ
DIEGO BARAJAS 

The work of the German architect and urban planner, Ludwig K. 
Hilberseimer (1885-1967), has lately been  object of different publi-
cations. The research and publications made about his work are quite 
different among each other. Some authors focus on the 20's and 30's 
periods, before he went to U.S. at the age of 53. Others concentrate 
his analysis on the time he was teaching at the ITT in Chicago, espe-
cially on Hilberseimer Decentralized City proposed for Chicago and 
Detroit. What is interesting is the fact how the Decentralized City, 
developed at the ITT School, was a large research process that began 
before his trip to America in 1938. 
Through these pages we trace the line of this research, the forces that 
shaped it and how strongly this was connected to his most known 
project, the High Rise City,  although they had different approaches 
and context, the High Rise City was developed for an industrial 
society, and Hilberseimer Decentralized City was developed in a 
transition from industrial to a post- industrial era, they share similar 
concepts.

Hilberseimer period in America was the time of the American dream, 
but also a time for an increasing paranoia result that was the result 
of the armament run during the cold war. After the great crisis in the 
U.S. and with the impulse that the Second World War gave to indus-
trial economy, many sectors started to incorporate new production 
principles. Production processes theorized by Ford, as serial produc-
tion and decentralization, and Taylor's ideas on control management 
were topics largely analyzed by Hilberseimer.
In a transition period from serial mass production(1) to an incipient 
customization, production systems and efficient control in the process 
influenced Hilberseimer's thoughts about the city and urban structural 
models.
Hilberseimer's urbanism was radical in the sense that the project fol-
lowed a straight clear way. It incorporated other fields, such as indus-
trial processes, towards a large-scale plan with the goal to generate 
organizational models rather than a collage of images.

For Hilberseimer, the aim was not to construct a new city. His 
aim was to construct architecture for the city he faced. And as 
Hilberseimer introduced the writers Walt Whitman words in his book 
The New City, let's find where the 'Great City Stands.'

The place where a great city stands is not the place of strech'd
wharves, docks, manufactures, deposits or produce merely
Nor the place of ceaseless salutes of new comers or the anchors-lift-
ers of the departing,
Nor the place of the tallest and costliest buildings or shops selling 
goods from the rest of the earth,
Nor the place of the best libraries and schools, nor the place where 
money is plentiest,
Nor the place of the most numerous population...
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1 The Will of Aesthetics

Art & Aesthetics
The beginning of the twentieth century was a turbulent time. 
Accepted beliefs about religion, politics, science and technology had 
undergone attack from likes of Charles Darwin, Friedrich Nietzsche, 
Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, and Albert Einstein. Industrialization 
and growth of capitalism served to highlight the discrepancies 
between the working and the wealthy class. Europe was becoming 
divided against itself, resulting in the First World War. Visual art-
ists, architects, poets and typographers all began to turn towards an 
abstraction that relied less on the forms of the uncertain and changing 
world, rather on universal values, based on philosophical or mysti-
cal doctrines. New modes of communication with words and images 
emerged. By 1922, when the term 'graphic designer' first appeared in 
print, design professionals had created a discipline that combined art 
with public, mass communication. It was the time when many maga-
zines appeared and disappeared. From 1919 to 1925 Hilberseimer 
was member of different groups such as the Arbeistrat für Kunst(2) 
and the November-Gruppe and an active contributor to different mag-
azines in Berlin and Europe. Der Einzinge(3), Das Kunstblatt, Fauer, 
Kunst and Künstler, Sturm, Die Kommune, Ma from Hungaria, Vesc 
from Russian(4), De Stijl from Holland, and The G Magazine were 
some magazines, in which he wrote a series of articles of art criticism 
mostly dedicated to Figurative Art. Most of his essays were related 
to theoretical topics and conceptions on art and culture and under 
strong influence by Nietzsche's work. His fascination for Nietzsche 
first works becomes clear through Hilberseimer article Creation and 
Development: "The entire aesthetic tradition was thrown into confu-
sion by it. Instead of putting his attention to the overrated Apollonian 
aspect of Greek art, Nietzsche concentrated in the Dionysian aspect, 
till then scorned an underrated... One suddenly understood the funda-
mental importance of primitiveness as against that reproductiveness 
that turned into habituation to dominion over materials, killed will-
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need to say what we could not tolerate"(8), and at the same time from 
the creation of a forum for ideas that after the Dada period and with 
Constructivism characterized the cultural representation of the new 
era. Like many of the artists and architects that explored the Neue 
Sachlichkeit (International) in the 1920s, Hilberseimer was interested 
in theorizing a modern architectural practice that responded to the 
development of industrial technologies and the corresponding trans-
formation of the individual in society. He was strongly influenced 
by Marx in their search for an artistic language free from class spe-
cificity, elitism and aesthetics. In 1920 he contributed with his crit-
ics in a socialist magazine, the Sozialistiche Monatshefte. Founded 
in 1895 this socialist review monthly published was an expression 
of revisionist tendencies around the figure of Edward Bernstein. At 
the beginning Hilberseimer's column was dedicated to the figurative 
arts, regularly reviewing the new exhibitions, avant-garde tendencies 
and techniques and publications of history and art criticism. Later, in 
1921, he became regular reviewer of this publication and wrote about 
painting, architecture and urban planning. Then Hilberseimer's view 
of the world opened towards a socialist utopia was spread by the 
Sozialistische Monatschefte. It was in 1925 when the shift to archi-
tectural and urban topics was clearly expressed by his total break 
with texts about art. His attention focused back to architecture. After 
this change only for one occasion he came back to art critic with the 
article Kunstentwicklung und Weltgeschehen, written on the occasion 
of the publication of Paul Ligetl's book Der Weg aus dem Chaos.(9) 
He began to Associate with architects similarly influenced by the 
shift to a radically abstract and technological art and architecture. 
The slogan of these artists was Elementary Forming, as a way to 
evade styles, imitations and artistic conventions. From this moment 
he would focus towards a new urbanism and architectural creation.

power and saw good in the development of knowledge and the world 
of art."(5) For Nietzsche there was no other more obsessive topic 
than his constant reference to the creative capacity, capacity as an act 
of will. He defined two powers on art, Apollo and Dionysius. Apollo 
is the representation of Beauty; Dionysius is the representation of 
the will, the force behind the creativity process. For Hilberseimer 
creativity was a matter of decision, a will, and a search for true that 
had to be analyzed also in opposite ideas. There is no clear informa-
tion, which were exactly the texts of Nietzsche that Hilberseimer 
read. But we can assume that this line of thoughts was very much 
influenced by the chapter of the redemption in So speak Zarathustra. 
Zarathustra said that the will had to be educated "has to want to 
go back". So to say that the will had to assume also what it did not 
want in order to find the truth.(6) During his urban and architectural 
production Hilberseimer thesis were always developed with their 
parallel contra argument, which then could test the initial thesis. In 
his article Creation and Development, Hilberseimer exalted the figure 
of Dionysius. He claimed to go back to primitiveness. This seems a 
contradiction when in 1922 he became very critical to Expressionism 
and to Capitalism because from his point of view Expressionism took 
inspiration from Primitive Art that made it subjective to each cul-
ture. What is important is that at this time he started to get rid of the 
subjective knowledge in order to find the truth. The Nietzsche that 
Hilberseimer referred to is not that one of the Expressionists, the one 
who is going back to men. His Nietzsche is the hunter of truth. This 
promise would be present through all his urbanistic works. In 1922 
he also criticized Cubism because it was going back to Classicism. 
Influenced by an exhibition in Berlin about Russian Suprematism and 
Constructivism he embraced Abstract Art. At that time Hans Richter 
together with Werner Graeff, El Lissitzky and Mies van der Rohe 
were the editors of the G Magazin. Its sub-heading was Zeitschrift 
für elementare Gestaltung and it survived from 1923 until 1926. The 
name was a creation by El Lissitzky and the idea derived from Theo 
Van Doesburg.(7) The idea, as Richter declared, was born "from the 
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The Art of Architecture
"Architecture, as an art, is an organic whole in which nothing is 
superfluous and arbitrary". These are the words how Hilberseimer 
started his text, Art and Architecture,(10) that reestablished the 
concept of architecture as an art. With this statement, after having 
written mostly as an art critic, he put architecture above functional 
concepts and laws.
From his point of view aesthetic laws, if they existed, could only 
be discovered through created works that then revealed them. For 
Hilberseimers architecture, as an art, was above and before all the 
theories that created it. Quoting Aristotle he made an emphasis on 
this point, "Arts come before their theories. No knowledge of theo-
ries would help to create a work of Art". But for him there were two 
things that gave conditions to the architectonic object and later on his 
work as urban planner become fundamental: culture and technique. 
"Architecture, even in his highest levels, was always determined by 
the society that made its creation possible and by the material means 
available."
Hilberseimer consider the architectural language to be complex. In 
order to make it understandable and usable Hilberseimer decomposed 
it in two components, in Forms and Proportions.
"Proportions are the relations between the parts and their whole, and 
their whole and its parts, a relation however, in which the whole is 
more than the sum of the parts". The feeling of proportion should 
be eternal and immanent in man, and culture and technique would 
determine its expression. According to Hilberseimer forms could be 
divided in four groups:
Symbolic The form expresses a significant meaning
Structural The form is a result of an structural system expression
Refinement The form is a result of optical sensitivities
Decorative The formalistic expression without a concept.
He exemplified this division of forms with a Doric Temple. The sym-
bolic form is the temple itself, a representation of the house of God, 
which is recognized as such. The structural forms are the elements of 

Fig. 1  Cover of The G Magazine (No. IV, March1926)
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security, the Cathedral an ornament to crown the skyscraper, in a 
kind of domination. Architecture became also a "form decorating" an 
object under economic pressure of the modern life, "in which money 
dominates everything and has become a symbol too."
For Hilberseimer the architectural expression of culture and the 
ethnic division is very well illustrated by the gateways such as the 
Lion Gate in Mycenae, the Labná in Yucatán and the Dabhoi, India. 
Different persons make all the three in different times. They used the 
same material, stone. Each one has its own form related to his culture 
with some similarities in the character. Pottery, stone, woodwork and 
metalwork are man's oldest crafts. For Hilberseimer the hands of the 
potter represented an effective tool by which he mastered material. 
The forms of the object are originated by technique. The weaver 
and the factors that increased the technical character of weaving 
also characterized the artistic freedom and directness of the potter. 
"…the identity of structure and form is so impressive that makes 
craft into art." According to Hilberseimer technical architecture was 
mostly characterized by the fortifications of medieval towns. The 
structural meanings were the architectural meanings, and these tech-
nical buildings would be the only ones that could free architecture 
from "superimposed decorations." The aim of his own age should be 
"an architecture in which structure and form are identical, where the 
structure is expressed architecturally, where not the architect but the 
object finds itself expression."In his book Großstadt Architektur, he 
also put emphasis on the role of construction, "more than a transat-
lantic or than a decorative scheme one can learn by looking at a train 
and taking the example from the economic of the space that is there 
realized. (…) It is the constructive function that has to be perceived 
as architecture."(11) So for him a work of art was made by means 
of quality, creative ability, and the spirit in which the materials were 
used "makes a building into a work of architecture and eventually 
into a work of art."

construction that architecturally express the structure. The refinement 
forms are those whose purpose is to satisfy aesthetics needs. Finally 
the decorative form is an empty play where a symbolic value object 
is de-contextualized in time and used to create a decoration element 
for another architectural object.
More than the belief that architecture is made by the rational game of 
purpose, structure and material, the irrational and emotional factors 
have a great importance, because "they result in a spiritual urge, in a 
will to form (...) without the rational factors, architecture would be 
nothing but an empty play with form; without these irrational factors 
architecture would only be a kind of engineering."
According to Hilberseimer we could interpretate this approach in 
our time by giving to each his proper place and balance according to 
requirements and possibilities. "Make structure and form identical 
and to bring both into harmony with each other is one of the aims of 
our age". Through the comparison of the house as a shelter for eve-
ryday life and the Cathedral as the glorification of God, Hilberseimer 
made the difference among architectural types evident. The house 
is the subject for rational requirements, a fulfillment of temporary 
needs, where "content dominates form". The Cathedral aims at the 
eternal, is an object of an elevated level, a symbol of a metaphysical 
conception, its "form dominates content."
Hilberseimer claimed that objects on a low level should be developed 
with the same care as objects of the higher order. The ordinary house 
should not be neglected architecturally and has to be perfectioned 
as such as possible. But it would never been considered to be an art 
object, "the object itself does not make art."
So if we follow this logic, where architecture is an art but a house is 
not an object of art, then the habitation problem is not an architec-
tural object for Hilberseimer.
In the past the importance of the cathedral and the temple was clearly 
expressed in relation to the city. Hilberseimer claimed that the cathe-
dral dominated the town and hence subordinated the houses to it. The 
temple became a kind of entrance to a skyscraper that symbolized 
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Fig. 2  In the 20’s American Skyscrapers views and futuristic collages where largely pub-
lished in Europe.

Radical Gray - The project of the High Rise City

In 1924 Hilberseimer projected the High-rise City published in 1927 
in his book Großstadt Architektur. There, Hilberseimer exposed 
largely his principles on city planning and architecture. We will look 
at the project, its origins and influences in the industrial production, 
American high rise cities, and the Satellite City Model, especially the 
Project for The City of Three Million Inhabitants of Le Corbusier, 
because from this analysis is possible to trace back different rela-
tions between the developments of the high- rise city and the later 
Decentralized City project in the period of the United States.

During the 20's American influence was quite important in Europe, 
reinforced by the American entry to the First World War, it was very 
present in both the cultural and in technological aspects.
In 1893 an important event concentrated the view of European 
architects on America. That was the Chicago world's fair. European 
architects looked at the United States as an important reference. 
Europeans studied the projects of garden cities in that country of 
wide spread industries and the American Park movement at the out-
set of the twentieth century.(12) There was an important relation of 
American cities with German planners and also Russian.
The 20's were the moment of the machine age; industrial produc-
tion principals were wide spread around different parts of the world. 
Taylorist and Fordist organization was common also in architectural 
thinking in the wake of I World War. Ford's mass production assem-
bly line achieves an important manufacturing principal, "complete 
interchangeability of parts and simplicity of interlocking." Ford, in 
contrast to Adam Smith's "invisible hand" theory, pursued a fully 
vertical production policy: from the mining of raw materials to their 
processing and transport to the plant, everything was owned by Ford. 
Taylorism 'System management' aimed primarily to increase output 
by organizing work more efficiently. Higher productivity that included 
controlled division of labor tasks would allow for better wages, more 
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Fig. 3  View of the High Rise City Project (L. Hilberseimer, 1924)
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controlled division of labor tasks would allow for better wages, more 
harmonious labor-management relations, and ideally, lower prices on 
manufactured goods. These lower prices, in turn, would decrease the 
cost of living for consumers, including factory workers. He told stu-
dents "Remember that the kind of engineering that is most wanted is 
that which saves money: that your employer is first of all in business 
to make money and not to great and brilliant things, If a man won't 
do what is right, make him."(13)
By 1915 his theories on scientific management were widely applied 
throughout the western world. Fordism was wide spread also in 
Communist Russia. Within the ideas of decentralization theorized 
by Henry Ford, an essential component of the urbanism was the car 
because of the advantages identified by communists in having indi-
vidualized transportation. In Germany, Under the Weimar republic 
and following German defeat, the American influence strengthens 
in the country, also because of the role of American capital on the 
reconstruction of German industry consolidated on 1924. In the ide-
alization of the American City, illustrations played a key role. Images 
of the American metropolis transformed perceptions of the city in 
whole Europe. The use of cross sections became quite popular. In 
the 20's views of American skyscrapers were related in the work of 
Hilberseimer. Especially influential were the photographs of The 
German Expressionist architect Erich Mendelssohn and The Wiley 
Corbett (1873- 1954) visions on the American city with traffic solu-
tions at different levels. At that time Hilberseimer seems to be focus 
on Skyscraper cities as Chicago and New York rather than looking at 
the American garden towns.
In 1922 Hilberseimer participated in 1922 had place the interna-
tional competition of the Chicago Tribune. It had the presence of a 
large number of German entries as occasion for "the first European 
response to a specifically American brief, moreover one with ties to 
the first 'tall buildings' of the nineteenth century."(14) The social-
ist Hilberseimer of the 20's criticized the lack of order of American 
skyscrapers, its ornament and individuality. He studied different solu- Fig. 4  Axonometric and plan showing the relation between buildings and traffic arteries

(L. Hilberseimer, 1924)
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tions for the American traffic problems like the proposed solutions of 
upper floor streets that later will be highly influential on the project 
of the High Rise city. Another important influence on the project on 
the High Rise City was the model on the Satellite city especially The 
City for The Three Million Inhabitants of Le Corbusier. Hilberseimer 
analyses different projects and solutions for the traffic in cities. The 
model of satellite cities was quite popular at that time.  Studying 
Berlin, Hilberseimer analyzes the satellite city proposal of Martin 
Machler. Machler's proposal solved housing program at the periphery 
of the city and the traffic infrastructure by different arteries leading to 
the city center. For Hilberseimer, although even if the project solves 
the problem of dwelling on the surrounding areas, the traffic problem 
is still present, especially considering the future growth of the city. 
That is a problem that Hilberseimer notes in general in the satellite 
city model. He will dedicate his efforts to solve this problem in that 
period.
Just two years before the high-rise City, Corbusier had exposed The 
City for The Three Million Inhabitants in France. Hilberseimer made 
a trough analysis of it, in terms of density, program and infrastruc-
ture. In The City for The Three Million Inhabitants, a compact and 
dense organ composes the urban structure, with a flexible extended 
one, with industry and the garden city. Between both there is an open 
zone, a garden or a forest. In Hilberseimer view, Le Corbusier was 
not radical enough. While the project solved for him spatial qualities 
for the city and open spaces, it does not solve the traffic problem, 
future growth and flexibility. 

The Cell City
In 1927 Hilberseimer exposed in Großstadt Architektur, the High 
Rise City made in 1924. It is probably the most well known project 
of Hilberseimer, represented with an even more widely known 
watercolor, paradigmatic prospective section of the city. The High 
Rise City was a model completely based on practical aspects. It was 
designed in terms of the existing technologies, the economic and 

social context. It strongly differentiated from the cities of the past 
that for Hilberseimer were designed based upon religious and cul-
tural arguments. "It was an answer for a man not any more subjec-
tive and individual but objective and collective."(15) Hilberseimer's 
idea of the city was based on an organization scheme of relations 
between parts. The communal block replaced the single house. The 
importance of the collectivity in the block overcomes the individual. 
His model was conceived for a system with a strong central power. 
The city is the center of that power. The city should be the base of 
the organization of large economic complexes into the nation state. 
At the larger scale, nation states should organize in larger units. Any 
individual expression is erased by order and rationality. High Rise 
City was a socialist city. 
But if we erase the architecture of the icon what remains behind 
is a diagrammatic organization scheme for the city. This was 
Hilberseimer main interest. The basic unit was the Cell that con-
tained one community. As in medieval cities living and working were 
contained into the same building. The High Rise City operated in 
a similar way; activities were organized vertically in it. Horizontal 
and Vertical circulation systems were going from home to work and 
thereby solving the commuting problems of centrality of the satel-
lite city. The project of High-Rise city was considered by him to be 
a real vertical city more radical than The City for The Three Million 
Inhabitants of Le Corbusier that still seemed to be an horizontal city 
in spite of its tall towers.
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From Gray to Green - Hilberseimer's Decentralized City

In the 30's, the situation in Germany was difficult for many modern 
architects. The Bauhaus had to close. Although Mies wanted to col-
laborate with the Nazis several times especially with the Reichsbank 
competition made in 1933, he had increasing difficulties with the 
Gestapo. Some Bauhaus professors were considered suspicious 
like Hilberseimer and Kandinsky. In 1936 Mies received an invita-
tion from the Illinois Institute of Technology to direct the School of 
Architecture in Chicago. Later invited by Mies, Hilberseimer arrived 
also to the United States in 1938.
At that time New York was opening the World of Tomorrow Fair, the 
last large demonstration of potentials of the new machines before its 
destructive power by World War II. Four years latter, Chicago was 
exhibiting "the century of progress fair". Visitors could visit the Ford 
and General Motors mass assembly lines in Chicago. In New York 
Democracity was exhibited an idealized future world of machines 
with the slogan "science finds-industry applies-man conforms." The 
City, movie directed by Ralph Steiner and Willard van Dyke was 
exhibited as a celebration of greenbelt towns. Despite the economic 
profile of superficial prosperity in the 20's, the depression of the 30's 
followed by the "miracle recovery" and growth of the 40's there were 
increasing diversity in consumer products and faster communications.
Since the 20's a revolution started in technology and the world of 
communications, mass media, radio, magazines, newspapers and 
cinema were expanding to a broader popular culture. Walt Disney 
launched Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in color in 1937. 
Musical films were popular during World War II.
The presentation of entertainment, fashion, and politics, was dis-
perse and decentralized from one side of the U.S. to the other. They 
become increasingly politicized and standardized, giving a strong 
mass cultural unity to the vast national territory. It was an age of 
machinery, motorcars, airplanes, cameras, hydroelectric power, inter-
nal combustion, engines, radio and yarns of artificial fiber. The car 

Fig. 5  The printing media played a key role in the diffusion of a broader culture
(Life Magazine, Febrary 1929)
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Fig. 6  Panoramic view of Hilberseimer’s Descentralized City (L. Hilberseimer 1944)
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was decisive in the new society, not just as agent of mobility but also 
a potent symbol of new way of life. Since previous decades, the car 
started to be increasingly important. In 1920 there were all together 
7.5 million cars in The U.S. roads. In 1930 there were 26.5 million 
or one car every 5 Americans. Mobility increased enormously. The 
rise in the number of miles traveled was equally dramatic. In the 
1920's private intercity motorcar traffic soon exceeded rail traffic 
and by 1930 it was six times greater.(16) Motorization included not 
only cars but also buses and trucks which were extensively used to 
transport goods and services as the mail, farm produce, livestock 
and manufactured goods. In particular trucks expanded in the 1930's. 
Buses became a strong alternative in front of trains. By the mid 20's, 
the automobile industry was the dominant among American economy 
and pushed other American industries. It was a period also of increas-
ing growth of the American cities and with it modern urban problems 
as traffic and pollution but also social changes arose.
There was a large migration from the countryside to the cities, espe-
cially black population from the south and immigrants from Europe 
moved into the American cities, because there was industrial labor 
demanded. Sub urbanization strongly increased in different parts of 
the United States.
Hilberseimer Decentralized city was published for the first time in 
The New city in 1944. It proposed an alternative model for the city 
and suburbs.

The Decentralized City
Hilberseimer Decentralized City was a respond to the problems 
caused by the industrial age. Pollution, insalubrities, crime and traf-
fic in city centers. As the first stage of industrialization was based 
on concentration of production and a separation between city and 
country, the second age should be directed towards decentralization 
and diversification of production, both agricultural and industrial, and 
to a closer relation between city and country. But it is also an alterna-
tive of the garden cities and sub urbanization based just on housing. 

Hilberseimer considers the block or gridiron system as archaic; the 
new unit should replace it. The structure of such a unit should be 
such as to permit a general solution of all the different parts of the 
city and their relation to each other, allowing unlimited urban growth. 
According to David Spaeth, Urban-planning projects, such as Ciudad 
Lineal of Soria and Mata, Tony Garnier's Industrial city (1917) 
and Howard's Garden City (1902) were important influences of 
Hilberseimer.(17) But Howard and Garnier proposals were based on 
a total new city and new society. Howard's 32.000 people seemed 
too large for a town and too isolated because of the green belt with 
the city as a centric medieval village. And the Ciudad Lineal had the 
length as a limitation of growth as it was increasing commuting dis-
tances.

The Settlement Unit
The settlement is the basic social unit of Hilberseimer's Decentralized 
City. It was the basic unit of production, agricultural and industrial. 
In principle it should contained the basic program for the community 
living in it. It varied in size and character according to the specific 
case. But the size should be no so large in order to keep a small 
community and for keeping walking distances for the people living 
inside. 
In the Settlement unit model Hilberseimer creates a system for 
low-density with separated mix use units and non-hierarchical. 
Settlements units were differentiated one to the other and combined 
in groups. The diagram for the settlement unit was proposed as 
abstract operational model, not a solved design project.
Three elements, the traffic arteries, the settlement buildings and 
the nature organized it. Each one worked separated one the other 
without conflict, each one working by its own logic. In fact, in dif-
ferent urban analysis Hilberseimer expressed his admiration of the 
Bath urban expansion during the eighteen-century. He admired the 
freestanding buildings as objects, "developing according to their own 
Law",(18) into the English organic landscape and no determined by 
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traffic roads. "The streets let to buildings but do not determine their 
location. Buildings and streets have special functions to fulfill which 
may, but need not, coincide."(19)

Traffic arteries
The treatment of the traffic arteries was an important shift regards the 
treatment of the infrastructure in Hilberseimer's Decentralized City. 
Infrastructure was not organized by the open structure of the grid of 
The High rise. It appears as a combined system of open highway and 
closed structures, the fish spine. It wasn't neutral but brought to spe-
cific places with already exits (Cul de Sac structure).
Closed areas were created in the city by the fish spine. Intersections 
and corners disappeared been replaced by an efficiency and secure 
Loop. Albert Pope would notice how Hilberseimer's erosion of the 
urban grid and the fish spine predicts the ladder or closed systems of 
exclusion on the contemporary city. Not just in the suburbia with the 
housing communities but also in inner cities with the office buildings 
atriums and the shopping mall.

Buildings
Freestanding buildings in the Settlement Unit were connected to the 
fish spine structure. Living, working, commerce, parking, administra-
tion buildings and recreation areas were in the settlement separated 
by a clear zone. On one side there are the industrial buildings, across 
the highway in a green belt, we find the administrative and commer-
cial buildings for visitors and behind them different housing types. 
From the house, the park can be directly accessed without crossing 
any roads. Other programs like schools and educational facilities 
would be located in the large green zones.
Different typologies of housing were studied within the settlement 
unit such as Low houses for families and apartment blocks for single 
people and couples. As cars, houses can be mass prefabricated and 
assembled in different dwellings; prize would decrease without mak-
ing them stereotypical.Fig. 8  Housing Typologies in the settelment units

Fig. 7  A New Settlement Unit. A-Industry, B-Main highway, C-Local highway, D-Comercial 
area, E-Residential area, F-Schools in the Park area
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Nature and Landscape
The settlement unit is an abstract system that should adapt to the spe-
cificity of each place, understanding the landscape, natural and arti-
ficial: the land, geography, topography and resources of the region. 
In the project the nature is treated artificially to serve man. In the 
settlement unit, everything is surrounded by nature. It was used to 
simulate lower density. It allowed man a direct relation with nature. 
Low housing was hidden by trees and shrubs resulting in what 
Hilberseimer called a natural camouflage, while higher apartment 
buildings raised above the green in order to offer a variety of options 
and views. The apparition of Nature in Hilberseimer urbanism had 
different implications. It was related to bring together agricultural 
and industrial production. Vegetable gardens next to the settlements 
would be used for both recreation and agricultural production as 
"production park system" decreasing recreational areas maintenance. 
But it meant also an important decrease of density. Not just in real 
terms but also as simulator of spaciousness and privacy. This is the 
first time recreation was mentioned in the plan. This implied a shift 
in the way society and individual were considered in this project 
compared to the previous ones.

Fig. 10  City Development along a river

Fig. 9  Pattern of buildings and streets can be broken by trees and 
merged into the landscape resulting in natural concelment
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The Region - Scaling the unit
Local, state or regional planning can be adequate only if is related to 
a national planning. Hilberseimer's national planning must develop 
according to comprehensible principles, in which local and regional 
planning are interrelated parts. He analyses Chicago city in order to 
illustrate how local planning is not sufficient. The area show on his 
diagrams extends far beyond the limits of the existing metropolis 
and its suburbs. Chicago city was, in fact, extended and spread into 
several states, The City was affected by them and is affecting them. 
Therefore an adequate plan must be a plan for an entire region. 
Hilberseimer defines the Region as "an interrelated part of a nation, 
a natural unit, self-contained by reason of its geographical charac-
teristics, its natural resources, the conditions of its soil, the natural 
and artificial transportation used and developed by its people."(20) 
It should be an organic unit, an economic, social and cultural region 
with homogeneity of living conditions. For Hilberseimer the organic 
interrelationship of such regions would bring about an harmonious 
and balanced economy not only with in the regions, but also in the 
nation as a whole.
The region has to be self-sustained and unit based in balanced pro-
duction; it means that agriculture and industry will process the raw 
materials that the region provides and would create diverse employs. 
Sustainability is applied also in as a defensive tool, as Hilberseimer 
mentions: "The establishment of a self-sustaining region essential 
today for our national defense and for the security of our people."(21)
Trade is indispensable. Its function however, is to supplement that 
deficiencies of one region with the abundance of another. Regional 
economy merely suggests that a region ought to produce and con-
sume a large proportion of the food and goods it needs, importing 
nothing that it might produce itself.
Hilberseimer notes that a city is always in a state of transition. "The 
problem of a planer is to shape that transition towards a desired end. 
The same thing is true for a region. The only difference lies in the 
region's greater complexity."(22)

Fig. 11 Eastern United States. Industries are decentralized and 
extended to the south
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Comparing High Rise City with Decentralized City
If we compare the High Rise City and Hilberseimer's Decentralized 
City, both images seam quite different, however there share many 
principles. In the High Rise City, the disposition of housing and 
working activities into units makes a model which is not hierarchi-
cal, even if there is a center. The city was made of independent ele-
ments and was able to growth endlessly without depending on that 
center. The principals of Decentralization were already formulated in 
the High Rise City. Ford's concept was very popular at that time in 
Germany within socialist and communist groups. His ideas already 
strongly influenced Hilberseimer at that time. Both High Rise City 
and Decentralized city were organized by the disposition of closed 
systems, the units, organized by program activities and circulation 
linked with a system of external infrastructure. The High rise solved 
it vertically and the Decentralized City horizontally. In the High Rise 
City the project addressed mainly traffic problems and future growth 
of the city. In the second it addressed a broader number of fields as 
sociological, ecological, economical and defensive aspects as what 
evident in the extension of research fields In Hilberseimer US period 
probably influenced by the ecological school of Chicago. What lies 
behind both projects is the projection of an abstract model for the 
city strongly related on production processes and the absent of public 
space everything under a strong control.

Erasing the urban grid - The Chicago project
Hilberseimer and Mies were colleagues for many years at the ITT in 
Chicago. While Mies kept practicing and constructing, Hilberseimer 
dedicated his profession to research as professor in the ITT School. 
The decentralized city was a project that Hilberseimer tested for 
many years with his students for different American cities and espe-
cially in his project for the renovation of the South Side of Chicago.
We will look at two specific cases, the South Side project in Chicago 
and the Lafayette project in Detroit, where Hilberseimer's planning 

Cell units

Fig. 12, 13 High Rise City and Decentralized City elements and 
plans.
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ideas were tested in real commissions, and therefore understand spe-
cific aspects of the context, research and ideas around the concept of 
the settlement unit and decentralization.

South Side Project
With Mies and Hilberseimer, other figures were important in the 
south side plan as Gropius, real-state developer Fred Kramer, 
President Henry Herald and Louis Wirth, a sociologist of Chicago 
University. The Chicago project has to be seen in the context of the 
Near South side of Chicago in the 40's. The Near South side plan 
inaugurated an era of large-scale urban renewal and redevelopment. 
It should be understood within the American urbanism of the 40's. 
The great depression, the Second World War, the increasing obsoles-
cence of urban industrial renewal and the aging of urban infrastruc-
ture contributed to the rapid decline of different cities and the growth 
of sub urbanization. In the 40's Federal State and local governments 
worked together with corporate capitalists, real state developers, 
civic leaders and architects in a model called 'cooperative federalism'. 
This model of joined forces of public and private is related to the 
economist John Maynard Keynes. He wrote about the importance of 
the aidez-faire instead of the Laissez-faire. This means that interven-
tion of public investors is necessary within the capitalism. Maynard 
Keynes Sustains that American new dealers afraid of an uncontrolled 
new depression, were pleased to incorporate Keynes ideas. Urban 
planning shifted from aesthetic order to urban policy and legislation. 
"Influenced by Keynes, American urban policy became, (…) the 
foundation for a new form of architectural development that con-
sciously sought to reflect this complex alliance of public and private 
domains."(23)
The south side projects were mainly devoted to private and semipri-
vate institutions that nevertheless engaged and redefined the postwar 
public realm. The urban strategy aimed to promote again the metro-
politan model with civic and commercial collaboration.
In the 40's the South Side was considered as highly decay area. 

High density of people, especially ethnic minorities, inhabited the 
area with its original grid that was too narrow for traffic. Race riots 
toke place in 1919 generating the mobilization out of the south from 
the white's population. White's population gave up residences but 
not ownership; neglecting opportunities in the area the life quality 
declined quickly. Chicago's black population increase during the First 
World War. Many jazz and blues musicians moved to Chicago at that 
time, including Louis Armstrong and Bessie Smith. By the 30's the 
area of the South Side had a reputation of music scene and exoti-
cism, but also of insecurity, drugs use and prostitution. The renova-
tion of the South side was considered as "surgery for a city."(24) 
The Chicago Plan Commission, CPC, conducted between 1938 and 
1941 was a land-use survey for all Chicago. The survey collect vital 
information related to building stock and social background, particu-
larly on juvenile delinquency. There was a close relation between the 
Chicago School's urban sociological interest and methods and the 
private interests of the real estate market.(25)
The CPC operation was a Keynesian triumvirate of federal policy 
money, private money, interests, and social interests, defining urban 
planning until the recession of the 70's. It was a private organization 
composed mainly by important businessmen that could afford. The 
idea was to assess Chicago for an own private interests to a more 
general public one. The statistical analysis was employing scientific 
sociological methods, promoted by Robert Park and Louis Wirth at 
the U. of Chicago in the beginning the 10's and 20's. According to the 
studies, the Near South Side was the largest area of blight in Chicago 
and one of the largest in the whole North America. In 1941 the CPC 
announced a policy of clearance and redevelopment of the area, 
especially between 26th and 31st Streets, Lake Park Avenue, and 
the Rock Island railroad/ New York Central lines.(26) Within New 
Deal legislation laws of federal assistance for slum clearance were 
established around 1937. The Illinois Neighborhood Redevelopment 
Corporation low would lead to additional state and federally man-
dated private assisted slum clearance including the federal Housing 
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Fig. 14  Chicago North Side Section. Different Stages of Redevelopment. Fig. 15  Chicago North Side Section. Two Possible final Stages with Rectangular and 
Square communities
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act of 1949. At IIT's request, the CPC expanded the site on the near 
south side including the area in between 31st and 35th Streets, lake 
Michigan and the Railroads tracks.(27) The influence of Hilberseimer 
on Mies ITT campus project is well known. Hilberseimer made also 
different theoretical proposals for the whole area with his Students 
as well as for other Cities testing the settlement unit concept. His 
project was a radical erasing process of the urban grid restructuring 
the whole area in different stages. The area and the whole city could 
arrive at the settlement unit condition. It was not an adding but rather 
a removing system. Taking away part of the streets, closed units 
would be created. Cul de sacs would keep traffic out of residential 
areas and would bring a large open void space to the city. An 'Urbs in 
Horta' Hilberseimer called Chicago as garden city with green allover 
for recreation.

Lafayette Project
In 1955 after applying his ideas in existing situations such as in the 
South Side of Chicago, Hilberseimer had a real commission in the 
Lafayette project with Mies, Alfred Caldwell as landscape Architect 
and Herbert Greenwald as promoter. The site was next to the Detroit 
city center. Existing structures had been removed. Hilberseimer 
asked for the remove of streets gridiron as well.  The proposal was 
not exactly a settlement until but a super block. Actually the settle-
ment unit would require more acres and programs such as working 
places. Although a drawing of 1956 suggests a close application of 
the settlement unit on the site. The project consists of two housing 
units surrounding a 19 acre park. The houses designed by Mies are 
one and two storey apartment buildings. The block is closed to the 
traffic. It has left at the perimeter of the project below the level of 
the housing, separating cars from the housing estate buildings. In 
that sense, the project responds to the concept of the settlement unit 
the clear division between buildings, pedestrian and traffic areas. On 
1955, during the Lafayette project in Detroit, Mies was convicted of 
the disappearance of the city and a decentralized model that should 

be expanding and changing. Probably influenced by the theories of 
Hilberseimer in that regard, he said once: "There are no cities, in fact, 
anymore. It goes on like a forest. That is the reason why we cannot 
have the old cities any more; that is gone forever, planned city and so 
on. We should think about the means that we have to live in a jungle, 
and maybe we do well by that."(28)

5 Setting the Principles - Research

"Reason is the first principle of all human work. Consciously or 
unconsciously L. Hilberseimer follows this principle and makes in 
the basis of his work in the complicated field of city planning. He 
examines the city with unwavering objectivity, investigates each part 
of it and determines for each part its rightful place in the whole. Thus 
he brings all the elements of the city into clear, logical order. He 
avoids imposing upon them arbitrary ideas of any character whatso-
ever..."                      Mies van der Rohe, The New City introduction 

"The metropolis, said Hilberseimer, is an entirely new creation of 
large-scale industrial capitalism, without historical precedent."(29) So 
in order to work with it, the planning principles and elements had to 
be based on research and investigation; the project should result from 
an objective observation of the real.
As we described in the first part, The will of aesthetics, his work 
sought always for the truth through the means of an objective and 
extensive research on different topics related to the cities.
Researching tools
There is no clear information for the European period, which were 
the research principles, as he called it, used by Hilberseimer. What 
we discovered in his books, Großstadt Architektur and Hallenbauten, 
is an extensive analysis of building typologies. In Großstadt 
Architektur, Hilberseimer introduced a study of different building 
typologies according to their functions: Housing, commercial, high 
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rise, transport and industrial buildings were analyzed separately and 
independently. The aerial perspective was introduced as an inventory 
of enclosure typologies, more than a illustration of an idea. Some of 
these typologies, especially the housing, were coming from projects 
of the late 20's. The L-shape House(30) is the best example that 
would trace forward until the decentralized schemes in Chicago. The 
first scheme of this house was based on the analysis of modules and 
solar studies. Sunlight and typologies were for Hilberseimer strong 
determinants on the urban density studies, as J. Browson mentioned 
in an interview: "If you sit down mathematically and start to look at 
this thing it starts to determine what the consequences are of a den-
sity where you have two or three people to the acre-and Hilberseimer 
would use acres all the time or hectares-two or three people to the 
acre, ten people to the acre, twenty people to the acre, one hundred 
twenty people to the acre, eight hundred people to the acre. It has 
consequences if you're going to say that each man is entitled to sun-
light."(31)
In the search for opening in order to get sun, the building would 
move far from the others and then the density will decrease. 
Hilberseimer claimed, that it low density was "necessary to avoid 
social moral and physical diseases". Many studies of sun and rela-
tions among buildings were published on his next books dedicated to 
urban planning.
When Hilberseimer arrived in Chicago, the Ecologist School of 
Chicago(32) was a strong influence on methodology research. The 
school was known by its rigorist analysis, its scientific method of 
analyzing concrete phenomena and for the aim to break with former 
sociologists. The context of the school was a fast growth of the 
city due to industrialization and large immigration of people, black 
population from the south and Europe population from Ireland, 
Italy, Polish, Jewish, Germans etc…The social integration of these 
groups was a main topic within the sociological school.(33) These 
new ideas with rigorist analysis matched perfectly with the approach 
that Hilberseimer was already doing, and later he incorporated these Fig. 16  L-shape housing
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methodologies in the work with the students at ITT.
Hilberseimer's books dedicated to urban planning, The New City, 
The New Regional Pattern, and The Nature of Cities, were structured 
in the same way. He divided each book in three parts: the first part 
was dedicated to make an historical analysis and criticism to the city 
and in many cases to suburbanization. The following part focused 
on its particular topic. For example, in The New Regional Pattern he 
extensively described what he understood to be as region and what as 
pattern. In the third part he contextualized the topic and proposed the 
ways of implementation.

"Historical knowledge is a technique of the first order to preserve and 
continue a civilization already advanced. Not that it affords positive 
solutions to the new aspect of vital conditions -life is always different 
from what it was- but that it prevents us committing the ingenious 
mistakes of other times."
With these words from Ortega Y Gasset he opened in his book The 
New Regional Pattern, the first chapter "Historical Considerations". 
Here he compared old cities, like Rome, Florence, Pisa, etc, with 
the new city. All the historical analyses in his books were exposed 
strongly as 'quasi scientific' research in the frame of the main topic, 
and the arguments were sustained by photographic and planimetric 
media.
But he was not only doing historical analysis. He also was critical 
with contemporary architects. Almost like a surgeon he dissected 
their researches and urban proposals and remade new proposals from 
these.
Hilberseimer studied, for example, Martin Machler's proposal for 
the city of Berlin. Machler worked on the expansive organization 
of the city, which was based on the redistribution of the different 
sectors, like industry, housing, transport infrastructure etc. From 
Hilberseimer's point of view the project solved the dwelling problem 
but not the traffic. Although the project incorporated a net of metro 
and railway system, the proposal did not consider a future growth of 

the city.(34) For Hilberseimer the speculative forecasting was very 
important. It was not enough to have the actual information in order 
to plan. Rather he considered it crucial to speculate about the behav-
ior of this information into the future. 
Similar criticism was applied on The Three million City project by 
Le Corbusier 1925. Hilberseimer admired the project for qualita-
tive reasons. But in terms of density this project, he said, was not 
real, because Le Corbusier made a mistake in measuring the hous-
ing space, as if it would be working space that actually required less 
square meters per person. With new calculations and comparisons 
between density and street area, Hilberseimer illustrated the same 
concept. Hilberseimer saw the three million project as a plan that 
organized and brought harmony but it did neither represent a radical 
transformation nor did it provide real solutions for the problems of 
that time.

To demonstrate the effects of the industrial revolution upon popula-
tion Hilberseimer made an analysis of England, where the indus-
trial revolution originated and developed to its highest level. Based 
on data published by the Fortune magazine(35), the analysis was 
expressed on comments of Jacques Browson: "Well, we were talking 
about how you can make more livable communities, and this was a 
reflection-actually, when you say I was a part of this whole group at 
school, we were all thinking in that way. But one of the other sig-
nificant parts of Hilbs's direction or pointing things out was that he 
made these population pyramids, and they're published in his book...a 
population curve used to be based on a very wide base. When people 
are born, in the age group, let's say, from zero to three or four years 
old, there is a very heavy population, and as the attrition of that pop-
ulation grows, relatively few people reach the apex of the pyramid 
or the triangle. And so, the old people are there at the apex. That was 
the way that nature took care of that progression. Hilbs was showing 
what had occurred under an industrial civilization or how this popu-
lation graph that had the wide base would gradually diminish into the 
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middle of the pyramid and then would widen out and become wider 
at the top as the population got older. Now, we're talking about stud-
ies that were made before anybody that I know of-maybe there were 
a few people concerned about this, but certainly there were no plan-
ning schools interested in what was happening with the aging popula-
tion. Then Hilbs showed that it appears that this population pyramid 
is going to turn upside down, where we're going to have a very nar-
row base and we're going to have a lot of old guys like me hanging 
around."(36)
It is very interesting that Hilberseimer didn't base his research just on 
the existing data or on a speculative future. His research was based 
on the relation between these two and the relation that they create. 
For example, a population analysis was not based on the population 
in the year that he made the analysis or on the population number 
in twenty or forty years later. His study focused on the behavior of 
this relation in order to identify the tendency and then to be able to 
develop a system.
To exemplify a possible redistribution of the population, 
Hilberseimer made a graphical analysis of an island.(37) Because 
of its limits, "changes are more clearly to see than they would be in 
a larger country."(38) With three images he made a graphic explana-
tion of the problem and how the prediction played the key role. The 
first image showed the population hundred years ago, when all settle-
ments had been related to each other according to their function. The 
second showed how the industrialization and mechanization process 
changed the natural settlement structure, especially influenced by the 
migration from countryside to cities. Finally the third image showed 
"at what population we might arrive if we would wisely direct the 
already prevailing tendency towards decentralization, and how the 
integration of agriculture and industry could be achieved."(39) The 
integration of agriculture and industry, Hilberseimer claimed would 
balance the economy and would stabilize the population.
Due to the large immigration of people and the problem of hous-
ing minorities settled in the south area of Chicago, an area that was Fig. 17  England. Lifetree 1871, 1931 and 1970
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occupied before by wealthy social classes. When Hilberseimer incor-
porated his work for the redevelopment of this area, one of the big 
problems was the slums. The area became unsafe and the shelter of 
many gangs. Different areas of Chicago city were mapped in order 
to identify the sub-communities, and demonstrate that the slums and 
the bad living conditions are the generators of this social behavior by 
arguing the importance of the social integration of these minorities. 
The analysis shows the delinquency rates on 1930 and was based on 
the census tracts of Chicago and made with the collaboration of the 
Social Science Research Committee of the University of Chicago.
The industrialization brought changes on many levels. Hilberseimer 
undertook an analysis of the production lines implemented in Fords 
and General Motors assembly lines. The production research, in 
Hilberseimer's view, can help to determine the optimum size of a 
city. The rotation of the soil use in the agricultural fields in China 
and Peru was also an object of his interest. This system, he claims, 
increments the productivity and makes more efficient use of the land. 
Due to that the relation urban-rural was inversed, agriculture lost its 
importance and the urban pollution became an important topic.
Hilberseimer strategy to solve the problems of the new city was the 
application of an urban-rural system, which conceived an industrial 
belt. By diagrammatic sketch maps he illustrated this argument on 
the project for the Eastern part of the U.S. The relation between resi-
dential areas and industry was made by the analysis of smoke. Smoke 
diagrams show how the area of smoke emission influenced the size 
of the residential area.
The ecological concern was also present in a regional study made on 
MAUI Island, Hawaii. The site was chosen in order to show easily 
all the advantages and disadvantages of the use of land and all its 
applications. The study implemented a diversified economy based 
on rotational agriculture for the islands. The sources of his research 
were diverse but the information was mainly based on publications 
that were prepared and published by the research institutions of the 
U.S., like the agricultural text used for the planning curses in the IIT. Fig. 18  Map of Juvenile Delinquency Rates. Chicago, 1930
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As J, Browson described: "In 1938, ..., I came under the influence of 
the WPA, the Works Progress Administration. At that time the WPA 
was involved in making the first agricultural atlas of the land in the 
United States. This comes back later with Hilbs because that atlas 
was used in the planning courses at IIT."(40)
Hilberseimer's regional planning required the study of the 'Ecology of 
the region'. He claimed that the use of mapping features was neces-
sary in order to discover the possible uses of a specific territory. The 
Chapter the New Regional Pattern, in the book with the same name, 
is full of these maps with analyses on topography, average length of 
growing season, mean annual precipitation and summer temperature, 
to enumerate some of them.

In the introduction to his book, The Nature of Cities, Hilberseimer 
talks how the chapter Cities and Defense was incorporated after 
the effects of the H. Bomb where published. "...decentralization 
would also bring industry into closer relation with agriculture, to the 
benefit of both, and would contribute to a solution of some of our 
social and economic problems. Paradoxically the requirements of 
military defense may become the deciding factor in achieving these 
aims."(41)
With these words Hilberseimer claims that airplanes and atomic 
weapons have made obsolete not only the city walls but also the con-
centrated city. "Security can only be achieved by the combination of 
city dispersion and a high degree of self-sustainable regions able to 
provide for the needs of their people in war or peace".
The incorporation of the defense topic in urban planning and archi-
tecture was a strong tendency during the cold war period. Architects 
like Buckminster Fuller concentrate his research towards the defen-
sive shelter. The Dymaxion Deployment Unit, DDU was a mass pro-
duction housing unit as the Kidde Kokoon a shelter for a five people 
family designed under commission of the U.S government by Walter 
Kidde Nuclear Laboratory. The study of the Hydrogen bomb impact 
on south industrial Chicago was very much influence by the work Fig. 19  Maui. Maps of Land Utilization, Topography, Annual Rainfall  and Types of Soil, 
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of Alfred Caldwell, especially his article Atomic Bombs and City 
Planning, as the same Caldwell writes: "By this time the war was 
about over, the German part of it. Coming home one time, I thought 
to myself, "I haven't seen a newspaper for a week. I'd better stop." I 
don't know how that happened. I pulled up on Lincoln Avenue near 
Lawrence and went to the newsstand. There was a newspaper; I never 
had seen such big headlines in my life: "Atomic Bomb Dropped on 
Hiroshima." I read it hastily. I came back to the apartment. I called 
up Hilberseimer and I told him. He was a sedentary man, he was in 
his apartment-he hadn't been out either. He hadn't heard the radio 
or anything. I told him, "It's the equivalent of ten thousand tons of 
TNT." Hilbs said, "Ten thousand tons of TNT?" I said, "Yes." He 
said, "My God, the world is ruined. The world is ruined if man has 
that power." Which was quite true, the world is ruined. I came home 
and I wrote a paper, "Atomic Bombs and City Planning."(42)
The image shows on the book was based on other technical research-
es like "The damage over Hiroshima and Nagasaki after the atomic 
bomb attack", published in 1946. This analysis exposes the effects 
against house and against people. The effects of the H Bombe were 
published on Hilberseimer studies on the geography of the islands. 
They show how in history Nature was related with the security and 
defense of cities.

The IIT and the research
Mies received a proposition to become the Director of the Armour 
institute in Chicago. At time the school was not so popular, based on 
the Beaux-Arts system the program was asking to be updated, and 
reformulated. During the same period Mies had a chance to build 
the Resor house, a project that as Caldwell describes give him the 
opportunity to leave Germany: "...they were very rich people. That 
gave him a chance to leave Germany. The Nazis would let you leave 
Germany if you were a businessman on business. The idea was that 
you earn money in a foreign country and then you come back to 
Germany...; they wanted money in the country. That let Mies get out. Fig. 20  Chicago. Effect of H Bomb on the size and distribution of cities.
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He came to America and to Chicago. He went up to Taliesin and he 
talked to Frank Lloyd Wright and he asked him if he should do it. 
Frank Lloyd Wright said, "Go ahead, do it." Mies said-I asked him-
"Would you help me a little bit? Speak ion my behalf?" Wright said, 
"You're the only architect in Germany, the only architect in Europe. 
The rest of them are no good. I have no use for Corbusier, all these 
others. Gropius-I have no use for them. No, you're the only one I 
believe in. You're good. You are my friend... Of course I will do it for 
you."(43)

Mies as the last Director of the Bauhaus has the right to reopen the 
school, a right that he did not want to use. "That's right. Mies had the 
sole right to that name and he didn't want to have it used. The cur-
riculum that Mies established for IIT was not a Bauhaus curriculum 
at all. He said, "That will not work. At that time in Germany that was 
sensible but it will not work here under altogether different condi-
tions and I don't want to even try it." He made an entirely new cur-
riculum."(44)
The curriculum was submitted with a chart laying out a three-
pronged program of study. After an initial period of preparation train-
ing (drawing, the study of proportions, and the basics of physics), 
the students would commence studies in three areas: general theory, 
professional training, and "means, purposes, planning and creating." 
The first two areas would jointly give the student the technical and 
theoretical background necessary for the study of materials, elemen-
tary building forms, and construction techniques, and for exploration 
of building types and their relationships in community life and city 
planning. The final challenging sequence was to produce an "archi-
tecture which is creative and living," thus fulfilling the technical, 
artistic, and cultural requirements of the building art.(45)

In all the publications that make reference to the new program, there 
is not information of who else collaborates on making the ITT pro-
gram structure. It looks very familiar the arguments whit the model 

Fig. 21  Mies van der Rohe and Ludwig Hilberseimer with students at Art Institute of 
Chicago studio. (21 December, 1942)
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of research makes by Hilberseimer and exposed on his different 
books. Is surprising that even when Mies was not precisely a urban 
planner, the urban planning was incorporated as a medullar part in 
the program of the ITT being Hilberseimer the head of this program. 
In the preliminary plan for the architecture curriculum, Mies suggest 
to incorporate an extensive study of typologies, a research tool large-
ly use by Hilberseimer. "After studying the requirements of various 
types of buildings and their solution, the students will progress to the 
study of ordering these types into groups and into unified communi-
ties- in other words: city planning."(46)
On the curriculum many projects were incorporates, especially in the 
South Chicago project, where many of the ideas of the decentralized 
city where tested and reinforced. The collaboration of the students 
and specially the graduates were very important. Jacques Browson 
comment over this fact: "In that book, In the Shadow of Mies, it 
reflects that very few of the graduates participated in the planning 
process. But that's not entirely so because some of those graduates 
became very active in the planning of New York City."
The classes where organized whit small groups, some sources 
speculated that Hilberseimer and Mies's groups varied from three to 
seven students per course with the idea of create researching groups 
working on specific topics. "I was a part of a class of, I believe, 
seven. It was a very small number of students in my class. Mies and 
Hilbs dealt directly with us, just as they dealt directly with-if you 
look at the early photographs at the Art Institute, of Mies working 
with a very small number of students, like Danforth and Genther 
and Speyer. They would deal with a small group on a much more 
personal level than they could with a large one. As the classes got 
bigger, they were turned over more to assistants who worked with 
the students."(47) In the programs imparted by the department of 
Urban Planning the research made by the students was very impor-
tant as itself and as a contribution to the future researches. That's 
way Hilberseimer encourage the documentation of all the informa-
tion and research made by the students groups. We don't precisely 

which was the system used for this goal what is clear is that he was 
the one who coordinates and directs all the investigation especially 
the ones that were made by commissions, like the South Chicago 
project. "We talked about agriculture, we talked about the devasta-
tion of the rain forest, and we talked about the environment. In 1941 
they were talking about that. When you look at the thesis that were 
done by the planning department, that whole idea of a written the-
sis, the documentation and the putting-together of those things, that 
was Hilberseimer. When you look in the library at the proposals for 
Hawaii, you look at the ones that were done in Europe, the ones that 
were done in Central and South America, those are significant docu-
ments for any graduate student to do."(48)
The way he gives direction to the projects was by calibrating the 
principles. Principles were all the variants and influences that deter-
mine the direction of the research and because of, the direction and 
validity of the project. "He talked about principles. Principles, he 
didn't talk about actual solutions as such, but he talked about prin-
ciples... particularly at the University of Chicago about how many 
people should live on a square mile? Most people have no concept-
well, we're going to have eighty thousand people live on a square 
mile, or we're going to have twenty thousand people live on a square 
mile. You'd ask somebody, "What does that mean? How big is the lot 
"How much space is each one going to have if they're going to live 
at that density?" Hilberseimer said, "Why do you tell me that we're 
going to live eighty thousand? Maybe that's a right number, but on 
what principles are you basing this kind of statement?"(49)

Model of Implementation and the City Rebuilt
All communities, especially the larger ones, are confronted with the 
necessity of replanning and rebuilding themselves. For Hilberseimer 
the task of the present and of the future is to eliminate existing 
defects by productive reconstruction. "Only by the creation of and 
adequate city structure can the rebuilding of the city be effective." 
Prerequisite to such reconstruction are: a comprehensive city plan 
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which takes everything into consideration and a new kind of zoning 
which determines where what may be built.
The rebuilding of a city has its importance influence on administra-
tion and legislation-local, state and national. Hilberseimer believes 
that the modern metropolis, because of the rapidity of its technologi-
cal development, has become too large for effective administration 
and for some essential services-such as water, power, sewage dis-
posal, and transportation, which the city provides and control. He 
suggests incorporate a nonpartisan agency, immune to political and 
economic pressure, "able to create an administrative system to bal-
ance the divergent forces of independence and dependence. Such an 
agency could also create a zoning ordinance which would determine 
the use of land for the maintenance of a balanced regional economy 
with all its diversified implications, and which would also determine 
where and what could or should be built."
The cost of city rebuilding is linked to the regretted tendency to 
regard money, as he said "not as means to an end, but as the end 
in itself."(50) Hilberseimer makes reference to Adolph A. Berle, 
Assistance Secretary of State, to exemplify how in times of war we 
can see these facts in a different perspective: "In finance, for exam-
ple, there are techniques which are as able to rebuild and to rehouse 
the United States as they are to equip an army. They have not been 
used primarily because there was not compelling desire to use them." 
Cities buildings and dwellings real economy cannot be archive 
by saving money trough reduction of space, he believes it can be 
achieve by reducing the costs of production. "Houses as well as 
motor cars could be mass fabricated."(51)
Hilberseimer consider other systems of implementation like Gwilyn 
Gibbon's pooling of ownership. Gibbon suggests a plan to avoid the 
complications which ensue when individual owners must be dealt 
by separately. Freed from the obstacles of property boundaries and 
rights, the reconstruction of some city districts, and the creation of 
new traffic routs, could thus be more easily effected. Banks and 
insurances could also help to the reconstruction of obsolete areas. By 

eliminating private ownership, where obsolete dwellings must be turn 
down and replaced by new buildings, the value of buildings will be 
increase sufficiently to pay off the old mortgages with the earnings 
gained in the new construction. Hilberseimer suggest also another 
method to financing the city areas. Freeing the houses from their 
liabilities by amortizing their mortgages gradually "would permit 
reconstruction on a large scale without lost in national wealth."(52)

6 The individual and the society

Whit this words: "Man is the project of all planning", Hilberseimer 
ended his analysis of the city in his book The New city. Althought 
this conclusion sounds like an attempt to achieve a city based on the 
specific desires of the individual; the project has a different connota-
tion. Hilberseimer's project, the decentralized city, was based on the 
settlement unit. This 'cluster system' was created with the principles 
of self sustainability and interdependency with other settlement units, 
which all together would form the city, the region and even more the 
nation. The common basis of the society was the community, the set-
tlement unit, rather than the individual.
In the previous pages we clearly perceived an intention of 
Hilberseimer to balance individual and society: "...in as much as 
society is composed of individuals, city planning should meet the 
requirements of the individual as well as a society as a whole. City 
planning must take account of both individual and collective needs 
and their inter-relations. Sometimes the requirements of the indi-
vidual are identical to those of society: but more often the two kinds 
of need are divergent. Any permanent solution of city planning must 
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therefore balance individual needs with the needs of society, resolv-
ing insofar as possible the inherent conflict between individualism 
and communalism."(53) But after that comment a small note quotes 
a text from G.K. Chesterton. In that text the author states that the 
whole collectivist error consisted in saying that because two men 
can share an umbrella therefore two man can share the handle. 
Again Hilberseimer expressed his preference for the community, the 
umbrella, rather than for individual desires and properties. This quote 
is very much related with a text in which Hilberseimer expressed 
his preference for a society where the individual was subduing to 
the collectivity: "...the ideal for the individual is maximum freedom 
with a minimum of regulation. But we are not living in an ideal 
world."(54)
From Hilberseimer's point of view the settlement unit would be a 
highly specialized production system. It is in this point when his 
vision touched capitalism. Technology, mass production and free 
trade would create a better society with higher education, more 
leisure time and free from social and class conflicts. According 
to Michael Hays, "For Kracauer, as for Hilberseimer, capital-
ism is a stage in the process of demystification by which history, 
through unsentimental rationalization, continually dismantles those 
superstructural and naturalizing myths whose regressive effect is 
to prolong the notion of some unchanging and proprietary human 
essence."(55)

The dissolution of social conflicts is achieved by conforming diver-
sified society. With the creation of small communities (settlement 
units) Hilberseimer intention is to intensify the identity of each 
settlement. If the settlement has a strong community feeling, the 
interaction in all the communal activities will be held in harmony. 
Translating this to a regional level, all the settlements will have the 
same importance. Therefore there will not be social hierarchies any-
more. Not a single community will have more power or importance 
than the others; this will be the control and end of all racial and 

social class conflicts. "A combination of units would create a more 
complex community. A city aggregation, combining all the elements 
developed, would be a diversified city."
Today we might think differently about that, although the ides contin-
ues in New Urbanism. The gated communities, growing phenomena, 
area a clear example how the separation of communities, more than 
avoid social conflicts increase the differences between insiders and 
outsiders.

7 The City as a Production System - Learning from the 
Car Industry

Hilberseimer Decentralized City was working within existing 
technologies. It was very much based in the industrial production 
models that already existed at that time. In order to understand the 
production processes at that time and its relation to the Hilberseimer 
Decentralized City is important to look particularly at the car pro-
duction, because the car industry set the parameters of decentralized 
production that were followed by other industries. On the other hand, 
the car itself facilitated the territorial decentralization of the city in 
the entire country.

"As railroad and steam power once tended to centralize and concen-
trate urban settlements, so now electricity and motor vehicles are 
tending to decentralize them. Even before the advent of electricity, 
the tide had begun to turn. The automobile accelerate this exodus, 
and widened its scope (…) Electric power is the real force toward 
decentralization. Even the smallest settlements can be supplied with 
water, electricity, heat, and light."(56)

In spite of the massive amount of cars, their production was central-
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ized in hands of three producers: Ford, General Motors and Chrysler. 
Each one developed particular methods of organization, which were 
influential not only in Hilberseimer urban planning but also in other 
areas. Smaller companies hardly survived. Henry Ford ideas influ-
enced the technology development in the US, specially the idea 
of combining advanced technology with Taylor strong controlled 
management and the decentralization concept introduced as theory. 
General Motors started applying Decentralized production as early 
as 1925. Hilberseimer Decentralized concept was based very much 
by the industries as Ford and GM and theoretical Production princi-
pals by Ford for which "the overhead expenses of living and doing 
business in the great cities is becoming as large as to be unbearable. 
It places so great a tax upon life that there is no surplus to live on 
(…) all the social ailments from which we today suffer originated 
and center in the big cities. The idea that an industrial country has 
to concentrate its industries is not well founded. That is only a stage 
in the industrial development. Industries will decentralize (…) the 
modern city has been prodigal, it is today bankrupt, and tomorrow it 
will cease to be. They may also agree the best possible conditions, as 
far as employees are concerned, are also the best possible conditions 
from the manufacturing stand point."(57)

Ford established the first examples of modern integrated production 
in a plant where he produced almost all parts for the model T. But 
the plant was not so flexible and customers demand changed before 
production process.
Meanwhile General Motors reorganized his own organization, pro-
duction and marketing. General Motors implemented operating divi-
sions of elements such as car, truck, parts, and accessories to retain 
their own autonomy. After World War I Ford dominated car factories 
nationally and abroad. Competition increased from General Motors 
and the Chrysler Corporation. General Motors' success was based on 
marketing strategies that included the development of an extensive 
range of models, an annual model, massive advertising, schemes of 

Fig. 22 The Tiller Girls in Berlin, 1920s. The mass ornament is the aesthetic reflex of the 
rationality aspired to by the prevailing economic system. Siegfred Kracauer
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easy ways of payment and regular analysis form the market. Already 
in the 20's General Motors created a wide range in styles based on 
the same essential design being able to provide subtle changes in 
body, attachments, and color within different price ranges. Their cars 
became more comfortable and with more models. The companies' 
strategy created a new decentralized type of management. By 1925 
General Motors 'new decentralized industry' set a model not only for 
the other auto manufacturers Ford and Chrysler but also for other 
areas of American Industry. Just as the great industrial concerns of 
the late nineteenth century had used the railroads as their model 
for organization at a time when railroads were at the heart of the 
American economy, so in the mid-twentieth century other industries 
and manufacturing enterprises adapted the structure of auto manufac-
turers when automobile production was central to the entire system 
of industry and manufacturing.(58) This became a revolutionary 
alternative model to the centralized, functionally departmentalized 
structure that is, a department for each major function- production, 
sales, purchasing, research, and so forth that had been developed in 
the second part of the nineteenth century, first by the railroads and 
then by the early large integrated industrial enterprises. It provided as 
well a more effective administrative form than the loosely controlled 
holding company in which only financial ties connected the several 
operating subsidies with each other and with the general office. On 
the other hand, Taylorist system of Control management was increas-
ingly applied in different industries. 

There are close relations between the industrial production and the 
Decentralized city. The industrial production industry tended to 
decentralization reaching an efficient performance by spreading the 
different parts of production process, kept separate each element 
of production, reaching efficiency and flexibility to adapt to new 
demands. Behind the decentralization alternative to resolve urban 
problems as future growth and traffic, the idea of flexibility was 
also mayor issue. By classifying the settlement elements and keep-Fig. 23  Automobile assembly line.
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ing them separate from each other, the nature, the buildings and 
the infrastructure, would create a settlement model able to adapt to 
different conditions with better performance of each one of the ele-
ments. Exactly in the same way as General Motors was producing 
cars Hilberseimer proposed mass housing production.  As Industry 
was increasingly based on marketing, purchasing habits, customer's 
research and forecasts, also research in sociology was essential where 
approaching the city planning. Ford emphasized the importance of 
having a vertical organization. In the same direction, the decentral-
ized city was formulated; strong control and planning were abso-
lutely necessary. In fact, Hilberseimer was never keen to the idea of 
large privatization and loosing control. And as in the system manage-
ment created by Taylor, his city is composed of separated parts, each 
one independent but at the end highly controlled management. The 
control in the car industry as we now know didn't meant homogeni-
zation or eradication of individual freedom of choice, but the oppo-
site. It increased diversity, offered freedom of choice produced by a 
regime of controlled management. On the Decentralized city, the plan 
established the possibility for individuals to choose their place to live 
and how to move, but also type of dwelling for example. As for the 
industries, decentralization power rates would indeed be lower than 
those in the metropolises and great cities, with their vast undeveloped 
areas requiring expensive supply and drainage lines and complicated 
transportation systems; in that way also decentralization was stimu-
lated for other non industrial sectors of the city that spread on the 
territory. Decentralization was to bring closer the city and the coun-
tryside, industrial and agricultural production solving many problems 
of cities at that time as traffic and contamination. Based in industrial 
production principals, it would also address the issues in other fields, 
social and economical aspects for example, in a way it would fight 
unemployment based in Hilberseimer analysis in the abandonment 
by people of the countryside and agriculture activities in one hand, 
and mass migration to the cities unable to absorbed the larger popu-
lations, employ them and offer healthy conditions. Hilberseimer 

understood and rationalized the complexity of reality by focusing in 
scientific research methods and setting the parameters for an abstract 
model for planning the city.

Conclusion

If one read the work of Hilberseimer in a chronological order one 
might think that there are two independent parts: The High Rise City 
in Europe and the Decentralized City in the US. First he applied his 
theoretical and research method in a socialistic system and later he 
implemented it in a capitalistic one. But if we look at his urban proc-
ess vision of the city as a whole, we realize that it is one project in 
two different contexts.
Under this aspect his research, which truly can be considered to be 
very radical at his time from the 20's to 50's, still has kept its char-
acteristics. It is able to respond to some aspects of the today city, if 
we understand it in our constantly changing reality. In the words of 
Hilberseimer, "The only one sure thing is change."

Hilberseimer based and placed his model for the city, whether it was 
within a socialist context (on The High Rise) or within a capital-
ist one (as in the Decentralized City) way at a time when industry 
started to descentralize production processes. By looking at the city 
purely as a productive system, he found the possibility to simplify 
the complexity of reality, referring to the social, political etc. In this 
method one finds the radicalism of Hilberseimer.
As in the industrial production processes, the key point in 
Hilberseimer urbanism was not just each single part but the rela-
tion between parts of the city, and how they would perform together 
into an organization system able to adapt to different conditions in 
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If the key of industry to reach the people lies in customised methods 
as they are promoted today can we also then customise the city?
If customisation as a production process is the key to organize the 
city which data we have to process?
If we have to gather this information do we find it still in the center 
or in the outskirts, in other urban epicenters...? 

the time. That is why he relied much more on the diagram and not 
on the plan, section or image, as the right tool for the representation 
of an urban model. But here might be a source of his professional 
failure. His representation was too abstract and too academic. Pure 
accumulation of data was not a goal as it looks like in Hilberseimer's 
researches. The way of doing research can not anymore be based 
only in the simple application of actual data or in the speculation of 
this, more than that it should regard the relation of both. This relation 
has the potential to give a tendency for a development that then will 
become the key character of the information.

This research method might open a door in the way to alternate the 
thinking and the design of our complex cities. Urban planning can 
overcome the state of being a collage of images or a merely an inter-
pretation of an actual phenomena. It should be based on the invisible 
structure that organizes the city within itself, in the world and in 
time. According to Hilberseimer we imagine that urban planning can 
be regarded as a dynamic organizational model.

Some questions for today:
What are the constituting elements of that invisible structure?
If we regard industrial principles as the base of our society and also 
of the city are major production principles the protagonists of a new 
urban planning? 
If it is about producing cheaper and more and more is then the total 
consumption also of places the destination of the city?
If total consumption becomes reality does the city loose her quality 
of giving place to the unique and unexpected?
If the city is not any more the place of the collective where do the 
individuals frame themselves?
If the individuals have retreated into other places (wherever, in 
another city?) than the city how do they constitute their lives?
If industry is interested to reach the retreated  individuals how do 
they access and address them?
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...Where the city stands with the brawniest breed of orators and 
bards,
Where the city stands that is belov'd by these, and loves them
in return and understands them,
Where no monuments exist to heroes but in the common words
and deeds,
Where thrift is in its place, and prudence is in its place,
Where the men and women think lightly of the laws,
Where the slave ceases, and the master of slaves ceases,
Where the populace rises at once against the never ending audacity
of elected persons,
Where fierce men and women pour forth as the sea to the
whistle of death pours its sweeping and unript waves,
Where outside authority enters always after the precedent of
inside authority,
Where the citizen is always the head and ideal, and President,
Mayor, Governor and what not, are agents for pay,
Where children are taught to be laws to themselves, and to
depend on themselves,
Where equanimity is illustrated in affairs,
Where speculations on the soul are encouraged,
Where women walk in public processions in the streets the
same as the men,
Where they enter the public assembly and take places the
same as the men;
Where the city of the faithfullest friends stands,
Where the city of the cleanliness of the sexes stands,
Where the city of the healthiest fathers stands,
Where the city of the best-bodied mothers stands,
There the great city stands.

Walt Whitman
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C o r n e l i s  v a n  e e s t e r e n
t h e o d o o r  K a r e l  v a n  l o h u i z e n
C O M P L E M E N T A R Y   T W I N S   O F   U R B A N I S M

text: nanne de ru
Research: Nanne de Ru and Bas Princen

1 Complementary twins

"We were like brothers. We belonged together, like twins".
- Van Eesteren on the collaboration with van Lohuizen1 -

The collaboration between C. van Lohuizen and Th. K. van Eesteren 
is regarded as one of the most exemplary collaborations in the his-
tory of Dutch urbanism. Not only because of the unified commit-
ment to the promotion of urbanism as a practice with research as 
its fundament, but perhaps more because of the acquired mythical 
status. What has so far remained unclear is how the collaboration 
of van Lohuizen and van Eesteren actually worked. Like true twins, 
van Eesteren and van Lohuizen used their own secret language when 
amongst each other. To the outside world however, van Eesteren 
and van Lohuizen spoke in unison, explaining each other's view on 
urbanism without hesitation. 
Van Lohuizen and van Eesteren were certainly not identical twins. 
They spent the first years in their professional career separated from 
each other, in complementary fields of work. Van Eesteren as an 
architect/artist and van Lohuizen as a civil engineer. It is however 
in these first years of their professional life that they independently 
discovered the importance and potential benefits of the practice of 
urbanism.

Survey Protagonist
Th. K. van Lohuizen graduates as a civil engineer from Delft 
in 1917. During his study, he joins the 'De sociaal technische  
Vereeniging van Democratische Ingenieurs en Architecten', the social 
technical union of democratic engineers and architects. This group 
propagated social-technical urbanism as the solution to the social 
problems that where increasingly displayed in the rapidly growing 
cities. During the early years of his professional life, van Lohuizen 
becomes increasingly interested in the social research on urbanism 

and the related new method of the survey.  This method originated 
in America and England, and consisted of the collection of statisti-
cal data on the important facets of the (modern) city. In 1924 van 
Lohuizen organizes the International congress for Urbanism, in 
which he presents his first survey, a statistical research of the Western 
Provinces of the Netherlands2, which establish van Lohuizen's 
reputation as thorough researcher and Dutch survey pioneer. The 
quantitative method used by van Lohuizen led to the assumption 
among the present Dutch planners that "for planners it would be 
now possible, similar to what is done by technicians and economist 
who always have numbers at hand, to explain their point of view in 
an exact way"3.  From 1921 till 1928, van Lohuizen works for the 
municipality of Rotterdam, with amongst others J.J.P Oud. In 1921 
van Lohuizen is a co-founder of de Opbouw, a group of architects 
and planners that propagate het nieuwe bouwen4. One of the lectures 
organized in 1928 by the Opbouw, is the lecture of van Eesteren. It is 
during this lecture that van Lohuizen realizes that the ideas on urban-
ism of van Eesteren thoroughly connect to his.

From architect to urbanist
Cornelis van Eesteren graduates as an architect from the academy in 
Rotterdam in 1917. After his graduation, van Eesteren works shortly 
before traveling to Italy, followed by a yearlong trip sponsored by 
the 'Prix de Rome' thru northern Europe in 1922. This is the year that 
he first meets Theo van Doesburg, foreman of 'de Stijl' movement, 
and becomes acquainted with the people of the Bauhaus movement, 
such as Walter Gropius, Moholy Nagy and Adolf Behne. From 1922 
till 1923 van Eesteren studies at the Sorbonne University in Paris. 
During this period he becomes part of the 'de Stijl' movement. He 
works with Theo van Doesburg on several projects and becomes 
friends with Piet Mondriaan. 
During his trips, van Eesteren had become increasingly interested 
in the practice of urbanism and the arising problems urbanism is 
confronted with. His ideas on urbanism are further elaborated from 
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Th. K. van Lohuizen at work at the AUP C. van Eesteren at work near Lelystad
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The lectures pointed out the problems of the modern city -pollution, 
traffic, hygiene, no nature or leisure space - yet it also clearly indi-
cated a solution. In many ways the lectures announced the ideology 
of the functional city. 

United
In 1929 both van Lohuizen and van Eesteren get the chance to bring 
their ideas on urbanism into practice. Van Lohuizen as the chief 
researcher and van Eesteren as the chief urban planner of the newly 
founded Amsterdam department urban development. In 1948, they 
are both appointed professor of urbanism at the new study for urban-
ism at Delft. In unison they would train generations of Dutch plan-
ners to become methodological of researchers and unitary urbanists. 
This would further establish the legacy of Dutch functionalism and 
its rigor of functional separation and rationalized quantities. A legacy 
that originates in the Amsterdam Extension Plan of 1934 - simultane-
ously the origin of the legendary appearance of the Complementary 
Twins of Dutch urbanism.

2. Urbanism as practice

The work on the 1934 'Algemeen UitbreidingsPlan voor Amsterdam'7 

1924 till 1926 when van Eesteren enters three urban planning com-
petitions: the Rokin in Amsterdam (title: elementair), the Unter den 
Linden in Berlin (first price. Title: Gleichgewich) and for Madeline 
square in Paris (with Georges Pineau, Title: Continuitee). Winning 
the Prix du Rome in 1925, gives van Eesteren a certain reputation 
within the international architecture scene. But van Eesteren isn't sat-
isfied with his work, he hasn't found the 'right thing' yet: "Innerlich 
spure ich eins. Ausgebildet is est aber nicht. Doch soll es einmal so 
weit kommen"5 he writes to his wife Frieda Fluck. 
When van Eesteren studies in Paris, his ideas on urbanism are defi-
nitely formed. During this period, he works on a few projects with 
Theo van Doesburg, also residing in Paris at the time. Besides, he is 
collaborating with George Pineau. The competition entry for place 
Madeleine in Paris from Pineau and van Eesteren would later proof 
to be a crucial importance to the development of his career, as Pineau 
introduced van Eesteren to the traffic survey as a base for the urban 
scheme. Through this, it became clear to van Eesteren that the actual 
functioning of Paris had actually very little to do with its monuments 
and architecture6. Furthermore, it would later convince van Lohuizen 
of van Eesteren's ability to design based on the survey.
 Shortly after this competition, van Eesteren draws up the plan for 
'section of the business district of a large modern city', which is based 
partitioning and structuring of two functions of the modern city, 
traffic and offices, in an optimum and efficient way, liberated from 
their esthetic or monumental appearance. This exercise is of great 
importance to van Eesteren as the plan is liberated from esthetics and 
design; it is urban planning as a discipline of organization. From this 
point on van Eesteren focuses his studies on the urban field and its 
problems caused by modernization. In 1926 and 1927 he lectures in 
Germany and the Netherlands on the problems caused by modernity 
and the possible solutions of urbanism. For these lectures he exten-
sively uses slides to illustrate his story line. The lectures consist of 
several parts with themes such as 'infrastructure', 'leisure', 'housing' 
etc. The slides van Eesteren used where revolutionary for its time. 
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plans. Keppler, the head of the department of housing, put forward 
his own scheme as an alternative. Meanwhile, the N.I.V.S.9, the 
Dutch Institute for Housing and Planning, became an influential party 
of the urbanism council. According to the N.I.V.S. it was unclear 
if the plan by Bos could provide enough housing for the future 
and if it would be able to control a possible worst-case scenario of 
Amsterdam growing into a true metropolis with millions of inhabit-
ants - such as Paris, London or New York. The N.I.V.S. thought of 
this as a very probable scenario and proclaimed decentralization and 
development according to the garden city model as the only possible 
anticipation of a dooming monster-growth. As the plan by Bos did 
not contain any research on the possible growth of the population, 
it stood weak against the doom described by the N.I.V.S. Because 
of the uncertainties raised by the plan of Bos, the city council in 
1924 decided to form another advisory committee, the garden-city 
committee that would research the city council on the extension of 
Amsterdam following the garden city model. In the same year, the 
N.I.V.S. organized the International congress for Urbanism and the 
critique on the plan by Bos further extended. The different projects 
exhibited at the congress, organized by van Lohuizen, showed that 
the survey as a method for quantification could establish a 'scientific' 
basis for urban (extension) plans. It is then no surprise that during the 
final meeting of the urban council, in which the plan by Bos is defi-
nitely rejected, van Lohuizen states that it would be needed to base 
the extension plan on survey.

Political Oppostion
Besides the 'professional' arguments against the plan of Bos, raised 
by the garden city committee, the N.I.V.S. and the urbanism council, 
there was also a strong political resistance to the plan. Especially 
the socialist party SDAP, one of the most influential parties at the 
time, had strong criticism on the social perception of the plan. The 
socialist alderman for public housing, S.V. de Miranda, was strongly 
apposed to the plan as he writes: "...the Director of public works [...] 

(AUP) started in 1928 by the newly established department for city 
development. This new department would signify a radical break 
with the methods for urbanism developed by Berlage for in his 
famous Amsterdam South extension plan. This plan by Berlage had 
become emblematic for urban design not only in the Netherlands, but 
also in Europe. The successor of Berlage, A.W. Bos, was however 
incapable to deal with the immense growth Amsterdam was facing. 
As it appeared, the methods that had so far been developed for urban-
ism largely focused on the program of housing and its architecture. 
As modernization set through with an explosive growth of the popu-
lation, mobility and recreational needs, the city was increasingly 
pressured. As the crisis of 'traditional' urbanism was revealed, the 
possibility for 'new urbanism' to promote its methods rational and 
functional approach was put forward. This would lead to the eman-
cipation of urbanism as a practice, and the retreat from its previous 
'beaux-arts' methods.

2.1 The crisis of traditional urbanism

The failure of A.W. Bos
The first attempts for a general extension plan for Amsterdam 
originate from 1921, just when the extension plan for the south of 
Amsterdam by Berlage was finished. This so called plan-zuid had 
come about because of the 1901 woningbouwwet, which indicated 
that municipalities of over 10.000 inhabitants had to design exten-
sion plans for future housing development8. In 1921 it became clear 
that the number of dwellings of Berlage's plan would not be suf-
ficiently provide housing to the increasingly growing population of 
Amsterdam. The city council formed a 'stedebouwkundige raad' or 
'urbanism council' that would discus possible plans and advice the 
mayor and aldermen on probable realization. In 1923 A. W. Bos, the 
head of the public works department that was responsible for plan-
ning put forward a scheme for the further extension of Amsterdam. 
The council, and especially Adrie Keppler, heavily criticized this 
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has opinions concerning the growth and the character of Amsterdam, 
that overthrow the core of the policies and engagements of the other 
departments. Amsterdam [according to the director of public works] 
should be a luxurious city, no hand-pushed carts, yet equipages [cars] 
should fill the streets of Amsterdam. No workers-neighborhoods, thus 
no garden cities, no housing-unions for workers, but villa's, heeren-
huizen and big hotels. No workers are allowed in the city that cannot 
prove in advance that they can live from their income. Amsterdam as 
a luxurious city!"10 
Two years later, in 1926, the first attempt for a general extension 
plan ends up as a political crisis that not only damages Bos, but also 
his department of public works. It becomes clear that the public 
works department was unable to deal with the complex and diverse 
problems that urbanism is, in the wake of the twentieth century, con-
fronted with. At the same time it seems that politicians are now ready 
to consider new methods for developing urbanism.

2.2 The lobby for new urbanism

Political maneuvers 
During the 1926 political crisis, van Eesteren has a series of meetings 
with the (SDAP) alderman of the department of public works, J. ter 
Haar. On the 20th of March 1926 van Eesteren writes him a letter, in 
which he explains the vision he has on the political crisis, the future 
of the AUP and the role the urban planner should have: "Our meeting 
last Tuesday has set me thinking about Amsterdam, its urban devel-
opment and the way in which it should be guided. Before I continue 
on this, I would like to put forward that urbanism has become a sci-
ence and study in itself, to which one should be devoted in order to 
bring forward something special. [...] Contemporary urbanism has the 
experience and methods that have not yet been put into practice. This 
is the task of a new young generation. Amsterdam needs: an urban 
planning department, in other words, a separate department within 
the PW department. [...] The director of PW is not an architect; 

neither is he an urban planner. That's why Amsterdam needs, for its 
urban plans, an urban planner."11 Although it is not clear if this letter 
is actually send to ter Haar, it is likely that van Eesteren shared his 
thoughts with ter Haar on this subject. 
That van Eesteren was eager to somehow get involved in the plan-
ning of Amsterdam can also be read from a letter van Eesteren sends 
on the same date, 20th of March 1926, to ter Haar, about his com-
petition entry for the Rokin competition, which he did not win. "[...] 
Concerning an article in the newspaper that mentions the Amsterdam 
counsel sending a commission on a study trip to several large foreign 
cities to investigate for Amsterdam several 'auto parks', 'parking-plac-
es' or 'open-air garages'. I would like to remind you that in my Rokin 
competition entry [...] the importance of such 'parking-places', as part 
of a larger system for the whole city, is already pointed out."12  

The birth of the department of city development
It is not long after these letters that the city counsel of Amsterdam 
decided to establish a new department concerned with urban plan-
ning, just as van Eesteren had described in his mysterious letter. This 
decision had been largely influenced by the advisory committee for 
departmental reorganization, headed by F.M. Wibaut, member of the 
socialist party SDAP. Ter Haar was a member of this committee and 
it is perhaps in this commission that the ideas of van Eesteren where 
brought into discussion. Wibaut's committee advised the city council 
to establish the new department for urban planning as independ-
ent from the department of public works. In 1927 however, the city 
council decides to create the new department as a sub department 
of public works. In a reaction to this unexpected neglect of advice, 
Wibaut writes a long article his ideas of the role of the new depart-
ment. The director, according to Wibaut, should be an urbanist with a 
great knowledge on economics. The department should then function 
as a 'planning laboratory'13 that researches the city in order to extend 
it. Research, according to Wibaut, meant: "the most accurate study 
on the needs of all composed city-organs, of all organs that together 
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make the city. This study should constantly be tested on the develop-
ment possibilities that can be reasonably expected. Constant research 
should be done and upgraded, on the possibilities and probabilities of 
further development, so the trends and directions, that this develop-
ment will take."14 Wibaut goes on to indicate the importance of the 
research of the different functions within the city; housing, work, 
traffic and recreation. 
Despite this convincing article, the new department remained a part 
of public works, mainly because of the conviction that a new sepa-
rated department would cost a lot of money. However, this article 
clearly indicates the political will for new methods for urbanism. 
Considering that Wibaut was the chairman of the 1926 Urbanism 
Biennale (where among others van Lohuizen presented one of his 
first surveys for the western provinces) it comes as no surprise that 
Wibaut was so conscious of the challenges the new department 
could face. The way Wibaut describes a possible working method 
of this new department, obviously describes the ideology of 'het 
nieuwe bouwen', whose lobby had clearly reached the highest level 
of Amsterdam's political arena. As van Eesteren would later put it: "It 
was now or never the time to lay the basis for a clean and efficient 
city of the future. The conditions where present... There was, at the 
time that the minds where ready for it, space in abundance and an 
accepted social democratic city council"15. This lobby was not only 
trying to propagate urbanism as separate discipline. Through the 
endorsement of survey and research, it was also trying to go beyond 
the 'romantic' idealism of the garden city movement and its polariza-
tion of the centralized city versus the decentralized city.

Temporary
The new department was now in need of a staff. The director of the 
department of public works, W.A. de Graaf, posts an advertisement 
for the available posts of director and co-workers for the new sub-
department. Both van Eesteren and van Lohuizen apply for position 
of director. Van Lohuizen is asked for an interview (van Eesteren Campaign advertisements for Wibaut
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is not even called) but the job goes to L.S.P. Scheffer. In 1928 van 
Lohuizen gets a post as chief researcher. It takes a while before 
the department finds its urbanist. Van Lohuizen at first advices de 
Graaf to consult urban planner Siebers, but he refuses the job. Van 
Lohuizen is frustrated about this and writes to Siebers that the depart-
ment will now have to take on "certain second-rate workers"16. 
This is a strange remark, taking into account that a short while later, 
van Lohuizen recommends van Eesteren for the job. Van Eesteren 
finally becomes the chief planner, but only after a long struggle with 
de Graaf concerning the position of the urban planner. The case is 
typical for the view van Eesteren has on the role of the urban plan-
ner: "The architect-urban planner has to be responsible from a social 
point of view for the plan design. Therefore, the planner can not 
have a low position."17 He writes to de Graaf. De Graaf cannot 
accept this, and writes van Eesteren a letter in which he denies him 
the job. Stressing the importance of the urban planer, van Eesteren 
writes back: "The architect-urban planner gets a rank which is prin-
cipally, thus morally, equal to that of the head of the department. 
In accordance with the different character of his work, his position 
will however be different [...]"18. After intensive mediation of both 
van Lohuizen and Hudig, van Eesteren in 1929 is appointed chief 
architect and urban planner for the AUP, but only on a temporary 
basis. De Graaf is obviously not completely convinced about his 
qualities, as he writes to the alderman: "I would like to remark, that 
as it appeared during these interviews, there is a small number of 
capable architects-urban planners available in the Netherlands. From 
this small number, in my opinion only sir van Eesteren gives rise to 
the expectancy that he will have the needed capacities and talents to 
fulfill his task with the dignity worthy of this city. It is for this reason 
I think that the appointment of van Eesteren will be a temporary one 
[...]"19.

2.3 First fantasies

Amsterdam 2000
Already before van Eesteren is assigned chief designer, in 1928, van 
Lohuizen sets up schedule of urgent surveys. Initially van Lohuizen 
is convinced that the research into the economic status of Amsterdam 
will be of crucial importance for the extension plan. With G. Th. 
J. Delfgauw, the appointed economic researcher, and some of the 
draftsmen, van Lohuizen started this research. The survey van 
Lohuizen intended would cover the economical interdependencies 
of the different neighborhoods of Amsterdam. As Delfgauw remem-
bers, van Lohuizen was interested in economics "as long as it doesn't 
have anything to do with money"20, which meant that the 'tradi-
tional' methods of economical research could not be deployed. Soon 
after the economical survey started, it was acknowledged that the 
economical interdependencies within Amsterdam were too complex 
to analyze. It seemed that the economical network of Amsterdam 
strongly related to the surrounding province and even to the other big 
cities in its proximity. This meant that a survey on the economics of 
Amsterdam would mean a research on various scales, ranging from 
provincial level to the level of the neighborhood. 
The department now started to research the estimate number of 
inhabitants Amsterdam would have in 2000. Although there were 
methods available for population growth calculations, the particular 
case of Amsterdam posed its problems. Van Lohuizen first started 
his estimations by calculating the average household size Amsterdam 
would have in 2000. For this calculation, he projected the trend of 
the decreasing household size21 into the future. According to the cal-
culation, the average household size would be 2,4 in the year 2000. 
Van Lohuizen was convinced that this number was unrealistic: it 
seemed too small22. Van Lohuizen now based his calculations on the 
so-called Wiebols method for population growth calculation that was 
adjusted and extended to make it more accurate. Thru this complex 
and sometimes unclear calculation, the department could indicate in 
1929, even before appointing van Eesteren, an expected number of 
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inhabitants of Amsterdam in 2000. This number would lie, according 
to van Lohuizen between 900.000 and 1.100.000 inhabitants, depend-
ing on economic growth. According to Scheffer, the head of the 
department, these numbers created "great excitement. We all became 
aware, that if these numbers where right (...) we faced the challenge 
of designing a plan for a city with a certain size, with a population of 
which we could determine its composition and thus its needs in vari-
ous areas. A fantastic exercise that never since the classical era, when 
cities where founded for particular reasons, had occurred."23 The 
data on the future number of inhabitants was of great importance, not 
only for determining the needed areas for the different functions of 
the city, but also as an important argument against the decentralized 
garden-city model proposed by the N.I.V.S. and the 'garden city com-
mittee'. Thanks to the population calculation, "there is no reason to 
fear that Amsterdam will in the future show the horrific image that 
the continuously growing world cities show in social, economical 
and urban sense. Taking into account that it was mainly this horrific 
image of the millions-city that gave rise to the idea of the garden city, 
there is for Amsterdam no pressing need, to arrive (...) at the decen-
tralized city".24

The end of planning
Perhaps the most striking proliferation of the importance of the future 
population data is revealed when the plan is finished. The nota van 
toelichting, the thorough and quasi scientific explanatory note that 
came with the extension plans writes: "It appeared to be possible to 
determine the future population size quite accurately, that is a mini-
mum of 900.000 and a maximum of 1.100.000 inhabitants. These 
outcomes, that of course do not offer any mathematical certainty, are 
more then adequate to obtain a decent idea of the order of size of the 
future city. This also leads to the surprising conclusion that it is not 
only possible, but even obligated to organize the general extension Population growth of Amsterdam as projected by van Lohuizen
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plan in such a way that it gives an image of this future city in its final 
shape, thus as a complete and so to say confined urban entity. It is 
obvious that by posing this ultimately important point of program, 
that is very different from the lines of thoughts followed so far in the 
making of the extension plans in the Netherlands and abroad, very 
particular difficulties for the Amsterdam extension plan came to light. 
Hence, it had to comply to its assignment of designing shape as a 
completed future-city in which the four main functions of the urban 
life: working, housing, recreation and infrastructure, had to come 
equally and completely to their rights in good harmony."25 Slight 
enthusiasm has blossomed here into fantastic heroism. Because of the 
insight into the future, the general extension plan was to be the last 
plan for Amsterdam. Ultimately it would eradicate its own ground 
of existence - the plan would be no less then the final fantasy for 
Amsterdam. 

 

3 Research for urbanism

As the newly founded department was based on the ideology of 
urbanism as a practice performed by a group of researchers, objec-
tive analyses became a critical aspect of the working method. Both 
van Lohuizen and van Eesteren were in that regard convinced that 
the extension plan could only be established through a synthesis of 
research and design. This resulted in a carefully constructed research 
on the functions of the city, or as van Lohuizen would put it 'on the 
mobile forces that constitute the city'. The methods used for research 
were often highly empirical and mainly focused on the analyses of 
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data and the quantification of program. In its profound quasi-sci-
entific and quasi-objective nature, the research not only positioned 
itself as a complementary component of new urban design, it would 
also propagate urbanism as practice at service to the needs of modern 
society. 

3.1 The survey as a method

Before joining the team of the new department in Amsterdam, van 
Lohuizen and van Eesteren had never worked together, yet they had 
both gained experience with the research method of the survey. This 
method had been derived from the famous congress on urbanism held 
in 1910 in England, where the garden-city urbanists had proposed the 
so-called 'civic-survey' as a basis for the planning of garden cities. 
Van Eesteren's first experience with this method of statistical research 
had been in Paris, during his studies at the Sorbonne University. He 
tests this method in his competition entry with Georges Pineau for a 
traffic scheme for the center of Paris26. Van Lohuizen had already 
during his study become aware of the possibilities of the survey. 
During his work he develop into the first Dutch survey specialist and 
gained a large reputation through this, as he would constantly stress 
the importance of the survey for the modern practice of urbanism. 
Already during his working period in Rotterdam, van Lohuizen is 
engaged with surveys, as he maps parts of Rotterdam for the depart-
ment of public works. During this period, van Lohuizen builds up his 
profound belief in the synthesis of statistical research with the intui-
tions that come from the actual terrain of research. In his free time, 
van Lohuizen would explore Rotterdam and the surrounding areas, he 
would make list of things he would repeatedly encounter and make 
photographs of his findings. Through this, van Lohuizen became con-
vinced that statistical data in itself did not really describe the actual 
condition. Therefore, data would always have to be modified towards 
its specific use. This however was still seen in the ideal of 'survey 

before plan', an ideal that originated in the garden city movement. 
Van Eesteren would later describe this ideal working method as fol-
lows:
 1. Observations are done in the of society that concerns the  
 research;
 2. the acquired impressions and statistical material is  
 organized in an orderly;
 3. during the organization of the material, an initial idea is  
 acquired of the area;
 4. the idea is translated into a design for future organization  
[of the program], this is a conscious design27.

The actual implementation of this ideology is practically impossible 
within the AUP, which will be further explained in chapter 4.1. In the 
everyday work situation of the AUP, the condition was then also not 
as ideal as van Lohuizen would like to see it. As Bruijns, one of the 
employees of the department remembers "What the designers took 
from the researchers, where mainly the quantities: how many inhabit-
ants, how many school kids, how many cars, how many shops etc. 
The personal relation of van Lohuizen and van Eesteren was good, 
and because of that, it was quite all right. But the idea of growth, 
process, of development: that's not really something for the techni-
cian; he wants to build, to construct and that has to be as perfect as 
possible". Through the practical experience of the surveys done for 
the AUP, van Lohuizen would further refine his ideas on the meaning 
of the survey for urbanism. Especially during his teaching period in 
Delft, where he teaches in unison with van Eesteren, these ideals of 
an urbanism based on survey are put forward. In a rather long, yet 
famous quote by van Lohuizen, taken from his inaugural speech, this 
ideal is best put forward: "How will a design come into existence? 
It is a gradual process, one of falling and rising, negotiating with 
numerous authorities, with leaders of departments, with people from 
all groups within the city, studies of statistic data, sometimes espe-
cially made for a certain goal, the laboriously collecting and inter-
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preting of the data, scouting of the environment: gathering informa-
tion according to the technical demands and research in relationship 
between ownership. But soon there will be the first sketches, partly 
to freeze quick ideas, and to test them immediately, and partly to try 
to get insight into the possibilities, which the study provided, and to 
discover the questions that have to be solved within the research."28

A larger part of these ideas originate in the intensive collaboration of 
van Eesteren and van Lohuizen in the AUP, where from the begin-
ning on it was sought to reformulate urbanism. The survey and the 
combined ideas of van Lohuizen and van Eesteren on the research of 
the modern city play a big role in this.

3.2 Data and Derive

When van Eesteren in 1929 joins the department of city develop-
ment, some important aspects had already been researched, such as 
the future development of the population and the economical relation 
of Amsterdam and the Province. Even though the research on eco-
nomics for example, did not offer good insight into the economics of 
Amsterdam, it did offer the possibility to test certain survey methods. 

Data program
Although van Lohuizen had already some experience with setting 
up surveys and research programs for parts of a city, the scale of the 
AUP was completely new to him. Never before had a surveys and 
research on a Dutch city been done on this scale. In the first few 
months at the department, van Lohuizen spends time researching the 
survey methods applied in America, in the great New York research. 
Besides this, the fist research methods that van Lohuizen describes 
in his notes are 'conversation with the involved parties and walks 
through the city'29. Some months later, van Lohuizen draws up a 
research program:
Get to know:  1. the present topographical condition of the city;
  2. the plans (of the government, province, railway,  

  municipality etc.) that are fixed to such a degree  
  that change is practically impossible;
  3. the ambitions and wishes, present at the different  
 departments, services and organizational bodies.
  Get to know what is needed, in order to assure, that  
 the expansions of the harbor- and industrial areas,   
 the housing areas and the related recreational   
 areas, as well as appropriating land, can continue   
 undisturbed during the period of thorough study [of   
these areas].
  4. Organize the work stated in the 2nd point.
  The collection of material that constitutes the foun 
  dation for: a. the general extension plan;
  b. the plan for improvement of the inner-city;
  c. the provincial plan.
  5. Making sketches for the 4th point a, b and c.30

The methodological build up of this research program shows the sys-
tematical nature of van Lohuizen. Added to the research program was 
a list of specifications, for example for the General Extension plan: 
"Collect data of rough ground prices, the cost for heightening the 
land, the cost for streets and sewage systems, the house rental prices, 
the exploitation cost of housing, the value of terrains within a specif-
ic location. Based on this research what is possible in terms of build-
ing height; plot width of the different of housing-classes (graphs). 
[...] Study the amount of income- and rent-classes and the need for 
these different classes. Determine the terrain surface for each class, 
including parks, sports- and playfields. Study the usual street-profiles 
from an economical, traffic-technical and esthetic point of view. 
Terrains for schools, churches, service, police and city cleaning (100 
times 150 m2)."31

This list also indicated the scale of drawings to be made and the pre-
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Photograph made by van Eesteren during one of the walks with van Lohuizen
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cise methods of research for each point. One of these methods was 
the 'walks through the city'32.

Derive
When van Eesteren joined the department, a short while after this 
program was set up, these walks would continue. In contrast to van 
Lohuizen, van Eesteren had no experience with research and surveys. 
Furthermore, he had been preaching functionalist urbanism for a 
few years, but he had not practiced it yet. Van Lohuizen offered van 
Eesteren to 'train' him one day a week. This training consisted of 
walks through the various neighborhoods that where to be extended. 
Van Lohuizen would talk to van Eesteren about the appearance of 
things, their 'essence' and how they were embedded in urbanism. As 
van Eesteren would put it later: "He was a personality with ideas. 
So he introduced me to Amsterdam, to the essence of the city, that's 
what he did. The essence of things, the character of Amsterdam."33 
Van Lohuizen's specialty according to van Eesteren was that he 
discovered the 'potentials' of an area34. These would be extracted 
from the area by a close observation of details, as Wali van Lohuizen 
remembers, "[van Lohuizen] would for example learn van Eesteren 
to look at the names on the doors. Sometimes there were company 
names, which gives insight into the economic importance of the 
street."35 Besides the physical details of an area, van Lohuizen 
would explain the greater context: "He would treat it factual. He 
would for example talk about the Amsterdam-Rijn kanaal, for exam-
ple its history, its connection tot the hinterland, you can imagine it 
bigger; phenomena and everything involved in it."36  
To van Lohuizen these 'walks' where crucial to the development of 
the statistical research into design. Although a survey would give a 
good insight into the researched area, it remained static, so it would 
not describe the dynamic development of the area. For van Lohuizen, 
it was the dynamic interrelation of the different elements that con-
stitute the city. As statistics did not describe this dynamic, it could 
only be lead to the right design if it was supplemented with intuition 

and actual observations. Thru this syntheses of data and derive, the 
dynamic nature of the 'mobile forces' that constitute the urban envi-
ronment, could be understood and geared towards design. 

3.3 Survey XL

The first tasks the new planning department had to deal with after 
the installment of van Eesteren, was a traffic scheme for the (inner-) 
city of Amsterdam. Traffic had since 1927 become a crucial issue for 
the city of Amsterdam, as the rise of mobility started to congest the 
streets of especially the historical city center. Various proposals by 
civil engineers failed for reasons similar to the ones A.W. Bos had 
been confronted with regarding the General Extension plan: the pro-
posals failed to acknowledge and deal with the future consequences 
of the rising mobility. Van Lohuizen decided to deal with the matter 
in a thorough way. What he understood, in contrast to his predeces-
sors, was that thru-traffic was essential for the shaping of infrastruc-
ture, which meant that the new extension and future city growth 
would continue to influence the traffic flows of Amsterdam. The 
department started a survey into the flows of traffic. 

Orange banners: propaganda of survey
This survey would turn out to be one of the biggest surveys of the 
whole plan. It was done through the counting different types of traf-
fic, the amount of passengers they would transport and the routes 
they would take through Amsterdam. This survey accounted for 
almost 3000 hours of work, done by researchers, volunteers and 
school children (an estimate total some 1000 people). The nature of 
this work was very empirical, as adequate survey methods for traffic-
mapping where not yet developed. In the beginning for example, all 
license plates where noted down, in order to check the precise origin 
of the vehicles, which later appeared to be an unbelievable amount of 
work and was left unfinished. 
With the organization of this huge survey van Lohuizen showed 



that he was a thorough organizer. In a relatively short time, he had 
assembled 2000 people to count traffic on one particular day in 
Amsterdam. The problem however was that if it would rain on the 
day of counting, the traffic (which at that time consisted mainly of 
pedestrians and cyclists) would be radically different then on a 'nor-
mal' day. Van Lohuizen made an arrangement with the Dutch weather 
forecast service, the KNMI, that they would inform him the evening 
before the count-day, what the weather would be. As TV did not yet 
exist and Radio was not yet the mass medium it would become, the 
question was how to notify the volunteers if the count would go on 
yes or no. Van Lohuizen then decided to rent an airplane: "we had 
an airplane fly over the city, the night before [the counting-day], and 
if there were long orange banners on the wings of the airplane, then 
that was the sign the count would proceed. If the orange banners 
where missing, the count would not proceed"37. As an ultimate cul-
mination of modernity "we were using the avant-garde of technique, 
something as modern as an airplane to notify the population (...)"38. 
Besides an applicable traffic survey, the count day with its massive 
numbers of volunteers and its ultimately modern means of broad-
casting its beginning would be the ultimate propaganda for the new 
department and its 'new' urbanism. As the traffic count was the 
talk of the day, and little kids would months later still send in their 
randomly produced traffic counts, the ideology of complementary 
urbanism had already found its proliferation at an early stage. It 
benchmarked the common cause underlying the method of the new 
department - a common cause that eradicated the previous urbanism 
of with its icon of the 'Master-planner' by the installment of an urban-
ism for the people, by the people.
 
Test
For van Lohuizen and van Eesteren, as well as for the whole depart-
ment, the traffic scheme was an important part of the plan. It was the 
first real test for the new department of planning in Amsterdam and 
to van Eesteren, who had just been appointed, it was the chance to 
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prove himself to de Graaf. The department as a whole had to show 
it was capable of dealing with the complexity of the problems pre-
sented in the growing Amsterdam. Added to this came the political 
pressure of the party that had put the new department in its place: 
the SDAP. The SDAP was trying to exercise its power by forcing the 
planning department to make a choice between two traffic policies: 
either the policy geared towards business reach-ability, or the policy 
for preserving the historical city. The first option was related to the 
idea of city-vorming, which held the conviction that the historical 
center would eventually be replaced by office towers. The second 
option meant that the release of congestion had to sought around the 
city center.
The planning department, and especially van Lohuizen, wanted to 
avoid this political polemic, and stressed the importance of a 
thorough survey in order to establish a good traffic plan by taking 
into account all the aspects of the city. In order to avoid a superfi-
cial and obvious choice between the policy options presented, van 
Lohuizen organized the incredibly thorough traffic survey. At the 
same time both van Lohuizen and van Eesteren realized that the traf-
fic scheme would be of great importance to the shape and place of 
the cities extensions: "Not only railways, that also in big European 
cities after American example and because of the ongoing electrifi-
cation are increasingly put underground, but especially street traffic 
plays an important role in the extension and reorganization of our (...) 
city centers"39. Furthermore, van Eesteren had also started design-
ing initial plans for Amsterdam west, whose infrastructure would be 
greatly influenced by the traffic scheme for the inner-city. 

Releasing politics
The initial scheme produced after the first surveys, consisted of a 
series of ring-roads - one circling the old city center and one fol-
lowing the train track, circling around most recent city extensions. 
This achieved a separation of local and inter-local traffic, thru- and 
city-oriented traffic that would according to van Lohuizen optimize Calculating the capacity of bicycles on an escalator (mock-up)



that offers so many beautiful possibilities for the work and living city 
of Amsterdam. This ring road, that is simultaneously the separation 
and the connection of the interweaved city on the one hand, and the 
suburbia's, working areas and the large recreational areas - that are 
located along its green belt - on the other hand, had a dominant and 
connective influence on the design of the plan."41 

4 Egalitarian urbanism

When the plan is presented to the city council, it is more a book 
then a plan. The research on the function of Amsterdam is precisely 
described by long strings of quasi-scientific calculations that estab-
lish the quantities needed for development. These strings reveal the 
entangled combination of research and design, rhetoric and reason 
that are fundamental to the newly established method for urbanism. 
Beneath these thorough calculations and its materialization in quanti-
fied program lies an obvious choice for a profoundly Dutch urbanism 
- an urbanism of equality.

4.1 Plan as a book

Avalanche
Besides fieldwork, as for example the traffic count, a large part of the 
survey consisted of literature research. The overall end goal of the 
surveys was to establish quantity calculations based on statistics. As 
the plan was to be based on quantities of programs that would meet 
the future demands of the Amsterdam population, this was consid-
ered a crucial task. Simultaneously, it was a ground breaking task, as 
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the functioning of infrastructure. The point of the reachability of the 
old inner city was more complex. Van Eesteren and van Lohuizen 
were both convinced that city-vorming would gradually set through 
which meant that the historical city center would be replaced by a 
modern city business center, including skyscrapers etc. Through his 
initial economical surveys, van Lohuizen understood that the large 
plots, sometimes whole blocks in the historical center where owned 
by companies. With the rising pressure on the real estate market, it 
seemed inevitable that office towers would eventually replace some 
of these blocks. This also meant that the inner city would initially 
become more congested. In order to make keep the future develop-
ments reachable, existing radial roads into the city center had to be 
widened, which meant demolition of houses. 
Besides the ring roads (that where of no harm to the inner-city), 
the scheme contained two widened streets for through traffic - the 
Leidsche straat and the Weesperstraat. Because of this relatively 
minimal intervention in the inner city, the plan holds the middle 
between the polarized choice the SDAP was pushing the depart-
ment towards. Because of the thorough and quasi-scientific nature 
of the survey, the apparent objectiveness of the proposal is hard to 
challenge. De Graaf, a true diplomat, takes full advantage of this as 
he directs the scheme thru the political minefield: "the council will 
have to lead the developments [of city-vorming] in such a way that 
the inner-city can remodel itself, so that the inner-city can main-
tain to be, for both the present and especially the new inhabitants, 
adequate to the to the demands of a new social order, without los-
ing the beauty of its current character"40. When in 1930 the plan 
is presented it is broadly accepted - the new department passes its 
first test and convincingly shows its will to be at service to the mod-
ernization of society, rather then to politics. Besides that, it had laid 
out the basic structure of the extension plan. Later it would prove to 
be of vital importance to the general form of the extension plan: "it 
should be stressed that the circumstance, that thanks to the present 
ring-road, the extension plan was able to acquire its typical form, 
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survey had never been applied as a hypothetical initiator of design, 
nor had it been applied in such an interrelated way as the functional 
approach prescribed. When the plan is presented to the city council in 
1934 under the title 'plan in main issues', it carries the aura of a fin-
ished plan. Quasi-scientific quantification studies so abundantly used 
to back up design, that the actual design approach is lost under the 
avalanche of survey justifications. When the plan is handed over to 
the city council, it contains 11 maps, 7 perspective drawings and 398 
pages of text bundled in two volumes of a book. The first volume 
consists of the Nota van Toelichting or 'explanatory note' that con-
tains the main conclusion on the needs and development of the dif-
ferent functions of the extension plan. The second volume consists of 
the appendices that thoroughly describe the research and the surveys.

Design
As the 1931 housing law had indicated, every fast growing city in 
the Netherlands had to constitute such a plan. A plan in main issues 
meant that it would largely describe the way the city would expand, 
without mentioning the explicit details per neighborhood. For the 
details the 1931 housing law foresaw the drawing up of a plan in 
onderdelen, a plan in parts. These plans would describe the details 
per neighborhood. The plan as presented in 1934 was a plan in main 
issues, which means that it did not present any details on the specific 
design of the various new neighborhoods. Taken from this viewpoint, 
the 1934 plan manages to create a solid foundation of the design 
per neighborhood. This does not come as a surprise, taking into 
account that the actual design of several neighborhoods, especially 
Amsterdam West, had already begun. It can therefore be assumed 
that there was a large amount of feedback between the details of 
the new practice of urbanism (such as the open housing blocks, the 
importance of green strips in the organization of housing) and the 
general scheme on a larger scale. 
Another crucial argument can be derived from this, namely the 
argument that design was of vital importance for the 1934 General 

Extension plan. After the plan in presented in 1934, there is besides 
an overwhelming praise for the clarity and structural approach to 
the extension, critique from the side of the architects. J.J.P.Oud for 
example, calls the plan a non-designed plan, as it would only be the 
result of research. Devaluating the importance of design in the plan, 
he calls it 'scientific planning' and suggests that the plan is no more 
then a diagram. That this not true can not only be derived from the 
fact that van Eesteren had already started designing Amsterdam West 
in 1929, as Vincent van Rossum42 clearly argues, but also from the 
official frame provided by the 1931 housing law. As the extension 
plans are according to this law structured in a plan in main issues 
that cover the larger scale and a plan in parts that covers the smaller 
scale, it seems logical that the actual design would be more obvi-
ously proliferated in the later stages. As it seems, the plan as a book 
put forward an avalanche of data to ultimately construct the idea of 
larger scale urbanism as a structuring device. That this avalanche of 
data would then eradicate the design that had paradoxically triggered 
the avalanche is then a logical consequence of a practice of urban-
ism that is at service to the social needs of a growing population of 
Amsterdam. It should then not be forgotten that it is through the rigid 
implementation of data that the continuation of design at a later point 
of development could be regulated.

4.2 Programming the plan

The Nota van toelichting and its appendices are incredibly thorough 
and precise in analyses of the different functions and their manifesta-
tion in the plan. All the main arguments are strengthened by statistics 
and calculations and therefore look like scientific facts. This can be 
seen in the most space-consuming program of the extension plan, 
recreation, which is extensively covered in the Nota van toelicht-
ing. In the twenties van Eesteren during his famous lectures on the 
'functional city' showed a slide of an isolated peripheral soccer field. 
To van Eesteren, the proper planning of these facilities and their con-
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nection to the city as a whole was essential for the proper growth of 
modern cities as he states: "One of the elements of the modern city 
plan that needs to be completely understood in order to rightly
situated"43. The chapter 'Recreation' and its appendix 'Foreseeing in 
the need of parks, sports fields, peoples gardens and schoolwork gar-
dens and general recreational areas'44 take up about 110 pages or a 
good 25% of total Nota van toelichting.

Green + water + sun = health
The chapter in volume 1 starts with a short history of recreation in 
Amsterdam and goes on to describe the changes this activity has 
recently undergone: "It is one of the most remarkable features of our 
time and thru this it principally distinguishes itself from the previous 
century, that man after doing labor increasingly goes into the open air 
to relax body and mind by strenuous effort of another kind. The need 
for nature, sun and water and the wish to measure ones strength in 
relation to another in sports and play, in short the desire for liberation 
of the daily pressures of care and duty, has become an element of the 
biggest meaning within social life. This development, that started at 
the end of the last century, has since the war not only accelerated, 
but has also changed in character, that is best expressed in the French 
exclamation 'Culture Physique'".45 The chapter goes on to describe 
leisure and its importance for health: "Green + water + sun = health 
has become the magic formula of our times, and the result - a pow-
erful, suntanned race of young people - has proven the truth of this 
formula of life." 
It is stressed that a modern city cannot do without proper leisure 
facilities as it is mentioned: "Nature, recreation, sport and game have 
become basic needs of life for man, and especially for the urbanite. 
To such a degree, that one cannot imagine an extension plan, in 
which this need is not seen as a primary demand. In different coun-
tries (England and Germany) there are standards for the surfaces 
of various recreational terrains that should be incorporated in plan-

ning".46 Consequently the different types of recreational areas are 
summed up: parks, sport- and playfields, peoples gardens and general 
recreational areas. These four types are then consistently quantified 
in an ideal amount per inhabitant in 2000: parks: 5,29 m2 per inhab-
itant (was 2,20 m2), sport fields: 4,86 m2 per inhabitant (was 3,01 
m2) and peoples gardens: 6,23 m2per inhabitant (was 2,23 m2). 

Retorics versus reasoning
In the appendix, these numbers are thoroughly explained. The gen-
eral line of reasoning in the appendix is radically different from that 
in the general text. First of all, the text sets out a misunderstanding 
regarding the 'organic' function of green as the 'lungs' of the city, 
cleaning the polluted city air: "(...) to a certain degree parks could be 
compared to the lungs; they also remove the CO burned in the body 
and simultaneously bring in CO2. In this line of thought parkways 
and other open spaces can be considered supply-veins of fresh air, so 
that also they have an important function. All in all, these parks and 
open spaces should have a positive result on the health of the popula-
tion. According to the following chart however [shown is a chart of 
Wagner that shows the relation between tuberculosis and the amount 
of parks], this is not the case. The numbers indicate that in cities with 
a lot of park-surface the number of cases of lung tuberculoses en 
inhalation organs is overall not less then in cities with a small amount 
of park-surfaces47. Also for other reasons parks and open spaces can-
not be compared to the lungs. Already in 1885 Dr. Ernst Ebermayer 
noted that 1 ha of forest produces only the CO2 that four persons 
need for breathing, cooking and heating."48 After this statement, 
that actually demystifies the magic formula of green + sun + water 
= health, it is noted that green is used by the inhabitants for strolls, 
play and sport. Then follows a long extrapolation on the history of 
recreational areas, its development and its quantities per inhabitant 
in different cities and in different countries such as France, Germany, 
England, America and the Netherlands. America is considered quite 
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different in its relation of planning towards leisure in comparison to 
European countries. It is noted that America has a lot of private fund-
ing resources for the development of leisure and that "It is awkward 
to note that in America in the literature on recreational areas, quite a 
lot of attention is given to golf courses"49.    
Hereafter, the current condition of recreation in Amsterdam is 
covered: "One will probably find no one who has the opinion that 
Amsterdam at the moment is sufficiently supplied with parks and 
borders and the overview concerning the condition in other countries 
and cities indicates that this impression is the surely just. It is howev-
er needed to analyze the present condition in order to determine how 
big the shortage is and where it proliferates the most."50 This is done 
by determining a radius per park of its influence, generating a map of 
people that can use the currently available parks. 
Then it is mentioned that parks are not only important as space to 
remain in, but also as a thru route. For this argument the traffic num-
bers on the Vondelpark are shown, which indicate that a lot of people 
voluntarily detour through the Vondelpark, especially cyclists. This 
finally leads to the conclusion that when you multiply the number 
of each visitor type with the amount of time spend in the park, the 
cyclists are the biggest user group of the park. The question that is 
then elaborated is what neighborhood and group of people the park 
serves: "one could also say that every housewife, that lives within a 
range of 400m of the park, visits it one time a week. The numbers 
point out that number of visitors differs from the neighborhoods on 
the southside of the park, to the neighborhoods on the northside of 
the park (...) in the neighborhoods with a greater prosperity (the ones 
on the south) the housewives appear to use the park more often"51. A 
similar method is applied for sports fields and peoples gardens.
In the third and final part of the appendix, the amount of leisure 
space needed per inhabitant is calculated. This is of course once more 
a balanced calculation that breaks the amount up into four categories 
of m2 per inhabitant to be developed in the extension plan: parks 
(5,29 m2), sports fields (4,86 m2), peoples gardens (6,23 m2) and 
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general recreational areas (11,17 m2). This total of 27,55 m2 per 
inhabitant or 2561 ha or 23% of the total area of the extension plan. 
This seems a lot but "from the overview concerning the recreation 
facilities abroad, it appears that there are a number of cities in which 
the surface for recreation per inhabitant has already reached the quota 
advised for Amsterdam. In many cities there are even more spacious 
facilities. This must lead to the conviction that the norms calculated 
for Amsterdam, applied in the extension plan, will deliver practical 
and usable outcomes, while simultaneously for the first time in this 
field the commonly felt shortage could be indicated in concreto"52. 

Green as infrastructure
The great green recreational areas combined with the discovery of 
van Lohuizen that green is mostly used by people commuting to 
work, amount to a great importance of green in the general spatial 
organization for the extension plan. The larger recreational areas, 
such as the Amsterdamse Bos, are positioned in between greater 
areas of housing and work: "The housing neighborhoods outside the 
ring-road are designed as large units, more or less free standing com-
plexes, that are separated from each other by large recreational areas 
and open terrain of different character."53 The overall appearance of 
the green is then positioned as the synthesizer of the other functions 
of the extension plan, housing, infrastructure and work: "it is strived, 
to relate the new housing areas with the designed working areas. 
They are in that aspect positioned in such a way, that the work areas 
can be easily reached, while these areas are constantly kept separated 
from the housing areas by strips zoned for recreation of more or less 
width. In this way, the housing areas are not only secured from the 
disadvantages that follow from its proximity to industrial and harbor 
areas, yet it is also accomplished that one on the daily route from the 
house to work, crosses the recreational areas".54 These 'larger units' 
of housing would create the larger part of the build proliferation of 
the Extension plan; they would become known as 'Amsterdam West', 
'Buitenveldert' and 'Watergraafsmeer'. Although the actual design of 
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a disadvantage, whether and how this development can be guided 
by urbanism; all this is more or less unknown and remains a terri-
tory that is hardly researched"58. Again, the research into this new 
phenomenon is thoroughly explained in the appendices. From a map 
analysis of the function differentiation for the inner-city is used to 
indicate the consequences of city vorming follows a string of calcula-
tions that finally produce a number of houses needed to compensate 
the loss of houses following the expected development of city vorm-
ing. Added to the amount of houses needed in general + the amount 
needed because of sanitation "this means that the designed neighbor-
hoods should offer space for 111.200 new houses, which is more then 
half of the current amount of houses, while the population will only 
grow with 26,8%."59

Density 
The amount of new houses to be built was then positioned within 
the limits of the extension plan, which means that density becomes 
an issue. Related to this issue was the ambition of the department to 
provide a flexible plan that would provide a solid base for the plans 
in parts that would follow. By looking for ways to offer a lot of dif-
ferent housing types in the new extension, ranging from the typical 4 
story department slabs to one-family houses, the sustainability of the 
plan was defined. Politically related to this was the important demand 
that the plan "should strive to make feasible the building of one-fam-
ily houses on a larger scale, also for the workers".60 This significant 
ambition meant that the plan would have to find ways of developing 
single housing in a relatively cheap way, as the workers would not 
be able to afford the normally expensive single family housing. The 
problem is solved in a way that will stand as an example for mixed 
housing development for years to come. 
First of all, the issue of ground-prices is taken into account: "The 
ground-prices in the proximity of the existing city make it practi-
cally impossible, to fulfill this desire on the extension areas within 
the city-ring road."61 This means that these areas will be build with 

these areas would later be developed in separate plans in parts, the 
overall positioning, the number of inhabitants each area would have, 
as well as the housing types that would be provided within each area, 
would already be decided within the 1934 Extension Plan.   

111.200
The development of housing was perhaps the most pressing need 
for the city of Amsterdam. As especially the labor force had grown 
over the last decades, affordable rental housing was the most urgent 
of the housing to be developed. The amount of houses that was to 
be developed was directly related to the predictions of the future 
population and more specifically to the future amount of households. 
This amount of household had already posed its problems during the 
population calculation. As the explanatory note describes: "it was 
thus of the greatest importance, to research if it would be possible to 
find a reliable number for the future. Therefore the complex case of 
the 'family-thinning'55 had to be analyzed, and the influences of the 
factors that control this matter, had to be researched"56. The appen-
dices then show the summary of a complex calculation of the future 
average family size that is based entirely on the official status of the 
women (wed, unwed or widow). The calculation led to the assump-
tion that the future average family size would be 3,37 in 2000, com-
pared to 3,7 in 1930, which would mean a production of 84.312 new 
houses.57 Van Lohuizen however acknowledged that the amount 
of houses was already shrinking, because of two reasons: sanitation 
(or the demolishing of old/worn down houses) and city vorming. 
Sanitation was a government policy that had its own logic and was 
therefore relatively easy to take into account. The number houses that 
would disappear because of city vorming were much more specu-
lative: "As the sanitation is only a consequence of a government 
policy, city vorming is a process that follows a much more natural 
trend. [...] The urban factors that are of influence to it, the degree in 
which it will occur, till what size the transformation of our city center 
to a 'city' will be a benefit and above which border it will turn into 
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a density ranging from 85 till 110 houses per hectare in 'conven-
tional' Amsterdam housing slabs. As the ground outside the city-ring 
is cheaper, densities are here varied, as well as rental prices: "the 
southern part of the extension will offer place for housing in the 
higher and highest rental class, as the western part of the extension 
shall largely be build with houses of the lower rental class."62 For 
these areas, the average density of 70 houses per hectare is taken. 
By an experimental mix of different housing types, single-family 
houses combined with 3 and 4-story apartment slabs, the overall goal 
of cheap single-family housing can be met. It is then stressed that 
the overall area of the housing zones, is not only entirely taken up 
by houses. Small parks, playgrounds and community buildings will 
take away parts of the area, which will heighten the actual density 
of housing. However, the explanatory note concludes, "based on all 
these contemplations, the building density of 70 houses per hectare is 
chosen, where it will be possible, according to the need, to choose for 
50 till 60% of the new houses for the single-family type."63   

4.3 Dutch urbanism 

Shedding the average
The methods used to calculate the quantities of program, both for 
housing as well as for recreation, are mostly based on a calcula-
tion of average quantities. For example, indicated in the chapter on 
recreation, the average amount of recreation space per inhabitant 
is carefully weighed in relation to the average quantity available in 
other countries64. This can also be seen in the chapter on housing. 
For example in the way the extension areas for higher incomes and 
the extension for lower income are equal in their housing types. As it 
seems, the average is here taken as a means to justify production of 
the same houses for both the rich and the poor. The same can be seen 
in the way the ground-costs are used as a guiding principle to dif-
ferentiate housing densities - a strategy that produces similar house 
rentals over different areas.  

The strong sense for equality can also be seen in which the surveys 
where done for the plans in parts. These surveys already started in 
1929, as the work for the Amsterdam West had already begun. One 
of these surveys is the 'research into the current condition of bicycle 
storages', initiated in March 1933. For this research, the bicycle sheds 
of 11 neighborhoods where counted in order to gain insight into:
The spreading of the bicycle storages
The way in which they are placed
The nature of the companies
The available space in the storages
The shortage or the abundance of placing space   
The price per month65

The survey consisted visits to 256 bicycle storage facilities, that logi-
cally, would generate a whole string of data that would mainly illus-
trate the multiplicity of the phenomenon of bicycle sheds: some are 
expensive, some are free, in richer areas the are bigger, in poor areas 
they are sometimes absent etc. The string of data would then solidify 
into a chart showing per neighborhood the number of inhabitants, the 
number of houses, the number of places in bicycle storage spaces, 
the number of occupation and finally the number of bicycles per 100 
inhabitants and per 100 houses. Of course these numbers would be 
different per neighborhood. However, it is argued, an average amount 
of bicycle storage space per 100 houses can very well be established, 
namely 40 bikes per 100 houses. That this estimation is quite usable 
and accurate follows from the fact that "one of the most important 
factors, namely the bicycles per 100 houses and per 100 inhabitant, 
has in the last 6 years, as appears from the data from the bicycle 
tax, stayed more or less equal. It seems this number is saturated and 
large variations are not to be expected".66 It is once more the same 
logic used - the logic of averaging the offer by close survey into the 
average demand. Through this simple but ultimately rigid logic, the 
urbanism of the extension plan for Amsterdam is an amplification 
of the socialist ideology that stood at its fundament - an ideology of 
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sameness that would ultimately produce the social equality that the 
politicians that had put the functionalist urbanism on the agenda, 
were aiming for.

Bureaucratic Urbanism
The explicit exclamation of the plan as an (socialist) ideological plan 
is however never present in the official documents of the plan. This 
ideology is always latent and only occasionally raises it head: argua-
bly through the persistent urge to equalize the quantities, but perhaps 
also through the abundant references to housewives and workers. 
These two social groups had at that time, just recently been 'emanci-
pated': the women through the establishment of the voting rights for 
women, and the workers through the institutionalization of the labor 
time; emancipations that had largely been promoted by the socialist. 
Perhaps the most evident display of socialist sympathies is expressed 
through the map that shows the entire extension plan, where the 
housing is colored red - a color not normally used for housing but 
very much insisted by van Eesteren.
Besides these retroactive assumptions, the plan seems neutral in its 
position towards ideology, politics and even design (as was already 
indicated by the comments of J.J.P. Oud at the beginning of this 
chapter). In its preciseness and carefully weighed arguments, the plan 
seemed to consciously avoid the rigor of utopian ideals on the one 
hand and the pragmatist logic of the market on the other. Seen in this 
way, the plan seems all of a sudden incredibly diplomatic or even 
bureaucratic. 
This comes as no surprise when we consider the hierarchical build up 
of the department. The head of the entire department of public works 
was A.W. de Graaf, a socialist but known for his excellent diplomatic 
skills. As much as he was a diplomat, he was a team player, which 
is evidently displayed by his remark to the aldermen in 1928 about 
the new department in which there would be "no place for anyone 
with dictator-aspirations". According to Scheffer this would later 
give de Graaf the nickname "Jantje Samenwerking" or "Johny the Car-garages in Amsterdam



Collaborator". L.S.P Scheffer is the director of the sub-department 
for City Development and so the director over both van Lohuizen 
and van Eesteren. This meant that every idea of either van Lohuizen 
or van Eesteren would have to find its way past both Scheffer and de 
Graaf; a structure that would often be of great help for the progress 
of the work. After all, each profession had its own specialist: van 
Lohuizen the researcher, van Eesteren the designer and de Graaf and 
Scheffer as the diplomats engaged in the navigation thorough the 
political reefs. Also in terms of the work for the Explanatory note, 
these task can be easily traced back: de Graaf writes the general 
introduction, Scheffer writes the conclusions on the research and 
design, van Eesteren coordinated all the drawings and perspectives 
and van Lohuizen wrote the larger part of the appendices. The work 
by van Lohuizen was not always welcomed so much by the diplo-
mats as co-worker C. Bruijns remembers: "I remember that the report 
[on traffic] was published. [...] De Graaf [...] had to sign it. And he 
had kept postponing it. At a certain time, he had read it. He said: 
"now it has to happen. I told my wife, provide me with a bowl of 
water and a few towels, then I can constantly provide my head with 
wet towels, and then I will read it"".67  
When the plan is presented to the city council, it is widely accepted. 
It seems that the build up of the department was a crucial factor for 
this achievement. Within the urbanistic and architectural debate it is 
also accepted as a great strive forward, as it proves that urbanism is 
no longer the task of one overlooking, specialized architect, but of a 
team build up out of specialist. As the plans and calculations of the 
explanatory note and its appendices are published under the name 
of the department (and not under the name of van Eesteren or van 
Lohuizen) it is convincingly showed that it only through the anonym-
ity of a bureaucrat, that urbanism could be of service to the complex 
needs of the modern society. 
Van Eesteren would be one of the main propagators of this position 
of the architect. During the rest of his career, he would advocate the 
need for team-processes and the role of the architect as the moderator 
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of the functional demands of the city and the 'political' demands of 
the parties involved. As he writes in a letter to architect Jaap Bakema 
in 1957, concerning the role of the architect within the development 
or planning team: "As you describe it, the architect is a specialist 
who also thinks highly of himself within the team. In other words, 
he is supposed to be like the other parties, be it the one with a sense 
for design and knowledge in this matter. [...] What is more impor-
tant than what you describe, is stimulating of the imagination of the 
other parties involved. This is what will benefit us, not the [idea of 
the] architect with a lot of authority and power. What I describe here 
is what I have encouraged all my life. I drew back in anonymity for 
it."68 The urbanism of teamed up specialist is then the antithesis of 
'classical' urbanism with its hierarchy of the overlooking designer 
directing its co-workers. The new urbanism has at its base a profound 
anonymity, driven by the force of synthesis - an urbanism of bureau-
cratic hierarchy geared towards social equality.

5 The rise of Leisure
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The program that is the most extensively put forward in the AUP is 
recreation. This is no coincidence, as the rise of modernization and 
the institutionalization of labor had formalized free time and trig-
gered the rise of mass culture. As described in the plan, recreation 
had become "one of the most remarkable features of our time and 
[...] an element of the biggest meaning within social life." The rise 
of this remarkable phenomenon had however also been the basis of 
a significant class struggle that would ultimately influence the pro-
gramming of the recreational areas of the AUP.

5.1 The dawn of popular leisure

4 x 8
The phenomenon of leisure as we know it today first came into exist-
ence at the wake of the twentieth century, when industrialization and 
modernization where thoroughly changing society and especially the 
notion of labor. As also the Dutch industries shifted from 'traditional' 
labor to the fordist production model, hand labor changed into mech-
anized labor. Even though the Netherlands was at that time already 
mostly a service-oriented country, which means that hand-labor was 
not such a crucial part of the economy as in for example England, 
even the workers in the service industry suffered from the large shifts 
in the economical field. The clerks working in the service industry 
were actually no more privileged then the industrial workers, hence 
the expression 'white collar proletarians'. As the alienation of labor 
combined with the rising pressure on the city's housing market wors-
ened the position of the workers, the call for the institutionalization 
of labor was increasingly heard. The main argument in this propa-
ganda was that the increasing anonymity of work should be rightfully 
counter posed with more time for the individual. 
From the 1891 on workers together with socialist strived for the 
establishment of an eight hour work day under the motto: 8 hours 
of work, 8 hours of leisure and care, 8 hours of sleep and 8 cents 



ering of the entertainment industry with its icons of Times Square 
and Coney Island in New York, Hollywood, and leisure resorts such 
as Brighton in England. In the Netherlands however, the leisure 
industry did not sky rocket in this way, although the rise of popular 
culture and the weak proliferation of commercial leisure was already 
a strong signal to the ruling parties that their power could be under-
mined. 

5.2 The civilization campaign

"Europe is suffering from the greatest crisis that can afflict peoples, 
nations, and civilization. Such a crisis has occurred more than once 
in history. Its characteristics and its consequences are well known. So 
also is its name. It is called the rebellion of the masses. [...] A charac-
teristic of our times is the predominance, even in groups traditionally 
selective, of the mass and the vulgar. [...] We are living in a leveling 
period; there is a leveling of fortunes, of culture among the various 
social classes, of the sexes." Wrote Jose Ortega y Gassett is his much 
criticized "Revolt of the masses" in 1930. This book puts forward 
that the rise of mass-culture could be potential threat to the stability 
of society. As mass culture slowly started to undermine the cultural 
distinctions of the pre-modern class based society, the ruling class 
became anxious about the growing power of the masses. 
Also in the Netherlands the slow rise of the leisure industry and relat-
ed mass culture had launched a debate among the ruling class and the 
politicians concerning the moral issues involving the leisure of the 
working class. This fear is also expressed by social scientists, as for 
example by J. Huizinga71, in his 1923 best seller 'In de schaduw van 
morgen'. The general fear was that the working class would spend 
its leisure time on vulgar activities, with which was meant American 
activities, of the rising mass-culture. This would mean an undermin-
ing of the established cultural morals of the bourgeois and upper 
class and was even seen as a potential threat to foundation of the 
nation-state. Both the confessional parties as well as the socialists, 
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extra wage. The demonstrations for these rights would often lead to 
uprisings that would be brutally slain down by the police forces. In 
England, on the 1st of May 1892 a few workers are killed during 
one of these uprisings. Since this event, the first of May becomes 
an international day for the demonstrations for the 8-hour workday; 
demonstrations that in the first decades of the twentieth century 
become successful as they lead to the establishment of labor laws. 
In the Netherlands the labor law is established in 1919. As the law 
fixes the work day to 8 hours, it creates a formal border between time 
spend on work and time spend at leisure: "the master's right in the 
master's time, the working man's right in his own time"69.

Mass culture
The consequences of this established formal border would be of 
great impact on the society. As in 1919 large parts of the popula-
tion where provided with free time and a (small) rise in salary, the 
virtues of the bourgeois became accessible for the 'proletarians' and 
therefore interesting for commerce. Cinema was increasingly popular 
as it would bring to the masses the images of a life of glamour and 
fame - first through the mute films of Charlie Chaplin, and later thru 
the films of Marlene Dietrich who claimed to be "dedicated to love 
from head to toe"70. Thru film, moral and convictions of life where 
standardized. This feature was also picked up by the fashion industry. 
Where previously workers had only one set of 'decent' clothing and 
one set of work clothing, the rising offer in cheap casual clothing 
would increasingly dictate what was worn, even though it would 
stand against the morals preached by for example the churches. 
Together with the rise of popular music, such as Jazz, 'vulgar' danc-
ing, such as cheek-to-cheek and the new tabloids, the lower class of 
the Netherlands seemed to be on the commercial up rise, and 
mass-culture entered the social debate.    
At first it seemed that mass culture would give rise to the emergence 
of the mass culture related leisure industry, as had happened previ-
ously in England and America. There it had led to the full scale flow-
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traditionally opposed parties, where skeptic about the rise of mass 
culture and entertainment. Soon after the entrance of the cinema in 
the cultural life it was labeled 'temple of deceit' whereas the rising of 
mixed swimming was broadly regarded as an assault on the sexual 
morals. 

Massive Attack72

The fear of the ruling class was soon to be mediated by the initia-
tion of the beschavings-offensief73 or the 'civilization campaign'. 
Although very different in background, ranging from Catholic, 
Protestant to Socialist, the ruling class found a common goal in this 
'civilization campaign': to 'heighten' the standards of the lower class 
to the standards of the bourgeois. This campaign is best displayed 
in the attack that was launched on one of the biggest threat to the 
morals of the different ruling parties, the radio. Since its introduc-
tion of the radio in 1919, it had during its first few years been a free 
and non-regulated medium. This meant that it would spread alien 
ideas into the living rooms of the people, ideas that could under-
mine the faith of the voters in their group of ideological faith. As 
one of the crusaders for moral values would put it, the radio was "a 
giant injection needle, that would inject the public with its serum of 
deceit, discontent and uproar". With the 1928 radio-law, this fear is 
mediated, as the state would from then on be in control of the radio 
- which would mean that there would be two radio stations with five 
broadcasters, with each its own clear devotion to a particular faith: 
the KRO for the Catholics, the VARA for the Socialists, the VPRO 
for the Light Protestants, the NCRV for the Calvinist Christians and 
the AVRO for the liberals. Added to this clear separation of these dif-
ferent groups came the 'preventive' censorship of the 1933 extended 
radio law that stated that radio broadcasts could not contain "a direct, 
indirect or cloaked undermining of religion, decency, authority and 
people-power." This censorship meant that every radio-show was 
checked by the state before broadcasting. A similar thing happened to 
the cinema, as in 1929 the law of Film-Approval was issued, based The development of bathing-suits for women. From ‘de 8 en Opbouw’ 1935 
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on the similar principle. The Catholics would even add to this their 
own Film-Approval board. 

Pillared Society
As the civilization campaign started to sort effect, it consequences for 
society slowly started to become clear. Through the systematic media 
censorship of the state and its strict separation of different convic-
tions, the power of the separate convictions had risen. An unforeseen 
effect was that each conviction now started to build its own network 
of activities. The rise in the popularity of sports was dealt with in 
the same way as with the Radio: every conviction would set up its 
own sport clubs. In youth culture this led to the rise of the scouting; 
a movement that would find its specific proliferation in as many dif-
ferent youth-clubs a there were convictions: a separate boys and girls 
clubs for protestants, the 'Grail-movement' for catholic children and 
the AJC for socialist children. The underlying factor in these youth 
clubs was the strong tendency to educate children according to the 
specific ideology of the conviction. This strategy of linking particular 
activities to particular convictions would be set thru in all aspects 
of social life. The father of a catholic child, that went to a catholic 
school74, would play soccer at a catholic soccer club, be a member 
of a catholic union, read a catholic newspaper and listen to the KRO. 
The same structure would apply for the Socialists, Protestants and 
Calvinist Christians. 
As the institutionalization of labor had initially accelerated the mod-
ernization of society and had emancipated the working class, the 
achieved freedom had been slowly reverted into a new social 
confinement. Recreation had become a widely accessible feature of 
modern times, nevertheless it was now highly guided by the mor-
als and virtues of the bourgeois - morals that stood in sharp contrast 
to the 'vulgar' activities the lower class preferred. An important 
consequence was that bourgeois became the biggest social group in 
the Netherlands, which would amount to the establishment of the 
Dutch society of sameness and equality. As J. Huizinga would later 

put it: "We are all bourgeois, especially in our brave fatherland, 
from the Baron to the proletarian and from the poet to the account-
ant". Another crucial effect of this civilization campaign had been 
that every conviction established its own 'pillar' of within the Dutch 
society. This so called 'verzuilde samenleving'75 would become the 
schizophrenic social model that would reign the Netherlands for dec-
ades to come.
The influence of this social model on the AUP can clearly be seen in 
the buitenveldert extension at the south of Amsterdam. Churches and 
schools are equally distributed throughout the plan, at a high density. 
This is done to fully service the need of each different pillar for its 
own church and school. Strange enough, this idea can be seen as an 
elaborated social version of the 'egalitarian urbanism' that stood at the 
basis of the AUP. It indicates that the urbanism of the AUP was more 
at service to the society it was operating in, then that it was trying to 
change it. 

5.3 Meaningful Leisure

Hygiene
The effects of the civilization campaign on the general perception 
of leisure where tremendous. As the decent virtues of the bourgeois 
where amplified in the lower classes, it was soon understood that 
recreation was primarily a healthy and meaningful activity. From 
the general idea of recreation as a meaningful and healthy activity, 
was the attempt of modern (Dutch) urbanist and architects to address 
the unhygienic state of the contemporary city. As cities like Berlin 
and London had grown incredibly fast during the first decades of 
the twentieth century, the cities had turned into huge open sewers. 
Although this was in Amsterdam by far not as problematic as it was 
in other (bigger) cities, there rose a dedicated attention of Dutch 
architects and urbanist towards the design of hygienic facilities and 
neighborhoods. In the AUP this can be read in the way the sewage 
system of Amsterdam is modernized, but it most convincingly it 
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comes to the fore in the articles of the magazine 'de 8 en Opbouw', 
published throughout the thirties. In the article 'Why does the city 
dweller leave the city?', the issue of hygiene and health is abundantly 
addressed: "Because the windows can not open properly [...] what 
you can't find in the city, you seek outside the city: fresh air and 
sun."76 A picture of a canoe carries the subtitle "if the Amsterdam 
canals would not be an open sewage, this would also be possible". In 
article on the lecture S. Giedeon gave in Amsterdam titled 'Bathing 
as mass culture', it is argued that bathing should be understood as a 
hygienic and cultural activity:  "In the 17th and 18th century bath-
ing is considered an extraordinary luxury. Sewages and water pipes 
are completely absent. Added to this there are the moral issues that 
forbade every sense of nudity. Bathing and showering are only men-
tioned in encyclopedias as medicines. In 1761 in Paris, on the advice 
of several Medical experts, a ship was placed that contained cabins 
with hot bathes and showers. They were meant as a cure." Giedeon 
argues that the modern perception of bathing should be widened as 
"the contemporary tendency, to always demand of the body, without 
foreseeing in its refreshment, has the brutal exhaustion of man as its 
consequence." 
The most striking use of hygiene comes from an article by J. Duiker. 
In this article, Duiker uses hygiene to defend the cause of 'rational' 
architecture as he compares the conservatist ideas of 'traditional' 
architects to the censorship of nudity. As conservatist architects 
regard modern architecture as being too bare, Duiker argues that 
this 'nudity' of modern architecture is a logical consequence of an 
increasing hygienic society: "one has to note that the modern street is 
becoming increasingly more hygienic [...] So I note a clear rational 
shift towards the establishing of a nude-culture". As an exclama-
tion of hope for the future, he describes the use of sun-therapy for 
children as the ultimate cure for diseases, which can of course only 
lead to the conclusion that these children will later fully understand 
that "the architectural nudity [of modern architecture] is completely 
rational"77.

Innocent
The actual planning and programming of recreation was not as rigor-
ous as the discussion on hygiene. As the slogan Green + water + sun 
= health from the explanatory note already indicates, the ideas on the 
meaningful aspect of recreation had also found their propagation in 
the functionalist planning methods. The idea that a healthy environ-
ment would be constituted by nature and fresh air was despite its 
nuance by van Lohuizen78, profoundly put forward in the explana-
tory note. Recreation was to be the physical labor at service to health 
rather then industry, or the idea "that man after doing labor increas-
ingly goes into the open air to relax body and mind by strenuous 
effort of another kind"79. The activities deployed by the population 
would then range from walking and bicycling to sports -they would 
be 'innocent' and 'meaningful'. 
Apart from the AUP, this approach towards the planning of recrea-
tion is also clearly illustrated with the research done in 1935 by the 
architecture office Opbouw on recreation in Rotterdam. Opbouw was 
closely related to van Eesteren, as they believed in the same working 
method and, more importantly, they were part of the Dutch CIAM 
group. In 1935, during the preparation of CIAM V, van Eesteren 
receives a detailed request of the Rotterdam based architecture 
office Opbouw to research the leisure activities of the population 
of Rotterdam for CIAM V. The research proposal is so detailed that 
van Eesteren answers by writing: "A similar work done by us in 
Amsterdam took us years of intense work. Also, your program goes 
quite far. The number of sport-halls, sport-marina's, and number of 
boats is mentioned. Each of these subjects asks during a longer peri-
od the devoted attention, and certainly time, of a devoted worker."80 
Taking the suggestion in consideration, the Opbouw researches dur-
ing two years the leisure of the population of Rotterdam in photo-
graphs, maps, and diagrams. They extensively research leisure activi-
ties per age group, leisure related traffic, etc. This leads to the careful 
and precise analyses of "wishful recreation-facilities and critique on 
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the existing facilities"81, followed by design proposals for parks and 
recreational areas. What is striking about the research, considered 
today, is that all the leisure activities are incredibly innocent. Besides, 
the different activities per age group clearly indicate that the prime 
of life is in ones twenties; people older then 50 can only walk with a 
stick or read a newspaper on a bench.

Recreation in the AUP
A similar strategy can be noticed in the AUP. As van Eesteren put 
it: "one of our program points is 'green, preferably active green', 
so green in which children can work within the neighborhood"82. 
All the recreational areas are specified in four different categories 
of space: parks, sports fields, recreational areas and people gar-
dens; areas in which modern men will walk, exercise, ride a bicycle 
and rest. Places where the future population of Amsterdam can be 
engaged in meaningful leisure activities that heighten moral and 
strengthen the mind. Places that for health and ultimately civilization 
of the population. At the scale of the recreational areas, this ideology 
of health and civilization takes over the precise and quasi-neutral 
research methods developed for the overall plan. This is illustrated 
in the way the Amsterdamse Bos, the biggest recreational area desig-
nated in the plan, comes about.

5.4 The forest in the polder

Even though the recreational areas take up the most ground for the 
extension of Amsterdam, the explanatory note does not describe any 
particular details of its infill; it only designates the areas. The larg-
est recreational area of the plan is the forest-park, located on the 
southwest of the ring road. This so-called Bosplan, that would later 
become known as the Amsterdamse bosch (or the Amsterdam Forest) 
is not mentioned specifically. The only data that is provided are some 
rough calculations that finally average the need for this forest-park 

on 12,75 m2 per inhabitant. This is average is multiplied by the 
number of future inhabitants, resulting in a 930-hectare forest-park.

The bos by Bos
The idea for the forest-park had first become an issue long before 
the planning department was established. It's origin leis in the plan 
by A.W. Bos and was the result of a compromised version of an 
attempt to design a garden city for Amsterdam. Bos first located the 
park in the North of Amsterdam, but soon cam back from this as he 
realized that the north in contrary to the south of Amsterdam already 
had a lot of green. A forest-like park was now planned southwest 
from Amsterdam. Bos was convinced that "for Amsterdam with it's 
growing population and its surrounding polders, which have a par-
ticular beauty but that cannot be used by the normal population, a 
forest must have outstanding possibility's". Bos then decided to make 
into "a forest-park, not only with trees, but also [...] bushes, sport-
ing fields, meadows, lakes, villas and peoples gardens." The villas 
mentioned by Bos were the result of a political conception of green, 
as the liberal party member W. Boissevain convinced Bos, also a lib-
eral, to include a strip of villas. This way, it was argued, the wealthy 
upper-class would stay within the city-boundaries, instead of mov-
ing to the increasingly popular "Gooi83'. Wibaut, socialist and a big 
advocate of the forest, argued that a strip of villas would raise the 
price of land, which still had to be purchased. The final plans by Bos 
from July 1927 includes, new roads, sport-facilities, a greenhouse 
for plants and trees and a café restaurant, but no villa strip. As it had 
become clear at this time it is becomes clear that the social demo-
crats would gain power in the city council, Bos decides to follow the 
advice of Wibaut. It is however too late, as the entire extension plan 
by Bos ends up as an urban planning failure and a political crisis. 

Committee Culture
The new director of public works, de Graaf, takes over the respon-
sibility and builds up a team for a new bosch committee, formed 



with the politicians Wibaut and E.J Abrahams. He then issues 3 sub-
committees, one for soil science, flora and fauna, one for hygiene, 
sports and recreation and one for technique, finance, traffic and 
water-management. The subcommittees consist of experts and politi-
cians concerned with the specific matter. Both Hudig and Scheffer 
are part of the subcommittee for hygiene, sports and recreation as 
experts in leisure, although they were no known experts in leisure. 
Together with expert in hygiene and sports, they argue that the for-
est should be a wild forest; a place for passive recreation were there 
wouldn't be too much room for organised sports: a forest as a forest.  
De Graaf, president of all the comities, on the other hand wanted 
to have a recreational area for al layers of the population. Such as 
the German Volksparks: "we don't want a walking park, we want a 
pick-nick park!" A compromise was made for a sport area located 
on the edge of the forest, close to the city. The wild forest Hudig 
and Scheffer had in mind was also threatened by the planned rowing 
track, which was initially placed across the park from north to south 
following the ideal wind conditions. The track however split up the 
forest so the track was rotated in an east west direction. The rest of 
the subcommittee on hygiene, sports and recreation was more inter-
ested in the hygiene of the park and proposed the implementation of 
some 'hygienic' functions. They for example planned a bathing beach 
area which was not only intended for enjoyment, but primarily for 
hygiene, as people would be motivated to move about, partly nude, 
in open air. Nudity was at the time largely considered a sign of health 
and a sign of the modern man. The bathing beach was however never 
created since the poor quality of the water would not add to the 
hygiene. Instead they created some small swimming pools and sun-
bathing meadows. 
Not only the committee for hygiene, sports and relaxation raised 
discussion. The Committee for flora and fauna for example caused a 
debate about the way the park should be accessible. The committee 
flora and fauna wanted to have fenced walking paths so people could 
not walk in the delicate fauna. The two other committees thought 

that this would undermine the idea of being in a forest.  Heyermans, 
director of the GGD (municipal health service) called this the "death 
of the recreation in the forest [...] with the whole planning of the 
Amsterdamse bos we have to regard that free leisure for the masses 
is the primal aim of the whole work." Again the committees reached 
a compromise and proposed to make a lot of smaller paths which 
would make free walking less desirable, but not impossible. As a last 
attempt for heroism, Tersteeg a landscape designer and member of 
the flora and fauna committee, proposed to make the whole terrain 
hilly. Hudig fundamentally disagreed and warned him: "you should 
not give into your romantic temptations. Flat land and rigid lines are 
essential in the Dutch landscape and should never be masked". When 
the plan is presented in 1931, Hudig gives a lecture where he refers 
to the plan as "free nature as the opposite of the city" where you can 
find "peace, silence and freedom [and] wander around and picnic. 
Where you can gain knowledge about plants and animals." He goes 
on to mention the healthy features of the park, as nature is the heal-
ing-master. This ideology of the park as a healthy and meaningful 
place for of recreation; a place for the civilization of the population 
through contemplation and education on nature would remain to be 
the basis of the forest-park. 
Democracy and the forest
The government meanwhile had started buying land for the forest-
park. Because of the economical crisis and the immense unemploy-
ment, it was soon realized that the creation of a forest could create 
a lot of jobs for the population of Amsterdam. The Dutch govern-
ment wanted work to begin immediately, which put pressure behind 
the design of the plan. An intended international competition was 
skipped because of this84, which meant that the forest-park would 
have to be designed by the department. Van Lohuizen was stressing 
that the design and construction of the forest should be a dynamic 
process: "the forest will be at its utmost beautiful, if we consider a 
design which is roughly determined at first, and enriched by new 
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ideas, which will come up during construction, later. This will make 
it more lively and more beautiful". This line of thought is unin-
tentionally followed as the construction of the forest in the polder 
started by the end of 1932, long before there was a final design. The 
construction would start with the necessary and elementary things 
that would not specifically concern design, like the rowing track, the 
connection of the 3 polders and the reinforcement of the dykes sur-
rounding the future forest-park. This work alone already meant 1.5 
years of work as 800 000 m2 of soil had to be moved, giving the 
department extra time for the design.
Now that the department of city planning was directly involved in the 
process of design, van Eesteren and miss Mulder (the only woman of 
in the department) where assigned to guide the process of design and 
realization. The director of the department plantation J.R. Koning, 
thought that the department had to make the design of the plantation, 
as the basis of the forest plan wasn't ready yet and detailed plans 
were already made of smaller parts. According to Koning, the only 
way to guide and control the plan was to form a committee within 
the department that would design the main plan. With the forma-
tion this committee that consisted of Mulder, van Eesteren, Zweers, 
Koning and Mandersloot, the department stood up to the task to 
design the Amsterdamse bos. 
Soon after starting the design, questions were raised about what they 
were actually designing: it could either be a forest-park or a park-for-
est as a big park with ponds and meadows. Within the department 
there was no data, expertise, knowledge and experience to do the job. 
Even van Lohuizen had no idea how to survey or research for the 
program of the forest-park. De Graaf then quickly prepared a study 
trip through Germany and England, intended to bring the neces-
sary insight for the main structure and programming of the plan. In 
October 1935, the committee went on the trip and visited both parks 
and forests in densely populated areas. 
The comity was impressed by the diversity of the English parks, and 
noted that free walks on the big meadows was of importance for 

the spirit of the people. In Germany they visited the Hamburg Park 
by Schumacher, where the social aspect of the park was considered 
of main importance. In the conclusion of the of the rapport written 
on the trip it is stated that "the boschpark should give, what could 
be expected of man made nature in its best form". Besides it was 
stressed that the plan should take into account the different needs of 
the Amsterdam population and that the diverse functions for recrea-
tion should be grouped in a balanced and harmonious way. "The 
character of the forest will partly be a dense forest and partly land-
scape like”. Besides the special interests of the visitors “sports and 
display gardens, also the nature loving population should be provided 
with the possibility of recreation." 

Letters and the lack of survey
With the knowledge of the study trip, van Eesteren and Mulder 
started to work on the design, but were soon confronted with a lack 
of expertise on plantation, which lead to fundamental misunderstand-
ings. In a letter to the department, Stomps, a member of commit-
tee for flora and fauna, expresses his concerns about the number 
of birches planned for the forest, Stomps as a botanical specialist 
does not understand why they want to plant birches together with 
oaks in the forest. Van Eesteren replies that this is what they saw on 
their study trip. Stomp replies that he may not know anything about 
designing a park, but that a birch/oak forest only consist out of oaks. 
As birches grow on non-fertile ground and are later overgrown by 
oaks, a birch/oak forest is a typical forest for a poor soil. The bottom 
of the polder was however extremely fertile. The planting of birches 
would thus be a waist of money. In the following weeks the depart-
ment receives numerous letters that explain a particular concern. A 
letter noting that it will be impossible to make a good grass fields 
because of the soil used (the soil dug up for the rowing track) in not 
suited for this; a letter from the local horse-riding-club that asks for a 
specific kind of route trough the forest (if there could be some fallen 
trees for the horse to jump over); a letter from a bird expert who is 
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explaining extremely specifically which kind of bushes and trees 
are needed for attracting specific birds, and a letter from a botanic 
specialist who explains that the trees proposed by the bird-expert are 
utterly inappropriate for the design of a forest-park.  
What slowly becomes clear in the design of the forest-park is that 
the lack of survey and precise knowledge on the matter of the forest-
park lead to great confusion. The vital importance of the survey as 
a mediator of demands and as tool for negotiation comes to the fore 
in the Amsterdamse Bos as its antithesis. As this prime tool of the 
department is not deployed, the discussion raised during the design 
range from generic to specific issues. It is however important to note 
that van Eesteren's idea of urbanism at service to the population is 
nevertheless equally maintained. He would answer a great deal of 
letters personally and eventually manage, together with Mulder, to 
successfully create a widely attractive forest-park. Years later van 
Eesteren would receive a letter from the horse-club thanking him for 
the fallen trees. Mulder would be mentioned in women magazines as 
the "woman that made the whole of Amsterdam enjoy".   

6 Institutionalizing urbanism

Within the architectural debate, the methods and proliferation of the 
AUP as exemplary urbanism played a great role, even in an interna-
tional context through the congresses of CIAM. Thru the collapse of 
collaborative spirit of the CIAM, the origins of the methods and the-
ory of CIAM's 'functionalist city' that lay in the AUP, would become 
mystified. In the Netherlands however, the plan becomes a phenom-
enal success, as its methods of urbanism are eventually embedded 
within the law.

6.1 The Functional city

Unison Richmond Park. Photograph by van Eesteren, made during the study trip.



As a supreme move of propaganda, during the time that the AUP is 
discussed by the city council, the exhibition 'The Functional City' 
is opened in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. The exhibition 
shows a comparative analysis done by different CIAM groups on 
existing cities across Europe; all in the same scale and all using the 
same parameters. The prime piece is of course the AUP, as both its 
thorough research of the present condition and the elaboration of its 
future development is addressed. 
During the opening of the exhibition several guest speak, among 
others the minister of social affairs, education, arts and science, 
professor J. R. Slotemaker de Bruine, who strongly advocates the 
cause of modern architecture and urbanism85. As the chairman of 
CIAM, and as the (co-)designer of the AUP, van Eesteren lectures 
on the importance of urbanism as a group work. He does this by first 
acknowledging the important work done by Berlage that "was driven 
by a great idealism and has managed to raise interest for architec-
ture and urbanism". But he goes on to stress its failure, as "carefully 
designed facades can not save a too narrow street-plan. The poorness 
of a packaged, too small room is then pouring out of the esthetically 
designed windows." This brings forward the need of a new model 
for urbanism, van Eesteren goes on to describe this new practice as a 
practice founded by the joint effort of architects to address the prob-
lems of the contemporary city: "The organization and build up of our 
cities is not coherent with the needs of our times. [...] Such and other 
thoughts came into our minds when we unified in researching cities. 
Originally our thoughts were vague and unorganized. By the joint 
effort of like-minded architects in different countries, guidelines were 
formulated that were accepted by local architects as the foundation 
of their work". What is obviously put forward by van Eesteren is his 
belief that urbanism can only be achieved through the collaboration 
of specialist, in the research and design of our contemporary city.

Organic city
What is remarkable about the quite standard lecture given by van 
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Eesteren at the opening of the exhibition is that does not theo-
rize (or even an attempt to theorize) the functional city. What van 
Eesteren talks about is not so much the theoretical framework for the 
research, but more the reasons that initiated the need for the research. 
Arguably, van Eesteren has said nothing other then what he said 
in his lectures on the contemporary city in 1926, where he already 
described the same phenomena related to the contemporary city. 
In the article that follows the exhibition in the magazine 'Opbouw', 
van Eesteren is more explicit about the theoretical framework of the 
functional city: "Why the functional city? Because the expression 
of the functional city exemplifies best what we expect of a well laid 
out city. One speaks of functions as part of a living organism when 
one wants to indicate its specific performance. The heart, lungs need 
to function properly if the whole - the body - wants live, or in other 
words function. [...] In the same way a bad blood circulation in the 
human body paralyses the performances of different organs, the para-
lyzing influences multiply within our cities."86 
Although theoretical framework the functional city is not incredibly 
groundbreaking, it is striking to notice the analogy of the organs 
of the human body with the functions that constitute the modern 
city. This approach is fundamentally different from the ideas that 
le Corbusier expressed on functionalism in his book "Towards a 
new Architecture". Here le Corbusier would state, "the business of 
architecture is to establish emotional relationships by means of raw 
materials" which was prolonged with the analogy of the machine 
as an ultimate functional device: "the house is a machine for living 
in"87.  When we look at some of the articles in Opbouw, it becomes 
clear that there was not one theory of the functional city. In Opbouw, 
both the ideas of the 'organic' city as well as the ideas of 'de nieuwe 
zakelijkheid' (architecture and urbanism following pure utility) are 
expressed. The analogy of van Eesteren is then not a new one, which 
can for example be seen in an article by Merkelbach from 1932 on 
the development of the 'organic' neighborhood. This neighborhood 
bears all the features of functional and rational housing areas, and is 

based on the German examples of Romerstad and Siemenstad.  As 
the structuring of housing, green and infrastructure is referred to 
as 'organic' urbanism, the functional separation is clearly used as a 
rational means to establish sustainable 'modern' urbanism.   

Diffused theory 
As it seems from the diversity of explanations of the idea of func-
tionalism, there was never an inclusive theory on functionalist archi-
tecture or urbanism. Paradoxically, functionalism has however often 
been criticized as if it was an inclusive theory. Especially the para-
digmatic slogan, form follows function, has mostly been considered 
the fundamental basis of the esthetical rigor of functionalism and its 
dogmatic approach towards urbanism and architecture. As the use of 
this slogan crudely exemplifies the dogma, it would seem logic to 
regard the theory of functionalism as a coherent one.
That the idea of functionalism in the thirties was actually completely 
diffused and often entangled is clearly put forward in the book 
"Origins of functionalist theory" by E. R. de Zurko from 1957. De 
Zurko starts by acknowledging "The validity of functionalism has 
not been demonstrated scientifically according to a laboratory pro-
cedure. Modern discussion of functionalism shows a dual approach: 
the rational and the poetic." De Zurko goes on to indicate three 
categories of functionalist theory, based on the metaphors used by 
its advocates. He then distinguishes mechanic functionalism as advo-
cated by le Corbusier and Bruno Taut ("the aim of architecture is 
the creation of the perfect, and therefore also beautiful, efficiency"), 
the organic functionalism as advocated by Louis Sullivan and Frank 
Lloyd Wright and finally moral functionalism with its connotation 
of 'truthful' architecture, as advocated for example by Berlage (who 
would denounce neo classicist architecture by calling it "Sham archi-
tecture; imitation, lying"). De Zurko argues that this seemingly clear 
approaches would however always be diffused by architects. Viollet 
le Duc would for example be mainly considered a mechanic func-
tionalist, but he would also caution against "neglect of those invari-
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able principles which are, as it were, the moral sentiment of art"88, 
revealing tendencies towards moral functionalism.    
The diffusion of that lies at the basis of functionalist theory is per-
haps best exemplified with the misreading of the slogan that would 
trademark functionalism - 'form follows function', developed by 
the American architect Louis Sullivan, in one of the most profound 
theories on functionalism. The slogan was derived from his infa-
mous essay "The tall office building artistically considered" written 
in 1896 where he states: "form ever follows function. It is the law." 
This statement would for decades be used to describe mechanical 
or arguably even technocratic tendency of functionalist architecture 
and urbanism. In the original essay the slogan is however put in an 
entirely different context. What Sullivan actually meant was that 
"all things in nature have a shape, that is to say, a form, that tells us 
what they are [...] unfailingly in nature these shapes express the inner 
life, the native quality, of the animal, tree, bird [...] Unceasingly the 
essence of things is taken in the matter of things. [...] Whether it be 
the sweeping eagle in his flight or the open apple-blossom, the toil-
ing work horse, the blithe swan, the branching oak, [...] over all the 
coursing sun, form ever follows function and this is the law."89 This 
not only demonstrates the sincere organic, perhaps even romantic 
approach towards functionalism, it also undermines the conception 
that form should be static: "Where function does not change form 
does not change. The granite rocks, the ever-brooding hills, remain 
for ages; the lightening lives, comes into shape, and dies in a twin-
kling".

6.2 CIAM IV and V, or the failure of complementary urbanism

Exemplary urbanism
The idea of the Functional City as used in the CIAM congresses, 
nowadays caries a similar aura of inclusive theory. Generally it is 
considered that the 'Athens charter' was the main prodigy of the 
congresses on the functional city and that the le Corbusier's ideas on 



Lohuizen, but also the strong belief in complementary urbanism. 
The parameters of the proposed analyses were based on the methods 
developed for the AUP, which meant that they would largely consist 
of statistical material and surveys. Following the belief of the van 
Eesteren and van Lohuizen that urbanism is a practice of collective 
work, it was stressed that the analyses of the existing cities could 
only be done by working in teams with specialist.  
The proposed working method was initially criticized by the Danish, 
German, Polish and Czech groups92. During a sub-meeting in Berlin 
1931, issued to discuss the proposed work method, the Dutch would 
propose that the research should focus on the main functions of the 
city: housing, recreation, infrastructure and work. The critique that 
followed was two-fold. Some of the groups were convinced that 
the proposed methods would give a false idea of the city, as they 
argued that the city is more complex then the functions proposed for 
research. In other words, by gathering statistical data on these func-
tions one would not acquire any knowledge on the city as a social 
phenomenon93. The Czech group went even further as they stated: 
"the functional city does not exist, the city doesn't have functions"94. 
Another critique was that the proposed methods in its neutrality, 
didn't consider the difference between capitalist and socialist cities, 
which culminated in the argument that CIAM should not be con-
cerned with existing cities, but with new ones. As the line of reason-
ing led to a debate about politics, instead of urbanism, the sub con-
gress did not reach an anonymous decision. 
One year later however, during a sub-congress in Barcelona, the dif-
ferent groups decided to agree with the theme of 'the functional city' 
and the proposed methods of analyses, as themes such as 'economy' 
and 'politics' were added95. This shift in position of the differ-
ent groups was largely achieved through the mediating role of van 
Eesteren. In his role as catalyst for the urban research and a promoter 
of the collaboration and the syntheses, he achieved the result he had 
in mind. The results of the research presented in 1933 seem promis-
ing for establishing an international version of the complementary 
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urbanism played a key role in these congresses. This is only partly 
true as in the congresses concerned with the functional city, van 
Eesteren and the methods developed for the AUP, play a big role in 
both the preparation and the synthesis of CIAM IV: the functional 
city. 
During the third CIAM congress it was decided that CIAM IV would 
focus on urbanism as S. Giedeon notes: "this congress marked the 
moment when town planning became the focus of attention [...] in 
order to emphasize this, Cornelis van Eesteren, head of the town-
planning department, was elected chairman of CIAM"90. During 
the exhibition related to CIAM III, van Eesteren had supposedly 
impressed the CIAM members by stating that "every large city 
must account for how his future population will be distributed [...] 
Rational town planning is only a detail within the question of global 
planning which must deal with housing, industry and leisure areas, 
communication networks etc. [...] Therefore, no more rigid town 
planning designed in relation to axes! Only simple, flexible and 
adaptable urban skeletons will make rational planning possible"91. 
The clearness of van Eesteren's conception of rational urbanism, and 
his practical experience with the AUP are then obvious reasons to 
elect the relatively young van Eesteren chairman of the CIAM. As 
the congress was eager to focus on urbanism, but had apart from van 
Eesteren no members that had practical experience with the matter, it 
was logical to decide that the Dutch group would be concerned with 
the preparation of CIAM IV. 
The lack of knowledge on urbanism within the CIAM would lead to 
the situation that van Eesteren and the Dutch group would during the 
preparations of CIAM IV, 'teach' the CIAM members on the practice 
of urbanism by using the example of the working method developed 
by the Amsterdam planning department. Meanwhile, the Dutch group 
proposed that congress IV would concern the analyses of 33 exist-
ing cities and that it would be followed by a congress in which the 
requirements of the modern city would be formulated. This indicates 
the influence of the 'survey before plan' ideology promoted by van 
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urbanism developed by van Eesteren and van Lohuizen.  

Collapse
The CIAM IV, which is partly kept on a boat sailing from France to 
Greece, and in Athens (at the foot of the Acropolis, is then a great 
success and "turned to be the most inspiring of all [...] the plans of 
33 cities studied by CIAM were exhibited in an auditorium"96. The 
various analyses of contemporary cities lead to a list of general con-
clusions, referred to in the minutes of the congress as 'observations'. 
In Athens, le Corbusier and van Eesteren are already working on a 
publication of the congress and plan an exhibition. The book would 
never be realized, but the (traveling) exhibition of 'the functional city' 
would; it would open in Amsterdam 1934. 
According to the original idea, the congress following CIAM IV 
would also have the title 'the functional city'. According to the logic 
of 'survey before plan', the congress would then work on the for-
mulation of guidelines for the functional city and "the realization 
of the experiences derived from analyses and program"97. It would 
however never come to that. During CIAM IV, it is decided that the 
French group, headed by le Corbusier, would in charge of organizing 
CIAM V. The congress, held in Paris in 1937, is takes a whole differ-
ent theme, as le Corbusier without prior discussion renames it logis 
et loisir (recreation and housing) representing only half of the func-
tions of the originally proposed theme 'functional city'. Le Corbusier 
invites specialist who lecture mainly about subjects related to his 
own work, which is abundantly shown; projects that strange enough 
lack the sturdy functional analyses agreed upon in CIAM IV. At the 
same congress le Corbusier, also without prior discussion, presents 
the infamous 'Athens Chart', which is a single-handedly elaborated 
version of the 'observations' from Athens that is in many aspects dif-
fers from the original 'observations'. 
During the congress it gradually becomes clear that the CIAM as a 
collaborative group for urban research had already had its climax. 
Ironically, projects that dealt very specifically with Logis et Loisir 

theme through careful data analyses according to the methods used 
for CIAM IV were pushed to the side as "the necessary explanations 
will be given by the producers of these pieces of work themselves 
and that in such a way that the progress of the congress will not be 
disturbed"98. From this congress on, the intention of van Eesteren 
to propose guidelines for 'the functionalist city' would never be 
achieved. With the 'Athens Chart', which should be considered le 
Corbusier's personal manifesto for functional urbanism, the com-
plementary basis of the research done by CIAM was eradicated. 
Through this, van Eesteren, who was the actual initiator of the exten-
sive research done for CIAM IV, would never get the recognition 
as the central figure. This can also be held for the AUP as the unac-
credited plan at the basis of the research99. From then on the actual 
intentions of the CIAM in general and functionalism as a diffused 
theory in particular would be mystified.

6.3 Functionalism embedded

Exemplary
Despite its collapse of the international method for research, the 
complementary approach of van Eesteren and van Lohuizen towards 
urbanism stays highly operational in the Netherlands. The AUP glides 
smoothly through the bureaucratic layers of Dutch politics. Besides 
its quasi-objective and quasi-scientific status, that arguably ruled out 
any political debate, it was also its status of a 'flexible and adapt-
able urban skeleton' that was of crucial importance for the plan. This 
conception practically connected very well to the legislation defined 
in 1931 extended woningbouw wet or housing law. This law made it 
possible by law to phase plan in 'a plan in main issues' and ' a plan in 
detail'. This meant that a plan could be accepted in two phases, first 
on the larger scale and then in detail. Once 'a plan in main issues' 
would be accepted by the city council, the areas of these plans would 
be fixed in their functional purpose. As the AUP was 'a plan in main 
issues', that was officially accepted in 1935, the planning of the 'plan 



urbanism. You can never really say it is the work of one man, it is 
always an team that works on it, a team that becomes a kind of secret 
partnership."102  
In 1953 van Lohuizen leaves the Amsterdam planning department 
and becomes involved in the Werkcommissie Westen des Lands, van 
Eesteren is also involved in this through the Amsterdam department. 
This commission was to research the urbanization in the western 
provinces and propose expansion models for the city-ring also 
referred to as the Randstad. The rapport issued by the commission 
would be highly influential for the perception of the Randstad, as it 
would determine that its heart should stay green (even up till now, 
this simple idea causes incredible debates). The rapport would pro-
foundly influence the second law of spatial planning, and in lesser 
degree its predecessor. This so called first nota on spatial planning 
law, which is of course also the predecessor of our current fifth nota, 
was the first government policy on the regulation of urbanism in the 
Netherlands. 
One of the biggest influences on the first nota would however be the 
methods for urbanism developed by van Eesteren and van Lohuizen 
for the AUP. This nota would determine by law that the organiza-
tion of space would in the Netherlands be regulated in a 'structuur 
plan103', the replacement of the 'plan in main issues' and 'bestem-
mingsplan104', the replacement of the 'plan in detail'. The influence 
of the AUP was that the both the structuur plan as well as the bestem-
mingsplan would regulate zoning of Dutch urbanism according to the 
functions of housing, recreation, infrastructure and work; a structure 
that largely exists till the current day. Through its embedding in the 
law, the AUP and the ideas of the complementary discipline of func-
tionalist urbanism would then remain the hidden engine of urbanism 
in the Netherlands, as it would live on till the current day. An engine 
carefully engineered by the complementary twins of urbanism.
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in detail' could, apart from some urgent plans, largely wait. 
When the plan is in 1939 approved by the crown, it is the largest 
extension plan ever in the Netherlands accepted. The method applied 
by van Eesteren and van Lohuizen and the department, appeared 
to be a great success, therefore its methods are taken over by many 
official institutions concerned with urbanism. This can for example 
be seen from a guidebook for city-extension from the late thirties 
issued by the N.I.V.S. This institute, of which van Lohuizen was 
prominent member, was of great influence on the planning practice 
in the Netherlands. The book prescribes the methods of the AUP for 
any extension in the Netherlands. It states that an extension should 
be based on acquired statistical information and surveys before draw-
ing up the plan. Furthermore, the book stresses that urbanism is a 
practice that should be concerned the entire city: "the plan should not 
only focus on housing areas. Of vital importance is the employment 
through working areas, agriculture, recreation (in the country side 
men mostly finds this not needed) and traffic, without which housing, 
work and recreation would off course not be possible"100.     

Secret partnership
The ideas on urbanism that originate in the AUP are further elabo-
rated as van Lohuizen and van Eesteren get involved in the plan-
ning of the Zuiderzee polders, thru the department of planning in 
Amsterdam. These new polders on land-reclamations are subject to 
large debates, especially on the appearance of the new towns. Van 
Eesteren is a strong propagator of a functionalist approach towards 
these new towns; an approach that eventually determines the larger 
part of the new polders101. Around this time, van Eesteren and van 
Lohuizen have started teaching together at the university of Delft, 
as the first professors of the new department of urbanism. Together, 
they would teach a generation of urbanists on the merits of comple-
mentary urbanism and its foundation of teamwork. As one of the 
students recalls: "This is something I learned from van Eesteren and 
van Lohuizen, that there is a kind of anonymity in the practice of 
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Urbanism of Anonymity

However long ago it may seem, the results of the extension plan 
for Amsterdam and the modernist planning model with its rigor-
ously separated functions are still incredibly present today. Not 
only in the built proliferation of the AUP and its leisure zones such 
as the Amsterdamse Bos, the sports fields on the south axis and 
the Sloterplas; but also in the way the various urban programs are 
conceived nowadays. Despite attempts in the sixties and seventies 
to abandon the rigorous functional and programmatic separation of 
modernist planning, business districts remained mono-functional 
peripheral phenomena as well as public recreation areas are still 
characterized by 'standard picnic tables, cheap greenery and rough 
turf'105. Planning departments seem to cling on to the 'classical' 
functional differentiation of public leisure spaces. In Rotterdam, 
for example, a folder of the department for leisure, recreation and 
sports states its ambition to offer its inhabitants 'meaningful' leisure 
activities and goes on to mention the amount of parks, sport fields 
and volkstuinen within the city. In Rotterdam it seems, leisure is still 
perceived as the innocent and meaningful activities envisioned by 
the functionalists: a stroll in the park or a day of liberating volkstuin 
labor. 
As we consider the contemplations on the goal of research for urban-
ism that stood at the basis of the Dutch functional urbanism devel-
oped by van Eesteren and van Lohuizen, it becomes clear that origi-
nal ideology of research for urbanism has now been largely eluded. 

Where statistical research was originally understood as a method to 
civilize society, it has now reverted into a governing principle. The 
same accounts for the approach towards the functions of our con-
temporary build environment. The origin of the functional approach 
developed by van Eesteren and van Lohuizen understood that the 
dynamics of the city would always constitute the basis of urban 
research. This would mean that there would always be feedback and 
synthesis between data and design. Through the institutionalization 
of the methods for urbanism developed by van Eesteren and van 
Lohuizen, the emphasize on the need to constantly rethink the conse-
quences of the statistical data in relation to the design, has paradoxi-
cally been moved to the background. 
This also accounts for the complementary collaboration of van 
Eesteren and van Lohuizen as such. In the many publications that 
occurred on the work of van Eesteren, van Lohuizen and the AUP, 
the importance of the collaboration between the two has been 
underemphasized and often neglected. Nevertheless, both of them 
throughout their lives stressed the importance of this complementary 
collaboration. A collaboration that through its persuasion of urbanism 
as a practice that is at service to society, paradoxically dissolved into 
anonymity.
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ZHAOHUI WU
RINTARO YABE 

Is Megastructure Tokyo Bay Project's Hidden Agenda?
From late fifties, the works of the Japanese architects Kenzo Tange 
vividly shows the new turn that has been taken in the development of 
contemporary international architecture. Out of doubt, his creations 
have expressed the countenances characterizing the phase of sixties 
in architecture, which are symbolic shape, structuralism, economy, 
and urbanization. His works has clearly proved not merely an aston-
ishing Japanese contemporary architectural development, but they 
have been also representatives of international architecture at that 
period. After his first project, The Peace Center in Hiroshima, was 
constructed in 1955, he realized remarkable individual buildings 
successively. If we see the series of these creations produced in six-
ties and seventies, some names of famous western architects would 
flush across our mind. Among them must have Le Corbusier. Tange 
has been highly influenced by his works because of the working 
experience at the office of Kunio Maekawa who was a pupil of Le 
Corbusier for three years in Paris. 

However, Tange is an architect to design outstanding single build-
ings, as well as a professor at Tokyo University, where he gave guid-
ance to many Japanese talented architects, such as Fumihiko Maki, 
Arata Isozaki, and Kisho Kurokawa. The latter two are in the list of 
participants of his this Tokyo Bay Project. Moreover, Tange could be 
recognized as one of the urban design pioneers in Japan, who devel-
ops the city planning concept that started not only from studies on 
economy, statistics and sociology, but also from the recognition of 
the city as the realm of human communication. 

The plan for the reorganization and expansion of the Japanese capi-
tal, bearing the title "A Plan for Tokyo, 1960: Toward a Structural 
Reorganization" is, an extraordinarily radical project which is in 
accord with certain historical background in Japan. (Fig. 1) It is a 
main project in the total development of Kenzo Tange, and so it 
looks like a corpus of everything he is interested in doing. It reflects 

not only previously realized ideas, but it also allows one to envisage 
all his later practical projects. At the same time, Tange has leveled 
up international city planning to a new standard with this project, 
because a city with the population of more than 10 million is taken as 
a base and point of departure, which had never been the case before 
the late 50s. Moreover, this plan indicates the crucial fact that city 
planning could not be held with any sort of fixed master-plan-like 
concepts. Therefore, Tange has worked on the principle of making 
order and freedom possible simultaneously for cities that could be 
classified as great metropolises. Tange no longer understands the 
city in terms of an individual-oriented humanism, but recognizes it 
as a necessary mass of communication networks in a modern soci-
ety dominated by high-speed, mass movement, automation and new 
media. This implies concentration, where it requires, maximum effi-
ciency of transportation, including high-speed traffic. Therefore it is 
in fact the setting up of megastructure, which have a linear axis for 
traffic flow and the module of a constantly changing urban structure. 
The plan picks up the ideas of the "linear city" which can be seen 
in former avant-garde city planning proposals, such as those of Le 
Corbusier and N.A.Miliutin. Down to the twentieth century, some 
big cities expand out in all directions from the city centers. Neither 
accentuated expansion nor satellite-city plans proceeded from this 
principle. In Tokyo, the radial growth patterns along satellite cities 
have caused incredible mass of commuters between satellites and the 
center. At the same time as the centralization of urban factors hap-
pened, the decentralization of population increased because of the 
high-speed increase of land prices, and so, how to solve the problem 
of large number of commuters is one of the big issues of this plan. 
Tange was therefore searching for a new conception. He was no 
longer interested in the expansion of the city as such, but rather in 
the modification of the very nature of the contemporary city, "organic 
development" in his words. Tange had theoretically referred to an 
analogy between growth of city and the process of growth of organic 
life, which was an evolution of the vertebrate from the protozoa, in 
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Fig. 1  Bird's-eye view of Tokyo Bay Project (Kenzo Tange, 1961)
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order to modify a closed system of a radial or centripetal city to an 
open organization with linear forms. This modification of character 
remained a process for unforeseen factors in future development. 

It can be said that Tange's Tokyo Bay Project embodies the basic 
principle of Metabolism in terms of the pursuit of new way to 
organize dynamic and complex growth of cities. Tange has some-
how brought modern city planning into a broader realm. However, 
although he has focused on both theoretical ideas of open city plan-
ning and the practical conception of realization, in fact this plan has 
caused critical points. 

If Tange's linear input on the Tokyo Bay area could be understood as 
a mega Tokyo, one would naturally wonder how to name his propos-
al for the national development as a linear trunk. A mega Japan? The 
length of the mega trunk has been stretched from some 30 kilometers 
on the Tokyo Bay in the year 1960 to 340 kilometers on the national 
territory in 1970. (Fig. 2) This suggests the speed of expansion is 
almost every year Japan could produce one Tokyo Bay Project in ten 
years. It seems to be ridiculous but we should sense from this that at 
least Tange has felt that the agglomeration of the metropolis would 
soon become inevitable. Certainly he could not be satisfied with the 
urban development plan of the government, which generally allowed 
each major city to grow from its own existing center. Tange's attitude 
is as clear as explicit. He believed that Japan should be unified as an 
organic whole and hence to avoid some bureaucratic stupidities.
Based on many years' experience, as well as his involvement in the 
political management after the war and more realistically supported 
by the synthesis of sophisticated data and research, his Tokyo Bay 
Project has been considered as a profoundly influential urban devel-
opment case. It has almost become the referential project for all the 
next generation's Japanese architects. Three features have made this 
happen. Firstly, it is big. It is spectacular and it is a realistic unrealiz-
able dream. Secondly, there is incredible amount of urban concerns Fig. 2  Tokaido Megalopolis 2000 Project (Kenzo Tange, 1970)
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and architectural aspects that has been visualized in it. Thirdly, 
maybe because it is big, there are also quite lots of gaps left unprov-
en i.e. there are lots of potentials. Starting from Tange's contribu-
tion, or say opportunities, Kisho Kurokawa and Fumihiko Maki (not 
only these twoand not only Japanese architects) devoted themselves 
respectively to the improvement of liberating architecture from heavy 
load and the study of collective form.

Put it into a simple way, Tange has set up the scheme of megastruc-
ture on which people could comment that it has enriched the theory 
of his master - Le Corbusier while also could say it has abused the 
master's heritage of urbanism. Whatever, modern architecture seems 
to never settle down. Architecture seems getting bigger and maybe 
people find it disappearing, yet architecture also seems to be any-
where used by the people rather than architects.
This thesis does not have ambition to figure out these big questions 
but is more entertainingly telling some stories happening in an east-
ern island, which might be one of the most mysterious sectors in the 
labyrinth of architectural history.  

1 Golden Age: Japan in 1950s-60s

From today's point of view, Japan's 1950s-60s is indeed the golden 
age. Everything seemed to be booming and society was experiencing 
radical changes. This will be illustrated in details from the popula-
tion booming, the evolution of industrial structure, and the drastic 
increase of leisure activities. Certainly, these are all required the 
improvement of transportation systems, as well as, in Tange's words, 
indirect communication. Not surprisingly, the fast-increasing land 
price in central Tokyo is also one of the parameter of economical 
growth and this has become the crucial aspect constantly pushing 
Tange and his next generation Japanese architects to experiment with 
their new cities on the bay area.

1950s-60s is the golden age in Japan. Everything is booming except 
the old-fashioned stuff. It is not over-illustrated at all if using the 
term - Big Leap Forward. All the evidence shows that Japan was in a 
rather hyper-mood and it was the time to get rid of some burdens and 
shadow.

The basic difficulty of Tokyo was that it had grown much faster after 
the Second World War than anyone could foresee. Just as no one 
predicted the speed and scope of Japan's postwar economic recovery, 
no one imagined that this recovery would lead to the development of 
a city of 10 million people. Two decades, the 50s to 60s, of Japan, 
especially of Tokyo were completely "golden" period in terms of eco-
nomic growth. (Fig. 3)

1.1 The Beginning of Golden Economy
The Japanese national issue titled "Japanese economic growth and 
modernization" was published in 1955. In it, there is a well-worded 
saying, "the postwar era is over", and clearly indicating the will of 
changing Japanese society. The economic growth of Japan in that 
period was based on the special procurement demand for the Korean 
War, broken out in 1950. This unfortunate warfare of a neighboring 
country has allowed Japan to break the stalemate at one stroke and 
to achieve a miraculous economic recovery although everything in 
almost whole Japan was ruin after the Second World War. Serving 
as the base for the UN forces advancing in support of South Korea, 
Japan immediately found itself in a boom generated by the special 
procurements for the UN forces. Mining and manufacturing produc-
tion grew by leaps and bounds, recovering to the prewar level as 
early as 1951. At the same time, the economy showed the sigh of 
transition to heavy and chemical industries. Then, although the end 
of the Korean War was a blow to Japanese economy, riding the wave 
of a global economic boom in 1955, Japanese exports again began 
to grow dramatically and this expansion continued until 1959. This 
booming prosperity was dubbed the Jinmu or Iwato boom accord-
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ing to the legendary first emperor's name and a Japanese mythology 
that was the release of a god from a celestial rock cave in order to 
get quiet in the world. This story is specifying that it was the largest 
prosperity since the dawn of Japanese history.

1.2 The Population and Commuters Expansion
This expansion of mining and manufacturing industries and its 
demands of laborers, triggered off the rapid concentration of popula-
tion in the gradually reorganized city center, especially around Tokyo 
Bay area. (Fig. 4) The rapid increase of the population of Tokyo, 
according to the Japanese economic growth, continued until early 
70s. Therefore, Tange's plan for Tokyo was published completely at 
the very center of this population booming period. The population 
of ward area jumped from 3,440,000 in 1946 to 5,380,000 in 1950, 
as the first evident growth. Coming near to mid 50s, in proportion 
to the development of heavy and chemical industries, the precision 
machinery industry and electrical engineering rapidly developed and 
so then again constantly the population of Tokyo expanded to double 
of the early 50's population. In fact, young people in search of work 
poured into metropolitan Tokyo from all over Japan, in a process that 
could best be described as an "internal migration" or "massive exo-
dus from the countryside". (1) (Fig. 5) A shortage of labor in Tokyo 
turned many junior and senior high school graduates into "golden 
eggs", (2) and trainloads of them came form their rural communities 
to the cities for group employment. There was a very popular song to 
illustrate laborers' life at that time. Its song lyric was

In the weak moonlight 
Cheerlessness of drinking rice wine at the street stalls on alleyways
Strangers hit small dishes with chopsticks together
It is Chanchiki-okesa
A heartrending sorrow, disconsolate feeling

Whether she is a quiet well, who I left in my hometown

Fig. 3  GNP, 1920-1970
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My mom apologizes to me "sorry, sorry"
So, tonight as well, 
Doing Chanchiki-okesa
I am tortured with doing this

When I left my hometown
I brought a dream from there (to Tokyo)
I remember it with a cup of rice wine and then I sigh
So then I do Chanchiki-okesa
I cannot see the moon clearly because of my tear. (3)

This was produced by the most famous Japanese singer in 1957 and 
marked incredibly high sales, and sung by so many labors that came 
form countryside, at lots of cheap street stalls. With this fact, it could 
be indicated that the population who came to Tokyo from the coun-
tryside in order to get a better salary was so big, and how their life 
was hard to recover economy. 

The population explosion of "Golden eggs" led to the creation of 
a vast zone in which densely populated wooden apartment build-
ings with extremely poor sanitary facilities. Geographically, these 
apartments tended to be most densely concentrated just outside the 
metropolitan train line circling the inner city, because its area was a 
convenient location for commuters. Destined to serve as shock troops 
in Japan, swift economic expansion, "Golden eggs" had to content 
themselves with substandard, barrack-like wooden apartments. They 
are the only available housing. These housing clearly made a "Cheap 
Wooden Apartment Belt", (4) as a sanctuary specialized for only 
commuters. 
At the same time as the growing of this belt, the area that is not 
Tokyo but surround it, started to have many satellites as "bed towns" 
with many commuters because of the rapid increase of land prices 
in the central Tokyo. People in search of cheap land with a dream 

Fig. 4  The rapid developed industrial area at Kameido, Koto ward, Tokyo.

Fig. 5  A labor shortage in urban areas turned into junior and senior high school graduate 
from the countryside into “golden eggs”.
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to have their own houses or modern types of apartments drifted on 
the periphery of Tokyo. This expansion of commuters was therefore 
oriented in not only the industrial development but also the hous-
ing development in suburban areas in Tokyo. However, at the time 
when land prices started to increase rapidly, the industrial structure, 
that is the proportion of different industries, located in the inner city 
and changed dramatically in proportion golden economic growth. As 
Tange mentioned, a wave of property that normally causes a change 
of industrial structure in a city was the increase of tertiary industrial 
proportion. Even though its efficiency was still weak in Tokyo of 
those days, the expansion of tertiary industries lead people to be 
gathered into the metropolitan area, which has the efficient network 
of communication.

The story of the huge number of commuters in Tokyo is still so famous 
nowadays, as the attraction to allow one to experience an inconceivable 
condition of rush hour trains was made in the children museums in the US. 
It has already been on everybody's lips in the late 50s. The situation of the 
public transport system in late 50s must be understood. Each morning at 
the key transit stations railway workers were stationed along the platforms 
to help push passengers into overloaded trains. People were injured every 
day. It had been estimated that during rush hours in the downtown area 
automobiles moved at the average speed of only two kilometers an hour.
After the Second World War, the GHQ, General Head Quarter, which gave 
an occupation, barely tried to reorganize the poor social infrastructure, 
especially road transportation structure, and then the government started to 
construct the plan produced by GHQ, but some parts of this program are 
still under construction even now.
1.3 Revolution in Consumption
It would be possible to list Japanese people's wishes for the late 50s 
life. They were to watch TV with a whole family in a room with 
blight electric lamp, moving into a new individual house or being a 
dweller of a modern apartment, driving their own cars with music 

etc. So many products started to enter in a house and people loved 
the surrounding atmosphere created by them. In fact, three house-
hold electric appliances such as television, refrigerator and washing 
machine were called the minimum requirements of living like a god. 
The fulfillment of making it possible to put new products next to 
each other continuously was an objective of their life and so it in fact 
allowed them to have the feeling of satisfaction in their life. In a way, 
this period might be happy because it was all about how to achieve 
happiness.

This wave of prosperity in mid 50s was based on the technological 
innovation created by the continuous cycle of investments for the 
development of new products, the introduction of new systems to 
produce them, acquisition of new materials and the realization of 
new style of organization. The investments caused the new demand 
of consumption and then this demand allowed the second investment. 
Eventually, "investment breeds investment". Durable consumer goods 
such as plastic products and home electric products made of it were 
well developed. They were almost symbolic for the consumption 
society. Instant food products such as noodle were also invented in 
this period. These technological innovations therefore were finally 
called "Revolution in Consumption". This revolution can be indicated 
also by the fact that the supermarket, which has the competence to 
allow one to find and buy many kinds and big number of products, 
were opened constantly in rapid succession and it had the largest 
market share in retail trade in 1960.
The new type of "indirect communication" tool such as television 
played a key role to accelerate the consumer society of this time 
quickly. Through a cathode-ray tube, an American drama played a 
role by showing the "marvelous" life created by lots of household 
electric appliances. It can be said that it have given many causes to 
make Japanese people ask for a feeling of material sufficiency, and 
also that the inclination of this time of the Japanese who asks for the 
communication tool which produced such an economic effect was 
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very strong. It is because the tendency to use that kind of device in 
daily life had been implanted in their mind before television spread, 
namely during wartime. A detonator was the radio, the only means to 
obtain information in the middle of the war. In each house everyone 
listened to it in order to know the military situation. However, the 
function was changed as a new device to allow one to ask for amuse-
ment simultaneously with the end of the war. The basic foundation 
of technical development of the electric apparatus, which now can 
also be called a Japanese trademark, will be simultaneously built 
conjointly with expansion of the mind to accelerate technical inno-
vation. From these days, various "booms" started to be recognized 
so often because they are peculiar to the high consumption society. 
Another type of amusement also could be recognized as a boom in 
this consumption revolution. It was the Pachinko, which was gam-
bling using a kind of pinball machine. It hardly needs to be said that 
it was the reflection of stressful working and this high consumption 
society. This is also designating the birth of inclination to have lei-
sure. Sincerely, not only this kind of small leisure in the intervals of 
working but also trip came out as " a leisure boom" in 1961, which 
was to go skiing and climb mountains. (Fig. 6) The rush of Love 
hotel construction happened in 1959. More than two thousand of it 
was built up. In 1960, in the proportion the Japanese television drama 
was getting popular, young people started to follow the life style 
of actors and actresses, which were usually going out during whole 
night in Roppongi, the most trendy area of central Tokyo, by a cool 
car. Eventually, they were called  "Roppongi-gang". They were rec-
ognized as "urbanized young people" for the first time. It should not 
go unheeded that most of youngsters involved themselves in driving 
a car, indicating the motorization society.
Positively, Japan in 1950s-60s was the golden age. Everything was 
booming and society was experiencing radical change. However, 
while having the satisfaction in this economic change, most of people 
started to feel the chaotic conditions of city life. People normally had 

Fig. 6  A crowded swiming pool on the rooftop of a department store 
in Ikebukuro, Tokyo
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sidering national development as a megalopolis comes into shape. 
Consequently, the application of megastructure becomes his fatal tool 
to fulfill his criticism in this regard. 

2.1 The Pedigree of Kenzo Tange
Katsura Villa is an ancient imperial villa sited in Kyoto in Japan. Its 
construction started from 1620 lasted for nearly 40 years and resulted 
from two generation's efforts. It was Bruno Taut who firstly gave an 
invaluable complement to this building. He confessed that modern 
architecture had been already materialized in this villa. Tange treated 
this villa as the treasure of Japanese spirit of space and put great 
effort to research on it. In 1960, a book titled "Katsura: Tradition and 
Creation in Japanese Architecture" was published by Tange, Walter 
Gropius and Yasuhiro Ishimoto, a photographer in cooperation.

Le Corbusier used to have three Japanese students: Kunio Maekawa, 
Junzo Sakakura and Takamasa Yoshizaka. When Maekawa was work-
ing for Le Corbusier, he had been called "right hand" of the master. 
He then went back to Japan and worked for Antonio Raymond until 
he opened his own office. Among his assistants, he also had a "right 
hand", Kenzo Tange. Surprisingly, viewed by present eyes, the right 
hand of the right hand, Tange has done more profound works and 
rewritten a new era of Japan architecture. Therefore Rem Koolhaas 
called him "the first time in over 3,000 years that architecture has a 
non-white avant-garde." (5)

Tange's indirect relationship with Le Corbusier began with an inci-
dent when he saw the master's competition entry for the Palace of 
the Soviets when he was still in Hiroshima High School. (6)  Starting 
from this very moment, this kind of relationship has given this prom-
ising star-in-the-future some generating forces towards not only to 
the master himself but also more importantly to the facts hidden 
underneath his architecture. As he said himself, "One of my most 

only mentioned the difficulty of Tokyo was that it had grown incred-
ibly faster than anyone could have foreseen and so "we must be 
practical". However, Tange said, "it can indicate only a temporization 
of the measure to cope with the situation and optimism for a prospect 
of future. People call that temporization 'practical'. We cannot agree 
with this kind of backward-looking practicality ". "A Plan for Tokyo" 
was to try to live together positively with this everything booming 
situation instead of proposal to temporize it. 

2 A Linear Tokyo

Pioneer architects are good at producing canonic propaganda. Kenzo 
Tange would not be an exception. His Plan for Tokyo represented 
more or less the sort of national character at that moment. The 
investigation on his ambition hidden in this project has given the 
direction of not simply just following the architectural logics but 
more importantly discovering the factual details that might reveal 
his position and gesture as a critical architect. By doing so, social 
and economical and even political problems have been found in the 
confrontation to the architectural strategies. In this project, very obvi-
ously, the abstraction is one of the useful tools that have been used 
to give a specific direction to the urban forms. However, one should 
realize that in the compact or linear-shaped megastructure, the exist-
ing social or physical dimensions have been highly compressed and 
existing layers have been folded and stacked. Some of them have 
even been abandoned in order to achieve a radical progress on the 
way of catching up with modernity while some of them have been 
transformed into this structural system. This transformation has most-
ly been achieved through the operation of scaling.
Furthermore, with response to the government's intentional plan 
of regarding the nation as a metropolis and hence bringing zoning 
method to the development, Tange criticized that this fragmenta-
tion will stop the nation being unity. Therefore his model of con-
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important undertakings was the effort to try to uncover the secret of 
his appeal." (7) It is almost impossible to prove, but the most likely 
effect is the distance between him and Le Corbusier might be the 
driving force in his preliminary career and that could be enlarged 
when he entered his mature age. Japanese seems to study from the 
western very hard but never goes the same routines, particularly if 
he is an ambitious architect super-star. This has become some sort of 
example or encouragement for other Asian countries. Many similar 
phenomena could be observed in the contemporary modernity proc-
ess in Asian nation's development. (8)

2.2 A Plan for Tokyo, 1960
In 1961, Kenzo Tange is 48. He published "A Plan for Tokyo, 1960". 
He did not realize any building until he was 33. His first design is 
Peace Center in Hiroshima This is certainly due to the hard time dur-
ing and short after the Second World War.
But in fact, there seemed to be nothing stopping him involving in the 
progressive research and practice. He worked for Kunio Maekawa 
until 1942 in order to get closer to Le Corbusier. (9) Just before the 
end of the war, he was commissioned by Tokyo officials to research 
on the areas in Tokyo that might be survived from American bomb-
ing. (10) Meanwhile, he attended one competition for the ultrafascist 
project -- a memorial building at the base of Mt. Fuji and dedicated 
to the Greater East Asia Coprosperity Sphere. He won the first prize. 
(11) (Fig. 7)
Right after the war, he became a member of the Government Agency 
for Reconstruction and then was appointed as the leader of Hiroshima 
survey team. (12) During this job in 1946-47, he realized that "cit-
ies did not redevelop as a result of plans". (13) More importantly, he 
gained political consciousness, saying, "the redevelopment process is 
a product of power relationship", (14) "layer upon layer of political, 
economical and social realities behind these burned cities." (15) 
Everything seemed to come together in the end of 1950s. One day 

Fig. 7  Greater East Asia Coprosperity Sphere Memorial Building. 
Reading, and approach map from Tokyo. (Kenzo Tange, 1943) 
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before the end of the CIAM conference with a telegram from W.
Gropius informing him about the collapse of CIAM, (16) he was on 
the way of teaching in MIT. We can imagine, while Tange was coldly 
ironical to rewinding the record of CIAM in mind, he was at the 
same time highly encouraged by the economical booming in Japan. 
After many years' repression of his ambition, all the things are telling 
him that his time is coming.
Recalling the history of metabolism many years later, we feel that it 
is very important to envision the situation at that moment. Japan and 
Japanese, the whole nation was in a mood of incredible optimism. 
Never being official member of the Metabolism, Tange has given 
enormous enthusiasm and effort to promote this movement. Actually 
the reason can be rather simple. He believed something should be 
gone and the new should come into reality. This has fitted in the very 
fundamental basis of the Metabolism's agenda. 

Grouping the most gifted young architect elites in his team - Koji 
Kamiya, Sadao Watanabe, Heiki Koh, Arata Isozaki and Kisho 
Kurokawa, (17) Tange delivered a fresh baby for this inspiring era. 
Based on the sensible feeling of the reality, he deeply regretted the 
existing bureaucratic proposal dealing with the urban development of 
the government:
"Nothing is to be accomplished by escapism." (18) 
"People say that the city's expansion has been too rapid, but the real 
difficulty has been that our plans have been too small and our poli-
cies too old-fashioned.” (19)
"People are forever saying 'we must be practical', but the type of 
'practicality' that has been exercised in Tokyo is impractical in the 
extreme. It is unrealistic and at the same time backward-looking." 
(20)
Clearly be inherited such radical position and attitude to the political 
power from his hero - Le Corbusier. This suggests Tange has broken 
the traditional confinement to Japanese architects and attempted to 
push the government to a more open and democratic system. This Fig. 8 Diagrams for "Tokaido-Megalopolis: The Japanese Archipelago in the Future" 

(Kenzo Tange, 1965)

Japanese Goverment: Japan regarded as a metropolis

Kenzo Tange: Japan regarded as a megalopolis
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We should not forget that Tange is always standing at a higher posi-
tion to observe the situation related to his projects, on a national level 
and even global level. Then, when he started to work closely with the 
architectural and urban planning proposals, they were just too small 
and clear to deal with. Tokyo Bay Project is one of these cases.

Tange's linear shape Tokyo Bay Project is planned for 10,000,000 
people. You can call it 10 million-city, three times Le Corbusier's 3 
million city. However, he put it into a rather understated way, "this 
has not been an abnormal development." (27) This sober attitude 
is based on his understanding of inevitable urbanization. The trend 
that he sensed is the dramatic shift from the age of man to the age of 
machine, by which he mainly refers to the tertiary industrial era. (28) 
It is also the important point that inspires Metabolists to go one step 
further to megastructure. For Tange, the most urgent task is to realize 
the changing social structures according to his statistical analysis of 
rapid shifting population from the primary and secondary industries 
to the tertiary industry. Therefore, communication should play a cru-
cial role to bridge the society into new phase, whereas the city is "not 
merely a collection of people and functions", (29) but an open and 
organic organization.
So far, in his project brief, the very basic situation and problem 
have been revealed. The next step for Kenzo is going to the very 
detailed aspects and technical solutions. In order to have a clear and 
explicit comprehension for these, let us imagine a virtual interview 
(30) between the readers who are curious of Kenzo's Tokyo Bay 
Project and virtual himself or, say, his Kagemusha (The title of Akira 
Kurosawa's celebrated movie, meaning the substitute of the General 
Ieyasu Tokugawa, Japanese warrior and dictator, 1542-1616).
Q: We have understood that your project is starting from the consid-
eration of the fact that Tokyo is a meeting point that should be based 
on the advanced communication systems. Is this meaning that more 
efficient infrastructure networks should be set up?

almost becomes the common starting point of his approaches to all 
the detail analysis in Bay Project. In this architectural project, his 
role is more likely a military strategist. Every single step is to attack 
the political and social policies.

If one says that the conception of Japan as a unity was not yet 
clearly visualized in Tange's Tokyo Bay Project, then it may be bet-
ter to go firstly to the article, "Tokaido-Megalopolis: The Japanese 
Archipelago in the Future"  which he wrote five years later. (21) 
There, the disagreement between him and the government lay bare. 
Regarding Japan as metropolises, the government's developing plan 
has shown that each major city, Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka and Fukuoka, 
can be growing in a radial pattern deriving from their existing city 
centers. The secondary cities also follow this way of growth. (Fig. 
8) Having sensed the possible failure of this type of urban sprawl by 
analyzing the growth of Paris, London and comparing the histori-
cal development of Tokyo in the preliminary chapter in A Plan for 
Tokyo, 1960, (22) Tange, firstly, revealed that satellite cities actually 
have become "bed towns". (23) Then he seriously warned this would 
lead Japan "to a division of the country into seven district sectors, 
each centered, both physically and politically, around a metropolis-
type nucleus." (24) Once again, he used his fatal concept "organ-
ism" as the defensive weapon, "The whole concept is opposed to the 
development of the nation as a single highly developed organism." 
(25) Correspondingly, he proposed Tokyo - Nagoya - Osaka as a 
national mega-axis that he considered to serve as a gigantic magnet 
being able to absorb 70-80% of the newly urbanized population. (26) 
There is no doubt to say his proposal is to bring Japan to a central-
ized dynasty but the fact is more strategically.  His intention is to 
convey the possibly centralized pressure of Tokyo, which is the weak 
point of government's developing plan. It would lead the capital to a 
super-metropolis with 60-70% national population. In this sense, his 
proposal calls for the action of decongestion.
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A: For sure, infrastructure will play a key role in Tokyo's develop-
ment on the one hand, but one the other, more importantly, we have 
to be aware of the new trend. This society is in transition from the 
world of industry to the informational era. I have already said that 
"The telephone, the radio, television, the portable telephone, the 
video-telephone - all these indirect means of communication will 
doubtless continue to develop and to cause changes in the social 
system and in the structure of life." (31) In my view, Tokyo should 
not become the center of primitive and secondary industries. On the 
contrary, "Tokyo must act as a brain center performing countless 
invisible tasks." (32)
Q: What do you mean "a brain center"?
A: I mean that the center is capable of dealing with the incredible 
amount of information exchanges. Our city's structure is still remain-
ing in a very delayed state, which will actually fail this task. The 
plan that lets the city grow naturally, that means it will produce more 
commuters. This is irresponsible and old-fashion. Once again, I say 
that 10 million people will not cause traffic confusion. Whatever, 
10 million people will come into truth; this is the reality in the near 
future. We can't stop it. Our task is how to deal with these people. We 
cannot simply send them to the suburban areas.
Q: What kind of problem this city has in nowadays, in term of the 
structure?
A: Tokyo's plan is the typical radial pattern. It reflects "the closed 
society of the middle ages." (33) London and Paris "are experienc-
ing a paralysis of functions that result from this pattern." (34) We 
can easily imagine, if we allow the city to grow along this centripetal 
system, when 10 million people flow into the center, it will doubt-
less lead to the traffic confusion. So, a more open and organic system 
should be introduced.
Q: It is clear for us that you are not happy with the government's 
plan for development. We feel that it might be very necessary to 
reform political systems in order to fulfill this mega axis in Tokyo. 
We are curious that what is the ideal political situation in your mind.

A: Yes, indeed. "Under this system and organization no total plan is 
capable of realization." (35) We cannot expect the reformation com-
ing from within, "This force must come from without in the form of 
public opinion. Businessmen, educators, culture leaders, journalists, 
labor unions, and the people at large must work to rebuild Japan's capital 
city." (36) 
Q: When you mentioned the problems in London, Paris and even 
Moscow, do you indicate you are looking for some kind of global 
solution for the congestion in metropolises?
A: Yes, almost. (37) 
What is clear for the next step is that Tange is very conscious about 
the possible change with the emergence of automobiles. "The 
problem raised by automobile traffic requires that we discover a 
means for bringing the city structure, the traffic system, and archi-
tecture together into an organic whole." (38) Meanwhile, he knows 
that Japan's economy should be highly depended on productivity. 
Therefore, he promotes assembling lines as an architectural proto-
type. Logically he thinks this would bring a new dimension to archi-
tectural discourse. (Fig. 9) Both attempts have almost announced that 
megastructure will become the new agency of architects. More ques-
tions may correspondingly be asked, such as:
Which kind of features should the city provide in order to let the 
commuters stay in the center?
Without the quality of garden city (the attraction of suburb), what 
kind of programs in the city can compensate this loss, specific com-
munities or more enjoyable leisure activities?
However, these questions seem to be too early for Tange. Maybe his 
metabolism successors can answer them better.
Having known that Le Corbusier's 3 million-city serves a generic 
model for contemporary cities, we will not be surprised to realize that 
Tange is actually attempting to have the same purpose on contempo-
rary metropolises. Starting the analysis on urban growth of London 
and Paris, Tange's Tokyo Bay Project should be considered as a 
global proposal weakly based on the context in Tokyo. Even though 
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he touched some Tokyo's major problems, they have actually been 
founded commonly existing in most of the big cities in the world.

In order to prove the linear development inevitably taking place on 
the Bay, Tange also did some experiments on the possible urban 
strategic areas.(39) Then, the conclusion comes that all the other 
attempts would not be better than the new territory. He choose the 
sea on one hand because of the shortage of land in Tokyo while on 
the other, he calls for liberating the Bay from the merely industrial 
function and regenerating it as the "daily environment". (40)
In Tange's view, the compactness of the linear development has natu-
rally suggested the emergence of two major urban components, in his 
words, the "organic unification" of architecture and infrastructure. 
(41) We can call it hybridization: infrastructuralized architecture or 
architecturalized infrastructure.  It can be easily imagined that archi-
tecture and infrastructure do not exist in the same scale. Because 
infrastructure cannot be scale down to be architecture, the scaling 
architecture up to infrastructure, then, becomes unavoidable. Here 
again, we feel the foreseeable direction for architecture to megastruc-
ture. Consequently, Kenzo has then exercised the hybridization on 
an architectonic level - the unification of the core system and the 
pilotis. (42) Later, he brings this into a newer and broader realm by 
considering the whole urban system as the seamless unity of hori-
zontal transportation systems with vertical core-grids. (43) (Fig. 10) 
Any suspicion or question could finally be clarified by seeking the 
support from technology. "The smallest unit in the cycle transporta-
tion system is a square measuring on kilometer on each side. This 
unit of area is also the unit for construction work, or, in other words, 
the operation scale". (44) Once again, whenever we encounter the 
technology, the enlarged scales are indicating a "superhuman" dimen-
sion with the disappearance of man himself. (45) With regard to Le 
Corbusier's modular man, this human-scale parameter has been trans-
formed into some bigger stuff.

Fig. 9  An assembling line for wristwatch products.
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2.3 Exercises on the Bay
As the Tokyo Bay Project should not be considered as a pure utopian 
exercise, it is more likely to be a practical urban planning proposal. 
In this respect, it has to go to the realistic perspective. Therefore, the 
way of regarding context becomes a considerably critical point. Once 
again, let us relocate Tange's position. On the one hand, his design is 
supposed to be based on Tokyo specifically and concern the problems 
in Tokyo, yet on the other he constantly suggests that some strate-
gies are relatively applicable for the other metropolises, like London 
and Paris. In the latter sense, it is a rather generous contribution 
attributing to the fast-growing urbanized mega-cities. When we say 
he is ambitious, however, we can only figure out how exactly big his 
ambition is by making these two aspects clear.

The abstraction of the reality becomes important for Tange. Firstly, 
architecture and urban planning, more or less like a scientific disci-
pline, treat the city as a system of various abstract layers. Secondly, 
the compact city as a preoccupation has been in his mind and hence, 
accordingly compression as a practical tool will be applied into the 
design processes. Thirdly, due to the intention of injecting a "spec-
tacular" future into the reality, the operation has been perceived 
as abstract diagrams transforming the urban elements from one to 
another position. Finally, the fast-improving technology has given 
architects and urban planners enormous confidence and technical 
support, in order to make his proposal convincing. Tange naturally 
goes to scientific solution by introducing statistics into his design 
brief. This neutral, but more importantly, easily readable language 
mirrors the project in a clear way, like the water surface on the Bay 
reflecting the buildings and infrastructures honestly. 

2.3.1 The Abstracted Reality and the Compressed "New World"
The actual reality is not the same thing as that of architects and 
urban planners. This fact is not an exception for the 1960s. Designers 

Fig. 10  Section and plan of the civic axis: core systems of the Tokyo Bay Project (Kenzo 
Tange, 1961)
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have treated reality as the abstracted layers i.e. various function sec-
tors, such as transportation, housing, industry, recreation and etc. 
Designers have perceived the movements of people and goods in a 
diagrammatic way. In general, the reality in architectural discourse 
is a highly abstracted one. Therefore, the design of a city or a town, 
say the "new world" created by architects or urban planners, is either 
relaxed or compressed. As for Tange's Tokyo Bay Project, it is the 
latter one. In the linear shape, Tange has given a limited area for 
10 million people. It is the high-rise and high-density architectural 
solution. So, the compression is his major strategy, which might be 
seen from three different perspectives - overlapping, reduction and 
neutralization. These design "tools" have provided some conditions 
that are give specific forms and layouts in order to be capable for the 
increasing population and flows.
Practically, Tange has treated the given sectors in a compact volume 
but yet not yet hybridized. The mixture between two functions is 
still not yet realized i.e. the hybridization is still left unachieved. 
Therefore the overlapping means the stacking one with another yet 
still in the same functional sectors. For example, the housing and 
office are the dominant functions. He just simply suggests build them 
higher by the support of technology. The overlapping conception is 
also showing in the graphic layout. If we take the chain of transporta-
tion ring, we can almost see through all the function sectors along 
this "trunk". In his words, a "civic axis"- from the existing center to 
the Bay accommodates administration, railway station, harbor, office 
and recreation. Only housing, industry and airport are left in the 
peripheral or "branch" area.
What is interesting is the manipulation of reduction. This always 
requires a specific position of architects and urban planners. 
Certainly, the conventional concept of neighborhood has been radi-
cally reformed in Tange's operation on the Bay area. The reduction of 
traditional urban fabric, from main road to street and then to the indi-
vidual houses, has been simplified and folded into the third dimen-

sion. This is showing his intention clearly that the core system as the 
vertical street should provide more efficiency in modern lifestyle. 
Then, the question is how the communication among neighbors hap-
pening in the horizontal street could also be possible. Undoubtedly, 
it is impossible. It has gone. Another interesting aspect in the sense 
of reduction is shopping. We see the shopping facilities are more or 
less equally distributed in the existing central area with housing area 
or office area. From today's point of view, we might consider it as a 
mistake that he reserved very little space for shopping, which means 
he only used the space underneath the housing for this program. The 
shopping areas cannot therefore deal with the consumption of 10 mil-
lion people, let alone the shopping areas meanwhile require incred-
ible amount of parking lots. In this regard, the question has to be left 
unproved.
Or, we may boldly imagine that there is some large neutral space 
kept for the further development or the preoccupied neutral space 
allows newcomer programs to plug in. However, there is not enough 
convincing evidence for this kind of hypothesis. The only non-identi-
cal element in this scheme is the core. As mentioned before, Tange 
has considered the core system as the vertical infrastructural element. 
It does not specifically belong to the office buildings any more. 
It is as generic as bridges and roads. Here, the potential of neutrali-
zation has not yet fully discovered by Tange, but later his student, 
Kisho Kurokawa, fulfilled this.

2.3.2 The Chess City
All the actions taken in Tange's Tokyo Bay Project are based on the 
strategic response to the urgent social problems at that moment. The 
reconfiguration of the functional sectors has resulted from the inten-
tion of settlement on the Bay. Each action is responsible to the con-
sideration of the city and even the nation as a whole. This is nothing 
too different from a chess game. (Fig. 11) In this regard, it is func-
tionalism. What needs to notice is that in Tange's view each action 
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Fig. 11  The Chess City 
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should be critical to the governmental development proposals and 
people's misunderstanding of the problems. He intended to touch the 
weak points sharply, impatiently searching for some comprehensive 
solution. In this sense, it is utopian.
Tange sees advantages in a linear solution over a radial one. It is the 
justification for an open system against closed system. Tange has 
mentioned this for many times. The linear form is more importantly 
open the opportunity to develop it on a national scale. Tange has real-
ized later an even bigger linear development - a 340 kilometer long 
"bar" across the whole national territory!
Tange put all the important urban components into a linear shape, so 
the center is not a single point any more. This fundamentally under-
mined the possibility of radial development. He decisively rejected 
the proposal of sub-centers, such as Shinjiku, Shibuya and Ikebukuro. 
This is also based on the intention of releasing urban development 
from the extremely high land price. Meanwhile, Tange is also quite 
aware of the danger of the decentralization in the U.S. where the loss 
of center has been apparent.
Tange strongly suggests that housing should be settled down on the 
Bay area. This is so far the best choice at that moment to solve the 
problem of commuter although this is derived from the high price 
of land in central Tokyo. Such a big amount of housing seems to be 
floating on the water. This is perhaps the most radical proposal ever 
done in the architectural history. Not directly touching the water sur-
face but on the artificial islands that is incredibly big, this has given 
the settlers an enjoyable playground. What is strange is that Tange 
never pays too much attention on these happy islands. 
The clear logic in Tange's Tokyo Bay project has also been showing 
his concerns on the modification of the existing transportation sys-
tem. As housing has been removed from the suburban areas onto the 
Bay, the certain demand for the convenience naturally comes out. We 
see Tokyo railway station and harbor have been moved out of the city 
center. Including two airports, it has been shaped as a transportation 

corridor. Very significantly, the corridor lies perpendicular with the 
linear trunk and is vividly showing the pattern of a non-stop moving 
flow.  
The existing distribution of industry in Tokyo is also rather problem-
atic in Tange's view. Some of it is located in the central area. The 
removal becomes urgent. However, he has expressed that neither 
could he agree with the proposal of replacing the factories because 
they are still the matters that support economy of Japan, nor could he 
support the idea that suggests moving them to the suburban area. The 
fact that industrial areas are less pleasant lets him make the decision 
to deploy them on the shore of the Bay. Yet, Tange also suggests that 
the Bay should be given back to the people i.e. restoring it as the rec-
reation area. 
The ignorance of the shopping service in the housing area may cause 
surprise and confusing. The reason remains unproved but the fact 
that Japan's economic constant growth is undoubtedly due to the 
capacity of production. The assumption that is saying he believes 
in productivity may be mostly true. Moreover, he once expressed 
his attitude of against American consumptionism that has led to the 
result of decentralization. However, the question, then, would natu-
rally come out. He constantly moves this and that out of the city 
center, then, what is the center going to be? Would it be possible that 
he is ultimately suggesting that the existing Tokyo center becomes 
the paradise of shopping, like nowadays situation? If the program is 
not shopping or the other leisure activities, then, what would be more 
attractive for the people? We feel we could hardly get "yes" from 
him. What is clear is that he merely put shopping services into "the 
corners" of the project. Once again, architecture discipline rejected to 
take consideration of leisure activity. 

3 Heavenly Structure, Spooky Structure

In 1925, the first leap occurs in Le Corbusier's sketch "Center of 
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Paris" with regard to the emergence of modern society. (46) (Fig. 12) 
It is perceived in the size of the buildings. If we compare his draw-
ing with architectural illustrations before the modern age, we can see 
the architectural objects have been radically enlarged. The scaled-up 
city has equally existed with the natural landscape. If we zoom in his 
this sketch, we will most likely see the same scene of another sketch 
for expressing his well-known "A Contemporary City". (47) (Fig. 13) 
People almost disappeared, merely represented by tiny dots. The city 
becomes the composition of infrastructures and buildings with auto-
mobiles and airplanes moving through its space.

35 years later, the second leap took place in Tange's Tokyo Bay 
Project. (48) Once again, the operation of scaling up happened. 
Seemingly, it has been repeated. Yet, it is not a simple operation. It 
is not a simple logic that with the population doubling, therefore, the 
size of buildings and cities are accordingly supposed to be doubled. It 
is neither the case of simply doubling the component and ingredient 
of cities, or logically condensing the layout of cities. Nevertheless, 
all of these attempts have actually been found in the preliminary 
practices. However, the problem is the change of social structures has 
been unable to be brought into the architectural and urban planning 
discourses simultaneously. Architecture and urban planning were 
found terribly delayed. These dinosaur-like disciplines should be 
questioned.
Today the crisis of these two professions is even worse, almost in 
death. Supposed that our intention is to resurrect them, we, then, 
have to encounter the fuzzy history of them. The only way back to 
realistic circumstances is to constantly ask questions. These interro-
gations will at least give us the eyes to see history closely and reality 
distantly. For this purpose, bringing Kenzo Tange and Le Corbusier 
together is our case. 
Firstly, does megastructure equal architecture plus landscape?
Secondly, what it will be if architecture is emerged with infrastruc-

Fig. 12  A sketch for the "center of Paris" (Le Corbusier, 1925)

Fig. 13  View of the central station, flanked by four sky-scrapers (Le Corbusier, 1925)
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ture? If the answer is megastructure again, then what exactly is it? 
If more questions will be asked further and some answers could be 
presumed, gradually we can sense that megastructure is more or less 
like a mega machine which has been given birth in a rather specific 
historical situation, which spontaneously or voluntarily started func-
tioning in mega cities in order to embody some instant or permanent 
forces. It thus can be thought of the space where friendship and con-
flict happen almost at the same moment. It appears in 1960s but it 
seems never exist at all. It is an absolutely surreal machine. For this 
sake, it is a non-physical object. You can also say it has never gone 
once it was born. It is absorbing and has been absorbed. Sometimes 
you see it with technology, sometimes with economy while some-
times with politics. You never see its whole. Therefore, it is a ghost. 
It is invisibly big. (49)

According to Reyner Banham, "Not only was the word (megastruc-
ture) finally invented by a Japanese, but the launching of the 
Metabolist manifestoes at the World Design Conference in 1960 
can now be seen as an attempt to launch megastructure as a unique 
Japanese contribution to modern architecture…" (50) Yet, fact is fact. 
Metabolism and megastructure have been built upon the foundation 
set up by Kenzo Tange and his Tokyo Bay Project. He is the starting 
architect who dares to involve himself in such a radical and compli-
cated project in 1960s.
The 1960s are the decade to allow architecture and cities expanding 
and stretching. Many mega projects have been visualized or real-
ized in this period. (51) But on the one hand, those mega objects 
become burdensome and caused worry and nervous. To analyse all 
of the actual reasons is as difficult as to grasp megastructure itself. 
Some reasons might be helpful and even as suggestive for our further 
analysis. Firstly, "they had taken so long to build, because of their 
great size, that the intellectual fashion that had given them birth had 
passed away before their completion." (52) Secondly, "The economic 

explanation, though handy, is too pat to be convincing. Though it 
is true that these were years when economic indices seems to have 
nowhere to go but up - even 1968 was a fat year in Dow Jones ter-
ritory - and a lot of mad money was going in and out of central city 
redevelopment, it is still very noticeable that those who built property 
empires in, say, London (Clore, Hyams, Levy) did not build them 
out of megastructures". (53) Finally, also very noticeably, "Clients 
for megastructures were more likely to be universities, expositions, 
municipalities, central governments. More strikingly, they were pro-
posed by socialist regimes in Eastern Europe - or even Cuba - where 
the pressures of the market as normally understood do not operate, 
and fortunes in property are not to be made". (54) All these might 
suggest that megastructure should be functioning in a very strategic 
way in terms of a quicker and more sensitive response to the reality, 
in other words, softer and less rigid. Starting from this point, a sur-
gery, therefore, should be critically operated on it - getting rid of the 
heavy burden from its physical structure. 
Metabolize it! 
Lighten it! Cut off the connection with old-fashioned technology!
Open it! Even radically open to its enemies!
Fantasize it!
Dramatize it!
Whatever happened to megastructure, at least we will see the revolu-
tion in architecture while at the same time architecture is compul-
sorily opening to the opportunity of being colonized. It is going to 
become more hybridized.

3.1 Lightening Architecture
Kenzo Tange has pointed out the potentials remaining in the differ-
ence of the lifespan between major structure and minor objects. Then, 
he suggested that an organic link should be created between them. 
(55) As Kenzo has been admitted to be the ancestor of megastructure, 
it would be more fruitful to reread his "A Plan for Tokyo, 1960" in 
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the megastructural context. In Tange's point view, the social structure 
consists of three fundamental components: major structure, minor 
structure and the link between these two. However, Tange's contribu-
tion is that he embedded the pregnant seed for his successors, namely 
the core system and the flexible building slabs. Starting from this 
point, we find that metabolists have devoted themselves to develop 
architectural progresses individually. Fumihiko Maki mainly works 
on his favorite linkage while Kisho Kurokawa put his effort on lib-
erating architecture from heavy load, i.e. translating the change of 
social structure to the architectural strategies. 
Inherited from Tange, Kisho Kurokawa consciously sensed this criti-
cal point and carries on the task of lightening architecture. In his arti-
cle, Meta-Architecture, (56) Kisho Kurokawa clearly expressed his 
concerning on the existing architecture and suggested two characters, 
selectivity and changeability, should be introduced into architecture, 
which mainly aims to the reformation of the mass-consumed housing. 
In other words, the replaceablity as a useful tool is supposed to be 
involved into the process of "production - consumption - production". 
(57) Therefore, the conventional architecture has been reinterpreted 
into his Meta-architecture, "The durability of mass-produced parts of 
Meta-architecture determines the balance of selectivity and change-
ability". (58)
The new approach to flexibility has brought about a series of 
changes. Not simply the individual parts could be replaced by the 
new ones, but more fundamental changes come into the conventional 
architectural vocabulary. The key issue for architecture is not buil-
dablility any more but changeability, more importantly. All in one, 
it is the change of Le Corbusier's module. " Le Corbusier's modular 
should be used as the module for proportion… In fact, we have been 
living in modules of invisible graphic patterns. The functions of each 
module may contradict one another and yet be integrated into archi-
tectural spaces; so one cannot measure by a standard module, or it 
will interfere with the functional unit. Now it becomes important to 

Fig. 14  Modulor crane 
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experiment, but more positively took action and involved himself 
into the realistic situation. He was physically experiencing the proc-
ess "production - consumption - production" in spite of the fact that 
it is such a painful time span, from his first study of Prefabricated 
Apartment House in 1962 to Nakagin Capsule Tower in 1972. It lasts 
ten years. We can imagine that he must have put enormous effort 
and energy to promote and realize his dreams. If we trace the whole 
process, we can find clearly that he has fulfill the first half of his 
supposed process - from production to consumption. More interest-
ingly, in between these two stages, he has strategically manipulated 
the force of media. Floating Factory, "Metabonate" in 1969 was com-
missioned by the Asahi Newspaper Publishing Co. and featured in 
a New Year's Day supplement in 1970. (61) Also in 1970, he issued 
his Capsule House in the Theme Pavilion in Osaka Expo and it is 
considered as the foundation of Nakagin building. (62) At the same 
occasion, he developed the former case into a nearly perfect but 
seemingly never completed work, Takara Beautillion, for a leading 
manufacturer of chairs for beauty parlors and barbershop. In this 
case, he worked not purely with architectural colleagues, but with a 
discipline-crossing team including graphic designer Tadanori Yokoo, 
composer Toshi Ichiyanagi, the G.K. Industry Design Office and 
lighting designer Mikko Ishii. (63) He knew the potential influence 
of this project very well and expressed his manifesto metaphorically, 
"Suffocation by its own servant may be the future of architecture: a 
Frankenstein end, as many have been hinting. The Takara building 
actually demonstrates the possibility for the first time; and demon-
strations like this are among the best justifications for World Fairs". 
(64)

Although housing in Kenzo Tange's project has shown some intention 
of revolutionize traditional architecture, he could not fully liberate his 
architectural details from the conventional structure. In this sense, the 
structure itself is still homogeneous, i.e. the whole structure consists 

find the corresponding points of different modules in a multi-dimen-
sional module". (59) At this moment, all the concerns seem to meet 
together, from Tange's conveyer system (horizontally) and metabo-
list's core system (vertically) to the flexibility of megastructure, as 
well as the support of technology, man's age has been replaced by 
the machine age. Man's figure, therefore, has to be changed into a 
figure of machine. Crane is the new module "man"; it is the modular 
of megastructure. (Fig. 14) This has been well illustrated by Arata 
Isozaki's Robot in Festival Plaza for Osaka Expo'70. 

Lightness seems to be holding a passport to the megastructure. This 
lightness firstly appears in Tange's brief on his Tokyo Bay Project, 
not starting from the architectural point of view but from the con-
sideration to the changing structure of industries. His promotion of 
Tokyo as a brain center has given the clear direction of transform-
ing Japan from the primitive and secondary industries to the terti-
ary industry. If one says he was still annoyed by the heavy load of 
infrastructure in the project, yet the housing complex on the sea has 
shown his striving for a more free and flexible form. The curved pro-
file is giving the possibility of liberating housing units from the rigid 
outskirt while the underneath the volume naturally provides a mega 
space for the multifunctional application. It has given priceless inspi-
ration for his successors, most notable to Kisho Kurokawa.
Based on the effort of his teacher, Kurokawa took more radical paces 
in order to achieve an even lighter architecture. The actual fact is it 
is impossible to imagine that he can do some incredible experiments 
without the help from the enthusiastic Japanese construction com-
panies. "With Kurokawa's success has arisen the attractive problem 
that confronts growing business firms, the shosha, the trading and 
manufacturing giants such as Mitsubishi… As a result these shosha 
have developed vast information networks extending over the globe 
which are reputed to be quicker and broader than other information 
services". (60) 
Kurokawa was not merely satisfied with the academic research and 
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of many generic units. Each single structural unit cannot be taken 
away from the whole. However, on the other hand, Kenzo has felt the 
change of the society. The static architecture is not suitable for the 
social structure any more, in his view, although he did not go further 
along this direction. It would be interesting and inspiring for us to 
review his words in order to catch his deep concerns and then to see 
how those has been sensed and developed by Kisho Kurokawa.

Generally, for Kenzo, a "great city" could be understood as an organ-
ization and the individuals as "organization men", i.e. generic man. 
Each of them could not function without another. Therefore, "People 
gather together in cities in order to form links with the organiza-
tion."  (65) Certainly, this was far not enough for Kisho Kurokawa. 
Tange's concern in this respect has been radically pushed forward in 
Kurokawa's capsule cases, especially the Nakagin Capsule Tower. 
Among all the published images of this project, we personally like 
the image that is showing the building was under construction. (Fig. 
15) It is because this image can show us many meanings among 
which one might oppose to another. Firstly, in the preliminary phase, 
when we put this project into the metabolism context, this project 
was simply understood as one of the representative projects done by 
metabolists, which clearly shows the appearance of core and mov-
able units. Later on, when we reread this picture again, we find that 
this building in the foreground has a strong distinction against the 
building in the background. The latter one is the typical example with 
homogeneous structure, in which there is no possibility to be free 
from the rigidity while in Kurokawa's Capsule Tower the core is giv-
ing the building the connection with urban scheme on the one hand 
and on the other, each single unit has been endowed the flexibility 
which possibly allows the unit to be free from the core. Therefore 
the link between these two becomes surprisingly vital. Nevertheless, 
our criticism is also here. The old-fashioned detail applied to the 
joint between these two has undermined the vitality. (Fig. 16) But 

Fig. 15  Nakagin Capsule Tower, Tokyo (Kisho Kurokawa, 1972)
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fortunately, the scene that a man standing on one capsule unit was 
instructing the installation of one coming unit has compensated the 
weakened concept of the link. Finally the crane is giving a vivid 
illustration for the "new module man."   

3.2 Non-Scale Linkages
"If each Building, that is, each structural unit of the city, has its 
own lifespan, then different elements are apt to be replaced at dif-
ferent times." (66) The conception of lifespan, an interesting but 
unsung point discovered by Kenzo Tange, later became the staring 
point of architectural discovery not only for Kisho Kurokawa but for 
Fumihiko Maki also. Very strikingly, Maki has put the process of his 
maturity into his essay "Note on Collective Form". This has given us 
a vivid picture whereas we can clearly observe how the architectural 
methodology gradually reaches the point of the complexities of a 
city. The first accomplishment is "Group From", derived from his 
excursion around Southeast Asia, the Middle East, North and South 
Europe from 1958-1960. "At the time I was interested in the notion 
of an urban order based on a collection of elements and believed it 
offered an alternative to the order, based on enormous structures built 
on the scale of civil engineering works, that architects and utopians 
had been proposing since the start of the 20th century." (67) Initiating 
from this point, unsurprisingly, he had encountered megastructure, 
especially on the occasion of attending the Team X in 1960 in 
France, when the participants had seriously criticized megastructure 
by taking a humanistic and regionalistic approach. However, Maki's 
position was rather clear and stable: "They were troubled by 'the 
issue of great numbers', that is, the effectiveness of architects in deal-
ing with the problem of housing large numbers of human beings." 
(68) He was still in belief in megastructure. In 1964, he published his 
first influential thesis "Investigation in Collective From". There, three 
collective forms, compositional from, mega form (megastructure) 
and group form, have been defined as the "basic relationships that 
always exist between individual elements and the city as a physical 

Fig. 16  Detail of system of joining capsule to shaft, Nakagin Capsule Tower (Kisho 
Kurokawa, 1972)
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place and the whole." Very soon, the self-criticism came out with his 
awareness that, "I neglected to consider the existence of space as a 
medium, in either collective form or linkage." (69) This attitude has 
not only given Maki the opportunity to constantly revise and enrich 
his design theory but more importantly has made himself understand 
to manipulate the negative forces. "I learned that opposition and its 
antithesis, harmony, in fact characterize relationships on many dif-
ferent levels and that their cumulative effect determines our actual 
image of the city." (70) This has perhaps been a big leap for Maki, 
which allows him to understand the complexities in the relationship 
between architecture and the reality. Yet, the other question is also 
raised, is this opinion matured enough and freed from the naiveness? 
If so, what has he understood in terms of the controlling forces of the 
urban networks? And then, what is his position?

"Investigation in Collective From" was issued along with Maki's 
teaching career in Harvard University, which started in 1962 and 
lasted until 1965 when he opened his office in Japan. He was invited 
by Josep Louis Sert to teach in a newly established urban design 
program. During that period he worked with four students on an 
urban development project in Boston, which mainly dealt with the 
integration of fast-growing traffic system and the existing medieval 
town through the introduction of a number of new urban design ele-
ments. (Fig. 17) It is not hard to understand that the scheme of the 
project consists of two parts - an "Open end system" and the spatial 
forms, atriums as "city rooms" and arcades as "city corridors". (Fig. 
18) Before we get into the more concrete analysis of this project, it is 
necessary to clarify his attitude to the three paradigms in his collec-
tive form vocabulary. Obviously, the compositional form is consid-
ered as the old-fashioned matter while he bravely gave his personal 
defense to megastructure. At that moment megastructure was facing 
serious trial in the international architectural circle. Mega form has 
been used as his design language for urban scale projects and there-

fore the group form can be easily understood as the architectural ver-
sion of mega form, which is to deal with design tasks in a relatively 
smaller scale or individual buildings. In this regard, we can feel 
clearly that Maki's design tools has been developing within a system-
atical logic, in a way, although intelligent yet still questionable.

Appropriating Tange's criteria, let us imagine that Maki's Boston 
project consist of an infrastructural scheme, which for Maki is a non-
hierarchical structure, in that "The ideal is not a system", but "a kind 
of master form which can move into ever new states of equilibrium 
and yet maintain visual consistency and a sense of continuing order 
in the long run."   (71) Plus, few invented architectural elements 
have been deployed at the crucial points in order to play a key role to 
generate the function of the structure efficiently. Plus, the meaning-
ful linkages bridge people or flow from the certain elements into the 
infrastructural circulation and vice versa. For sure, Maki has sensed 
that the heavy load would be the burden for megastructure. "If the 
megaform becomes rapidly obsolete, as well it might, especially in 
those schemes which do not allow for two kinds of change cycle, it 
will be a great weight about the neck of urban society." (72) Here, 
the two kinds of change cycle mean the lifespan of infrastructure 
and individual buildings. In Maki's view, those schemes should be 
responsible for the social desires in time. His belief on megasructure 
largely depends on his intention to give lightness to it i.e. keep-
ing architecture from the amalgamation of objects. Hence the term 
of master form has been suggested to applied into urban design. 
Following this logic, Maki discovered that three main aspects as the 
advantages of megastructure have to be promoted - environmental 
engineering, multi-functional structures and infrastructure as public 
investment. (73) In this sense, we can almost consider this part of his 
thesis as a manifesto of megastructure.
1. Architecture ought to be engineered. Learning from constructional 
technologies and materials allows the emergence of light architecture. 
Therefore, large architectural space can be conditioned according to 
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the demand of people. Atriums and arcades are good inventions in 
this regard.
2. Architecture is not supposed to serve for a single function any 
more (Radically). Multi-purpose will become the dominant charac-
teristic of public space. Various programs will fulfill the flexibility of 
architecture.
3. Infrastructure as the skeleton of megastructurre should be the sym-
bol of democracy. People invest on it and own it and will hence posi-
tively guide the development of it. Ultimately consensus will become 
the decisive architect of infrastructure.

So far, we have been keeping certain worries in our mind all the 
time. This is actually starting from Kenzo Tange already. However, 
in Tange's case, this feeling has been suspended because of his spe-
cial experience, especially during the period of his engagement of 
government survey team after the war he realized the complexity of 
the political reality. Maybe just because of this, his position in Tokyo 
Bay Project could be maintained in a rather sharp state whereas the 
government's weak points have been revealed. Consequently he led 
his design to an unprecedented stage in the Japanese history. Kisho 
Kurokawa has also inherited this very gene. (74) Not only was he 
confronted to the brutal reality bravely, but more positively commit-
ted himself into the political conflict in order to absorb the resources 
for his criticism and then located his position consciously. "Attacking 
is a good training for people, to hear both opinions." He even put this 
experience into a rather poetic way, "I am not left side. I am not right 
side. I am an architect. I attack both sides."(75)  Very much differ-
ent from these two figures, Fumihiko Maki had been teaching in the 
universities until his practice. It is also quite difficult to find any evi-
dence to indicate his possible connection with the political powers. 
Looking at his realized projects, we found that quite a surprising por-
tion of them is the university campus. If we say there is some special 
regime in the university circumstance, maybe it is the "right type" 

Fig. 17  Open end system (Fumihiko Maki)

Fig. 18  City room model (Fumihiko Maki)
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social structure for him in this regime that has the subtle relationship 
with the actual society. It could not be considered as the representa-
tive of society. People say Maki's projects are all based on human-
ism. We may say he is naïve. We attempt to catch some "negative 
effect" by considering his naiveness as the counterpart of sophistica-
tions. This is to say, to see what he might have to deal with by seeing 
what he did not do actually.

As group form is Maki's favorite collective form, he has put enthusi-
asm to promote this concept by using the historical references in order 
to be convincing. Either the appropriation of the layout of Japanese 
villages, or that of a Mediterranean town, or the use of stoep Dutch 
housing in 16th century, (76) whatever, his effort is trying to project 
the typology of these primitive forms into the urban scheme although 
he mentioned there is some difference between them. In short, the evo-
lution of lifespan in an urban form is much shorter than those primitive 
ones. Supposed that we are at the same position and situation as him, 
let us decode the process of his logic in order to figure out what is 
lacking during this seemingly simple translation. Then, the very direct 
question is what makes architecture short-lived. Maybe the answer 
for this question was still ambiguous for Maki. Yet, in today's point of 
view, the speed of distribution in pre-modern era is rather slow while 
it has been highly developed by advanced technology and media. The 
invisible flow of financial and cultural capitals as well as ideologies 
has transformed the society drastically. If we take megastructure as 
an example, the structure consists of visible and invisible parts. The 
visible part is basically the physical form of streets, cities and urban 
geography while the invisible part refers to social culture, ideologies 
and financial structures. Today, we say that the visible part has been 
delayed terribly while the power of invisible part has penetrated into 
all the social domains. However, this is not the issue at all for middle 
age. People at the time can even manipulate the visible elements as 
the defensive objects. In short, the fast-speed distribution of today can 

allow the invisible part reconfigure itself quickly, either in centralized 
or decentralized way. Yet the current condition is a centralized invisible 
structure. Due to the difficulty of distribution, the middle age village is 
the honest result of political and economical powers. Basically there is 
almost no invisible part. Therefore, the conclusion is that Maki's trans-
lation of primitive layout is questionable in this regard. The invisible 
power has almost not been sensed. The desperation of looking for a 
generic model from the humanistic point of view does not help shorten 
the gap between the two parts. Based on this wrong hypothesis, the 
notion of group form or "a building such as Unite" could only be con-
sidered as a small step in terms of aesthetic consideration.
Certainly, the awareness of the invisible force is not only the question 
for Maki, but also for megastructure itself. The worry is not unnec-
essary that if the invisible part cannot be exposed, the price will be 
definitely expensive - the visible structure will collapse either partly or 
wholly.
Honestly, Maki's linkage for the operational purpose in megastruc-
ture as a contribution could not be denied. The reason is simply. The 
physical world is still going on and largely being constructed. Maybe 
the linkage is one of the few connections between the visible and 
invisible domain, like touching the edge in order to figure out the 
hole, in spite of the fact that for Maki linkage means the architectural 
elements deployed in public space that is supposed to generate the 
efficiency of infrastructure functionally. The discovery of linkage 
was so fundamental for Maki because his ambition can thus be real-
ized in a very concrete way. There is a certain emotion in his words. 
"Investigation of the collective form is important because it forces us 
to reexamine the entire theory and vocabulary of architecture, the one 
of single buildings." (77) He felt responsible to resurrect architecture 
and he was ambitious. However, this strong feeling might be derived 
from the insecurity. It also indicates the possibility of controlling the 
urban development in a large scale would never be satisfying in the 
architectural domain.
Giving a new life to architectural design starts from a new defini-
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tion to the fundamental elements: wall, floor and roof, column, unit, 
and link. Compared with the "old-fashioned" architecture languages, 
Maki has manipulated the extension of the traditional definition. 
Once again, we see the scaling-up again, yet this time in a more 
detailed way. The consequence of this operation is architecture loss-
ing its scale definitely. Maki's strange combinations witness this 
clearly:  "city rooms" and "city corridors". Literally we can say that 
rooms and corridors could be enlarged in a city's scale while pubic 
spaces like atriums and arcades could be understood as rooms and 
corridors in an individual building. Anyhow, the linkage is a non-
scale system; therefore Maki termed it "open linkage." (78) Due to 
that fact that "linkage is simply the glue of the city", in Maki's con-
ception the city can be perceived as the pattern of events. Here, the 
use of word events may seem to be sudden, yet it will become quite 
clear if we recall his appealing for "master program". Events actually 
are meant as programs. Rather importantly, Maki has been attempting 
to put all of his theory and invention into action, so this is to say that 
the linkages i.e. architectural elements should be put into the pub-
lic spaces by following the direction of urban events management. 
"Each operation will end by implying a multitude of non-spatial 
facts. Ultimately, linking is assembling patterns of experience in cit-
ies." (79)
        
Mission Impossible?

World Expositions, an organized public fair or display of industrial 
and artistic productions, are usually designed to promote trade and 
to reflect cultural progress. They have also been important for their 
emphasis on scientific and technological innovations. The one held 
in Osaka, Japan in 1970 was the first in Asia. Somebody called it the 
celebration of rapid economic growth. The theme for Osaka Expo 
was Progress and Harmony for Mankind. It is almost Tange's propa-
ganda. He made the master plan for the site and designed the "civic 
trunk", a megastructuralized Festival Square accommodating the offi-

Fig. 19  Osaka Expo '70, space-frame roof covering the theme space and the Festival 
Plaza (Kenzo Tange, 1970)
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cial ceremony and public events. Its length is incomparable with 30 
kilometers. (Fig. 19)
In 1967, Kisho Kurokawa designed Yamagata Hawaii Dreamland, a 
resort center in the mountain area with almost no water resources in 
Japan. As Reyner Banham ironically commented: "Ocean City was 
among the Metabolist visions that achieved built form at a drastically 
reduced scale and in mild travesty as leisure installations - here, a 
swimming pool." (80) (Fig. 20)
Then, what is megastructure? Is the reality a concave mirror or a 
miniature of the mega objects on the drawing papers?
In 1851, Crystal Palace was built for the first exposition in London. 
In 1889, the Eiffel Tower was built for Paris Expo. The application 
of large quantities of new constructional materials, glass and steel 
respectively for the two occasions, was realized with this series of 
worldwide events while in the Osaka case, the membrane became 
the new fashion. The Exposition has been considered as the histori-
cal "archive" of architectural avant-garde, such as most notably, 
Mies designed Germany Pavilion for Expo 1929. Interesting enough, 
Expo used to be the good occasion show off the national treasures 
and proud and soon become the show for economical development. 
It was a special regime only lasting for few months. It is the perfect 
provision for architectural masterpieces. Here, there will be the con-
frontation of two logics. One, the national demands require architec-
ture reflective and bigger while the other, architecture itself should 
be as fresh as radical. Megastructure, therefore, had been naturally 
authorized. Megastructure, by this means, was institutionalized under 
a short-term regime. The ideal architecture was realized although 
mainly for the flow of tourist and was soon destructed afterwards.

The difficulty for architects to imagine a megastructure is not the 
physical part but the non-physical counterpart. The conflict between 
these parts has been too harsh for the peaceful architectural realm. Are 
architects capable for "fishing in the trouble water"? Could we work 
hard to avoid Titanic crushing on the deadly beautiful ice crystal?

Fig. 20  Resort Center “Yamagata Hawaii Dreamland” (Kisho Kurokawa, 
1967)
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The period of Archizoom (1966-1974) can be defined as a diaspora 
of radical thought and a moment of transition towards a new moder-
nity. A period that represents a very important radical movement, 
which is characterized by the profound and bold research based on 
search for new approaches and visions regarding city, architecture 
and design in relation to human. These avant-garde researches with a 
high cultural level and a strong creative power provoked a worldwide 
debate that involved the whole Europe. The phenomena of radical 
movement with its various languages in fact laid the foundations 
for many different directions that evolved later on such as the post-
modern movement of 80's and deconstructivism. For many actual 
and acknowledged protagonists of architectural debate the radical 
research was the point of departure, a treasury of approaches.
It is important to know that "No Stop City"(1969-1972) has influ-
enced the most advanced contemporary architectural research: from 
the infinitely flexible 'Centre Pompidou' of Piano&Rogers and 
Franchini to the researches of Koolhaas on the 'Bigness', on the 
'Generic City'.
Radical approach of Archizoom emerged as a reflection to the politi-
cal, economical cultural and social reorganization that was evolving 
in that period. Their experimentation produced a theoretical result of 
a large cultural importance leaving the tracks that are still not enough 
researched. It is important to understand the strength of radical archi-
tecture that has put in discussion architectural themes in the way that 
is still actual, denouncing and defining all actual dissatisfactions and 
worries.  
Considering the aforementioned facts, we believe in the importance 
to investigate the genesis and the aim of the radical theme in relation 
with consequences and reactions produced within the contemporary 
thought. 
For this reason we see a very strong reason to review radical 
approaches through a deep and critical analyze of one of the most 
representative and clear theoretical project of Archizoom, the   
"No Stop City" (1969-1972), defined by Caterin David in Documenta 

X, 1997, as a "generational project".
As Branzi says, " telling about  "No Stop City", it is possible to tell 
about many other things that are behind, inside and in front."
Throughout the following research the analysis of "No Stop City" is 
elaborated in the relation to the context, because project's ideologies 
can emerge only through the political, economical, social and archi-
tectural events of that period.
The research is based upon the verification of the following hypothe-
sis, which emphasize the important radical intention within the actual 
architectural context: 
"A new architecture would emerge from a different way of using it." 
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
The hypothesis is embracing two different interrelated arguments, 
emphasized by the Archizoom. A basis for a different use of architec-
ture is a new use of culture itself, both offering a possibility to make 
a world more habitable again. "The effort is to extract from the cor-
ners of a domestic world a renovated culture of living that can serve 
as the practical basis for a new architecture." (Andrea Branzi, The 
Hot House, 1984)
Our aim is therefore to examine both arguments, throughout differ-
ent topics related to the case study of "No Stop City". The intention 
is to find out applied approach, which determinate the validity of the 
hypothesis in order to gain out useful tools, which can still be used 
and relevant in the contemporary urban context. 

1 Archizoom Associati 

Archizoom is an Italian radical architectural and design partnership 
formed in 1966 by Andrea Branzi, Gilberto Corretti, Paolo Deganello 
and Massimo Morozzi. Two years later in 1968 joined them Dario 
Bartolini and Lucia Bartolini. The group was based in Florence, 
which was at that time the center of "Italian Radical Architecture" 
movement, a meeting place for the avant-garde culture. Afterwards 
they settled down in Milan and from 1974 they followed separate 
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careers. The main character of Archizoom was Andrea Branzi, archi-
tect and designer, born and educated in Florence. The avant-garde 
movement fascinated him and he created through his action as a 
theorist and designer a consciousness of cultural movement. Since 
1972 he has worked on the theoretical problems of 'New Design', 
whose aim was to put together different domestic culture, recover-
ing a system of ties and functions that cannot be explained in purely 
ergonomic or functional terms, to involve a man in his relationship 
to his domestic habitat from a wider cultural and expressive point of 
view. The importance of Italian 'New Design' reaches out across that 
wide range of activities that move from design to architecture, and 
then on towards the city. Between 1974 and 1976 he took an interest 
in 'Global Tools', the first experimental school of architecture and 
design, encouraging mass creativity in free laboratories. The aim was 
to promote public and private creativity with the intention to liberate 
a man from culture. 'Global Tools' was not born out to realize an ide-
ological plan, neither to elaborate a social model, but to operate with-
out formal programming, in which the products came out as an spon-
taneous act of communication. Within 'Global Tools' he collaborated 
with many of the groups and individuals in Italy who at that time 
represented the most advanced realms of radical architecture (beside 
the members of Archizoom, there were Remo Buti, Alessandro 
Mendini, Carlo Guenzi, Enrico Bona, Franco Raggi, Luciano 
Boschini, Riccardo Dalisi, Ugo La Pietra, Giorgio Birelli, Carlo 
Caldini, Fabrizio Fiumi, Paolo Galli, Gaetano Pesce, Gianni Pettena, 
Adalberto Dal Lago, Ettore Sottsass, Piero Frassinelli, Alessandro 
Magris, Roberto Magris, Adolfo Natalini, Cristiano Toraldo di fran-
cia, Carlo Bachi, Lapo Binazzi, Titti Maschietto, Alberto Breschi, 
Roberto Pecchioli). 'Global Tools' spawned Alchymia, founded as a 
gallery in 1976 and Memphis, originated in Milan in 1981, cultural 
operation started by Ettore Sottsas, which had a strong influence 
on the design of 80s. Branzi collaborated with both, Alchymia and 
Memphis, on several design projects. In 1975 Branzi became the 

The members of the group Archizoom Associati (1966-1974)

Silhouette of the founders of Global Tools, 1973
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General Coordinator for the 'International Design' section at the 15th 
'Milan Triennale' and also a member of the C.D.M. (Milan Design 
Consultants) with whom he won the 'Golden Compass' in 1979 for 
research into 'primary design', a group of theoretical and design 
experiments during the years from 1972-1977. 'Primary design' went 
beyond the traditional formal designing of structures and objects, 
reflecting a new climate of conceptual culture. 
At that time he was leading the research about environmental decora-
tion and color projects for industry. In 1985 he started a research in 
'Domestic Animals', something like vegetable mobiles that unfold as 
plants from an essential and reduced structure. Still now, he is the 
educational director of the 'Domus Academy', an international school 
of post-graduate study in 'New Design', and author of many articles 
for major Italian and foreign journals, writing on subjects dealing 
with theoretical problems within the new architectural culture. He 
wrote for three years a regular column on new movement in architec-
ture and design for 'Casabella' (1972-1975) and from 1983 to 1987 he 
edited architecture and design magazine, 'Modo'.
Archizoom developed as an avant-garde group, advocating radical 
approaches by proposing a new way of understanding and shap-
ing the architecture, abandoning every relation with the traditional 
figurative one. Radical attitude in architecture was a new formation 
as an instrument of struggle and of cultural research. They aimed to 
alter the rationalism of modernity toward a more genuine relation-
ship between human, architecture and city. For this reason they pro-
duced utopian proposal and manifestos, which incorporated design, 
architecture and planning destined to change people's attitude to the 
shaping of the environment and to stimulate individual creativity and 
fantasy. In contrast to Modernism, they believe in the importance of 
object's social and cultural value as well as its aesthetic function.
They recognized the complexities and contradictions that were 
emerging in that period and saw architecture not anymore able to 
function in isolation. They believed that the ultimate aim of the 

project lies in the possibility that design and architecture become 
tools that are capable of making the world habitable again. 
"They became think-tanks for progressive Italian design theory 
investigating 'the new Pop scene' and not excluding architecture as a 
political instrument." (Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992)
"Avant-garde culture has always been to turn what looks like a trag-
edy into new possibilities - experimental culture. Today, after the 
end of the historic avant-garde movement, the utopia remains the 
dynamic mechanism for changing reality." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot 
House, 1984) 

Works 
Archizoom were initially fascinated and influenced by the whole 
movement of 60s. In that period Europe was swept by a wind of 
cultural innovation and marked with important historical events, 
influenced by a search for a redefinition of the concept of freedom, 
such as the commercial spring up of the first generation of pop art-
ists in America; the decay of CIAM in Dubrovnik; British exhibition 
'This is Tomorrow' in 1956, showing the first steps towards the con-
ceptual approaches of the 60s, by opening two different directions 
of the following art movement. Pop, which accepts the reality as a 
datum of fascination and a source of communication codes; and New 
Brutalism, which tries to go against the existing mass society and its 
needs. (Luigi Prestinenza Puglisi, This is tomorrow, 1999) 
A strong stimulus to go further was also provoked from the publica-
tion of 'Opera Aperta' of Umberto Eco in 1962; the Venice Biennale 
exhibition in 1964, when pop artists of America showed the arrival 
of street languages with a new affective tolerance for the world 
as it is today; and the fascination about the beat culture. In1966 
Robert Venturi published his book 'Complexity and Contradictions 
in Architecture', in which he analyzed and described the architecture 
in Las Vegas offering the advertising imaginary of architecture as a 
model of the contemporary city. 
Beside the aforementioned influences, which laid the foundations for 
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the further consideration of the Italian radical group, there were also 
noticed hidden relations with earlier visionary approaches developed 
by Situationists, above all Constant Neuwenhuys and afterwards 
by utopian visions of Japanese 'Metabolism' and English group 
Archigram, which embraced the influences of the period and empha-
sized them in writing a paper: 'organism, movement, architecture of 
new generation, infinity, mobility, consumes, evolution, rejection of 
modern concepts, joy'. 
"Reality invaded the field, sweeping away the shadows of the latest 
languages of abstraction." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
These themes formed the basis of the first operations of renewal car-
ried out by the Italian avant-garde and Archizoom as well. They were 
inspired by hints and new dimension to tackle the architectural prob-
lems. The influence was seen as mixed up of diverse sets of cultural 
and linguistic elements which emerged in their early projects, linked 
together with the whole context; politics, economy, culture, pop 
music, fashion… The topics of cultural and dimensional updating of 
the themes of a new culture were made explicit first in the Manifesto 
of the exhibition 'Superarchitecture' (1966, 1967):
"Superarchitecture is the architecture of superproduction, of super-
consumption, of superinducement to consumption, of the super-
market, of Superman, of super-high-test gasoline. Superarchitecture 
accepts the logic of production and consumption and makes an effort 
to demystify it." (Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992)
This exhibition that was organized by Archizoom and Superstudio, 
first in Pistoia and after in Modena, consisted of furnishings and 
architectural projects, influenced by pop culture. This was the begin-
ning of group's search for new understanding of the environment, 
which gave rise to the debate on the culture of projects by the young. 
Together with their Manifesto, Archizoom showed also the prototype 
'Superonda', a sectional couch made of polyurethane, which was first 
realized by Poltonova. The diverse possible arrangements of four 
parts of the couch allow and stimulate different uses of space. This 
prototype shows the very intention to go against the tyranny and 

repressions of functionalism of traditional furniture. 
In the following period, from 1967 to 1969, Archizoom produced a 
series of design projects, showing the group's search for a new, flex-
ible, extravagant and technology-based approach to design, with their 
strong intention to reject the rationalistic logics, such as 'Safari' sec-
tional couch, a fiberglass structure and stuffing upholstered in fake 
leopard skin and 'Mies' elastic seat, made of triangular metal frame-
work and a sheet of Para, 1969, both manufactured by Poltronova. 
'Mies' chair accepted the deep antinomies and twofold components 
between rationalism and flexibility. With this attempt they tried to 
create an effect of alienation and surprise at the same time. Their 
attitude to reject a finalized and productive architecture, lead them 
to escape from the prison of tradition, leaving environmental resi-
dential cell, cold and functional, for creating different environmental 
projects such as series of gazebos in an Afro-Tyrolese style, a 'Center 
for Eclectic Conspiracy' (exhibited on the 14th Milan Triennial in 
1969) and a 'Center for Eclectic Mediation', Agliana, Pistoia, 1967, 
with their closed, perfumed meditation areas, housing exotic objects 
from different cultures. On this topic they also prepare a catalogue 
of gazebos for the creation of Oriental Settings in one's own home. 
Renouncing the construction of uniform spaces, trying to abandon 
a rigid and repetitive ideological system, they came up with multi 
form and literary residential projects such as dream-beds dedicated 
to 'New Empire styles', like: 'Delirium of Roses', 'Presentiment of 
Roses', 'Rose of Araby' and 'Shipwreck of Roses', all unitary, closed 
and aggressive objects which asserts themselves as theoretical experi-
ments, through the power of their language in order to destroy the 
"good bourgeois taste". (Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992)
On the theme of aggressive and extravagant domestic structures they 
did several drawings of 'Wardrobes', published in IN, 1968. In the 
same year they participated at the 'Yamajiwa', international competi-
tion of lamps in Tokyo, where they won the second prize. In 1968 
Archizoom produced also the interior decoration realized for 'Casa 
Vogue' in the home of Gilberto Corretti and in the same year they 
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arranged the entrance of the 'Libreria Editrice Fiorentina' in Florence. 
Dario and Lucia Bartolini produced particular prototypes such as 
'Pink Record Player', 'Moschea' electronic toy and record player with 
eggcup, used afterwards for creating different ambiences in the theo-
retical project "No Stop City". The design of this period was concen-
trated on the development of eclectic components, including Islamic 
and 'Afro-Tyrolese' elements. There were evident the hints of kitsch 
with its strong force of communication.
In 1969 they started with the architectural and urban research explor-
ing some of the principal themes of radical architecture. Their space 
investigation involve projects such as 'Structures in Liquefaction', 
published in IN, 1969, the competition for the Italian pavilion at the 
Universal Exhibition in Osaka and the competition for the 'Layout of 
the Craft Exhibition' at the Fortezza da Basso in Florence, where the 
homogeneous structure was inserted within the monumental walls 
of the fortress, completely filling its space. In Rome they staged the 
'RAI Pavilion' at the Electronic show, where the hall contains black 
prisms with television sets inside them, the setting that was lined 
with mirrors, some of which concealed planets and moons whose 
reflections created the effect of an imaginary space. In the same 
year they did the installation in Florence for the exhibition 'Art and 
Science in Tuscany' in the Donations of Private Collectors to the 
Public Collections of the 20th Century, with large plastic drapes and 
partitions of phaesite. With theoretical photomontages they inves-
tigated new architecture and urban signs, like, textile decoration in 
'Red Square', 'Moscow', 'parallel districts in Berlin', 'housing unit in 
Red Square', 'roof garden'; In 1970 they started the first theoretical 
project for a totally artificial homogeneous metropolis, a "No Stop 
City", which is their most important project, embracing actions on 
different scales, from small to large. This project was followed with 
the project for 'Residential Parking lot' in 1970, which also investi-
gate different models of dwellings as free and equipped spaces, in 
which is possible to reconstruct a spontaneous use of house.
From 1972 onwards, they were concentrated on the theme of inno-

vative design and environmental projects, like habitable closet 'the 
Neutral Surface', sponsored by Abet Print in 1972. These are theo-
retical projects for highly artificial domestic spaces in which the 
different functions are contained in large automatic dispensers, set 
in empty spaces created within the limitless dimensions of "No stop 
City". In the 1972 they collaborated with Design Center in producing 
the 'Sanremo Palm Lamp' and with Centro Ricerche C&B, who made 
'Poltrona a braccio'. Their design was often made in collaboration 
with manufacturers and research centers, as they were capable to act 
directly on the real state of the country and changing it. 
In the years between 1971 and 1973 their research was orientated 
towards the experimentation with the first projects of dressing design, 
like 'nearest Habitat System', consisting of colored body stocking 
and overalls, which can also be worn on top of or underneath tradi-
tional clothing and 'Do-it-yourself system' of clothing, from the film 
'Dressing is Easy'. Clothing is offered as an instrument of imaginary, 
magical and theatrical identification. 
Their central intention to allow and stimulate human creativity, seen 
in the whole range of their projects, was shown very explicitly at the 
exhibition in the museum of Modern Art in New York in 1972. 'Italy: 
The New Domestical Landscape'. This exhibition was a very impor-
tant event as showing the state of Italian research outside the borders 
of Italy and beside this it has a very notified impact on the young 
American architects. In the empty gray room a girl's voice describes 
the light and color of a beautiful house that is left to the listener to 
imagine. "We have decided not to create a single image, our own, 
preferring to create as many as there are people who, listening to this 
account, will imagine, in a way that is beyond our control, this set-
ting inside themselves." (Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992)
Archizoom works is thus characterized by the intention to operate on 
different scales from design, architecture to urban planning, always 
accompanied by a theoretical and analytical activity, which was 
attentive to the evolution of the contemporary debate.
As Ettore Sottsass says, "this time it is these Archizoom gents 
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who are spreading all the panic, they are nice chaps, you know, 
but naughty enough not to get taken in by all the old chat about 
how complicated things are, by the need to settle down and by the 
easy approval: so naughty, in fact, that they are after other kinds of 
approval, a different audience, and are quite prepared to put up with 
the inevitable laughter, shrugging of shoulders, quizzical looks, "I fail 
to understand" or "making a show of themselves", and all that sort of 
things…"
(Gianni Pettena, Radicals - arcitettura e design 1960/75, 1996) 

2 'No Stop City'

"No Stop City" is a theoretical project, a sort of diagram, elaborated 
in the period between 1969 and 1972. It emerged out as a conse-
quence of a long incubation process; reflecting some complex politi-
cal topics of that period, marked with the crisis of the modernity. 
In addition it represents an important radical analysis of modern 
architecture and design, in which they took to its extreme conse-
quences the rational planning, demonstrating its inability to follow a 
new urban condition. Archizoom's intention was to analyze the urban 
process apart from ideology or history, as a result of a process of 
quantitative accumulation. In this way they started a scientific analy-
sis of the problem of housing and the contemporary metropolis. 
The investigation was concretized with a clear direction and a scien-
tific methodology. They operated in scientific terms, as they ride the 
research of all the qualitative parameters in order to treat the urban 
artifact as a chemical datum, to investigate the laws that determi-
nate its formation. Furthermore, the analysis of reality is carried out 
through the way of drawing. In this way they established a scientific 
relationship with the city, in the sense that they removed from the 
discussion of urban problems any concept of quality typical of mid-
dle-class architecture, relating problems to quantitative parameters 
alone. 
Archizoom refuses to hypnotize on the form of the city of future, to Plan of No Stop City, homogenneous quarters, 1970

american city, Mutations, 2000
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concentrate on its functioning. "In opposition to the purely formal 
utopias of Archigram and Japanese metabolism, which clung to the 
old idea of a Machine Civilization by proposing a mechanical archi-
tecture and metropolis, they conceived of a critical utopia, in so far 
as their use of a utopian system was purely cognitive and represented 
a level of clarity beyond that of reality itself. This was an instrumen-
tal, scientific utopia, one that did not put forward a different world 
from the present one, but rather presented the existing one at a more 
advanced level of cognition." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) 
They were using the utopia of maximum quantity, because it was the 
only logic of the system of that time. Instead of denying that logic, 
Archizoom decided to make use of its inner workings to achieve a 
demystification of all its ideals of quality. Utopia represented a pure 
creative energy, transformed without any loss in constructive energy. 
"No Stop City" was the first hypothesis of the optimal model of 
functioning: necessarily utopistic because of the need to clarify the 
experiment. Utopia allowed to individualize the elementary relation-
ships between human and physical ambient, a relationship till now 
mediated exclusively by architecture. In "No Stop City" the utopian 
level is present in its theoretical nature of research: the project was 
not in fact intended to be built, but it was meant as an analysis of the 
existing architecture and contemporary urban model. 
"They began to define research and analysis suitable to eliminate 
contradictions or to bring conditions in actions to extreme conse-
quences. In reality there is no 'visionary-ness', not the constructions 
of an ideal world, alternative to the real one, but more like a desire 
to imagine the near future, to foresee it, and prepare for it." (Gianni 
Pettena, Radicals - arcitettura e design 1960/75, 1996)  
"We are well aware of the overturning of traditional hierarchies 
which saw planning as the instrument of territorial order, architecture 
intended to represent civil order within the city and design aimed 
at arranging the flowers in the house. The progressive widening of 
design's limits, seen as new territorial planning, aided understand-
ing of the new state of the metropolis, which could be defined as the 

consumer market, and architecture involved in new dimensions of 
projects but still incapable of proposing a new image of itself, that 
is credible role for itself. We had to try to go beyond architecture, 
but only in the sense that we had to seek the bases of urban structure 
beyond streets and squares, beyond the face of the traditional city, 
beyond the images which the city creates for and of itself, using 
architecture as an instrument which is able to create thousands and 
thousands of different episodes." (Gianni Pettena, Radicals - arcitet-
tura e design 1960/75, 1996)
"No Stop City" in fact emerged from the idea of the continuous 
metropolis, devoided of architectural performances; metropolis, 
which corresponded directly to the concept of market, without dis-
tinction of a space and of a different functions, available to indeter-
minate activities. 
In this theoretical project Archizoom aimed to turn the high level of 
complexity and the enormous discontinuity of the physical world that 
surround a human into a positive advantage. "The world where the 
opposite and contradictory logics coexist in a chaotic and turbulent 
form: industrial production and craftsmanship, languages for the 
masses and private codes, definitive products and disposable one, 
advanced technologies and archetypal tongues." (Germano Celant, 
Luoghi, 1992)

3 The vibrations out of the context

As Jean Baudrillard says "the 60s were the last moment of authentic-
ity prior to the envelopment of culture by the simulacrum, hence our 
nostalgic fascination for the period." 
The period of the 60s was marked with important changes; modernity 
crisis, politic crisis, economic and cultural crisis and Archizoom con-
tributed to make these changes happen.

A missed revolution



Italian history from the period 1946 to 1983, was not marked by a 
complete and sudden mutation, but rather, from a long run of crisis 
and of discontinuity. These abortive revolutions, continuously inter-
rupted, never went in-depth. For this reason, Italy, as a historical 
centre of strong institutions such as Government and Church, faced 
the modernity as mediation. Continuous incompleteness is a reason 
for backwardness and advancement of Italian culture compared to 
Europe. The diffused disinterestedness towards what is called moder-
nity has always been confirmed by a provincial domestic market and 
by a cultural debate based on a strong evaluation of consumerism 
and excess of mass industrialisation. In Italy a revolution never hap-
pened. In this way there was never an obvious passage or distinction 
between the old traditional image and the new one. On the contrary 
happened in England, in United States, in France, in Switzerland, and 
in the Netherlands. In those countries we can see a clear distinction 
between historical and new spaces as the modernity was recognised 
and accepted. 
Since Italy did not produce a revolution, it produced a continuously 
open political laboratory, ideological and aesthetics experimentation, 
a thrust in a permanent need of arrangement.
A political instability in Italy did not succeed to modify the critical 
condition of the country that was attacked by the "strategy of the ten-
sion" (Augusto Camera, Renato Fabietti, Elementi di Storia, 1998) 
From the 68s onwards, Italy was living in critical state that influ-
enced everything: the transformations of culture, the difference 
between the strong industrialisation of North and the backwardness 
of South, the migration, the increase of the working class, the growth 
of the consumerism within bourgeoisie, changes of values and cul-
ture. This entire phenomenon that, for years, marked Italy, destabi-
lised the social balance, which gone afterwards into crisis. A strong 
student and political contestation movement involved also the cul-
tural activity, expressing the struggle against representative system.
This movement did not offer only the thrust in the appearance of 
new political formations, but it involved in the politics also stu-
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dents, woman, and other individuals. At the same time it claimed for 
reforming of the civil laws.
Arguments, as divorce, abortion, abolition of the madhouses-lager, 
reform of the prison system became objects of debate among individ-
uals that did not want to 'delegate' to others the solution of problems, 
but they just wanted to give a direct advance for changing the society. 
"Freedom is participation", as an Italian singer Gaber said, in his 
song that re-engages adequately the political spirit of those years.

Archizoom, were immersed in this political events right from the 
beginning. Within their cultural activity they were always taking 
part in the social movement with the intention to provoke a change 
by rejecting the old values, uses and traditional models trough their 
will of demolishing the hierarchy. Their political will to attack the 
mainstream of the period was very strong. For this reason they 
participate in the avant-garde student movement called "Italian 
Radical Architecture " that started in 1968 and was for the first time 
announced in 'Casabella'. This movement was not born suddenly, as 
a polemic gesture, but it emerged as a result of a large debate around 
actual political and architectural topics and was carried on by many 
important avant-garde groups (Ufo, Superstudio, Zziggurat, etc.). 
This debate had a very strong international echo. In fact, the first 
important Archizoom's publications, was printed in 'Architectural 
Design', London; in 'Design Quarterly', Minneapolis and in 
'Artropots' book, London. The theoretical project "No Stop City" was 
a sort of answer to a debate about the beginning of the crisis of mod-
ern politics that aim to contain inside the reformism the social rise 
together with the urban one. The energy and the power of Archizoom 
activity not only in architecture and design but also in politics and 
culture is obvious simply if pay our attention to some of the titles 
of articles that Andrea Branzi wrote in that period for 'Radical 
Notes' in 'Casabella': 'Avant-garde and Fascism', 'Poor Technique', 
'Architecture and Freedom', 'Architecture and Sex' etc.

XV Triennal of Milan, 1968
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Economical events
In 1962 the worldwide economic crisis evolved. Economic recession 
in Italy brought to decline of numerous small trades, which caused a 
rise of unemployment. The concentration of industry started. This pro-
voked association of small trades and a raise of multinational corpora-
tions and the modernisation of the production process, which means 
the introduction of machines and a production systems based on the 
division of labour; workers did simplified and repetitive operations.
It this way started the 'Taylorism' or a scientific organisation of work. 
The introduction of the new technological processes brought to a 
higher quality of production that lead to an economical improvement 
and a raise of a living expenses. But on the other hand, because less 
labourers were needed, the unemployment was increasing and influ-
encing the reduction of the payment. These factors caused great dis-
satisfaction of the labor class and increased the difference between the 
social classes. 
In 1970 because of the rise of the petrol's prices in the Arab coun-
tries an economic crisis started in all the industrialized countries of 
the Europe. This period was also marked with the introduction of the 
robotics and telematics in the productive sectors, reorganisation of the 
factories and introduction of work cycles.
A painful series of crises, replaced the critical optimism of the previ-
ous decade with the gradual falling of creative energy, which lead to 
a radical change of the society and its culture. What followed was 
a belief that industrialisation process, the factory, the Capital, could 
manage the society and its development in a rational way, but on 
the contrary the phenomena of the industrialisation caused social, 
political and cultural complexities and contradictions, destabilising 
the apparent balance produced from the modernity. This caused a 
commercialisation of culture. As the Capital, automating the pro-
ductive cycles, freed human from work, it transformed society in a 
programmed "Consumption Force" (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 
1984). The factory and supermarket became a complete expression 
of the production and consumption cycles. Through the use of its 

rational logic and functioning, industry began to take the control 
over the society. But the working class did not accept the automa-
tion process of work, as their quality of work lost importance and 
values. What followed was the struggle of the working class to free 
themselves from work. 'Freedom' became the slogan of their contes-
tation 'Autunno Caldo', aiming for new working conditions. (Augusto 
Camera, Renato Fabietti, Elementi di Storia, 1998)

With their projects, Archizoom made a direct answer to aforemen-
tioned changes, constituted by a strong power and the influence of 
the industry. They saw design, which emerged from crises produced 
by discontinuity, as a tool able to influence directly and spontane-
ously through industry the shaping of the state, its politics, economy 
and culture. For this reason they collaborate with many manufacturer 
centres as Poltronova, Abet Laminati, Olivetti etc. The difference 
and the value of Italian design is precisely in its capacity to keep its 
own autonomy and to carry on the quality and artistic research in its 
autonomous way, far from the flattening produced by the industriali-
sation, that started to manage the society in those years. 
Factory and supermarket are optimal urban structures where the pro-
ductive functions and merchandise information are organized freely. 
Archizoom used the same system and ideology produced by industry. 
They applied technological level and the concept of functional organ-
isation is applied to the habitations, elaborating it in the theoretical 
project "No stop City". 

Mass society
Italy, after the unification (1946), was a country with low economy, 
based on agriculture, with a strong internal market dominated by the 
bourgeois, which gave rise to the capitalism unable to present itself 
as a strong part of government. This political weakness of the Italian 
bourgeois, has often established unclear relations within the govern-
ment. After approximately four centuries of prospering Italian culture 
dominating and influencing the rest of the Europe, the beginning of 
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20.century was a failure. It started the cultural decline.
While Europe was trying to set its foundations based on the relation-
ship between human and machine, Italy was not included in this kind 
of debate. This was the reason for postponing the process of modern-
isation, which evolves instead, through the basis of provincial society 
with a low culture. The aesthetic and cultural quality of the industri-
ally produced products was so low that it provoked a polemic debate 
in the relationship between industry, culture and society. Culture was 
in fact adapting itself to the logic proclaimed by industrialization, 
and it gave up being a critic outside the system in order to become an 
operative force inside its circuit. The transformation of artisan ship 
into pure and simple labor force had robbed man of direct control 
over his own models of productions. Human labor had ceased to be 
a constituent element of the object itself and was demoted to mere 
energy of production. The industrial system brought to a conclusion a 
broader and more radical change in society, taking over management 
of the economy and through industrial products, the shaping of cul-
tural patterns. The degeneration of man's labor throughout the indus-
trial civilization, its transformation into slavery and confinement, lies 
at the bottom of the crisis in art at that time. The decadence of arts 
and taste were a direct consequence of the decadence of the society. 
As the relations between art and society were uncovered, it became 
clear that theory could take two possible directions, and this remains 
valid till today. The first stressed social problems as the basis for any 
revival of art, and the other saw art as an instrument for the reform of 
society.
"Culture throughout the history seems to have been generated more 
by the stimulus of a permanent crisis and the overthrowing of false 
historical certainties than by a linear expansion of its own theoretical 
foundations." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) The concept 
of culture changed. Once culture was produced by a small group of 
intellectual professionals and consumed by a numberless mass read-
ers, visitors, enthusiasts who has only to buy a book or ticket.
Towards the end of the 60s, when the industry has become to the end 

of its growth, many processes of social and cultural change included 
one extremely important one, which can be defined as the 'disappear-
ance of the major mass markets'. In fact primary pyramidal structure 
of the market has been replaced by the figure of the 'intelligent con-
sumer', a citizen able to make independent choices about his patterns 
of consumption and behaviour. That is why the market become spe-
cialized. (Andrea Branzi, Nicoletta Branzi, Domestic animals, 1987)
Ever since 68s the concept of 'majority' as a value has collapsed, to 
the point that now only 'minorities' are considered capable of pro-
ducing culture and quality. During the 70s, these special consumer 
groups devised new patterns of behaviour, languages, fashions to the 
point where society and its consumption defined a whole new level 
of culture. At times the war of the minorities against the majority has 
reached levels of social tragedy.
In the western world, a division of models of behaviour into sec-
tors and the parallel rejection of established values of tradition has 
led mass culture to a sort of neo-primitive refoundation which may 
have had its ultimate expression in pop music. This code, disjointed 
but global, consumed by huge masses of society, has begun to recre-
ate a new majority. A new archetypal normality has emerged (Live 
Aid). "This new majority is born out of formal victory of minorities, 
in the sense that the values they have produced are acknowledged 
as renewed genetic patrimony. " (Andrea Branzi, Nicoletta Branzi, 
Domestic animals, 1987)
"If the structure of mass markets was a pyramidal one, based on uni-
form patterns of consumption, then the new market of the majority 
can be described as a matrix, made up of brightly coloured parking 
lot. The consumer moves freely from one mode to another, according 
to age, season he adheres to these different codes without any ideo-
logical implications, in accordance with a matrix model of the televi-
sion type. " (Andrea Branzi, Nicoletta Branzi, Domestic animals, 
1987)
"Our civilization is not that of technology or science, but of trade 
and commerce." (Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992) Social destruction 
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was able of activating a slow and a profound process, of discontinuous 
evolution of the reality.
The years that appertain to the 'first modernity', characterized by the mod-
ernization and by mechanism has been signed by the Le Corbusier slogan: 
"Architecture or Revolution". While 'second modernity', marked by the 
arrival of mass media, consumerism, economic boom, overturned the 
meaning of aforementioned slogan in "Architecture is Revolution". The 
aim was to crack the status quo produced by institutions and the conform-
ism claimed by the power, to generate new values and to find out new 
ways of knowledge. (Luigi Prestinenza Puglisi, This is tomorrow, 1999)
In the period of 60s, there started the debate around the form of the 
modernity in which participated the following architects as Robert Venturi, 
Charles Jencks, Michael Graves, Paolo Portoghesi and philosophers as 
J.Francois Lyotard, Jean Baudrillard, Gianni Vattimo. 
"The Modernity failed in front the complexity of its own world."
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)  

As Gianni Vattimo said, "the end of the modernity", explaining that 
in the art debate, in the architecture and in literature, it was said that 
post-modern will indicate a style that will distance itself from the 
ideals that had ruled the modernity: the progress, the overcoming of 
criticism, and the art avant-garde.
These were the years of the crisis of the modernity: the strong cul-
tural change, the crisis of the scientific knowledge, the new techno-
logical discovery, the experience of the end of history, the structure 
and the knowledge of the science were modified. All this events 
destabilized the apparent balance of the society causing difficult and 
complex years. It was a process that involved the whole Europe and 
America without distinction.
"Modern architecture, as a rational structure tending to resolve the 
greatest number of functional problems at an optimal technologi-
cal level, it tends to work out definitive solutions and typologies. It 
tends to present itself as a planning process, which finds solutions, 
not of a cultural but of a scientific nature. Architecture no longer 

of culture has increased by total substitution of values because of 
the rise of the Capital and by the economical growth of the prole-
tariat, because it does not produce an alternative culture, but uses the 
existed patterns. Capital brings to a social reduction of culture and 
the decadence of values.

Archizoom proposed a theory that used a 'reduction of culture' 
as positive matter, which can lead to a 'new social use of culture' 
through the recovery of one's own creative faculties as natural law 
and not as message in code. The theoretical project of "No Stop 
City" was reflecting this ideology. The society of consumerism and 
its reduced culture become the starting point of the project, which is 
dealing with the relationship between the man and the space, between 
his culture and spontaneous creativity, trying to overcome the limits 
of the rational model of modernity. 

Architecture and revolution 
Italian architecture was marked by the period of Fascism. Architecture 
became an instrument for reformatting the society, trying to create rational 
and ordinate world, with a new man able to establish an international cul-
ture based on reason and technology. Fascism was engaged in the creation 
of a new society by political means and the Modern Movement, in the 
realization of the new role of architecture that was the direct representation 
of the mechanisms of power without mediation inside of the project. 
For this reason, In Italy the modern movement was always seen as opposi-
tion first to Fascism and in the end to centrism. So modern architecture 
always fight for its place in a hostile setting and in a socio-political situa-
tion. 
The Italian model was referred to an incomplete modernity. This brought 
modernity that only produced limited transformations. It meant that inno-
vative energy spited with dispersion without producing a global transfor-
mation of the physical world. This modernity without a visible unitary sign 
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represents the status symbol of a social class and it no longer repre-
sents anything at all. Neither the Modern Movement nor post-modern 
have ever understood that a new architecture does not spring from a 
project method or from a language but rather from the users different 
manner of using these things. In this respect architecture has never 
seriously bothered about the question of its own user culture. Hence 
the continuous cultural and functional gap between it and society." 
(Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992)
"The optimism of the Modernity changed into the enthusiasm for its 
failure." (Andrea Branzi)
In the 60's Europe started to be reshaped by a surge of new values 
and new utopias deriving from America. American pop art introduced 
into a context of highly specialized problems the new triumphant 
presence of the culture of consumption and the languages of mass 
communication, a new vision of reality: consumer culture, fast-food, 
star system, kitsch, American bourgeoisie life-style. The birth of Pop 
Culture was characterized right from the start by a sudden readiness 
to question entire system of aesthetics and the very foundations of 
disciplines. The theme of Pop art gains the particular meaning as a 
sarcastic declaration of the reality of the world of products and con-
sumes. 
During the 60's and 70's, in Italy, there emerged two attitudes, how to 
collocate in front of the architectural situation, its relation toward its 
history and its future:
The first attitude consisted the complete autonomy of the disci-
pline: it is what Giorgio Grassi proposed in the book: "The Logic 
Construction of the Architecture" in which he attempted to analyti-
cally systematize the recovering of tradition of discipline or what 
Paolo Portoghesi assumed through the revival of the baroque and 
liberty tradition: the measure of the architecture is closed in its own 
language in its frame and only in reference with the history. (Luigi 
Prestinenza Puglisi, This is tomorrow, 1999) 
The second attitude is the negation of discipline: "if all has been said 
and if the words are void and if they have a relational syntactic value, 

it is possible to declare the death of architecture." Instead there will 
emerge the "disarchitettura", the "contrarchitettura", the "anarchitettu-
ra": new disciplines able to reveal and to reinvent. (Luigi Prestinenza 
Puglisi, This is tomorrow, 1999)
This position was taken also by Archizoom with "No Stop City", 
Superstudio with the “Imaginary Cities”, Site with the “Neo-con-
ceptual and pop collage”, artist-architect as Gordon Matta-Clark and 
Gianni Pettena with proposal regarding the mixtures between living 
space and artistic space of reflection.

The student movement in Florence reflected for a long period on the 
arguments regarding the new rule of architecture, different from the 
one of the modern architecture, which consisted of the direct repre-
sentation of the mechanisms of power, social divisions of casts and 
races and not their mediation inside of the project. It was the period 
of the Berlin Wall and the rediscovery of the Karl Marx Hoff, where 
the architecture determinate very strongly the spaces in political way. 
"No Stop City" on the contrary, is a totally undramatized vision of 
the history, without tragedies, without metaphysic, where the space 
was not imposed. The idea was to create a city liberated from the 
architecture, just because in this way it was liberated from the media-
tion between interior and exterior, between technology and nature, 
that architecture had always guarantied.                          
Radical architecture was the first heretical movement against the 
orthodoxy of the Modern Movement. It produced a new approach 
toward architecture, a new critical energy, which undertook a long 
investigation of crisis. It tended to reduce all planning processes to 
zero. 
"It strived for a new architecture that cannot spring out from the sim-
ple act of designing but from the modification of the use of its space. 
It was not important its form but its use. In this sense the historical 
importance of the radical architecture is extraordinary." (Andrea 
Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
Archizoom, in fact, proposed a new way of understanding and shap-
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ing the architecture. Their aim was to investigate the multiplicity and 
the experimentation of languages, and the opening toward sociology, 
ecology, the body and the figurative arts, to the point of declaring the 
end of the research on the space formation and to the abandonment 
of the every relation with the traditional architectural figuratively. 
"They tried to radicalize the modernist view of architecture for the 
popular consumer culture." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)

Design as a mediator
"Design played an important role in changing a society. Design was 
always the point of connection between alienated city and a new human. 
Design was seen as a site for the rebuilding of architecture, as an attempt 
to find a point from which a real link between man and the system of his 
objects could be forged." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
The applied arts during the industrial revolution were becoming more 
important as objects of critical debate, as being exposed to nega-
tive effects of industrialization. The transformation of artisan ship 
into pure and simple labor force had robbed man of direct control 
over his own models of productions. Human labor had ceased to be 
a constituent element of the object itself and was demoted to mere 
energy of production. The object was not longer a cultural vehicle 
but only a reproducible image of itself. The industrial system brought 
to a conclusion a broader and more radical change in society, taking 
over management of the economy and through industrial products, 
the shaping of cultural patterns. The degeneration of man's labor in 
industrial civilization, its transformation into slavery and confine-
ment, lies at the bottom of the crisis in art and culture at that time. 
The European rationalism namely, tried to achieve the rational order 
through the industrialization, as the only way able to make a posi-
tive answer to contradictions of the society. The design of that period 
assumed the role of transforming necessities of production into 
rational values. In design, the destruction of culture showed up as an 
effort to reveal to production its own secret rationality, to the point 
of making this rationality an autonomous factor in the production of 

design itself. A wish for the highest level for quality (technical and 
aesthetical), drive to production of definitive series in a society made 
uniform by consumption. The machine production canceled every 
decoration and ornaments.
The applied arts of previous century were full of signs and quota-
tions, of metaphors and ornament. But they disappeared at the 
beginning of 20.century, suffocated by the unitary hypothesis of the 
Bauhaus with its insistence on the oneness of arts and techniques, 
with architecture, as the most important and most general instrument 
of control. "Objects, which up till then had been autonomous signs 
that enriched domestic space quite freely, suddenly became part of 
a complete building in which they were only meaningful in so far 
as they were able to relate in dimension to their container, they thus 
became cold objects, lacking in any real cultural and therefore practi-
cal relationship with their users." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 
1984)
The rise of the industrialization process after the world wars caused 
the multiplicity of different languages, multiplicity of market, the 
complexity of society. There were evident the limits of rationalistic 
theorems, not able anymore to interprets and manage the social and 
cultural conflict that was produced by forced industrialization. 
Italian design emerged out from this difficult condition by elaborat-
ing its own model, based on the capacity of taking part in a spontane-
ous conversation with the little trades, supporting theirs innovation 
demands, and transferring this directly to the industry, so becoming 
strategic part of the economy of the country. Italian design trans-
formed a unitary methodology of design in a big internal diversifica-
tion of languages and tendencies, supporting its continuum regenerat-
ing in time; it elaborated a kind of operative opposition to govern-
mental politics, carried out through products and ideas. Hence in the 
moment when modernity went in crisis, Italian design was a kind of 
stimulator of culture, establishing its image to the International level.
Italian design could be therefore understood as an alternative strategy 
to the unitary theorems of the European modernity. An experimen-
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tal design, and for this reason more adequate to process of diffused 
industrialization; able to produce criticisms and reformists energy, 
that allow the survival and the expansion of the market, gesticulating 
the crisis in positive and constant way.
In late 50's, when Europe started to be reshaped by a surge of new 
values and new utopias deriving from America, democracy brought a 
new optimism; new myths and patterns were affirmed. There started 
a search to heal the gap between the culture and the society. In Italy 
they saw the hope for the 'Cultural Revolution', blocked by politi-
cal institutions and clerical tradition in the industrial design. Design 
appeared to provide an opportunity to get rid of this block, through 
an operation of planning carried out with a new instrument - indus-
try, capable of acting directly on the real state of the country and 
changing it. Industrial design was seen as a great opportunity to give 
direction to culture. Besides, industry saw an opportunity to create 
a new image on the national and international market with a new 
Italian line. Design of that period was tackled architecturally, simple, 
functionalistic, as a utensil. It represented the first mass utilization 
of style in Italy - a new culture of consumption. The logic of mass 
consumption pushed the design in the direction of unitary and techni-
cally advanced objects - the ideal product for a stereotyped society of 
consumers. 
"The entire industrial system was developing along wholly artificial 
channels of consumption, according to a program that seemed to 
ensure false but stimulating competition in the society. The aim was 
to stimulate the revival of the consumer market through injections 
of an ideology that was artificial in the sense that it has no connec-
tion with reality in order to achieve a differentiation of consumer 
goods. Imperialism was the hidden factor underlying this worldwide 
prosperity; it had to be defeated by its own weapons and not by the 
reformist morality of the bourgeoisie." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot 
House, 1984)
At this point there emerge an obvious intention, in which Archizoom 
also took part, to approach the aesthetic and conceptual dilemma of Archizoom, ‘Superonda’, 1967

Archizoom, ‘Center for Eclectic Meditation’, 1967
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that kind of utensil design, by offering a strong iconographic concept 
embracing the existing reality, in order to redefine the symbolic, 
metaphoric and psychological references. There evolve a new way of 
looking at the design as creation of the demand itself and no longer 
as a positive response to a functional requirement, but as active inter-
vention in the modification of behavior, creating new functions and 
new freedoms. 
"When Charles Eames designed his chair, he was not designing a 
chair, but a way of sitting; that is to say he was not designing for a 
function but designing a function."
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
Culture represented by the designers in Italy, has thus never really 
been that of industry; on the contrary, the critical code to which the 
Italian designer owes his commitment, led his work in showing all 
the signs of active contradiction, stimulated by an oscillation between 
integration and denial, between consensus and opposition. The great 
expressive and experimental richness of Italian design was born just 
out of this conflict. The success of Italian design is therefore due to 
its capacity for regeneration through its direct experience inside the 
field and due to the power of directly influencing the industrial pro-
duction; thus we can recognize a design as a manipulator for revital-
izing the country, the evolving of politics, economy and society.

4 A new use of culture

From reduction to liberation
The beginning of Pop Art and the mass society, represented, for 
Archizoom, the moment of the transition towards more radical topics, 
following a theoretical line, from which derived also the project "No 
Stop City".
"The themes of the Pop Art, on the political scene, got a particular 
meaning of a sarcastic declaration of the reality of goods and the 
world of consumption." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
"Archizoom accepted the logic of production and consumption and 

makes an effort to demystify it - the highest level of integration cor-
responded to the highest degree of demystification of the system." 
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
The group was initially working on the spatial models called 'Pipers', 
consisted of a sort of immersion in a continuous flow of images and 
very loud music with a goal of a total estrangement of the subject, 
who gradually lose his inhibitions in dance, gaining psychomotor lib-
eration - the liberation of the full creative potential of the individual. 
In this sense was evident the political significance of the 'Pipers'. The 
whole work of cultural revival of avant-garde had a political content. 
"Analysis of the alternative uses of capital allowed pop culture to be 
a 'Trojan horse' within the limited and partial setting of bourgeois 
culture." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
In fact, the main idea of "No Stop City" grew up from the notion that 
inside the political debate of the student movement, it was hidden the 
refusal of the mass culture and the refusal of the radical dimension of 
the moment as the liberation movement of the man from culture, and 
not as possibility to elaborate a different culture.
The mass society was seen, as in the main works of Marc Rotko, 
as 'a huge ocean, free, without centrality and boundary'. This social 
dimension became, in "No Stop City", a clear spatial dimension: the 
mirror inside the model reflected the images to infinity, exceeding the 
limits of the architecture and the limits of the interior space. It repre-
sents an extreme vision of the industrial civilization as producer of a 
decorative system, repetitive, horizontal and without characters.
Starting from the concept: "Any culture is repressive, because 
the social distinction on which it stands, the functional separation 
between producers and consumers of culture, is repressive" (Andrea 
Branzi, The Hot House, 1984), avant-garde aimed for technical 
destruction of culture, liberation from repressive structures in order 
to allow human to express his own creative potential. The destruction 
of culture was generated throughout two different ways. First, the 
Capital caused the substitution of the 'value' with 'other value' and it 
provoked spontaneous action, seen as a tool able to promote produc-
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tion and consumption models. Consumption triggers this spontaneous 
action; it did not supply a unique model, but as many models as indi-
viduals were into action.
Second, through the economic growth of working class, which did 
not produce an alternative culture, but it used the existing patterns 
of the bourgeoisie and by using them, it destroyed them. Because 
in order to get them, the working class destroyed the economical 
balance on which they ware based. The bourgeoisie models were 
accepted as pure formal reference without values; the kitsch became 
the spontaneous cultural avant-garde of this society, because it did 
not give to culture an autonomous value that could be obtained with 
the product.
Liberation from culture meant to free the human from the existing 
moral, aesthetic and religious values that conditioned him, limiting 
his freedom of action. So to liberate a man from repressing cultural 
values meant to liberate him from labor. Culture as a producer of the 
behavior models was a moment of the productive organization of 
society. Therefore to refuse the culture meant to reject labor. Freeing 
itself of human labor the capital was programming a society trans-
formed into pure consumer force. "And Capital considers consump-
tion a creative activity because it produces values and patterns". 
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) The freedom which results is, 
however, a patterned one of which the development mechanism and 
dimensional perimeters are already known.
The ‘reduction of culture’ and the change of society caused the 
'intellectual production of masses'. In this way, the production tech-
niques of arts, such as music, painting, dance, were reduced in order 
to allow mass society to use and produce them. The avant-garde 
destroyed these techniques, with the single program: Art is easy. 
"The central aim of this program was to stimulate individual crea-
tivity and fantasy, without pushing them in the direction of a new 
aesthetic language, in order to renew the cultural and political role of 
design, architecture and urban planning. " (Andrea Branzi, The Hot 
House, 1984) Archizoom believed in the importance of object's social 

and cultural values as well as its aesthetic function. 
Archizoom reduced the reality to solely quantitative parameters in 
order to change the social use of culture itself. The new social use of 
culture meant a total recovery of all of one's own creative faculties, 
and not a message in code. 

Self-construction as creativity
Cultural atrophy was an extremely serious form of social alienation, 
which prevented the production and consumption of one's own crea-
tive activity as a manifestation of spontaneous communication. The 
aim was to change the ‘social use of culture’.
Art began to not represent anymore the reality but to coincide totally 
with its, the art accepted fully the reality without putting itself as 
alternation. "Morton Feldman was drawing a highly significant paral-
lel between the composers Luigi Nono and John Cage, realising that 
society did not work, wanted art to change it; Cage, seeing that art 
did not work, wanted it to be changed by society. Nono put forward 
art as a model for society and Cage envisaged a modification in the 
social use of art, handing it over to society as a free psychomotor 
activity, already totally dismantled from the technical point of view 
and completely in keeping with individual creativity and the bustle of 
life." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
"No Stop City" no longer represents a society but contains it." 
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) 
It started from the society; the society liberated from its rhetoric 
form. Society liberated from repressive structures has the opportunity 
to become free and independent, liberated from traditional values, is 
able to decide on its own, free to express its own creative energies, 
political and behavioral. This condition of a new society, without pre-
constituted values, represents a positive condition. This society is the 
condition of freedom. 
"No Stop City", offering the architectural space as a neutral structure, 
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where mass production produced infinitive urban scenarios, with-
out predetermined structures that forbid the liberation of the human 
energy, was the starting point for liberation of society from its own 
alienation. "With the maximum of the integration there was realized 
the maximum freedom; " (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) The 
liberation aspect was based on the consideration of only quantitative 
parameters, of the architecture without expression, which follows 
the logic of expansion of the economical system, without human and 
power, without center and image. Individual was liberated and free in 
using his creativity in arranging his own habitat throughout the self-
construction.
Archizoom used the concept of self-creativity also when referring 
to the capacity of any individual to prefigure and therefore to built 
in his own mind the space: only trough the psychophysical and 
sensorial stimulus. In fact, for the exhibition 'Italy: New Domestic 
Landscape', in New York, Archizoom designed an environment in 
which there was an empty room with a little girl's voice describing a 
bright, colorful domestic scene. They wanted the visitors themselves 
to imagine what this environment might look like. 'Living is easy' 
(Andrea Branzi, Moderno Postmoderno Millenario, 1980) was the 
slogan to encourage and emphasize this intention: free living, in the 
space of one's one, without the traditional patterns of culture.
Perhaps the closets parallel, in this sense, was the experimentation 
that Riccardo Dalisi had been carrying out for some years in Naples; 
his research derived from a general theory that he had christened 
'poor technology', which partially confirmed the theories of the crea-
tivity of the general public. "This started out from the supposition 
that, by taking away from technology the logical code of its internal 
relationships even temporarily, the door was open wide for construc-
tive energies; going over the safety limits of technique permitted 
entire strata of the population excluded until then from the ars aedi-
ficandi free access to constructive and creative process." (Andrea 
Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
All mass phenomenon of the 60's, as pop dance or free sex meant a 

Mark Rothko, Ochre and Red on Red, 1954

R. Dalisi, Experimantation with Poor technology, Naples, 1973
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spontaneous communication, generated in the society as a new kind 
of freedom, that becomes freedom of judgment and movement. This 
phenomenon of 'wide consumption' acts profoundly within the soci-
ety and it directs society's development toward self-determination. 
In fact, it did not propose to achieve a certain cultural model to con-
sumer, but it allows to make some actions and movements.
Minority cultures 
One of the most important themes of the 60's generation became 
the conflict between the systems of international and local culture, 
minority or traditional cultures. This happened because the disappear-
ance of architecture, as life quality and as a structure of the society, 
was the previous statement for the verification of traditional instru-
ment of design and for its comparison with all the minority systems. 
This substitution became a political conflict and furthermore a cul-
tural one.
The conception of the minority culture, as seen in the approach of 
Archizoom, regarded the research of different relations between man 
and techniques, between culture and spontaneous creativity. The 
minority culture proposed, in fact, an overcoming of official aesthetic 
codes and of technological taboos, usually in order to experiment a 
functional and private use of the artistic work, as a structural action 
joint together with the creative will of the individual.
This kind of experience becomes for Archizoom an important docu-
ment of how to produce a different culture, as goods produced and 
used from the whole community and not from a specialized part of it; 
culture was meant as a good connected directly to the biological and 
economical life and not more as a separated channel.
Inside "No Stop City", its neutral space, there is the possibility for 
any kind of culture to be manifested inside an appropriate space, 
changing it and in this way creating different traditional environ-
ments. In this sense it is an open, accommodating, a multicultural 
city, where the "sociology is happening". (Rem Koolhaas and Bruce 
Mau, S.M.L.XL., 1994)
The idea, that afterwards reflected Archizoom's research and a Archizoom, ‘Empty Room’, Exhibition-New York Museum of Modern Art, 1972



thought of "No Stop City", was born out from the great Exhibition 
at Palazzo Strozzi in 1962, where the project of Le Corbusier, 
'Chandigar' was exhibited. Here the plan was reproducing the divi-
sion in casts typical of the Indian society without trying to overpass 
them. 
In fact Archizoom in the 69's realized a 'Gazebo Afrotirolese' for 
the 'Triennial of Milan', which caused a lot of reactions. They tried 
to combine together, through the eclecticism, different cultures "in 
order to obtain an acid result and provoking a cultural short circuit". 
(Andrea Branzi, Moderno Postmoderno Millenario, 1980) By com-
bining together the Mittel-European style with the Islamic culture, 
they produced a new image but also a prophecy that the recent his-
tory had confirmed. The project was also an answer to the politics, 
to the Indù pacifism of those years, mentioning the Islamism and the 
Saint war.

5 Fading exterior

Metropolis - a flux of goods
Very important development to which Archizoom draw attention was 
the profound change that the concept of the city had undergone in the 
period of 60s. The cities exploded as becoming involved in the global 
interaction and communication produced by introduction of media. 
The problem was no longer that of creating a metropolis, which was 
more human and better organized, but rather that of understanding 
the objective laws, which controlled the shaping of the urban-archi-
tectural phenomenon.
In the bourgeois ideology ecological balance and social justice 
become part of the same battle. The appearance of the city gives the 
formal verification of this equilibrium. In town planning an attempt 
was made to achieve a harmony between the Public and Private 
interests. "The traffic, as a two-dimensional net, which guarantee the 
fitting together, is taken as the most general link of communication 
between the two. Roads do not merely serve to the compact fabric 
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this urban phenomenon, since there is no countryside linked to a 
genuine alternative culture. Culture became experienced as an imme-
diate, spontaneus good, the direct product of a certain social behavior 
and a model of consumption." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
"Living in a city no longer means inhabiting a fixed place or urban 
street, but rather adopting a certain mode of behavior, comprising 
language, clothing and both printed and electronically transmitted 
information." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) The ideological 
sway of industrial products over the individual is total. The limitless 
spread system produced by economy became a fluid urban space of 
metropolis, a space available for social mobility. The growth of mass 
production and the social distribution of merchandise created a new 
mobile urban condition. The experience of the city became different 
through different forms of communication, transport and information. 
Metropolis became an open structure to modification and variation 
and a modern architecture itself was not able anymore to reestablish 
a relationship with it and represented the status symbol of its society. 
Architecture becomes no more than a mere form of land exploitation, 
unable to follow a new urban condition. "The inability to induce its 
own consumption in a convincing manner, except through ridiculous-
ly monumental pretensions, produced a permanent weakness of mod-
ern architecture, almost an inability to follow the contemporary urban 
condition." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) There emerge the 
outcome of the crisis in the relationship between the metropolis and 
its architecture, between human and his own house.
"The city is not anymore represented by architecture, but by fluxes of 
goods." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
Engels had already argued, in his essay on the housing questions, 
"that the problem was not to design a better city but to take pos-
session of the contemporary city; the role of the project was not in 
the innovation, but in the capacity of the demystification of logics 
on which the city was based. The real political problem was not to 
resolve the functioning of the city, but to prevent the functioning of 
the actual city."

of what is private, but they also dissect it and make it communicate, 
making place for the emergence of architectonic language. Public, 
private, streets, houses, nature, buildings poses diverse logics, which 
in the bourgeois metropolis try to achieve a possible harmony, 
because a bourgeois metropolis is a city with artificial equilibrium, 
where there does not existe any contradictions" (Andrea Branzi, The 
Hot House, 1984). Each bourgeois metropolis has its own ground 
plan, its own image, and its own history. The skyline becomes a dia-
gram of the natural accumulation of capital itself. "Bourgeois metrop-
olis remains mainly a visual place, and its experience remains tied to 
that type of communication." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
But with the use of electronic media, that takes the place of direct 
urban praxis, physical boundaries become irrelevant as metropolis 
has became a dispersed system of network. "The complete penetrabil-
ity and accessibility does away with the terminus city and permits the 
organization of progressive net-organisms of control over the area. 
The management of interests no longer need to be organized on the 
spot where trade is taking place. The metropolis ceased to be a place 
to become a condition;" (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984); the 
state of being, which is uniformly circulating through the society by 
consumption. Artificial inducement to consumption allows a much 
deeper infiltration into the social structure. Dimensions of metropolis 
correspond to that of Market itself. "Everyday industry produced a 
cubic kilometers of metropolis in the form of mass-produced arti-
cles." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) Contemporary metrop-
olis is seen as manufact, which posses its proper artificial logic. "The 
city no longer represents the system, but becomes the system itself. 
No reality exists any longer outside the system." (Andrea Branzi, The 
Hot House, 1984) 
The factory and supermarket become the models of the new born 
metropolis, perfectly illustrating the new urban condition, represented 
by production and consumption, both of which posses the same ide-
ology, hypothesizing a social and physical reality completely continu-
ous and undifferentiated. "There no longer exists a culture outside 



"No Stop City" is thus an answer to a new urban reality, defined as 
a market of dispersed consumer goods, and of modern architecture 
not able to come up with a renewed image of itself. Metropolis 
ceased to be the cultural unit; it became utilitarian structure, a "No 
Stop City" where the integration of housing and the whole range of 
urban functions are superimposed with a mesh of scenic events and 
of spatial incidents. A city space without architectural masses, but a 
hollow space filled with furniture. A large industrial container avail-
able for undifferentiated and continuous use. In this way "No Stop 
City" overturned the traditional relationship between the architecture 
and the city, where the street serves as a dynamic backdrop against 
which the buildings display their architectural language. Here there 
are no streets and squares any more, as architecture has became an 
endless condition. House became a city and a city became a house, 
a new perception of a continuous metropolis, without center and 
periphery, livable within its endless scenario of motion, circulation 
and exchange.
"No Stop City" is thus a model of disurbanisation, with a pattern dis-
persed everywhere, like endless decoration. 
"The post-industrial metropolis condition is a loss of all external ref-
erents…Life and space are becoming more and more artificial, social 
relations increasingly precarious and partisan and production itself 
more and more remote from society. Art no longer has any real goal, 
since the work of art reproduces the metropolis as it is, without trans-
forming it into anything else". J.Francois Lyotard

Liberation of architecture
"Modern architecture was born on the basis of its belief in the uto-
pian ideal of unity of human, arts and technologies, just when art, 
science, philosophy and economic began to operate in a discontinu-
ous universe. Modern architecture is thus inevitably out of step with 
its own century. Far from being, as it claimed, the most advanced 
and integrated sector of the whole system, a moment of synthesis and 
cultural unity, it was in fact as far removed as possible from the real 
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should it reveal its richness." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)

Factory and supermarket
"No Stop City" is a model for the city of future - a city 'without 
qualities' (Hilberseimer), a neutral continuous space, a mirror rela-
tionship of life ad infinitum. City like factory and supermarket, with-
out codified messages and hierarchies of power. Utilitarian structures 
with no external image representing huge uncontrollable dimensions 
of contemporary metropolis of repetition. Optimal urban structures, 
where the "interior and exterior become separate projects, one deal-
ing with instability of programmatic and iconographic needs, other 
offering the city the apparent stability of an object." (Rem Koolhaas 
and Bruce Mau, S.M.L.XL., 1994) Exterior does not constitute the 
linguistic structure of the building but it is simply the surface of 
contact between two situations. The façade no longer reveal what 
happens inside. Interior is potentially limitless and human functions 
are arranged spontaneously in a free field, made uniform by a sys-
tem of micro-acclimatization and optimal circulation of information. 
Manufacturing functions and market information are freely organized 
on a continuous plane provoking vivid metabolism of events. 
With the application of the principle of the factory and supermarket 
on urban scale, "No Stop City" avoided the continual fragmentation 
typical for the bourgeois metropolis. The generalized use of artificial 
ventilation and illumination made it possible to remove the standards 
of natural lighting and ventilation necessary for the functioning of 
architecture in the city. The natural and spontaneous balance of light 
and air is superseded: the house becomes a well-equipped parking 
lot. "No Stop City" is thus a continuous habitable structure, without 
any voids and therefore without architectural images. By the instal-
lation of the regular grid of lifts, theoretically infinitive levels could 
be laid out freely in accordance with differences in function or new 
forms of social aggregation. Traffic, whose territorial organization 
was separated from urban form, could be handled in an optimal 
fashion - a car under the house. In this way the highest possible con-

world." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
The mistrust of modern architecture and the instruments of planning 
were growing, as the relationship between the city and the architec-
ture did not recover. Modern Movement, showed symptoms of mortal 
illness, as many models of town planning, as Chandigar, tried out all 
over the world, had failed. "The role of representing history always 
assumed by architecture lost a great deal of its credibility in a new 
urban condition that possessed thousands of images and not a unified 
form." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984)
A 'death of architecture' became an open subject of theoretical debate 
in those years that confirmed architecture's autonomy from politics 
and suggested the possibility of a free planning away from tradi-
tional constrains. In this sense, "No Stop City" was carrying on the 
strong thread of talk about reduction of architecture, embracing the 
whole Modern Movement, by architects such as Hannes Mayer "The 
Achitecture which is not Achitecture", Hilberseimer "The city with-
out quality", Le Corbusier "The Machine for living". 
The declaration of the 'death of architecture' was replaced by its 
liberation. Some understood this as a suggestion to return back to 
the caves and primitive cultures, but what was rely going on was a 
search for a new role of architecture. By accepting the present condi-
tions without postulating an alternative "No Stop City" represent a 
theoretical model intended to test new ways of using dwelling space, 
a new architecture, a new diffused metropolis. Since a civil archi-
tecture was not anymore an active cultural part of the city, the only 
possible solution was to renew the architecture from the inside as 
the only viable architecture was that of interiors. "No Stop City" is 
thus an attempt to neutralize the architecture as an artificial historic 
scenario, aiming for a different use of inner space. It promotes the 
growth of kaleidoscopic systems of objects, languages and materials 
that are better able to answer to the requirements of poetic living. 
In 1914 Adolf Loos wrote a statement, which became a forerunner of 
the idea behind "No Stop City": 
"On the outside a building should not speak; only on the inside 



centration of population is possible. Problems of energy and waste 
are provided with a theoretical solution. Nature, outside the urban 
pattern, could regain its complete autonomy. The city and nature no 
longer fit in together. The nature is not an instrument to shape the 
city but it has its own autonomy. "It is not anymore contaminated 
by the architecture, it is a neutral space." (Andrea Branzi, Moderno 
Postmoderno Millenario, 1980)
In the same year as Archizoom proposed factory and supermarket 
as models of the future city, 1972, Robert Venturi and Denise Scott 
Brown in 'Learning from Las Vegas' defend a spatial concept where 
the Casino of Las Vegas was the point of departure. They offered 
the casino, as a big, low space, for a model that is able to renew the 
existing urban condition. 

Largeness 
By introducing the principle of artificial lightning and ventilation on 
urban scale the difference between the single building and the city 
disappear, becoming a city into infinity, a spread-out metropolitan 
system, with its center everywhere and nowhere. City is organized 
as a building with waste dimensions, "where the art of architecture 
became useless." (Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, S.M.L.XL., 1994) 
"Beyond a certain critical mass, a building becomes a big building." 
(Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, S.M.L.XL., 1994) 
Bigness was the instrument for subverting the equilibrium of the 
bourgeois metropolis, by owershading its fragmented urban envi-
ronments. Archizoom claimed that the greatest innovations of the 
modern architecture had been quantitative inventions: "skyscraper 
and housing unit, which destroyed the image of traditional city by 
undermining its form. The revolution did not succeed only because 
of the limited application of both models," (Andrea Branzi, Moderno 
Postmoderno Millenario, 1980), which are in fact segments of "No 
Stop City" that represents the most radical application of the rational-
istic architecture.
"No Stop City" is a "big organism" (Reyner Banham, 
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Megastructure,1976), a multi-unit architectural mass, which can no 
longer be controlled by a single architectural gesture. "This impossi-
bility triggers the autonomy of its parts - the part remains committed 
to the whole." (Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, S.M.L.XL., 1994) 
"No Stop City" is in fact a system able to evolve in time, made up 
from endless repetition of small interchangeable objects that generate 
free activity. Its cover is capable to adapt to new situations without 
loosing its identity. Hence "No Stop City" is an instrument for a total 
integration into mass culture, acting socially and even politically to 
alter the established behavior procedures.
Although it is difficult perhaps to draw conclusions about the influ-
ences megastructures had on Archizoom, it is important to point 
out the fact that 'megastructures got crazy in Italy' in the period 
of 60's. (Reyner Banham, Megastructure,1976) There emerge a 
strong megastructure tradition at the Faculty in Florence in 1963. 
Apparently already under the influence of Archigram, a new kind of 
giant structure, with the emphasis on the structure, began to appear 
there: in early 1964 an 'urban structure for seventy thousand inhabit-
ants' and later in the same year the 'Florence-Pistoia urban structure', 
which introduced a characteristic type of Italian radical cross-country 
magastructure. Of these project Navone and Orlandoni have written 
that the intentions were explicit: to achieve a global urban design 
concept operating at all levels. Behind an intention to unify the town-
planning futures of the entire territory between Florence and Pistoia, 
there was a less clearly articulated intention to give left-wing munici-
palities along this line dominion over the Christian Democracy terri-
tory. In this way it is obvious the radical - political approach towards 
the established regime, operating with all possible tools. In 1969 
many articles in 'Domus', 'Casabella', 'Forum', wrote on megastruc-
tures. The megastructures in Italy were mostly promoted by three 
authors: Manfredi Nicoletti, Aldo Loris Rossi, Luigi Pellegrini. 
Manfredi Nicoletti proposed in 1966 very elegant megastructures in 
Monaco, and in 1968 a skyscraper in New York. Aldo Loris Rossi 
proposed in 1967 a futuristic building of offices and habitations in 
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Napoli and in 1970 he won the competition for the "new city". Luigi 
Pellegrini proposed schemes for cities, elevated from the ground. In 
this perspective it is not incomprehensible the strong impact of the 
period of megastructures on radicals of Florence. 
What is interesting is the project, that emerged in the years between 
1968-70 of Paolo Portoghesi. (Urban Visions, Catalogue of tha exhi-
bition, 1994) 'Dikaia' is presenting an utopist megastructure project, 
where the enormous ideal city is resembling factory that generate a 
platform of possible hyper-technologies. The platform is transform-
ing a city in necessities for its inhabitants. These necessities are 
optimized independent from the collective needs. A communication 
network allows a general connection. When it comes to its limits, 
"Dikaia" can be reproduced everywhere. The basis for the project is a 
"death of the architect". In this sense the inhabitants have the oppor-
tunity to create their own city, their own habitation, as it happening 
in "No Stop City" and also in many primitive cultures today. 
Therefore, megasturucture seems to be architecture's last best hope 
and the architecture the city's last best hope. The thought perceived 
already forty years ago in the projects of Le Corbusier such as 'Obus 
Plan for Alger' and the 'Unitat'd Habitation in Marseille'. It seems to 
us that bigness approach offered the possibility to open the profession 
towards utopia and impossible in order to search for more authentic 
relationship between human and his built environment. 

6 The metabolism of interior

Free mutation
"No Stop City" is offering a neutral space, based on the repetitive 
system of signs, diffused and fluid, inside which architecture and 
nature is disappearing. A reductive attitude that is similar to the 

Archizoom, No Stop City, 1970

Archizoom, Parallel districts in Berlin, 1969



works of Andy Warhol and to the music of John Cage, who based his 
compositions on the anti-compositive sonority.
"The Le Corbusier's 'plan-libre' is pushed to the limit.-Streets no 
longer exist, a continuous covered space is determined only by 
grid of columns, lifts and nodes for water and electricity supply." 
(Bart Lootsma, Alchymia, Memphis and the New Monumentality, 
Forum) The rigid figuration of nodes provides the user with the high-
est degree of liberty. "No Stop City" is thus a space of liberation. 
Human, liberated from codified architectural structure, is able to free 
his own creative potential. The more an environment has cultural 
and linguistic qualities of its own, the more one is restricted in the 
use of this environment. Traditional home represents codified social 
communication; instead there was an intention to concentrate on the 
definition of habitable empty space. "The concept of space had been 
replaced by that of void, seen as a sort of neutral expanse open to 
individual and collective modification. The void providing flexibil-
ity was a 'tabula rasa' that the generation of Archizoom has made." 
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) 
"They thought that architecture has to be offered as a strictly and 
exclusively private matter, as a direct extension of the body and of 
its expressive possibilities, as a creative space related to one's own 
psycho-physical individuality and no more as planned space but as 
an infinitely variable communicative experience." (Germano Celant, 
Luoghi, 1992) In "No Stop City" empty endless floors offer a cha-
otic arrangement of small and bigger ambiences that are constantly 
mounted and dismounted, by way of social mobility. In this way the 
project incorporates a new complexity and disorder, typical for the 
logic of the market and the chaos of its producers. Hence "No Stop 
City" is a body of imaginary, carrying the kind of imprecise but 
intensely emotive significations, which differ in dependence of the 
participants. "Only bigness can sustain a promiscuous proliferation 
of events, a programmatic coexistence in a single container". (Rem 
Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, S.M.L.XL., 1994)
In a real residential wood homes are organized as 'Residential 
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Parking Lots' in which the user rents a temporary space. These empty 
incubators offer a possibility to indeterminate activities like gyms 
available for the individual creativity. Home ceased to be a fixed 
place to become freely available area for the user interventions, a 
nomadic space. Here started a diminution of the planned part of the 
house, giving the opportunity for a new use of habitable space. A 
strategy of a total planning was replaced by point-by-point strategy 
in which vitality was injected into the space at a few centers of radia-
tion. 
"The house became a gymnasium available for the continuous experi-
mentation of individual creativity." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 
1984)
Designing a specific architectural form has been eventually rejected 
in favor of the creation of environmental experiences, which cre-
ate an open architecture that is born from the inside, from the small 
things and widens up to became a weak and diffused metropolis. 
As promoted by the Situationists and Dutch artist Constant 
Neuwenhuys in 1957, Archizoom were also aiming for the city 
where each event assume its own unique meaning and importance, 
becoming a moment of life, originating deliberately out of the collec-
tive organization of unitary space and its play of events. They were 
appealing against the rationalistic architecture, which is not able to 
mutate in time in order to satisfy the human. They were both trying 
to create a space, which is ephemeral, which stimulate and provoke 
human creativity. Human freedom, his movement and his inspiration 
must dictate the space organization. Comparable approach was also 
revised in the project ‘Fan Palace’ of Cedric Price, where a highly 
flexible building was able to incorporate different events and at the 
same time giving the opportunity to its users to interfere and thus 
create different spaces. The author believed that the space organiza-
tion and its ephemeral objects should stimulate the mind and the 
body of the user. Similar intention is carried further in the project of 
Piano&Rogers, Centre Pompidou, where a piece of "No Stop City" is 
applied, with its enormous floor areas, making a very flexible layout 
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and necessitate the construction of temporary architectures inside, 
if art is to be exhibited. (Bart Lootsma, Alchymia, Memphis and the 
New Monumentality, Forum)

The invisible technology 
In terms of technology, Archizoom had a slightly different approach as the 
rest of the architectural avant-garde of the period. In fact they were criticiz-
ing some attitudes that considerate advanced technology as an instrument 
for liberation. "No Stop City" was in fact a strong answer to this kind of 
inappropriate attitude, which advocate that the architecture of the techno-
logical society was a technological architecture. Furthermore the architec-
ture of machine society was made as a machine. For Archizoom this kind 
of approach was an immense limit of the avant-garde groups research, 
such as Archigram and Japanese 'Metabolism', as it was an exhaustion of 
all the innovative force of the discovery of the fluid tube and lattice. It is 
an old historical mistake, which reproposed a visual, linguistic and meta-
phoric relationship between architecture and its user. Instead, Archizoom 
defended the idea of "indifferent architecture" (Andrea Branzi, Moderno 
Postmoderno Millenario, 1980) with waste margins of liberty for the user. 
As in "No Stop City", where the technology is seen just as a medium, 
guaranteeing an optimal technical comfort enabling the creation of an open 
structure, accessible to intellectual mass production. Technology does not 
predetermine the patterns of distribution but it gives way to the free flow 
of space. As Branzi says,"the maximum of technology is constituted 
from the invisible technology-electronic."
Characterization of the interior space
By jumping over the intermediate category of urban organization 
represented by architecture, "No Stop City" struck a direct channel 
between the metropolis and its furnishings. Here the city becomes a 
hollow space filled with furniture. Domestic furniture and urban fit-
tings were made one. In this situation design has become the funda-
mental planning instrument used to bring about a real modification in 
the quality of life and of the territory. For Archizoom design seemed 
to represent a way of going beyond architecture towards new areas 

No Stop City, Residential Diagrams,. 1970

Andy Warhol, 200 Campbell’s Soup Cans, 1962
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of planning and into society itself. They aimed to achieve a dialogue 
between the user and the architecture, using design as a mediator, 
which stimulates the user creativity. In this way they saw an oppor-
tunity to renew the bourgeois culture, its routine of production and 
consumption, in order to change its attitude towards the shaping of 
the environment. A new culture of living is the basis for a new use of 
architecture. In this way Archizoom saw design as an instrument for 
the "reform of society" and as a tool for renew the architecture "from 
the inside". (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) For this purpose 
they operated with different types of design.
Industrial design is seen as a part of mass production, allowing free-
dom and independence. As goods filled up on empty shelves inside 
the supermarket, industrial design in "No Stop City" is creating dif-
ferent patterns of displacement. Thus by undetermined arrangement 
it enables the creation of diverse livable ambiences. A neutral space 
of "No Stop City" is a livable equipped area by means of movable 
'habitable cupboards' in which all the usual household requirements 
are stored. Making thus possible to arrange spontaneous experimen-
tal operations of individual or collective habitat. This type of design 
is used here as a component of a larger container, which enables its 
working. It is understood as a mean to put in use the architecture, 
giving it a spatial and functional meaning, by allowing differentiated 
human activities. Atheistic and agnostic 'habitable closets' are intro-
duced to the human as a new resource for living, thus provoking his 
creativity and fantasy. While creating his own habitable space human 
interiorize these objects. Creativity was always seen as an indispen-
sable vehicle of the spirit, a fundamental condition for the happiness 
of the individual.
With immanent design Archizoom proposed new unitary objects and 
spaces that were solid, immobile and aggressive in their almost phys-
ical force of communication in order to change the human attitude 
toward uniformly arranged living spaces, made up by programmized 
consumer. These objects act as sculpture making the architectural 
space disappearing. Such objects were intended for serving to pre-No Stop City, Internal Landscape, 1970

No Stop City, continuous section, 1970
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cisely defined function, an attitude that is going back to the 19.cen-
tury house, where space organization was represented by recogniz-
able furniture objects that reflected specific living functions such as 
talking, eating, writing etc. 
"Furniture has an important meaning as buildings and monuments in 
traditional city." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) 
With immanent design Archizoom intended to promote new types of 
design performance in order to generate new possibilities of inten-
tional freedom, a new perception of architectural space. Provocative 
design experiments were marked with caustic combination of lan-
guages, with the intention of forcing a crack in the optimistic view of 
bourgeois progress. "Their purpose was to use a design as obstruc-
tion, an impediment to the normal running of traditional life. Closed, 
hard and artificial object was placed across the routes of everyday, 
creating an aggressive and ironical barricade and forcing a change in 
the ordering in the surrounding territory by its very presence as a dif-
ferent, independent of the surrounding set-up." (Andrea Branzi, The 
Hot House, 1984) 
Design became a subject independent from external references, point-
ing only to itself, as it was not accessible to the consumer, because 
of its price and further more, because of its presence was not able to 
take an active part of the human habitat, thus becaming functionless. 
In this sense we can imply that immanent deign remained invisible 
not related to the society. But, as Andrea Branzi explained, design 
projects, although they were realized, were always meant to be 
theoretical projects, experimental diagrams intended for a cultural 
manifestation, for showing a general critical hypothesis. Design was 
always approaching the problem on the level of a search for new pos-
sibilities of use and expressivities. The whole work of cultural revival 
had a political content, using design as a tool at disposal, and not as 
an end in itself.

Employing all the design values rejected by modernism, Archizoom 
embraced kitsch, ephemerally, irony, strong colors and distortions 

of scale to undermine the purely functional value of an object. Their 
effort was to allow a social fulfillment of the individual, and thus the 
renewal of the cultural relationship, once so significant, between the 
user, objects and space. There was an intention to create a richer and 
more complex rapport between the human and his furniture; a rap-
port, which is not a simple functional and technical relationship but 
"a rapport that consists of poetic, affective, symbolic and psychologi-
cal interchanges." (Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992) "Human and the 
objects have always had a complex and often ambiguous and myste-
rious relationship, made up of emotional and technical interchanges." 
(Germano Celant, Luoghi, 1992) In many ways it resembles the one 
that has always linked human beings to the domestic animals that 
live in their homes. Human describe to object an identity of its own, 
a soul that gives it a life beyond the mere technical function. Using 
all the possible methodologies, mixing them up or inventing new 
ones, Archizoom aimed precisely for putting this soul into objects.
Carlo Mollino was the first in Italy to use the kitsch putting forward 
a ‘Hollywood style’ as an alternative to the architectural morals of 
modern period. It was a type of creativity, which provoked the first 
opposition, the first serious proposals for alternatives to the cultural 
and operational "limits of the day". 
(Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) 
The industrialization of culture lead to the exasperation of traditions 
within different socio-cultural levels. The mass culture acquired dif-
ferent attitudes taken from the elite culture, making the kitsch more 
triumphant. In this kind of pseudo-culture was missing any kind of 
differentiation of use. Because both, a working class and bourgeoisie 
were producing and consuming equal patterns, removing object any 
values. This process brought to the rise of the kitsch phenomenon. 
Kitsch is in fact a social factor; it is bound to a rise of a bourgeois. 
While it is defined through the consumerist society that creates to 
produce and produce in order to consume, kitsch is provoking con-
sumerism and the production of infinity of "bad copies". (Löcker 
Verlag, Design ist Unsichtbar) It this way it is reducing a creative 
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identity of the user, which gives him the opportunity of communicat-
ing by means of non-figurative signs. Decoration is thus a system of 
cultural communication within the limits of the environment and the 
product.

Soft structures 
Today we cannot say that the composition and structural qualities are 
the most important parameters of an object or building. The composi-
tion quality of architecture in the urban context is very hard to per-
ceive. Therefore the most important qualities of ambient, which are 
consumed and perceived from the user, are the physic, body qualities 
of the space, such as microclimate, lighting, color, sound and smell. 
Color for example, has its energy and a cultural autonomy of its own. 
In fact it serves as a "general mediation between us and the world of 
objects;" (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) the first thing that 
we perceive of an object even before its shape, is its color. The envi-
ronment in which we live is made up of a set of chromatic structures. 
The quality of color, its level of definition, its expressive value, are 
instruments that give the emotional significance to products, making 
it possible to exert an influence on the quality of life itself. 
Soft structures are thus determining the environment's quality, which 
is perceived beyond the mere thinking and calculating process. 
As Marshall McLuhan pointed out, a whole space information is 
absorbed directly through the pores of our skin, just as environmental 
qualities are consumed by the body. 
Archizoom paid a strong attention to the recovery of these hidden 
aspects of space in order to offer a new quality of the living environ-
ment, away from the abstraction to which much of modern archi-
tecture has fallen prey. This type of intense space experience harks 
back to a conception of architectural space predating Renaissance, 
the Romanesque cathedral for example, where the temperature, light-
ning, smell…were forming an indispensable part of its perception. 
Medieval architecture considered the architectonic space as the unity 
of structure, form, light, smell, sound etc. but after in Renascences 

potential of object, but nevertheless it makes the consumer happy, 
as is able to satisfy every type of need and taste typical for working 
class and bourgeoisie, at a low price. Kitsch is supporting a mass 
society and is not at all stimulating an individual decision as the 
choice of the person depends on the voice of the masses. Is the kitsch 
leading to a negation of authenticity, to a loose of user identity? Is 
the kitsch producing only waste?

Decoration as "a system of signs, symbols and patterns, overlaid 
on the individual object or architectural structure, became a sort of 
linguistic veneer, still capable of differentiating the object or the 
cultural site of simple static structures or buildings. Decoration is an 
evidence of freedom of invention, an indication of the high moral and 
cultural value of man's labor that traces its dense mash of symbolic 
references on cultural surfaces." "Decoration is cultural information 
about the product because it affects its cultural identity. It is an infor-
mation about the use since the cultural identity of the product not 
only determines the function to which the consumer will put it, but 
also the way it will affect his behavior. It is a linguistic information 
simply because it communicates by means of a system of abstract 
signs, the symbols and implications of a social culture. Finally it is 
visual information because it determines the use of the product, inde-
pendent of the function." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) Its 
layout of practically infinite system of signs extending uniformly on 
the unbounded plane resembles "No Stop City", where the appear-
ance of an uninterrupted succession of decorative events, of rhythmic 
two-dimensional patterns generates a new urban condition. Every 
part of the surface contains the total sum of information of the whole, 
becoming a significant transmitter of culture. 
Archizoom used a decoration because of the desire for reform that 
aimed to salvage, through art but for society, those values that had 
been lost. It is an attempt to rescue household objects from the uni-
formity of mass-production. Decoration gains the importance, as 
becoming a part of physical experience of the ambience and a sign of 
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this relation between human and architecture changed as the archi-
tecture became perceived on the pure ideological and philosophical 
form, shifting the relationship with the human to the proportional 
level only.
Soft structures generate the space environment of "No Stop City" 
acting directly to the user's real sensitivity of perception. These 
experiences are linked with the physical perception of space, with 
its consumption. "Our bodies are capable of actively processing the 
data that they receive from surroundings, transforming them into 
experience and culture." (Andrea Branzi, The Hot House, 1984) Soft 
structures generate intense network of emotions, which profoundly 
alter the expressive value of the ambient, they are a sort of mediation 
between man and his habitat. They possess a secret communicational 
force, which has strength to generate intense environment. As Branzi 
says, "important transformations are possible only through small 
interventions."

7 Challenge to alienation

"The city is not intended as a tissue, but as a simple coexistence, as 
a series of relations between objects that are not anymore articulated 
through relations intended as visual, formal or structured by architec-
tural interconnections. This dispersed organism is liberating its parts, 
which are than able to activate their own transformations, developing 
their own story. A one-directional structure is transforming itself in a 
dynamic and poly-directional sum of diversities." (Luigi Prestinenza 
Puglisi, Rem Koolhaas, 1989)
As for example some contemporary cities like New York, Los 
Angeles, Atlanta and their societies, described by Koolhaas as open, 
liberated, non-totalitarian, directed toward individualization, toward a 
continuous process of collective enrichment. "Globalization, commu-
nication media revolution and economic reconstruction are causing 

Archizoom, The Neutral Surface, habitable cupboard, 1972

Archizoom, Studies for Carpets, 1967

Archizoom, Presagio di Rose, dream bed, 1967
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"No Stop City" represents a dispersed city where physical boundaries 
become irrelevant; a spaces of communication - a dispersed network 
of microsystems, characterized by collective production. As Mark 
Wigley says "form is not an issue anymore." 
Its whole interior space is moved by diffused microsystems, by 
uncontrollable interaction of masses that are acting on the limitless 
plan without hierarchies. Process of spontaneous self-regulation 
creates reversible and reformable patterns of development, a revers-
ible system, a stable uncertainty, always engaged to find temporary 
balances to avoid definitive solutions. "Not a stable condition but a 
model of permanent transformation. This new logic is coming out 
as a weak and diffused shape, seen as an opportunity to continuous 
renewal and experimentation of the environment." (Andrea Branzi)
Here the network is a connection between individual and autonomous 
realities, a web that can be applicable into infinity. The actuality of 
the visionary concept of "No Stop City" is precisely this, to use big-
ness in terms of infinitive network and not in terms of structure. 
The phenomena of diffusion have to be understood thus as intensive 
repetitions of small construction parts - multitudes. "There is no more 
a sense of place." (Mark Wigley) City space controlled by artificial 
climate and lightning is becoming a space without a feeling of ori-
entation. Disorientation is caused by permanently changing urban 
environment and dispersion of the microsystems, a fragmented sys-
tem that defines the contemporary urban situation. This foggy space 
is provoking the alienation of the human when he is related to the 
whole. 

Instead, microsystems are acting as introverted islands where similar 
objects and lifestyles are reproduced. Here the identity is based on 
self-definition of space, of the construction of communities that pro-
vides one's own with the sense of belonging through his identicable 
objects. "Identity is a process of construction of meaning on the basis 
of a cultural contribute." (Manuel Castells, Power of Identity, 1997) 
These habitable spaces, with the higher degree of internal organiza-

the blurring of the boundaries. Cities are becoming endless; every-
thing is becoming one giant global region made up of subparts inter-
acting in-between, urban life is becoming disjointed." (Edvard Soja, 
Trans-Urbanism, 2001)
We can say that Archizoom with "No Stop City" has foreseen this 
contemporary urban situation and the condition of its chaotic soci-
ety; this situation started to emerge in the 60s. As Mark Wigley says, 
"from the concepts made in the 60s did not change anything, beside 
the terminology, which became unified and 'globalized.'. In this way, 
"No Stop City" throughout the liberation from architecture, has pre-
dicted concepts that are applicable still today. "No Stop City" is in 
fact a 'contemporary city', as it is all the same, an endless condition 
where there are no recognizable points, any single building; a city 
without an identity. "It is superficial-like a Hollywood studio lot, it 
can produce a new identity every Monday morning." (Rem Koolhaas 
and Bruce Mau, S.M.L.XL., 1994) It is nothing but a reflection of 
present need and present ability. 

In truth, the most innovative and provocative aspect that Archizoom 
proposed was to liberate the space from repressive codes, from the 
rules of architecture and its functionalistic aspects. Inside "No Stop 
City" there are no barriers, which determinate the configuration of 
the interior space. The rhythms, endless repetition, the multiplicity 
of events, thus quantity instead of quality are elements, which trigger 
a new space condition different from the traditional one. "No Stop 
City" represents a mutable territory based upon its uncertainty level 
of self-organization of society and its minorities. Here communi-
ties are represented within a variety of different microsystems that 
are uncertain and chaotic, as able to mutate in time. Thus capable to 
inhabit different cultural groups and able to adapt to new needs of a 
"pulverized society." (Stefano Boeri, Multiplicity, Mutation) 
Cumulatively the endless contradictions and interpretations prove the 
richness of this city.
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tion and the independence of the space, are emerging from "territorial 
mutations" (Stefano Boeri, Multiplicity, Mutation) provoked by self-
organization, from unplanned, barely regulated processes of change 
and innovation. These innovations are created by individuals and 
directly phagocyted by them. For this reason these microsystems are 
vivid and consumed spaces, far away of being "non Luoghi", precise-
ly because they were produced for determinate needs. In this way, a 
construction of local identity is achieved. 
These self-constructed microsystems generate activities of free 
expression, as almost everyone is involved in the question about 
space creation. As Portoghesi explained in his project "Dikaia", 1968, 
"the architect is death". Here we try to understand what the role of 
the architect is than? 
Do architects still have the power to redefine social life in a simulta-
neously globalized and individualized world?

"No Stop City" is thus a sum of singularities; communities that build 
locally based identities. In this way it is a city embracing multiplici-
ties that are described as individual points independent each from 
another. Each point of the innovation is the key element in generation 
of the whole city. It established a principle of differentiation and, in 
the same time, it is a link of the whole urban system: individualism.

The whole infinite space is resembling a contemporary urban condi-
tion, which generates disconnection, a dispersal of mycrosystems and 
their users. In opposition to that, the communities, introverted islands 
of microsystems, are embracing a new use of ambience, throughout 
the concept of self-construction and thus stimulating a richer rapport 
between the user and his design objects: a new identity of the space 
is achieved.

In front of the themes of the large dimension that we constantly live 
in our present day city, we can say that "super-architecture is the 
architecture of super-production, of super-consumption, of super-

inducement to consumption, of the supermarket, of Superman, of 
super-high-test gasoline" (Archizoom, Superstudio), and it will be 
also that of super-alienation? 

In this way, "No Stop City" being nor urbanism neither architecture, 
seems to promise new directions for research and applications.
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Archizoom and Superstudio, Superarchitettura, 1966
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	 B I O G R A P H I E S



1882  born on December 10th in Vienna  
1901-05 studies in mathematics, science, national economics and 
 history at  the University Of Vienna and University of  
 Berlin, Dr. Phil (Berlin)
1906  military service
1907  marriage to sociologist and women `s rights activist Anna  
 Shapire (until her death in 1911)
1907-14 teacher for national economics at the Neue Wiener   
 Handelsakademie
1911  birth of son Paul 
1911-13 travels in Eastern Europe and Balkans, contract with   
 Carnegie Endouwment for International Peace                    
1912 marriage to the blind mathematician Olga Hahn, sister of 
 Hans Hahn (until her death in 1937)
 mathematical publications with Olga Hahn before the war
1914-18 war service at Eastern Front and in Vienna , also habilitation  
at Heidelberg University and call to direct a Museum on   
War Economy in Leipzig
1918  member of Munich Revolutionary Government
1919 trial, return to Vienna
1919-24 active participation in housing movement in Vienna
1921-24 secretary general to the Allotment-Settlements-Organization  
 of Vienna  
1923  foundation of Museum For Settlement and Housing
1924-34 foundation and direction of the Social and Economic   
 Museum in Vienna
1929 publication of the manifesto Wissenschaftliche   
 Weltauffassung: Der Wiener Kreis
1929  lectures at Bauhaus  
1931  only non-architectural member of CIAM  
 (Patras, CIAM IV)
1933 foundation of the International Foundation for Visual  
 Education at The Hague
1934  emigration to The Hague, NL 

1934-40 continuation of visual education (ISOTYPE),   
 organization of the International Unity Of Science 
 movement
1940  flight to England and internment
1941  married to Marie Reidemeister
1943-45 lectures at Oxford, GB 
1945  advisor for "social planning" to the City Council of Bilston,  
 England
1945  died on December 22nd of heart failure in Oxford, England

	 O T TO 	 N E U R AT H
	 BIOGRAPHY



	 B R U N O 	 TA U T
	 BIOGRAPHY

4th May 1880
 He is born in Konigsberg, second child of the dealer Julius  
 Taut and of Henriette Auguste Bertha, born Muller. Of the  
 five children two died in their first year. The brother Max,  
 born in 1884, will become an architect too.
1897 Graduation at the Kneipphöfische Gymnasium.  During the  
 scholastic period he gains some money by means of
 repetitions.
1897-1900
 During the winters he goes to a “housing school”, during the  
summers he works in the building construction company,   
which deals also with concrete.
Easter 1901
 Graduation at the housing school
February 1902
 Works at an architect office in Am burgh.
March-December 1902
 Collaboration at the architect Fabry’s office in Wiesbaden.
 January-December 1903
 Works at the Berliner office of Bruno Möhring. During the  
 weekends goes along with the Chorin’s fellows, who studies  
painting with.
From January 1904
 Works at Theodor Fisher office in Stuttgart, where the last  
 one was teaching at the Tecnische universität from 1901. T.  
 Asked to join Hermann Billing office ion Karlsruhe, but  
 they refused due to lack of commissions. T. Knows the  
 painter Franz Mutzenbecher, gets closer to Paul Bonatz, who  
was Fisher assistant too.
From 1906
 T. Works part time at Fischer’s office, in order to have more  
 time for competitions and his own projects.

June 1906

 T. Marries Hedwig Wollgast of Chorin group.
1907 T. meets Karl Ernst Osthaus of Hagen.
1908 Fisher is asked to join the Munich Tecnische Universität. It  
 is rejected taut proposal to work at the Krupp warehouses  
 ion Essen, and during the summers goes back to Berlin.
August 1908
 T. asks to Osthaus to open an office together in Hagen.
From August 1908
 Works in Berlin with Heinz Lassen, he too Fischer pupil.  
 During the winter semester attempts at town planning semi 
 nars run by Theodor Goeke Tecnische Universität of   
 Charlottenburgh.
April 1909
 Sets his own office up.
From 1st august 1909
 Franz Hoffmann joins the office, which name is   
 Taut&Hoffmann at Eichbornstrasse, later Linkstrasse.
From 1910
 Works sporadically with his brother Max.
1910
 T. goes to United Kingdom with the Deutsche   
 Gartenstadtgesellshaft (London, York, Liverpool,   
 Birmingham)
1911 T. travels through the southern Germany visiting the   
 Hellerau near garden-city near Dresden, and Heinrich  
 Tessenow.
1912 T. goes to The Netherlands with his brother Max:   
 Amsterdam, Leiden, Den Hag, Scheveningen. They visit the  
 Building Company Reform in Magdeburgh. Taut becomes  
 member of the Deutscher Werkbund.
1913 T. becomes architect adviser for the Deutsche   
 Gartenstadtgesellshaft. Of this year are the projects for the  
  Falkenbergh garden-city near Berlin and the Reform facto 
 ry in Magdeburgh.
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 Max Taut joins Bruno’s office that change name into   
 Brothers Taut and Hoffmann, in Linkstrasse, later   
 Bayreuther strasse. Bruno met Adolf Behne.
End of July 1913
 For the expo of the Deutscher Werkbund  due to be in Kolon  
in 1914, Taut designs the “crystal house”. In this occasion   
Gottfried Heinersdorf, artistic director of the glass factory   
Puhl&Wagner, introduces Taut Paul Sheerbart. 
August 1914
 T. goes to Kattowitz, in Silesia, where he works in the  
 Oheim mining district of Oheim of Hohenlole complex.
June 1915
 T. goes back to Kattowitz, to design a housing system. The  
 14th October 1915 Scheerbart dies: Taut will think of him  
 self as his spiritual heir.
From October 1915
 T. moves to Brandedburgh/Havel to follow and direct the  
 building constructions phases of the project for the manag 
 er’s houses of Plaue factory. In this year Taut meets the jour 
 nalist Erich Baron who, during their long friendship will  
 become Taut’s mentor in matter of Communism. In 1916  
 Taut meets also the painter Arnold Topp.
August 1916
 T. goes to Istanbul to participate at the competition for the  
 “House of Friendship” organised by the Werkbund.
From th 9yh January 1917
 T. is busy for the building of the bakehouses Stella  near  
 Kolon. Thanks to Bernhard Kampffmeyer, who directed the  
 Gronauer Wald’s branch of the Deutsche    
 Gartenstadtgesellshaft, that is near where Taut was at that  
 time, He could skip for onether year the military service.  
 Taut lives in the same house with Jacobud Goettel. He also  
 visits Erich Baron in the military hospital of Kolon.
1918 T. applies at the University of Dresden, but he could not get  

 the job. After the end of the war Taut goes back to Berlin.
Summer 1918
 T. goes to Kaunas.
November 1918
 Together with Walter Gropius and Adolf Behne, Taut founds  
the “Council for Art” and becomes member of the    
Novembergrup.
1919 T. becomes one of the headship’s member of the Deutscher  
 Werkbund and of the Vereinigung für die Sozialisierung des  
 Baugewerbes; he is also asked by the Gross-Berlin Society.
 Taut becomes the president of the architect group within the  
 Council for Art. Of this year is also the nomination as presi 
 dent of the vigilance council of the Gross-Berlin Society.
1920 He is appointed Berliner Member of the parliament for the  
 Art.
1921 T. is nominated honoured member of the Central Society of  
 Austrians Architects. 
May 1921
 T. starts his activity as councillor of the urban building  
 industry ministry in Magdeburgh.
June 1921
 T. is officially appointed councillor of the urban building  
 industry ministry in Magdeburgh.
1923 In February and September Taut gives lecture in The   
 Netherlands. He also hopes in a teaching job in the new 
 faculty of architecture in Cordoba (Argentina).
1st April 1923
 T. finishes the work as appointed councillor of the urban  
 building industry ministry in Magdeburgh, so he goes back  
 to Berlin and opens again his private office as architect.
14th April 1924
 It is founded the Gehag (Public Utility Society for Saving  
 and Building) of which Taut becomes head architect. He  
 works also, in the years after, with other public utility soci 
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 eties.
1926 T. becomes a member of the Architects Association   
 “Zehnering” later called “Ring”.
May 1926
 Taut goes to Moscow.
1927 T. works with the scholastic reformer Fritz Karsen to form  
 an a-confessional school. 
1928 Signs against the army.
Spring 1930
 He is appointed honour member at the Berlin-  
 Charlottenburgh University and teaches civil architecture  
 and urban systems.
March 1930
 T. is invited at the conference of the Japanese Architects  
 from the 15th April and to a trip during the spring of 1031. 
16th April 1930
 T. becomes honoured member and correspondent of the  
 American Institute of Architects. 
11th August 1931
 T. is nominated member of the Berlin Prussische Akademie  
 der Künste.
From the end of August 1931
 T. is busy on the construction of an hotel in Moscow, where  
 he sets an office up. He is commuting between Berlin and  
 Moscow.
19th March 1932
 T. moves to Moscow and organises an office for building  
 new offices within the Mossoviet.

16th March 1933
 T. leaves Moscow to Berlin.
1st March 1933
 T. escapes from Berlin, through Stuttgart (where he meets  
 Paul Bonatz), to Switzerland.

3rd May 1933
 With a ship from Vladivostock Taut reaches Tsurga, Japan,  
 that is on the north of Kyoto.
13th November 1933
 T. starts his activity as tutor at the State Technical School  
 Kogei Shidosho, in Sendai, where he stays until the 6th  
 March 1934.
April 1934
 T. works for one month at the ceramic industry of Okuza.
From the 1st August 1934
 T. designs artistical objects for the Miratiss Society (later  
 Inoue and Taut), working also at the State artistical hand 
 craft School of Gumma, near Tagasaki. Taut and his second  
 wife move in the Shorinazan Sanctuary near Tagasaki.
15th October 1936
 T. and his wife leave Kyoto and they travel across Korea,  
 Manchuria and Peking. 
10th November 1936
 The Tauts arrive to Istanbul. Bruno gets the leadership of the  
Architecture Department at the Arts Academy (at the palace   
of the passed away Hans Poelzig) and becomes director of   
the Architecture office at the Turkish Culture Ministry.
4th June 1938
 There is the opening of Taut’s retrospective works in   
 Istanbul.
24th December 1938
 Bruno taut dies in Istanbul for heart attack.
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 Deutsche Werkstatten (in Munich, Theodor Fischer; in  
 Berlin, Hermann Muthesius and Peter Behrens; in Dresden,  
 Wolf Dohrn and Heinrich Tessenow; in Hagen, Karl Ernst  
 Osthaus). Visit to Hellerau, near Dresden, where his brother  
 Albert Jeanneret, a musician, is collaborating with Jacques- 
 Dalcroze, who has opened a school of rhythmics here.
1911 travel for seven months in Central Europe and the Balkans  
 with his friend August Klipstein, an antique dealer in Bern:  
 Vienna, the Danube, Budapest, Rumania, Turkey (Istanbul,  
 Brussa), Greece ( mount Athos, Athens), Naples, Pompeii,  
 Rome and Florence. An account of this journey, written at  
 the time for the local newspaper in La Chaux-de-Fonds, was  
published in book form in 1966 (Voyage d’Orient)
 the Art School of V opens its ‘New Section’, headed by  
 L’Eplattenier
1912 in charge of courses on architecture And furniture in the  
 ‘New Section’ of the Art School of La Chaux-de-Fonds  
 (1912-1913) his observations on the German movement  
 published in an official report (Etude sur le mouvement d’art  
decoratif en Allemagne, La Chaux-de-Fonds)trips to Paris,   
where he exhibits in the Salon d’ Automne a set of watercol  
ors (1907-1913) illustrating his travels, under the title:   
Langage de pierres
1914 head of the ‘Ateliers d’Art Reunis’, which executes several  
 sets of interior decorations in the La Chaux-de-Fonds region
 DOM-INO Houses
1916 builds his last house at La Chaux-de-Fonds (Schwob House)
 seaside villa for Paul Poiret
1917 Settles in Paris, at 20, rue Jacob, where he lives for the next  
 17 years. 
 At Perret’s office he meets the painter Amedee Ozenfant
1918 Paints his first pictures
 First exhibition, with Ozenfant, where they launch the mani 
 festo of Purism: Apres le Cubisme

	 L E 	 C O R B U S I E R
	 BIOGRAPHY

1887 birth on October 6, at La Chaux-de-Fonds (canton of   
 Neuchatel), Switzerland, of Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris.  
 He came of a family of watch-case enamellers and musi 
 cians, hailing originally from the Albi region of southern  
 France
1900 studies engraving at the Art School of La Chaux-de-Fonds.  
 Influenced by his teacher, the painter L’Eplattenier, who was  
receptive to the contemporary Art Nouvear movement, and   
who encouraged his pupil to concentrate on architecture
1902 awarded a medal at the Turin Exhibition of Decorative Arts  
 for a watch-case engraved in the Art Nouveau style
1905 design and builds his first house (Fallet House) at La Chaux- 
 de-Fonds, followed by several others between now and 1916  
(Schwob House). None of these were included in the publi  
cation of his ‘ Complete Works’. 
 The art school of La Chaux-de-Fonds now offers an   
 advanced coursed course on decorative art by L’Eplattenier
1907 first travels: north Italy, Tuscany (discovery of the   
 Carthusian monastery of Ema), Ravenna, Budapest and  
 Vienna where he works for six months under Josef   
 Hoffmann, leader of the Vienna Secession, who in 1903 had  
 founded the Wiener Werkstatten (Vienna Workshops).  
 Becomes acquainted with the ideas of Adolf Loos
1908 first stay in Paris, where he calls on Eugene Grasset, who  
 advices him to go and see Auguste Perret 
 in Lyons, where he meets Tony Garnier
1909 second stay in Paris, where he works for fifteen months in  
 Perret’s office (Feb 1908-late 1909)
1910 April 1910 to may 1911: fellowship from the Art School of  
 La Chaux-de-Fonds for the purpose of studying the arts and  
 crafts movement in Germany. In Berlin he works for five  
 months in the office of Peter Behrens, where he meets  
  Gropius and Mies van der Rohe. 
 Contacts with members of the Deutscher Werkbund and the  
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1919 Industrialized housing for Troyes
1920 With Ozenfant and Paul Dermee, he begins publishing a  
 magazine, L’Esprit Nouveau, revue d’esthelique (renamed,  
 after several numbers, L’Esprit Nouveau, revue de l’activite  
 contemporaine): 28 issues appear between 1920 and 1925
 Signs a series of articles (later published in book form as  
 Vers une architecture) under the name of one of his ances 
 tors, Le Corbusier-Saugnier
 Citrohan House No.1 – Monol Houses
1921 Exhibits at the Galerie Druet. Le Corbusier and Ozenfant  
 advise Raoul La Roche at the time of Kahnweilern sales,  
 helping him to build up his collection of Cubist pictures
1922 Opens an architect’s office with his cousin Pierre Jeanneret,  
 who remains in partnership with him till 1940. Installs his  
 office in the corridor of a former Jesuit monastery at 35, rue  
 de Sevres – his headquarters for the rest of his life
 Exhibits at the Salon d’Automne (Citrohan house and  
 Contemporary City) and the Salon des Independants
 Ozenfant House, Paris
 Villa Vaucresson, near Paris
 Citrohan House No.2 – Multistory Villas (Immeuble villas),  
 Contemporary city for three million inhabitants
1923 Exhibition of his paintings at the Galerie Leonce Rosenberg
 Publication of Vers une architecture
 La Roche and Jeanneret Houses, Paris
1924 First volume of his Oeuvre Complete published by Jean  
 Badovici (Ed.A.Morance, Paris) Publication is broken off in  
 1938 after the eighth volume (Oeuvre plastique)
 Lipchitz and Miestschaninoff House, Boulonge sur Seine
 Standardized house
 Artisans’ houses
1925 L’Esprit Nouveau ceases publication. Parts company with  
 Ozenfant
 Pierre A. Emery works in his office

 Published La peinture moderne (with Ozenfant), L’Art  
 decoratif d’aujourd’hui and Urbanisme
 L’Esprit Nouveau Pavilion, International Exhibition of  
 Decorative Art, Paris
 Pessac housing development, Bordeaux
 House for his parents, Corseaux-Vevey, Lake of Geneva
 Voisin plan for Paris
 Villa for MME Meyer
 University city
1926 Death of Le Corbusier’s father
 Publishes Almanach d’architecture moderne
 Ternisien House, Boulogne sur Seine
 Cook House, Boulogne sur Seine
 Guiette House, Antwerp
 ‘Palais de Peuple’ of the Salvation Army, Paris
 Minimum houses
1927 Competition of the League of Nations building in   
 Geneva: Le Corbusier’s project is awarded a prize but  
 rejected as a result of intrigue
 Villa Stein, Garches, near Paris
 Two houses for the Weissenhof housing exhibition,   
 Stuttgart
 Plainex House, Paris
 League of Nations Building, Geneva
1928 lecture tour in South America
 journey to Moscow
 in his painting, beginning of the period of ‘object of poetic  
 reaction’
 Alfred Roth works in his office
 Lecture on Le Corbusier given in Berlin by Fernand Leger
 Violent anti-Le Corbusier pamphlet by the Genevese archi 
 tect Alexandre de Senger: Le Cheval de Troie du   
 bolchevisme, Bienne
 Nestle exhibition stand, Paris
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 Wanner building, Geneva
1929 first trip to Algiers
 Kunio Maekawa and J.L. Sert work in his office
 First volume of the Zurich edition of Le Corbusier: Oeuvre  
 Complete, published by Walter Boesiger (Editions   
 Girsberger, Zurich). Completed in 7 volumes in 1965
 Villa at Carthage, Tunisia
 Remodeling and enlarging of the Church House, Ville-d’  
 Avray, near Paris
 Easychair, example of the furniture (chairs and cabinets)  
 exhibited with Pierre Jeanneret and Charlotte Perriand at the  
Salon d’Atomne, Paris
 House for Mr. X, Brussels
 Loucheur houses
 ‘Mundaneum’ and world city, Geneva
1930 Le Corbusier becomes a French citizen. He marries Yvonne  
 Gallis
 the human figure makes its appearance in his painting
 takes part in Cercle et Carre
 Charlotte Perriand and Brechbuhler work in his office 
 Publishes Precisions sur un etat present de l’architecture et  
 de l’urbanisme
 Town planning scheme for Algiers (plan A)
1931 contributes to the magazine Plans (1931-1932)
 J. Bossu, G. Kepes, Sakakura and O. Senn work in his office
 Senger’s pamphlet, translated into German (Die Brandfackel  
Moskaus), becomes one of the basic texts in the Nazi 
 campaign against modern architecture
 Villa Savoye, Poissy, near Paris
 Villa for Mme de Mandrot, Le Pradet, near Toulon
 Penthouse apartment for Charles de Beistegui, Champs- 
 Elysees, Paris
 Salvation Army Hostel (remodeled river boat), Paris
 Museum of contemporary art, Paris

 Palace of the Soviets, Moscow
 Errazuris house, Chile
1932 Louis Hourticq, a member of the Institu, and Umbdenstock,  
 a professor at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Ecole poly 
 technique, organize a public meeting at the Salle Wagram in  
 Paris to protest against the baneful influence of Le Corbusier
 Apartment building (immeuble Clarte or Maison de Verre),  
 Geneva
 Swiss Pavilion, Cite Universitaire, Paris
 Rentenanstalt, Zurich
1933 contributes to the magazine Preludes
 publishes Croisade, ou le crepuscule des academies
 L. Miquel works in his office
 Violent attack on Le Corbusier in L’Architecture vat-elle  
 mourir? By Camille Mauclair
 Salvation Army Hostel (Cite de Refuge), Paris
 Apartment house, 24, rue Nungesser-et-Coli, Paris
 Le Corbusier’s own apartment and studio, 24, rue   
 Nungesser-et-Coli, Paris
 Ministry of Light Industry (now Centrosoyuz), Moscow
 Macia housing estate, Barcelona
 Durand housing estate, Algiers
 Apartment house, Algiers
 Plan for the left bank of the Scheldt, Antwerp
1934 takes a leading part in writing the Athens Charter of the  
 CIAM
 plan for the Algiers (plan B and C)
 plan for Nemours, Algiers
 the Radiant farm
1935 first visit to the US at the invitation of the Museum of  
 Modern Art in New York
 mural paintings at Vezelay (Badovici house)
 exhibition of so-called primitive art organized by Louis  
 Carre in Le Corbusier’s studio at 24, rue Nungesser-et-Coli,  
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 Paris
 publishes La Ville Radieuse and Air Craft (London)
 Summer house, Les Mathes
 Weekend house, La Celle-Saint-cloud, near Paris
 two museums of modern art, Paris
 plans for Hellocourt, France, and the valley of Zlin,   
 Czechoslovakia
1936 second journey to South America
 Ilot Insalubre No.6, Paris
 plan for Paris (for the 1937 world’s fair)
 apartment block, bastion Kellermann, Paris
 university city, Rio de Janeiro
1937 publishes Quand les cathedrales etaient blanches: Voyage au  
 pays des timides
 Les Temps Nouveaux Pavilion, Paris World’s Fair
 recreation center for 100,000 people, Paris
 Vaillant-Couturier monument, Villejuif, near Paris
 project for a water exhibition at liege, Belgium, in 1939
1938 mural paintings at Cap-Martin (Badovici House)
 exhibition of Le Corbusier’s sculpture at the Kunsthaus,  
 Zurich
  publishes Des canons, des munitions? Merci…des logis  
 s.v.p.! (Guns, munitions? No thanks, houses please)
 Plans of the Ministry of Education, Rio de Janeriro, with  
 Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer (finished in 1943)
 palace of justice, Algiers
 la marine skyscraper, Algiers
 Cartesian skyscraper
 cooperative village
 master plan for Buenos Aires
 French pavilion for a world’s fair
1939 publishes Le lyrisme des temps nouveaux et l’urbanisme
 Andre Wogenscky begins working under Le Corbusier
 Museum of Unlimited Growth

 Clarke-Arundell house
 plan for the var valley, southern France
1940 La France d’Outremer exhibition, Paris
 house for Lannemezan – M.A.S. house
 Murondins constructions – flying schools
1941 publishes Destin de Paris and Sur les Quatre Routes
1942 begins working out his Modulor system of design
 publishes Les constructions Murondins
 La Maison des Hommes (with Francois de Pierrefeu)
 La Marine skyscraper, Algiers (project B)
 Master plan for Algiers
1943 founds the Association of Designers of an Architectural  
 Renewal (ASCORAL)
 publishes La Charte d’Athenes (with a preface by Jean  
 Giraudoux) and Entretien avec les Etudiants des ecoles 
 d’architecture
 linear industrial city – green factory
1944 Aujame works in his office
 Transitory apartment block
1945 Maniere de penser l’Urbanisme
 Soltan works in his office
 Traveling exhibition in US, organized by the Walker Art  
 Center, Minneapolis
 Plan for the reconstruction of Saint-Die, France
1946 Les Trois Etablissements Humains, Propos d’Urbanisme
 V. Bodiansky and G. Candilis work in his office
 Plan for the reconstruction of La Palace, near La Rochelle
1947 in New York as a member of the commission of architects  
 chosen to design the United Nations headquarters
 Mural painting in his rue de Sevres offices
 United Nations headquarters, New York
1948 final working of the his Modulor system of design
 mural in Swiss pavilion, cite Universitaire, Paris
 wood carvings with Joseph Savina
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 publishes New World of Space (New York)
 traveling exhibition in US, organized by the Institute of con 
 temporary Art, Boston
 pilgrimage center, Sainte-Baume, Southern France
1949 S. Wood and I. Xenakis work in his office
 House of Dr Currutchet, Buenos Aires
 Rob and Roq vacation houses, Cap-Martin
1950 Le Modulor and Poesie sur Alger
 Pilot plan for Bogota
1951 appointed architectural counselor to the government of the  
 Punjab for the construction of the new capital of Chandigarh
 studies for the Chastang dam
 tapestry designs with Pierre Baudouin
 sand sculptures at home of Tino Nivola on Long Island
 A. Maisonnier work in his office
 Town plan for Chandigarh, India
 Rotterdam district, Strasbourg
1952 Begins painting the series of Bulls
 Apartment block (Unite d’Habitation), Marseilles
 Duval Plant, Saint-Die
 Cabin at Cap-Martin, French Riviera
 The Peon’s house, Chandigarh, India
 lan for Marseille-sud
1953 exhibition of his sculpture, Musee d’ Art Moderne, Paris
 violent attack on his Marseilles apartment block by Lewis  
 Mumford in The New Yorker
 Church of Ronchamp, near Belfort
 Apartment block (Unite d’Habitation), Nantes-Reze
1954 Une petite maison published in Zurich
 Exhibition at the Kunsthalle, Bern
 Building of the Mill-Owners’ Association, Ahmedabad,  
 India
 The open hand, Chandigarh
1955 paints his first Icon

 le poeme de l’ ngle Droit, with 19 color lithographs (Paris)
 Modulor 2
 Plan of the Capital, Chandigarh
 Sarabhai House, Ahmedabad
 new residential district, Meaux
1956 Les plan Le Corbusier pour Paris 1956-1962
 Palace of Justice Chandigarh
 Shodan House, Ahmedabad
 Governor’s palace, Chandigarh
1957 first exhibition at La Chaux-de-Fonds (tapestries, Poem of  
 the Right Angle)
 Death of his wife Yvonne
 Retrospective exhibition at the Kunsthaus, Zurich
 Ahmedabad Museum
 Jaoul Houses, Neuilly-sur-Seine
1958 Electronic Poem with music by Edgar Varese for the Philips  
 Pavilion at the Brussels World’s Fair
 Apartment block (Unite d’Habitation), Berlin
 Philip Pavilion, Brussels World’s Fair
 Secretariat, Chandigarh
 Metal rural housing, Lagny (with Jean Prouve)
 Reconstruction of the center of Berlin
1959 Dominican Monastery of Sainte-Marie de La Tourette,  
 Eveux, near Lyons
 Museum of Modern Western Art, Tokyo
 Brazilian Pavilion, Cite Universitaire, Paris
 Apartment block (Unite d’Habitation), Briey-en-Foret
1960 L’Atelier de la Recherche Patiente
 Petites Confidences (10 lithographs)
 Death of Le Corbusier’s mother at the age of 100
 Electronic decisions center, Chandigarh
1961 Tapestry designs for the Law Courts (palace of justice) at  
 Chandigarh
 Assembly Hall, Chandigarh
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1962 Retrospective exhibition, Musee d’art moderne, Paris
 Large enamelled iron door for the Assembly hall at   
 Chandigarh
 Exhibition hall, Stockholm
1963 Retrospective exhibition at the Palazzo Strozzi, Florence
 Hotel on the site of the Gare d’Orsay, Paris
 Olivetti electronic computer center, Rho, Milan
 International art center, Erlenbach, Frankfort
 Church at firminy, near Lyons
1964 Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, Harvard University,  
 Cambridge, Massachusetts
 Congress Hall, Strasbourg
1965 August 27, sudden death of Le Corbusier while bathing at  
 Cap-Martin
 House of Culture, Firminy, near Lyons
 hospital, Venice – French embassy, Brasilia
 museum of the 20th century, Nanterre, near Paris
1967 opening of the Le Corbusier Center, Zurich
 Exhibition hall, Zurich
1968 creation of the Le Corbusier Foundation, Paris
 Apartment block (Unite d’Habitation), Firminy

FROM  Besset, Maurice Le Corbusier , Genève Skira 1987
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1885 Ludwig Karl Hilberseimer was born in Karlsruhe on 14th  
 September 1885.
1906 Hilberseimer studied architecture at the Technische   
 Hochschule Karlsruhe which at that time was very much  
 influenced by the figure of Bauminster, who claimed that  
 "aesthetics will be subordinated to technical and economic  
 considerations". He studied applied arts under Marcus  
 Rosenberg and history of architecture under Josef Durm and  
Friederich Ostendorf. They believed that architecture should   
begin with having a clear and simple idea of the form of a   
building, and that urban planning is just the relationship of   
the volumes of buildings to the external space of cities. He   
was also interested in other subjects and attended courses in   
history, philosophy, literature, geography and natural sci  
ences.
 In 1905 the review Deutsche Bauhütte published one design  
 of him for a public building.
1911  Hilberseimer moved to Berlin where he worked as an archi 
 tect. In the same year he entered the competition of the  
 Berlin Opera with a design that Adolf Behne described as  
 "an example of pure architecture."(59) This design was  
 many times published by Hilberseimer right up to the 1963  
 volume Entfaltung einer Planungsidee.
1912 He met Hans Richter.(60)
1914 During the war, and as head of an architectural office, he  
 worked on buildings for a test pilot school and a railway sta 
 tion in Berlin.
 The Architecture of the Metropolis, first brief, provided the  
 frame for all his future writings about the German city and  
 metropolis planning. In this essay he rejected the chaotic  
 capitalist city of the 19th century because the buildings were  
 either been dressed by eclectic architects or purely con 
 structed after the calculations of engineers. The next two  
 drafts were writings in collaboration with Udo Rukser(61) 

in  the following four years. In these texts they developed the  
 social and technical structure of the metropolis. The city was  
subdivided into simpler ones to which the building types   
implicitly should correspond.
1915 Marriage with Katharina Jacobi from whom he divorced  
 later in 1938 after a long time of separation. After joining a  
 firm of architects he soon became its manager. He worked  
 on the construction of an Aircraft workshop and airship  
 hangar at Staaken close to Berlin and of the design ofan  
 institute for aeronautical teaching and research at Müritzsee.
1919 Max Wagenführ published a series of his designs in   
 Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration, though it is difficult to give  
the exact dates. This series included the Berlin Theater and   
different designs: a country house, a Gentleman's country   
residence, a city dwelling, a station, an indoor market   
(1914), a commercial building, a Stadthalle, a department   
store, the Seat of an Embassy and a series of interior    
designs.
 Hilberseimer subscribed to the program of Arbeitsrat für  
 Kunst, which he soon left in the end of 1919 in order to join  
 the Novembergruppe.
 In the same years he began to become intensevely active as  
 an art critic. He publised his first writings in Der Einzige, in  
 Freie Zeitung, Zeitschrift für sozialistische Politik and in  
 Feuer. He started to work with Paul Westheim's review Das  
 Kunstblatt, for which he wrote sporadically until 1929.
1920 Begin of work for the Sozialistische Monatshefte. Until  
 1926 he would be in charge first of the Bildende Kunst col 
 umn, then (up to 1929) of Kunstgewerbe and finally (up to  
 1933) of Werkgestaltung.
1922 Dedicating most of his writing to the contemporary art and  
 still publishing many of them, during these three years  
 Hilberseimer turned his attention back to architecture.
 The new projects presented a radical transformation of the  
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 architecture visible in the designs for the Head Office of the  
 Chicago Tribune, for an industrial building, for a residential  
 hotel at Berlin-Ruhleben and for a house.
1923 He began to write for the review, G.Zeitschrift für ele  
 mentare Gestaltung, edited by Hans Richter, El Lissitzky,  
 Werner Graeff, and Mies van der Rohe, whose last issue was  
published in 1926.
 In June he published Vom stästebaulichen Problem der  
 Großstadt.(62) This is his first essay on the problems of the  
 contemporary metropolis.
 Hilberseimer drew up his designs for the Residential   
 Satellite City,(63) a project for 125,000 inhabitants with a  
 rectangular plan that incorporated a walk up apartment and  
 row houses on a straight row system.
1924 During 1924 he made several revisions of the Residential  
 City Project which was published in 1925 in the book  
 Grosstadtbauten and in the magazines Soziale Bauwirtschaft  
and Das Kunstblatt.
 These years also saw three studies for terraced houses and  
 the design for a one family house. Hilberseimer took part in  
 the competition for the Development of the Tempelhofer  
 Feld in Berlin with a plan that would receive the praise of  
 Bruno Taut. This project was solely published in 1928 in  
 Kunst der Zeit, an issue dedicated to the ten years of activity  
of the Novembergruppe. A version of this plan minus the   
towered building was also published in Großstadtbauten   
with the heading Block of rented houses I.
 In October of this year Hilberseimer traveled to Holland,  
 where he visited Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht and The  
 Hague. After Holland he went to Paris. The existence of ten  
  photographs of Hilberseimer's projects in Le Corbusier files  
 support the idea of a meeting with him at that time.
 In the summer Hilberseimer exhibited in the   
 Novembergruppe section of the Große Berliner   

 Kunstausstellung and in November in Herwarth Walden's  
 Der Stum Gallery. 
 Formation in Berlin of the Zehnerring, a group created to  
 defend the new architectural tendencies. Some of the mem 
 bers were Bartning, Behrendt, Gropius, Häring, Mendelson,  
 Mies van der Rohe, Poelzig, Bruno and Max Taut.
1925 The Vertical City project is published in Großstadtbauten  
 and in G and Die Form the next year.
 Beginning of the construction of some residential buildings  
 in Siedlung Adlergestell; this work was completed in   
 1927.(64)
1926 Hilberseimer started to collaborate with Die Form, the organ  
of the Deutscher Werkbund.
 During this year Hilberseimer designed a new version of the  
residential hotel and constructed the Rheinlandhaus    
Commercial Building in Berlin in collaboration with    
Heinrich Kosina.
 Hilberseimer prepared the models for the Exhibition Welfare  
City.(65) The project was a centralized version of Le    
Corbusier's City of Three Million, but with a sequence grad  
ing from the 15-store office buildings of the business center   
through medium-height apartment houses to the small hous  
es of the periphery. The ideas of one-family houses devel  
oped for this exhibition served for the suburban house that   
he designed in the Weißenhofsiedlung. This has been one of   
the first well-published.
1927 Hilberseimer took part in the exhibition Die Wohnung  
 organized by the Werkbund in Stuttgart. Being in charge of  
 the "International Design Exhibition", Hilberseimer used the  
occasion to realize a one-family house in the model    
Siedlung at Weißenhof. He became an appointed member of   
the management committee of the German Werkbund.
 This years(66) sees his design for Berlin's Indoor central  
 market as well as the plans for the Friedrich List station in  
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 Berlin of which there exist three versions, the main differ 
 ence sees also the plan for the Renovation of Bücherplatz  
 and for the Hallesches Tor cemetery in Berlin and the proj 
 ect for the re-development of the Scheunenviertel in Berlin  
 designed for the competition in which Hilberseimer was  
 invited to take part along with Poelzig, Schaudt and   
 Kauffman, whose designs till this day have not been traced.
 Hilberseimer made a project for the extension of the German  
Reichstag in Berlin. This proposal is only known through   
two photo negatives(67) kept in the Art Institute of Chicago.
 The book Großstadtarchitektur was published in Stuttgart by  
Julius Hoffmann and in the same year the Internationale   
neue Baukunst appeared, which recapitulated the exhibition   
of designs held at Stuttgart under the umbrella of the    
Werkbund.
1928 Hilbereimer took part in the competition organized by the  
 Reichsforschunggesellschaft for the Haselhorts Experimental  
Siedlung at Berlin-Spandau in proposing a block layout sys  
tem based on linear buildings and tall buildings.
 His first design for the City Bebauung is prepared during  
 this year. He separated the tertiary functions into an orthogo 
 nal grid that was equipped with a multi-level traffic system.  
 As an experiment he applied this system to the old center of  
 Berlin in a series of designs spanning the period between  
 1928 and the beginning of the thirties.
 In 1928 he produced a series of new studies on types of  
 housing, in particular the design of a tenement house, of a  
 two-storey terrace house and the first formulation of the sin 
 gle-storey L-shape house.
 For the exhibition of the rationalization of the kitchen,  
 organized by the 'Ring', he and Hugo Häring designed two  
 Minimum kitchens with surfaces areas of 4.5 and 7 sqm.  
 The year after, he presented a variation shown at the Glass  
 and Metal exhibition.

 For the exhibition dedicated to the German charity associa 
 tions he constructed a large model of a charity city, in which  
he brought together the results of his typological investiga  
tions in a complex urban organism that symbolically repre  
sented all together of the German private charity institutions.
 In collaboration with Julius Vischer he published the book  
 Beton als Gestalter.
1929 Hannes Meyer invited him to teach in the Bauhaus Dessau.  
 First as a visiting lecturer, and after as the director of the  
 teaching of Building and Planning until October. In 1930 he  
 received the title of 'Meister'. From then on his seminars  
 were scheduled as Town-planning (1930-33) and   
 Siedlungswesen (1931-33).
 He took part in the competition for the Nürnberg Stadthalle  
 and was invited for the competition for the Marie von  
 Boschan-Aschrott Rest Home in Kassel, winning one of the  
 prices.
 He designed the layout of the exhibition rooms in the  
 Reckendorfhaus in Berlin and together with Brenner, the  
 layout of the Original oder Reproduktion Exhibition at the  
 Kestnergesellschaft in Hannover.
 He undertook the study of a total rebuilding of the medieval  
 centre of Berlin between Lustgarten and the Alexanderplatz  
 envisaging the construction of eight enormous tall buildings  
 on this site.
1930 He became the artistic director of the Monza Triennial.
 He resumed and modified his City Bebauung project which  
 is published in the Werkbund's review Die Form.
 In this year he began studies for a Mixed Building Siedlung  
 based on the superimposition of an expanded development  
 of single-storey terraced houses and of tenement blocks that  
 contained a minimum of accommodation. These studies  
 would carry on at least into the middle 30's. In December,  
 on behalf of the Reichsforschunggeesellschaft, he completed  
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the study of a Minimum Accommodation in a single-storey   
house, which was connected to the plans that he drew up in   
1928 for the terraced houses. These plans would be used   
again in his design for an L-shape one-family house in 1931   
and for the competition Das Wachsende Haus (the Growing   
house) in 1932. A prototype of the latter was erected and   
exhibited at the Sonne, Luft and Haus für Alle show in   
Berlin and published in 1932, by Martin Wagner in his book  Das 
Wachsende Haus.
1931 Hilberseimer took part in the great Berlin exhibition   
 Deutsche Bauausstellung, exhibiting two full-size models of  
 houses in the section dedicated to Housing in our time.
1932 He constructed the small Blumenthal House at Berlin- 
 Zehlendorf. Together with Bauhaus students he prepared the  
 material for the Dessau plan, proposing a reshaping of the  
 town layout along the lines of the linear city; this was in  
 anticipation of the IV Congress of the CIAM dedicated to  
 the Functional City.
1933 He took part in the V Milan Triennial and began the first  
 draft of his book Grundlagen des Städtebaus which would  
 not be completed and published before 1944 at Chicago  
 under the title The New City.
 With the growing of power of the Nazis his activity as a  
 journalist started to decrease. Until 1936 just three of his  
 articles were published in the magazine Moderne   
 Bauformen.

1935 Between 1924 and 1925 he undertook a few journeys to  
 Europe, in particular to Zurich where he designed a new lay 
 out for the water front. In 1935 he constructed two houses 
in  Berlin, the first in the Steglitz suburb for the medicine Fuchs  
and the second at Am Rupenhorn  for the Zelle Gmbh   
Company.
1936 He planned the building of a housing block on the   

 Emmerstraße in the new centre in the west of Berlin.
1937 Project for a complex with hotel and rented houses on the  
 Kantstraße on Berlin. During these years he made the plan  
 for a University City in Berlin, and unsuccessfully tried to  
 find, with support of Walter Gropius, a chance to work in  
 England.
1938 The last project that was designed by Hilberseimer in  
 Germany was the Garden City of Eichhorst and it is dated  
 8th July.
 On 27th July of this year he left Germany for England, then  
 traveling to the United States where he had been invited by  
 Mies van der Rohe to teach at the Armour Institute of  
 Technology.
1941 Announcment of a new policy to re-develop the South  
 Chicago area
1955 Hilberseimer was a full partner in the Lafayette Park hous 
 ing development in Detroit.
1956 Development of the Chicago Hyde Park together with Alfred  
Caldwell.
1967 Hilberseimer died at the age of 82.
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 CORNELIS VAN EESTEREN (1897-1988)

1897 Born on July 4th in Kinderdijk as the son of a contractor.
1917 Graduates from the Academy of Arts and    
 Technical science in Rotterdam.
1918 Works as an urban planner for the county of Alblasserdam
1919 Studies architecture in Amsterdam
1920 Study trip to Italy
1921 Wins the 'Prix de Rome' with his proposal for Unter den  
 Linden in Berlin
1922 Travel scholarship from the Prix de Rome. During this trip he  
 meets Theo van Deosburg, Walter Gropius, Lissitzky and others.
1923 Works and studies in Paris. Collaborates with van Doesburg,  
meets Piet Mondriaan and becomes a member of 'de Stijl'.
1924 Collaborates with Georges Pineau on a competition for the  
 center of Paris. Enters the Rokin competition in Amsterdam
1925 Becomes a member of 'de Opbouw' in Rotterdam.
1927-30 Visiting professor at the Staatliche Bauhochschule in   
 Weimar.
1929-59 Subsequently principal architect, urbanist and head of the  
 department of urban planning in Amsterdam. 
1930-47 Chairman of the Congres International d'Architecture Moderne
1942 Member of he study group for the planning if the Zuiderzee  
 polders.
1944 Involved with the rebuilding of Rotterdam.
1946-51  Chairman of the Dutch society for urbanists.
1947-67 Professor of urbanism in Delft.
1949 Leads together with Merkelbach a design team for the new  
 settlement Nagele.
1958 Advisor for urbanism in Chili.
1959-64 Advisor of the department of public works in Amsterdam.
1959-64 Designer of Lelystad.
1988 Passes away in his house in Buitenveldert. 
 THEODOOR KAREL VAN LOHUIZEN (1890-1956)

1890 Born in Den Burg on the island Texel.
1914-18 Designs military installations during his military service.
1917 Graduates from the T.H. Delft as a civil engineer.
1915 Member of the 'De social technische  Vereeniging van  
 Democratische Ingenieurs en Architecten', the social techni 
 cal union of democratic engineers and architects.
1919-21 Engineer for Rijkswaterstaat.
1921 Co-founder of 'de Opbouw' in Rotterdam
1921-28 Researcher for the public works department in Rottedam.  
 Works with J.J.P. Oud on matheneser. Also researches for  
 the committee 'Westen des Lands'.
1924 Member of the N.I.V.S. Organizes the planning Biennale in  
 Amsterdam, where he shows his first surveys.
1928-53 Chief researcher for the planning department in Amsterdam.
1942 Member of he study group for the planning if the Zuiderzee  
 polders.
1947-56 Professor of urbanism in Delft
1953  Member of the committee for ‘het Nationale plan’
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	 K E N Z O 	 TA N G E
	 BIOGRAPHY

1913 Born on 4th of September 
1930-1935
 His family had been in Hankow and Shanghai in China then  
 returned to Japan and settled in the prefecture of Ehime.
 Studied in Hiroshima High School and then one day he  
 encountered Le Corbusier's work for the first time, the well- 
 known project of the master - the competition entry for the  
 Palace of Soviets. From this moment, he made the decision  
 to be an architect.
 He enrolled as a student in the film division of the art  
 department in Nihon University but rarely attended classes.
1935-1938 
 Study at Department of Architecture, The University of  
 Tokyo
1942-1945
 Study at Graduate School, The University of Tokyo
1946 Professor at the University of Tokyo
1954, 1955
 Annual Prize of Architectural Institute of Japan
1958 Annual Prize of Architectural Institute of Japan
 Pan Pacific Citation from A.I.A., Hawaiian Chapter U.S.A.
1959 Receiving the degree, Ph.D. from the University of Tokyo
 Visiting Professor at the Massachusetts Institute of   
 Technology
 Prix International d'Art et d'Architecture de I'Architecture  
 d'Aujourd'hui France
1960 Prizes from Building Society, Japan
 Publication, "Katsura" Tradition and Creation in Japanese  
 Architecture (English Edition : Yale University Press, 1960)
1961 Publication, "A Plan for Tokyo, 1960-Toward A Structural  
 Reorganization, (English Edition Shinkenchikusha, Tokyo,  
 1961)
1962 Honorary Doctor of Fine Arts from the State University of  
 New York at Buffalo, U.S.A.

 Doktor-Ingenieur Ehren Halber from Technische Hochschule  
Stuttgart, West Germany
 Honorary Member of Mexican Institute of Architects
 The Class of Architecture for "Accademico delle Arti del  
 Disegno" Firenze, Italy, 
 Publication, "Ise" Prototype of Japanese Architecture,  
 (English Edition M.I.T., Press 1965)
1963 Honorary Fellow of American Institute of Architects, U.S.A.
1964 Dottore Architetto Honors Causa from Politecnico di   
 Milano, Italy
 Dem Ausserordentlichen Mitglid der Abteilung Baukunst der  
Akademie der Kunst, West Germany
 Diploma of Merit from International Olympic Committee
1965 Prizes from Building Society, Japan
 Royal Gold Medal 1965 from Royal Institute of British  
 Architects, England
 Asahi Prize from Asahi Newspaper, Japan
 Special Prize of Architectural Institute of Japan, Japan
 President's Medal from the Architectural League of New  
 York, U.S.A.
1966 Honorary Member of American Academy of Arts and  
 Letters, U.S.A.
 Prizes from Building Society, Japan
 The Gold Medal 1966 from American Institute of Architects,  
U.S.A.
 Publication, "Japan in the Future-Formation of Tokaido  
 Megalopolis,  (in Japanese)
 Publication, "Kenzo Tange, 1946-1958-Reality and Creation,   
(in Japanese)
 Publication, "Kenzo Tange, 1955-1964"-Technology and  
 Humanity (in Japanese)

1967 Ehrenmitgliedschaft from Bundes Deutscher Architekten,  
 West Germany
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 Foreign Honorary Member of American Academy of Arts  
 and Science, U.S.A.
 Medaille d'Or from Societe d'Encouragement au Progres,  
 France
1968 Honorary Citizen of Skopje, Yugoslavia
 Order of the Yugoslav Star on Necklace, Yugoslavia
 The Medal of Honour from Danish Royal Academy of Fine  
 Arts, Denmark
1969 Prizes from Building Society, Japan
1970 Honorary Doctor of Science from University of Hong Kong
 Honorary Doctorate of Letter from University of Sheffield,  
 England
 Prizes from Building Society, Japan
 Special Prize of Architectural Institute of Japan, Japan
 Order of San Gregorio Magno from the Apostolic   
 Nunziature, Vatican City
 Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation Medal in   
 Architecture, U.S.A.
 Medaglia d'Oro del Presidente della Repubblica Italiana,  
 Italy
 Publication: "Kenzo Tange, 1946-1969-Architectural and  
 Urban Design, (English, French, German Edition : Artemis,  
 Switzerland 1970)
 "Man & Architecture"  (in Japanese)
 "Architecture & City"  (in Japanese)
1971 Honorary Doctor of Arts from Harvard University, U.S.A.
 Prime Minister's Award for Nominated Competitions for  
 "Japan in 21st Century", Japan
 Publication,"Japan in 21st Century", (Kenzo Tange & Study  
 Team, in Japanese)
1972 Visiting Professor at Harvard University
 Member of Club of Rome
1973 Foreign Member of Royal Academy of Art and Letter,  
 Belgium

 Grand Medaille d'Or d'Architecture de I'Academie   
 d'Architecture, France
 SARP Medal from Stowarzyszenie Architektow Polskich,  
 Poland
1974 Professorship, Professor Emeritus at the University of  
 Tokyo, 
 Honorary Citizen of Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.
1975 Publication, "Architecture and Urban Design" (in Japanese)
1976 Member of Order "Pour le Merite" West Germany
 Order Pour le Merite fur Wissenschaften und Kunste, West  
 Germany
1977 Honorary Professor at Universidad Nacional Federico  
 Villarreal, Peru
 Commandeur dans I'Ordre National du Merite, France
1978 Doctor "Honoris Causa" of University of Buenos Aires,  
 Argentina
 Foreign Member of the National Academy of Fine Arts,  
 Buenos Aires, Argentina 
 Honorary Member of Sociedad Bolivariana de Arouitectos,  
 Venezuela
 Honorary Member of Venezuela Architects Association
 Honorary Citizen of Buenos Aires, Argentina
 Honorary Professor at University of Buenos Aires, Argentina
 Mexican Order of the Aguila Azteca Grade, "Encomienda",  
 Mexico
1979 Member of the Advisory Board for the Governor of Tokyo
 Membre Etranger de I'Academie d'Architecture, France
 Prizes from Building Society, Japan
 Commendatore nell'Ordine "Al Merito della Repubblica  
 Italiana", Italy
 Person of Merit in Japanese Cultural Achievement, Japan
1980 Order of Culture, Japan
1983 Membre de l'Institute de France, Academie des Beaux-Arts,  
 France
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1984 Prizes from Building Society, Japan
 Commandeur dans I'Ordre des Arts et Lettres, France
 Grande Ufficiale nell'Ordine Al Merito della Repubblica  
 Italiana, Italy
1985 Publication:
 "Ippon no Enpitsu kara" -Autobiography--Japan Economic  
 Journal
 "Recollections-Series of 15 months on Japan Architects  
 (English)
1986 Vatican Pantheon Academy of Arts and Letters, Italy
 Grand Prize, Architectural Institute of Japan
 President, Japan Architects Association
 Grande Prize, Architectural Institute of Japan
1987 Founding President of Japan Institute of Architects
 Honorary Chairman, American Institute of Architects
 Chairman, Building Council of The Ministry of   
 Construction, 
 The Pritzker Architecture Prize
 Publication, "Kenzo Tange" (Studio Paperback: Artemis,  
 Switzerland, 1987: in German and French)




